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1. IMPACT OF THE GLOBAL CRISIS ON SPATIAL 

RELATIONSHIPS IN RUSSIA 
 

Konstantin Gluschenko 

Institute of Economics and Industrial Engineering, Siberian Branch of the 

Russian Academy of Sciences, and 

Department of Economics, Novosibirsk State University, Novisibirsk, Russia 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

 
The global crisis has hit regions within Russia to variable degrees because of great dif-

ferences in regional economy patterns. In turn, this might have changed inter-regional rela-
tionships. This paper focuses on two of them, related to population‟s welfare, namely, inter-

regional inequality in real incomes and integration of regional goods markets, and seeks an 

answer to the question of whether the global crisis has had a persistent effect on these rela-

tionships. Results obtained suggest that the answer is generally negative. JEL codes: O15, 

P22, P25, R11. 

 

1.1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The global crisis reached Russia in the second half of 2008. It is impossi-

ble to indicate exactly when this happened. Troschke (2009) considers August 

2008 being the date, while Granberg et al. (2011) and Bezrukov et al. (2010) 

shift it to October or November 2008. Russian government officials admitted 

the advent of the crisis in October 2008; as late as in the previous month, Rus-

sian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin asserted that no crisis took place in the 

country (ironically, the Russian government started supporting the Russian 

financial system just in that month).  

 

The crisis hit regions of the country to variable degrees because of great 

differences in regional economy patterns. In turn, this might have changed in-

ter-regional relationships. Here, I focus on two of them, inter-regional inequal-

ity in real incomes and integration of regional goods markets, studying the 

evolution of relevant indicators during 36 months, July 2007 to June 2010. For 

convenience, I consider the period of 2007:07–2008:06 as the pre-crisis one, 

and the period of 2008:07–2010:06 as affected by the crisis. 

 

Ten years before the global crisis, in 1998, Russia experienced a severe fi-

nancial crisis of its own. Its consequences were a significant decrease in spa-

tial income inequality and improvement in Russia‘s market integration. The 

first effect proved to be temporary. According to Solanko (2008), following a 

dramatic fall in 1998 income inequality among Russian regions permanently 

rose and reached the pre-crisis value within a few years. The second effect, in 

contrast, turned out to be persistent. As Gluschenko (2003, 2009) finds, goods 
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market integration improved after September 1998 and then stabilized since 

1999 up to 2007. Berkowitz and DeJong (2003) also document a strengthening 

of integration in 1999. It would be interesting to reveal whether the global cri-

sis has caused something similar. 

 

1.2. DATA AND METHODOLOGY 

 

The subjects of the Russian Federation are taken as regions, two composite 

subjects being considered as single regions. The spatial sample covers 79 re-

gions, all Russia‘s regions but the Chechen Republic. Analyzing market inte-

gration, two more regions, the Moscow and Leningrad oblasts, are omitted, as 

otherwise distances between them and ―city-regions‖, Moscow and St. Peters-

burg (which are at the same time their capital cities), would be zero. Along 

with this 77-region sample (―Russia as a whole‖), market integration is ana-

lysed on two more subsamples, ―Russia excluding difficult-to-access regions‖ 

(71 regions) and ―European Russia‖ (52 regions). Gluschenko (2009) de-

scribes them in detail. In brief, six remote regions lacking (except the only 

one) railway and highway communication with other regions are omitted in 

the first; the second represents the European part of Russia excluding its 

northern territories. 

 

Incomes are characterized by personal money incomes per capita. The cost 

of a so called fixed basket of 83 goods and services for inter-regional compari-

sons of purchasing capacity of population (hereafter, fixed basket) serves as an 

indicator of the regional cost of living. The ratio of these two indicators is an 

estimate of real income. A price representative in analysing market integration 

is the cost of a 33-stapes basket (see Gluschenko, 2009, for its composition). 

Data on income and the costs of both baskets by region are drawn from 

Rosstat (2007–2010).  

 

Standard deviation of log real incomes, coefficient of variation, Gini in-

dex, and Theil entropy index measure income inequality among regions. 

Comparing their pre-crisis values with subsequent ones, we can see changes in 

inequality induced by the crisis. It is instructive to reveal whether these chang-

es are statistically significant. Instead of testing hypotheses of equality across 

time for each index, such hypotheses are tested for the entire cross-section dis-

tribution of real income normalized to the national average, using the Kolmo-

gorov-Smirnov test.  

 

To analyze goods market integration, Gluschenko‘s (2003) methodology is 

used. Its essence is as follows. The market is deemed integrated if the law of 

one price holds in it, controlling for transportation costs. Hence, in an integrat-

ed market, the price of a good in any region is determined by the national 

market, and not by regional demand. Otherwise the strength of dependence of 

regional price on regional demand measures market segmentation. To make 
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such a relationship operational, it is transformed to that between price and per 

capita income in a region. At last, the following econometric model is arrived at: 

 

log(prt/pst) =  +  log(yrt/yst) + log(lrs) + rst,  (1) 

 

where t indexes time; r and s index regions; prt and pst are prices for a good; yrt 

and yst are nominal per capita incomes; and lrs is distance separating r and s. 

Distances are measured between regions‘ capital cities in network-

transportation mileage; they are mostly drawn from Railway Transport Coun-

cil (2001). 

 

Given N regions, Model (1) is estimated cross-sectionally on N(N–1)/2 

region pairs for a fixed t. The magnitude of  measures the degree of market 

integration/segmentation: a higher  means weaker integration (or higher 

segmentation);  = 0 corresponds to integrated market. Estimating (1) for t = 

t1,…, tm yields a series of , providing a temporal pattern of integration. 

 

1.3. EMPIRICAL RESULTS 

 

Figure 1.1 reports the evolution of income inequality in Russia during 36 

months. All indicators suggest qualitatively the same dynamics; being re-

scaled, the indicator paths are fairly close to one another. No dramatic changes 

in inequality are seen in the second half of 2008 and later. The difference be-

tween the second half of 2007 and the first half of 2008 is much more pro-

nounced than that between the latter and the first half of 2009, when the crisis 

definitely took place in the country. Nevertheless, there are some signs of rise 

in inequality during 

2008:09–2009:05, the most 

precarious stage of the cri-

sis in Russia. 

 

As the changes in ine-

quality that can be assigned 

to the crisis are fairly mod-

est, the question arises of 

whether they are statistical-

ly significant. To answer 

this question, it is reasona-

ble to compare income dis-

tributions from the pre-

crisis period with those 

from the period affected by 

the crisis, applying the 

two-sample Kolmogorov-
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Figure 1.1. Regional inequalities in per capita 

real personal income 
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Smirnov test. If the null hypothesis of their equality is not rejected, the same is 

valid for any one of distribution statistics. Monthly income distributions from 

2007:07–2008:06 serve as bases of comparison with distributions in a respec-

tive month of subsequent years. In addition, semiannual and 12-month distri-

butions are tested for equality. Table 1.1 tabulates the results.  

 

Taking the 5% sig-

nificance level, the test 

rejects the hypothesis of 

the equality of the 

monthly distributions 

only in two cases out of 

24 comparisons, namely 

for Decembers. No one 

null hypothesis regard-

ing semiannual and 12-

month distributions is 

rejected. (To check ro-

bustness of these results, 

similar comparisons 

were made within the 

period of 2008:07–

2010:06; the null hy-

pothesis proved to be 

significant in all cases.) Thus, we may confidently conclude that the crisis had 

no significant impact on income inequality among Russian regions.  

 

The discrepancies between the December distributions are explainable, 

taking a look at the sawtooth path of real incomes in Russia in Figure 1.2. In 

Decembers, personal in-

comes skyrocket because 

of yearly bonuses, etc. In 

Januaries, incomes fall be-

cause of the 10-day New 

Year holidays and shortage 

of wage funds due to the 

December payments. Then 

it is of no surprise that 

cross-region income distri-

butions are not equal 

across Decembers and, 

maybe, Januaries, as both 

additional payments and 

shortages may considera-

bly differ across regions.  

Table 1.1. Kolmogorov-Smirnov test p-values 
 

Base dis-

tribution in 

Compared 

with 

p-value Compared 

with 

p-value 

2007:07 2008:07 0.813 2009:07 0.916 

2007:08 2008:08 0.684 2009:08 0.428 

2007:09 2008:09 0.813 2009:09 0.684 

2007:10 2008:10 0.428 2009:10 0.813 

2007:11 2008:11 0.116 2009:11 0.322 

2007:12 2008:12 0.001 2009:12 0.002 
2008:01 2009:01 0.322 2010:01 0.052 

2008:02 2009:02 1.000 2010:02 0.977 

2008:03 2009:03 0.235 2010:03 0.916 

2008:04 2009:04 0.977 2010:04 0.322 

2008:05 2009:05 0.684 2010:05 0.684 

2008:06 2009:06 0.813 2010:06 0.684 

2007-H2 2008-H2 0.078 2009-H2 0.322 

2008-H1 2009-H1 0.977 2010-H1 0.684 

2007:07–

2008:06 

2008:07–

2009:06 
0.684 

2009:07–

2010:06 
0.684 
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Figure 1.2. Real incomes: the Russian average 
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Although the crisis did not change income inequality in Russia, Figure 1.2 

evidences that it did affect real incomes as such: they stopped rising. During 

three years they fluctuated around a constant level, that of the average over the 

pre-crisis period. The average over 2008:07–2009:06 is greater by 0.8 per cent 

points, and that over 2009:07–2010:06 is greater by 1 point than the average 

over 2007:07–2008:06.  

 

Turning to the issue of integration of regional markets, Figure 1.3 plots in-

tegration trajectories, i.e. estimates of  in Equation (1) for 36 points in time. 

The left panel of this figure presents the trajectories as they are; the right panel 

plots exponentially smoothed by the Holt-Winters method (Bowerman and 

O‘Connell, 1979) trajectories. 
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Figure 1.3. Trajectories of market integration 

(left panel: estimated; right panel: smoothed) 

 

A trend to deterioration of market integration manifests itself in Russia as 

a whole, especially on the smoothed trajectory. (The estimate of the trend fac-

tor equals 0.0022.) The value of  varies across months from 0.126 to 0.258 

with  = 0.185, while this band was 0.107 to 0.205 with  = 0.159 in 2001–

2007. The first sharp rise in market segmentation is dated to September 2008 

and thus might be assigned to the crisis. The second rise occurred in July 

2009, which also might be due to the crisis. However, omitting difficult-to-

access regions, the pattern becomes quite different. It does not suggest devia-

tions from earlier dynamics of integration, varying from 0.050 to 0.102 as 

compared to 0.050 to 0.114 in 2001–2007; the time averages of  equal 0.077 

and 0.084, respectively. All the more, the trajectory for European Russia man-

ifests no signs of being affected by the crisis. It varies in the band of 0.038 to 

0.078 with  = 0.061; in 2001–2007, this band was 0.039 to 0.106 with  = 

0.079. Besides, no structural breaks in time series of price differentials are 
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found, while the 1998 crisis caused breaks in many of them (see Gluschenko, 

2011). 

 

Table 1.2 reports 95% confidence intervals of semiannual and 12-month 

estimates of . We cannot accept the hypothesis of equality of  across half-

years and 12-month periods for Russia as a whole. Thus, there were, indeed, 

statistically significant changes in the degree of segmentation. They evidence 

deterioration of integration in the period affected by the crisis. In Russia ex-

cluding difficult-to-access regions, the confidence intervals overlap, except for 

the pair of 2008-H1 and 2008-H2. This allows accepting the hypothesis of the 

equality of  across the periods with a reservation that a temporary weakening 

of integration occurred in the second half of 2008. All confidence intervals 

overlap in European Russia, suggesting no significant changes of integration 

in this part of the country during the whole time span. Thus, we may conclude 

that if the crisis had any effect on market integration in Russia, it hit only dif-

ficult-to-access regions which anyway were poorly integrated with the rest of 

the country.  

 

Table 1.2. Confidence intervals of the degree of market segmentation () 
 

Period Russia as a whole 

 

Excluding diffi-

cult-to-access re-

gions 

European Russia 

 

2007-H2  0.153, 0.183 0.067, 0.082 0.053, 0.071 

2008-H1 0.150, 0.180 0.061, 0.076 0.062, 0.078 

2008-H2  0.195, 0.230 0.080, 0.099 0.060, 0.081 

2009-H1 0.156, 0.186 0.066, 0.085 0.052, 0.071 
2009-H2 0.219, 0.261 0.076, 0.098 0.039, 0.063  

2010-H1 0.189, 0.224 0.076, 0.097 0.056, 0.079 

2007:07–2008:06 0.155, 0.186 0.065, 0.080 0.058, 0.075 

2008:07–2009:06 0.182, 0.215 0.078, 0.096 0.059, 0.079 

2009:07–2010:06 0.206, 0.245 0.077, 0.098 0.049, 0.072 

 

The pattern obtained strikingly differs from that observed for the 1998 fi-

nancial crisis in Russia. One main reason is different dynamics of devaluation 

of the Russian national currency, ruble (RUR). Figure 1.4 presents the evolu-

tion of the RUR/$ exchange rate during the two crises. In 1998, the devalua-

tion was dramatic and enormous. In the very beginning of the crisis, the ruble 

was devaluated by 3.3 times during three weeks. Altogether over 30 months, 

January 1998 to June 2000, the devaluation came to 4.7 times. As a result, 

domestic consumer goods displaced those imported from abroad. This caused 

expansion of inter-regional trade within Russia, which, in turn, facilitated im-

provements in goods market integration in the country. High inflation accom-

panied the 1998 crisis, 84.4% in 1998 and 36.5% in 2009. It greatly varied 

across regions of the country, so changing relative costs of living, and, in turn, 

real incomes and spatial income inequality.  
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In contrast, the devalu-

ation of ruble during the 

global crisis was very 

smooth and relatively 

modest. Albeit peaking in 

February–March 2009, it 

came to about 1.25 times 

over January 2008 to June 

2010. Despite a slump in 

import of consumer goods 

for a few months in the end 

of 2008 and beginning of 

2009, no large-scale dis-

placement of imported 

goods by domestic ones 

occurred. Nor the crisis 

caused a spurge of infla-

tion which equaled 13.3% 

in 2008 (as compared to 

11.9% in 2007) and 8.8% in 2009. Nonetheless, it seems that because of the 

absence of arbitrage with other regions, integration of the difficult-to-access re-

gions with the rest of Russia even more deteriorated. 

 

The second reason for differences in crisis outcomes regarding spatial in-

come inequality is a different extent of bankruptcies in the financial sector. 

This sector features the highest salaries, on the average two and more times 

higher than in the whole Russian economy. The 1998 crisis caused a mass col-

lapse of banks and other financial institutions. As they were concentrated in 

rich regions of the country (especially in Moscow), this led to reducing in-

come gaps between these regions and poorer ones, which, in turn, dramatically 

decreased inter-regional income inequality. In the time of the global crisis, the 

Russian government saved the banking system from a mass failure, equipping 

it with additional liquidity and recapitalizing several banks (Troschke, 2009). 

A result was the absence of a significant earning cut in the financial sector, 

and thus, in spatial income inequality. Although real incomes moderately fell 

in Russia in September to November 2008 (see Figure 1.2), this causes only a 

slight and temporary decrease of inter-regional income inequality in Septem-

ber 2008 (see Figure 1.1).  

 

One more reason for spatial income inequality to remain intact during the 

global crisis was a massive aid for regions from the federal budget. Huge fi-

nancial reserves accumulated during the economic upturn in Russia made it 

possible to dramatically increase social transfers, thus stopping decline in 

population‘s incomes and consumption. No such aid had been possible during 

the 1998 crisis, which caused a dramatic fall in real personal incomes; hetero-
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geneity of this fall across regions of the country had also resulted in changes in 

inter-regional income inequality. As Zubarevich (2010, p. 55) notes, ―The cri-

sis was ‗extinguished‘ with money, which could not even be dreamed of in 

1998 with the federal budget being empty.‖ 

 

1.4. CONCLUSIONS 

 

This paper aimed to reveal an impact of the global crisis on inter-regional 

inequality and spatial market integration in Russia. Income inequality is found 

not to be affected by the crisis, although it caused halting rise in real incomes 

in the country. No significant changes were found in the degree of spatial 

market integration in Russia that could be assigned to the crisis. Probably, it 

deteriorated integration of difficult-to-access regions with the rest of the coun-

try, but they anyway had been weakly integrated. The pattern obtained strik-

ingly differs from that observed for the 1998 financial crisis in Russia. Differ-

ences in dynamics of devaluation of the national currency, the extent of bank-

ruptcies in the financial sector, and the aid for regions from the federal budget 

during these two crises generally explain the discrepancy between the conse-

quences of the crises. 

 

Some small changes in income inequality did take place during the global 

crisis. However, from the viewpoint of the statistical test they are indistin-

guishable from random shocks. The fact that income inequality between Rus-

sian regions remained generally intact can be appraised as a positive one. It 

evidences that the Russian government succeeded in preventing a significant 

decline in population‘s incomes and consumption, having suppressed this pro-

cess early in its term. 

 

The second finding, on the contrary, seems disappointing. Despite smooth 

devaluation of the national currency, the expectations at the beginning of the 

crisis in the country were that this would go further. Therefore, Russian pro-

ducers of consumer goods had favorable possibilities for strengthening price 

competition with producers from other countries; there was no even need for 

protectionist measures. In this way, domestic producers could widen their 

market shares wherewith displacing foreign producers. This would have mani-

fested itself in a decrease in the degree of market segmentation. But they (as 

well as wholesalers and retailers) preferred to force up prices. Such a behavior 

was opposite to that of producers in many other countries affected by the cri-

sis. While deflation was observed there, inflation somewhat accelerated in 

Russia in the most precarious stage of the crisis in the country. Thus the Rus-

sian producers lost chances to benefit from the crisis. The only program aimed 

to increase domestic consumption was launched by the Russian federal gov-

ernment, namely, that of facilitating displacement of old cars by new ones. At 

the same time, China took massive measures to increase domestic consump-

tion, thus easily overcoming the crisis.  
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Returning to the issue of spatial income inequality, it is possible that the 

global crisis did affect the cross-region distribution of incomes, but caused 

more subtle effects such as intra-distribution changes. To gain a deeper insight, 

the ‗anatomy‘ of the inequality evolution needs to be explored. One way to do this 

is to analyze dynamics of rank income mobility of Russian regions. One more 

way is to divide Russian regions into groups of reach and poor regions and to 

analyze changes in inequality within the groups. Analyzing the evolution of 

polarization measures seems helpful, too. This could demonstrate whether po-

larization between the region groups increased or decreased because of the 

global crisis. 

 

Clearly, considering inter-regional income inequality and integration of 

regional markets, the pattern of changes in population‘s welfare across regions 

is not comprehensive. The empirical analysis could be improved by covering 

more aspects of welfare. In this respect, analyzing the evolution of spatial ine-

quality in nominal and real wage, unemployment, and cost of living before and 

during the global crisis in Russia seems promising. 
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2. URGENT POLICY-RULES REQUIRED FOR THE  

EURO SYSTEM TO SURVIVE, COMPARING  

EURO WITH NON-EURO ENDOGENOUS  

DATA-SETS BY COUNTRY, 1990-2009 
 

Hideyuki Kamiryo
1
  

Hiroshima Shudo University 

 

ABSTRACT 
 

The Euro area suffers from how to maintain a single Euro currency with a monetary pol-

icy and different fiscal policies by country. The author presents a new methodology based on 

the real assets, which eliminates endogenous causes under the endogenous-equilibrium. The 

endogenous-equilibrium is a surrogate for the price-equilibrium prevailing for the last hun-

dred years. The endogenous system eliminates an assumption of perfect competition and 
guarantees the flexibility of the rate of return and the wage rage. This paper sets up „compari-

son ratios‟ to compare actual with endogenous data and advocates that the whole differences 

of actual and endogenous net investments at the Euro area has a key for solution, with the 

determination of endogenous taxes as a size of government by country. The BOP policy based 

on the financial/market assets, as stated by Mundell (1960, 1961), is rightly reversed when the 

BOP policy based on the real assets is endogenously set forth. This is a decisive new BOP 

policy-rule: the lower moderately the plus and minus BOP the more sustainable the Euro area 

is, where excessive (above weighted average) net exports countries cooperatively shift „net 

investment increase obtained by reducing excessive exports‟ to net imports countries, as the 

grant-shifts of net investments and with corresponding technology. With cooperative spirit 

among countries, the Euro system could survive even under the current biased system: if the 

Euro system realizes the causes and results derived from the endogenous system, the Euro 
countries get bright future since actual and endogenous data always march in parallel even 

under the current national accounts and the Euro system. JEL code: E62; E01. 

 

2.1. INTRODUCTION 

 

There are a lot of questions motivated from the viewpoint of the author‘s 

endogenous-system. Is there any way or a clue for Euro countries to survive 

under the current one Euro currency system? What is wholly wrong in the re-

spect of macroeconomic theories? Why bubbles are always repeated once or 

twice in a decade? Why do policy-makers recognize no other authority than 

monetary, financial, and market policies? Are monetary, financial, and market 

policies independent of rightful economic policies based on the real assets? Is 

the price-equilibrium useful for finding rightful causes effectively? Which is 

effective under some conditions, fixed or flexible exchange rate by country? 

Do the mobility and flexibility of capital and labor play an important role in 

rightful policies? Does the literature clarify the causes and results behind the 

price-equilibrium prevailing historically? Why are the essence of the balance 

                                                
1 http://www.riee.tv (only English) http://ci.nii.ac.jp/ (enter Kamiryo; in Japan, after 1980); 
http://www.megaegg.ne.jp/~kamiro/ (including Japanese); For the Excel data, please contact 

kamiryo@ms3.megaegg.ne.jp 

http://www.riee.tv/
http://ci.nii.ac.jp/
http://www.megaegg.ne.jp/~kamiro/
mailto:kamiryo@ms3.megaegg.ne.jp
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of payments and deficit never revealed in the price-equilibrium? Is it possible 

for policy-makers to confidently realize full-employment and a low inflation 

rate in the price-equilibrium? All of these questions are interrelated by country 

and among countries. This paper intends to find rightful policies to solve the 

above questions by clarifying essentials in the endogenous-equilibrium as a 

surrogate for the price-equilibrium. 

 

This paper is one of a few base-papers that connect two-dimensional hy-

perbolas with the holographic principle discovered by ‗t Hooft Gerard (2000) 

in quantum physics. And, this paper proves that the level of deficit sinks into 

the hyperbolas and wholly influences the level of growth and returns in the 

long run. Every time in financial crises, each government and the European 

Central Bank take actions by supplying credit and money. These actions must 

be urgently required to stabilize the circumstances but actually remain coun-

ter-measures and seem to prolong problems lying behind. What are essences 

lying behind? Section 2.2 broadly replies to this question from the viewpoint 

of five basic aspects. In section 2.3, the author specifies and tests the flexibil-

ity of capital and labor, keeping in mind a series of researches theoretically 

and empirically stated by Mundell Robert (1960, 1961) but failing to find sus-

tainable robustness by country. 

 

Section 2.4 shows a highlight of this paper, with sixteen figures by coun-

try and three weighted average figures by area, indicating that the Euro and 

non-Euro countries still have enough power to recover endogenously, com-

pared with Asia area. The differences between actual and endogenous data 

have a key for solution. Reducing these differences by country enables the Eu-

ro system to survive. There hold two policy-rules theoretically using an actual 

balance of payments and deficit by country. The first balance of payments pol-

icy-rule is surprisingly realistic although it is against price theories in the liter-

ature. The first policy-rule cooperatively leads to the grant-shifts of net in-

vestments among the Euro countries and draw up growth and returns in the 

long run. Section 2.5 shows conclusive remarks on the Euro currency area. 

There is much room to execute the above two policy-rules immediately, based 

on actual and endogenous data comparisons; confidently with ‗think of others 

philosophy‘ and leadership towards bright future. 

 

2.2. INEVITABLE COOPERATION OF THE PRICE-EQUILIBRIUM 

WITH THE ENDOGENOUS-EQUILIBRIUM 

 

2.2.1. From the price-equilibrium to the endogenous-equilibrium 

 

This sub-section explains an inevitable new stream to the endogenous-

equilibrium from the historically accepted price-equilibrium, with its physical 

geometrical philosophy behind. When the conventional price-equilibrium co-

operates with the endogenous-equilibrium, macro-economies will change tre-
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mendously. The price-equilibrium always shows a situation of equilibrium af-

ter adjusting a situation of disequilibrium. The numerical level of disequilibri-

um just before recovering equilibrium is ‗unknown.‘ Further, reasons or causes 

why disequilibrium almost occurred are ‗unknown.‘ Therefore, even today, 

policy-makers have to rely on monetary and financial policies under the reign 

of the price-equilibrium. 

 

On the other hand, suppose that the endogenous-equilibrium is measured 

using the real assets of national accounts and, cooperatively as a surrogate for 

the price-equilibrium. Then, policy-makers set real-assets policies the true clue 

of economic survival, though setting the current monetary and financial poli-

cies supplemental. The aim of real-assets policies are exactly composed of 

full-employment and low inflation. The full-employment and low inflation has 

certainly remained final objects of monetary and financial policies, as shown 

by Mundell, R. A. (1960, 1961). True facts hidden behind the final objects 

might be wider than conceivable ranges Keynesians, Neo-classicists, Marxists, 

and other schools have continuously expected in mind. Full-employment and 

low inflation are, universally for the first time, measured simultaneously when 

the speed years by country are measured by country and by year as a powerful 

surrogate for the price-equilibrium. 

 

The author first touches the conceptions created by quantum physicians 

today and connects these with the author‘s endogenous equations and hyper-

bolas at the endogenous-equilibrium. Facts found in the endogenous-

equilibrium broadly express ‗t Hooft‘s (2000) ‗holographic principle‘ for in-

formation data that (1) a part is related to the whole, (2) results at one time 

simultaneously express related before and after several year results consistent-

ly by year, and (3) one-dimensional reduction prevails everywhere. The above 

three characteristics discovered as the holographic principle are, more deeply, 

all involved in Shizuko Ishida‘s new conception, whose proof is shown by 

‗Sudare Theory‘ (2009, 2011), wholly and universally for the first time in his-

tory. The author sketches Ishida‘s conception, using (1) the Sudare Theory and 

(2) the zero point, each referring to the endogenous system as follows: 

 

For the Sudare Theory: It is difficult for quantum physics to prove the 

holographic principle beyond observations and experiments. Ishida proved the 

existence of the holographic principle geometrically, not using equations but 

using connected mechanics and movements of ‗Sudare.‘ The information data, 

irrelevantly to research fields, is most numerical in the case of macroeconom-

ics or the endogenous-system based on national accounts. The endogenous-

system simultaneously unites theory and practice and proves the existence of 

the holographic principle by applying endogenous equations to corresponding 

two-dimensional hyperbolas. Due to one-dimensional space and time, a hy-

perbola takes space and time into two-dimensional. Ishida, for the first time, 

sets five-dimensional a solid base commonly to two zones, physical and spir-
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itual: At the physical zone, using Ishida‘s Sudare, the 5
th
 dimension reduces 

the 4
th
 dimension, the 4

th
 dimension reduces to the 3

rd
 dimension, and the 3

rd
 

dimension reduces to the 2
nd

 dimension, where the space and time constitute 

one-dimensional, similarly to Einstein‘ golden-ratio triangle. 

 

For the Zero Point: The zero point universally connects five-dimensional 

spiritual zone with six-dimensional physical zone but, the zero point exists 

everywhere in both zones. At the physical zone, five- and six-dimensional 

simultaneously holds spirally. In the case of the endogenous system, the zero 

point corresponds with the origin of hyperbolas at the physical zone, where the 

zero point and the origin are immeasurable. And, the hyperbolas correspond 

with a balanced philosophy that supports a moderate range of speed years and 

the rate of return measured in the endogenous-equilibrium. 

 

Conceptions discovered by all the physicians such as ‗t Hooft (2000) and 

Randall Lisa (2005) remain within the range of sciences, without stepping into 

the spiritual zone as the other side of the black hole or D-brain. Ishida solely 

integrates physical with spiritual zones but, Ishida (2011; Japanese) wholly 

and geographically proved the Sudare Theory at the physical zone, as sciences 

similarly to all the physicians. At the physical zone (or here in this world), 

Ishida‘s zero point is, in an instant, wave-spirally connected with both ends of 

five-dimensional of Sudare, whose middle parts are six-dimensional. As a re-

sult, ‗imaginary‘ and ‗real‘ numbers or ‗the Positive and the Negative‘ simul-

taneously exist everywhere, with the zero point that is always immeasurable in 

this world, and omitting the spiritual zone. The connection of ‗the Positive‘ 

with ‗the Negative‘ developed in old China, thousand years ago, is now wholly 

proved by the Sudare Theory. 

 

2.2.2. From data and models, discrete and continuous, to policy control-

lability 

 

The endogenous-equilibrium is involved in policy-directions here and be-

low at sub-sections. Realities in economics may be summarized by function 

and data. First, economists start with y=f(x) at each methodology, where x is 

independent of y. Economists freely formulate y=f(x) as many as the number 

of economists, regardless of whether or not each model is consistent with oth-

er numerous models. Further, each data used for one model are freely selected 

by economist, regardless of whether or not each data are consistent with other 

numerous data. 

 

Second, data are given always by year as actual ‗discrete‘ statistics. Never-

theless, a common method used for data is ‗continuous‘ such as differential 

and integral. The relationship between flows and stocks has to follow the 

common method. If a discrete Cobb-Douglas production function were dis-

covered as in the endogenous system, the relationship between flows and 
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stocks become complete. Besides, economists often take advantage of elastici-

ty values for coefficients as included in y=f(x), expecting elasticity values to 

be valid for repeating use. Despite, actual data always change differently over 

years and never repeat the same result. These facts imply that the use of y=f(x) 

contradicts the object of y=f(x) itself. Besides, y=f(x) cannot present the causes 

and results due to the independent use of x to y. 

 

On the other hand, the endogenous system takes advantage of the discrete 

Cobb-Douglas production function and indicates that endogenous data results 

always change differently over years and never repeat similar results by year. 

Endogenous data are always consistent with other numerous data by country, 

year, and over years. And, the causes and results hold inherently, where the R-

square and related correlations used in econometrics become meaningless. If 

Keynesians invented a discrete Cobb-Douglas production function, that func-

tion must be overlapped with the discrete Cobb-Douglas production function 

created within the endogenous system. The discrete Cobb-Douglas production 

function universally holds since theory and practice preserve one unity wholly 

at the endogenous system. 

 

There is a lot of econometrics in the literature, whose object is policy-

oriented. It was Lucas (1976) that clarified the relationship between data and 

the changes in policies. Suppose that a specified data solely expresses the re-

sult of a corresponding policy by year. In this case, the given data actually in-

cludes not the result of the policy but the result of the change in the policy by 

year. How does a researcher distinguish a policy with its change in a given 

data by year? It is natural that a specified data only expresses the result reflect-

ing the change in the policy by year. It is true that data cannot express policy 

or policy change but a parameter of one model possibly designates a specified 

policy. It is also true that theory and data shown as its results must be tied up 

each other or that theory and practice constitute one unity. There is no such 

actual statistics today. This is because statistics holds independently apart 

from theory. And, the theory is rigidly justified if all the researchers in the 

world approve the correctness of that theory and, if that theory does not 

change anywhere and forever in this world. 

 

On the other hand, the endogenous system simultaneously measures all 

the data and results, as measured by the data-sets of KEWT 5.11 by country 

and year, and over years, satisfying one unity of theory and practice. Then, 

how is this system justified? The endogenous system is involved in the holo-

graphic principle discovered by ‗t Hooft (see 2.2.1). The data-sets of KEWT 

5.11, wholly and numerically, proved the existence of ‗t Hooft‘s holographic 

principle, by using two-dimensional endogenous equations and corresponding 

hyperbolas prevailing in the endogenous system. In the endogenous system, 
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seven endogenous parameters
2
 determine fundamental policies and, data-sets 

express the results of the change in policies. When a set of combinations of 

seven endogenous parameters holds within a moderate range of speed years by 

country and year, policy controllability is guaranteed under the endogenous-

equilibrium. If the speed years by country and year fluctuate unstably, it 

means that the country is not robust economically. 

 

Seven endogenous parameters include two restrictive parameters, delta0 

and the speed years. It means that the controllability of policies depend on the-

se two parameter. These two restrictive parameters each work all the other en-

dogenous parameters and are tied up with the determination of the speed 

years. If Euro member countries observe and improve these two restrictive pa-

rameters by country, the Euro system recovers its moderate robustness, free 

from probability. 

 

2.2.3. To the mechanics of the balance of payments and deficit at the en-

dogenous system 

 

The mechanics of the balance of payments (BOP) and deficit ( ) pre-

sents a key for mitigating stiff Euro system. This section states a theoretical 

base necessary for a new BOP policy-rule as a realistic and decisive device to 

the survival of the Euro system at sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.4. The literature treats 

the current balance or the balance of payments independently of deficit. This 

is partly because deficit has been treated as net flow of government expendi-

tures, where returns are not measured. A system of national accounts (SNA) 

has its own purpose to prepare for statistics, where operating surplus belongs 

to the private sector and wages belong to households. As a result, the results of 

deficit are unknown or the influence of deficit on the growth rate and the rate 

of return are not measured under the price-equilibrium. Nevertheless, Euro 

member countries are now intuitively eager to stop deficit despite of the oppo-

sition of people. The debt/bond market sensitively and in the short run warns 

against huge deficit. It is suggested that in the long run the market acts like an 

umpire and it is right. 

 

On the other hand, the endogenous system clarifies the relationships be-

tween government and private activities and between actual and endogenous 

data. The two relationships are closely related each other. This is because an 

equality of three items in national accounts or income=expenditures=output 

                                                
2 (1) Four: The ratio of net investment to output, , the rate of change in population in 

equilibrium, , and the relative share of capital, , all of which are fixed in both da-

ta-sets and its transitional path by year. Note that  at the government sector is ad-
ditionally required for the endogenous equilibrium. (2) Three: The technological investment 

coefficient, , the capital-output ratio, , and the diminishing returns to 

capital (DRC) coefficient, , all of which change in both data-sets 
and its transitional path by year. 
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guarantees the endogenous system and also the compatibility of the two rela-

tionships. The actual balance of payments is converted to the endogenous bal-

ance of payments simultaneously when the endogenous equilibrium is deter-

mined by the speed years and the size of government. The size of government 

is determined by the ratio of government output divided by output of the total 

economy and also presents a key for mitigating the current stiff Euro system. 

 

The balance of payments is divided into two parts; (1) deficit and (2) the 

remainder as the difference between saving and net investment at the private 

sector. Deficit defined as the difference between saving and net investment at 

the government sector corresponds with government net cash-outflow as an-

other definition of deficit. Assume that actual equals endogenous value for the 

balance of payments. Then, the relationship between actual and endogenous 

value of saving is converse to the relationship between actual and endogenous 

net investment, each by sector;  holds. As a result, ‗the 

balance of payment and deficit‘ presents a base for the simultaneous compat i-

bility of the government and private sector data and the actual and endogenous 

data. The endogenous system connects the compatibility with the causes and 

results. The compatibility in turn strengthens the controllability of policies at 

the endogenous system. 

 

For the balance of payments, there are four patterns according to plus or 

minus sign by sector: 

Pattern 1, Balanced: +, −, +, or −,+,+ balanced and robust. 

Pattern 2, Temporal: +, +, +, or, +,+, −, or −, −, +, with strong individuality. 

Pattern 3, Difficult: +, −, −, or −, −, −, sometimes close to disequilibrium. 

Pattern 4, The Lowermost: −, −, −, often falling into disequilibrium. 

 

The above patterns show that the balance of payments is directly related 

to equilibrium or disequilibrium through the speed years. It was pertinent for 

Mundell (153-172, 1961) to indicate the denial of Hume‘s law. His indication 

is still alive after the break of the Gold system. Since then, any decisive coun-

ter measure has not been discovered under the reign of monetary, financial, 

and market policies. The aggregate balance of payments equals zero at the to-

tal countries, now 193, in the world. There seems to be no way to control the 

balance of payments by country under the current IMF system. There exists, 

however, a good way among countries and this way starts with the mainte-

nance of equilibrium towards robust and moderate. Policy-makers up to date 

want to positively increase the balance of payments (as seen at the above Pat-

tern 2) but, this does not last long in equilibrium. This is because the growth 

rate and the rate of return in equilibrium become much lower than the case of 

Pattern 1, apart from the optimum range of equilibrium. This fact was ob-

served accurately by comparing 65 countries, 1990-2009, at KEWT 5.11. This 
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fact will reverse the conventional stream to deny Hume‘s law. For compari-

sons with Mundell, see further discussions at section 2.3.1. 

 

2.2.4. To mechanics of the endogenous-system that clarifies the neutrality 

of financial assets 

 

Under the price-equilibrium, monetary, financial, and market policies are 

a captain to control an economy by country. And, the markets are lighthouses 

at its voyage. The markets in the long run are worthy of confidence under any 

system. In the price-equilibrium, however, the interest rate is used for a means 

of monetary/financial policy, as illustrated by Mundell (227-257, 1960). A 

problem remains unsolved and this problem is stated by Mundell (ibid., 249): 

 
Society has two goals: full employment and balance-of-payments equilibrium. To 

achieve these goals it has two free variables: the terms of trade (the price level or 

the exchange rate) and the rate of interest (financial policy). The monetary authori-
ties may stabilize the exchange rate, using financial policy to maintain external 

equilibrium and allowing the price level to maintain internal equilibrium; or it may 

stabilize the price level, using financial policy to maintain internal balance and al-

lowing the exchange rate to preserve external balance. Which of these policies 
should be followed? 

 

The above statement is invaluable historically beyond the differences ly-

ing between systems, full of insights and possibility of integration. Mundell‘s 

conclusion directs towards fixed-exchange-rate system versus flexible-

exchange-rate system, using the mobility of capital. The author here reviews 

the above statement, applying the endogenous-system as the following: (1) 

The exchange rate and the interest rate are now two means and the policy cap-

tain is responsible for external and internal financial policies even today, 2011. 

(2) Does full-employment belong to the magnitudes of money supply or the 

interest rate? The endogenous-equilibrium endogenously measures and con-

trols full-employment, the rate of return and the rate of inflation each as a pol-

icy goal in equilibrium. Unemployment is the last means for recovering equi-

librium; under disequilibrium or close-to-disequilibrium, the speed years turn 

to minus or up and down unstably by year. Also, inflation or deflation is traced 

back to equilibrium or close-to-disequilibrium. The symptoms are enough 

shown by delta0 and the speed years. 

 

For the neutrality of the financial/market assets to the real assets in equi-

librium: Actual data of the interest rate and inflation rate are compared with 

endogenous rate of return and the rate of inflation in equilibrium, each sup-

plemental to the real assets. The exchange rate ( ; see ae, per US$, IFSY, 

IMF) is given similarly to the balance of payments in the endogenous-system. 

The exchange rate is most sensitive to the difference of rate of return between 

two countries in equilibrium, ; such as , where 
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. As a result, the ratio of a country to the US at per capi-

ta output or per capita growth rate, , shows stable value 

towards 1.0 when a country‘ equilibrium is moderate or balanced over years 

(282-296, 2010). The author calls these phenomena the neutrality of finan-

cial/market assets to real assets. The above neutrality also holds by comparing 

money supply M2 with endogenous capital stock K: M2/K. The above neutrali-

ty further holds by comparing ten year debt yield with the rate of return: 

(by county, see section 2.3.5). The above all appeal to the Euro 

system such that instead of the use of Gold system, the plan-do-see policies 

and the causes and results will relax the difficulties the Euro members face at. 

 

In short, the endogenous system integrates real-assets policies with mone-

tary, financial, and market policies and realizes full-employment with low in-

flation if endogenous equilibrium recovers. Many countries have maintained 

moderate equilibrium for the last twenty years. Strictly speaking, policy-

makers up to date have not taken most effective ways to get rid of unemploy-

ment. The existence of a high rate of unemployment is an evidence of mislead-

ing policies. And, the cause of this evidence is traced back to everlasting im-

measurable price-equilibrium.  

 

2.3. THE FLEXIBILITY OF CAPITAL AND LABOR: EMPIRICAL 

RESULTS AND POLICY-IMPLICATIONS 

 

2.3.1. From the mobility to the flexibility of capital and labor in the endog-

enous equilibrium 

 

This section interprets whole theoretical background lying between the 

mobility and flexibility of capital and labor and also fixed and flexible ex-

change rare, with respect to the price- versus endogenous-system. For empiri-

cal evidences, the author prefers the flexibility of capital and labor to the mo-

bility of capital and labor but, the mobility of capital and labor must be anoth-

er expression of the flexibility of capital and labor, since the mobility and flex-

ibility hold each under the same perfect competition. Perfect competition is no 

more an assumption in the endogenous system. The above reason is this; the 

endogenous equilibrium simultaneously measures national taste/preferences 

and culture by country and the mobility of capital and labor is absorbed into 

national taste. The endogenous system does not and cannot directly measure 

the mobility of capital and labor. For the flexibility of capital and labor, perfect 

competition is guaranteed by measuring two equalities in endogenous-

equilibrium; (1) the marginal productivity of capital (MPK) equals the rate of 

return and (2) the marginal productivity of labor (MPL) equals the wage rate: 

 and . As a result, several ratios for the flexibility such as the 

elasticity of substitution, sigma, (r/w), the rate of return r, and the wage rate w 

are measured, stably or unstably, under perfect competition and in the endoge-
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nous-equilibrium. 

 

Keynesians and neo-classists each have different viewpoints to the mobili-

ty of capital and labor. In the price-equilibrium, an assumption of perfect com-

petition with zero extra-returns or an assumption of  and  is 

required for the test of the mobility of capital and labor. Under the assumption 

of  and , the mobility of capital and labor is tested using ac-

tual statistics data such as the interest rates and the exchange rates. For the 

flexibility of capital and labor, however, each data for the test is not available 

in the price-equilibrium. Actual data at IFSY, IMF, do not publish ‗actual wag-

es‘ but the Wage Index (e.g., 65ey, IFSY). 

 

Further, capital stock and the rate of return never been simultaneously es-

timated at the SNA statistics, due to ‗perpetual inventory method‘ commonly 

used at the SNA. These circumstances suggest it is impossible to obtain the 

elasticity of substitution, sigma, as an ultimate flexibility test of capital and 

labor. Conclusively, the price-equilibrium presents a typical case where theory 

and practice are separated. Therefore, the literature uses actual mobility of 

capital and labor instead of the flexibility of capital and labor. The author, in 

this respect, asserts that the mobility of capital and labor in the price-

equilibrium must be a surrogate for the flexibility of capital and labor in the 

endogenous-equilibrium. 

 

Under the above circumstances, Mundell (657-665, 1961) summarizes his 

empirically policy-oriented theory regarding common/fixed and flexible ex-

change rates. Mundell emphasizes the importance of the mobility of capital 

and labor related to common and flexible exchange rates. The mobility has 

long been bound by Ricardian assumption such that mobile internally and im-

mobile internationally. Mundell tried to show that if Ricardian assumption was 

relaxed, it causes important results for the monetary theory of trade especially 

the theory of flexible exchange rate. Relaxation of Ricardian assumption is 

fortunately consistent with the stance of the endogenous-system. The common 

exchange rate contradicts rigid wage and price while the flexible exchange 

rate is tender to rigid wage and price. In the case of the common currency, un-

employment could be avoided if central banks agreed that the burden of inter-

national adjustment should make ‗plus balance of payments countries‘ inflate 

until ‗minus balance of payments countries‘ extinguishes unemployment. In 

the case of the flexible exchange rate, depreciation due to flexible exchange 

rates leads to unemployment if the BOP is minus. Conversely, appreciation 

due to the flexible exchange rate leads to inflation if the BOP is plus. Mundell 

(ibid., 664) pays attention to conditions under the flexible exchange rate: 

 
The validity of the argument for flexible exchange rates hinges on the closeness 

with which nations correspond to regions. The argument works best if each nation 
(and currency) has internal factor mobility and external factor immobility. Similarly, 
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if factors are mobile across national boundaries then a flexible exchange system be-

comes unnecessary, and may even positively harmful. 

 

The author now pays much attention not to the difference between mobil-

ity and flexibility of capital and labor and fixed or flexible exchange rate but 

to the plus and minus balance of payments by country, in the above Mundell‘s 

discussions. Policy-oriented endogenous-system is against Mundell‘s balance 

of payments policy, although his view represents the current policy-makers‘ 

confidence prevailing in the price-equilibrium. Mundell proposes that the 

higher the balance of payments positively the better an economy is, while the 

author proposes the reverse, as the author advocates later at section 2.4.4 for 

urgent policy for the Euro countries to resuscitate, solving fundamental causes. 

The author interprets the differences between Mundell and the author‘s view, 

admitting that earlier Mundell may advocate differently today: (1) Monetary, 

financial, and market view versus real-assets view; (2) Actual/short versus en-

dogenous/long view; (3) Individual versus cooperation of member countries 

view or philosophy required for global economies; Cash flows view versus 

grant-shifts of net investments view. Note that section 2.4.4 is a highlight of 

this paper. 

 

2.3.2. Empirical tests of the flexibility of capital and labor: with evidences 

of the speed years 

 

This section hereunder will first test the results of the flexibility of capital 

and labor using several ratios in equilibrium and second, present the implica-

tions of these results from the viewpoint of endogenous policies to survive the 

Euro system. The purpose of empirical tests is to present a way for the Euro 

system to recover its original philosophy and spirit even under one monetary 

policy with independent fiscal policy by member country. Conclusively, the 

elasticity of substitutions, sigma, is worthy of an ultimate test of the flexibility 

of capital and labor. The sigma fluctuates unstably a few years in one decade, 

when an economy falls into close-to-disequilibrium or disequilibrium. There-

fore, this sub-section needs to present the trends of the speed years by country 

as will be summarized soon below. At recursive programming in the transi-

tional path by year, sigma always shows 1.0000 by year
3
, while at the endoge-

nous system by year, sigma changes stably and unstably by year and over 

years, as described above. This implies that changes in sigma at KEWT 5.11 

data-sets are always required for the maintenance of the endogenous-

equilibrium by year. 

 

                                                

3 In recursive programming for the transitional path, , 

while  at the endogenous system by year. 
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For the above several tests, the author selects twelve Euro members with 

a weighted average of fourteen member countries at KEWT 5.11 by country, 

1990-2009; Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Ita-

ly, Netherlands, Portugal, Slovenia, and Spain. For comparisons with non-

Euro currency countries in Europe, the author adds six developed countries; 

Denmark, Iceland, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, and the UK, with a 

weighted average of fifteen non-Euro currency counties. The author is inter-

ested in whether or not the Euro member countries show results differently 

from non-Euro developed countries. The number of selected countries and 

weighted averages is twenty and constitutes one page. The unit by table is ‗ra-

tio,‘ not using percentage. 

 

For information, Tables 1 to 7 are shown in Appendix, where each page 

shows the speed years, (1/
*
), the elasticity of substitution, sigma, the ratio of 

the rate of return to the wage rate, (r/w), the rate of return, r, the wage rate, w, 

the ratio of ten year debt yield at the market to the rate of return, 

, and finally the relative discount rate of consumers goods to 

capital goods, (rho/r), to express national taste/preferences and culture by 

country. 

 

This sub-section now shows the results of the speed years by country (for 

data, see Table 1 in Appendix). The speed years are different by nature from 

the tests of flexibility of capital and labor but, it presents a common cause by 

stability-level for the flexibility tests. In the endogenous-equilibrium, each 

country shows a moderate range of speed years except for a few years when 

disequilibrium and close-to-disequilibrium occur in twenty years. Unstable 

close-to-disequilibrium years are shown by rapid increase in the speed years 

(more than 80-100 years) or by sharp decrease in the speed years (less than 

5.0). In this respect, even moderate Euro and non-Euro countries such as Bel-

gium, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, and the UK each 

have its own unstable experiences once or twice. In other words, close-to-

disequilibrium is indispensable in the long run. 

 

Nevertheless, recent tendencies after 2000 by country show that some 

countries have more confidence in controlling policies while some others have 

less confidence. What distinguishes stable equilibrium and unstable close-to-

disequilibrium? This question drives the author‘s motivation towards compari-

sons between the Euro and non-Euro currency countries. Of course, if fiscal, 

monetary, financial, and market policies are controllable, any country will 

show a moderate and robust results or stable speed years over years. The re-

sults indicates that each country has its own polices regardless of whether or 

not each country uses a common single Euro currency. Note that high speed 

year countries are Germany and the UK in 2009, influenced by financial crisis. 

The implications to policies will be clarified step by step. 
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2.3.3. Test of sigma by country 

 

The elasticity of substitution, sigma, is an ultimate indicator to test the 

flexibility of capital and labor since the flexibility of capital and labor only 

complete by taking into consideration the capital-labor ratio, k=K/L, in equi-

librium. Table 2 in Appendix shows the results of sigma. The values of sigma 

are measured always when the marginal productivity of capital equals the rate 

of return and the marginal productivity of labor equals the wage rate. This im-

plies that perfect competition holds in equilibrium regardless of whether or not 

actual mobility of capital and labor is perfect by country. When sigma fluctu-

ates sharply, it implies that equilibrium is maintained with urgent counter ad-

justments. The counter adjustments, however, are fully controlled by seven 

endogenous parameters. Therefore, sigma is close to a reversed expression of 

the speed years. Each country has its own movements in sigma to preserve 

equilibrium. It is most interesting to watch that each country differently ad-

justs the value of sigma by year regardless of whether each country belongs to 

Euro or to non-Euro currency area. This fact implies that policy-makers try to 

adjust equilibrium under given circumstances with national taste/preferences 

and culture, which will be tested at section 2.3.6 below. 

 

2.3.4. Test of (r/w), the ratio of the rate of return r, and the wage rate w: by 

country 

 

The flexibility of capital and labor is tested, in a narrow and relative 

sense, by the ratio of the rate of return to the wage rate, (r/w). According to 

Table 3 in Appendix, the values of (r/w) always get to lower, in particular after 

2000, partly due to the increase in the wage rate. Compare the weighted aver-

age of fourteen Euro countries with that of fifteen non-Euro countries. (r/w) is 

stable in the case of the weighted average of fourteen Euro countries while 

(r/w) decreases significantly by year in the case of the weighted average of 

fifteen non-Euro countries. But, (r/w) is stable at six developed countries; 

Denmark, Iceland, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, and the UK. It is a fact that 

developing countries in Europe decreases (r/w) over years without exception. 

A reason is that a young-developing country starts with a high rate of return 

with a low wage rate but, the wage increase rapidly and the rate of return 

gradually decreases when the country steps moderately into a developing 

country at the economic stage. Many East Europe countries enjoy this stage. In 

general, real-assets results are stable more than market results. Nervous lead-

ers must perceive this fact brightly. 

 

Compare six non-Euro countries with Euro countries: Some of Euro 

countries decrease (r/w) over years; e.g., Greece and Ireland. Others of Euro 

countries maintain a certain level of (r/w) after 2000. What brings about the 

difference of the trend of (r/w)? Table 4 in Appendix shows the trend of the 

rate of return by country. After 2000, Euro countries mostly and regrettably 
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decrease the rate of return. But, Euro countries have favorably enjoyed a low 

market rate of interest at the 2000s. There must be some unhappy gap between 

market and endogenous in equilibrium. Why do some countries such as Swe-

den and Switzerland each show a high and steady trend of the rate of return 

after 2000? The above trends do not tell causes similarly to the methodology 

in the price-equilibrium but, the speed years and seven endogenous parameters 

tell us a true story or causes of the fact. 

 

Let the author compare Table 5 in Appendix for the wage rate in equilib-

rium. The wage rate at the weighted average of fourteen Euro countries in-

creases the wage rate at a slow pace, similarly to six non-Euro countries such 

as Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, and the UK. Some Euro countries such as 

Greece, Ireland, and Spain increase the wage rate, similarly to Denmark. An 

attention is not increase or decrease but stably or unstably. Again, the speed 

years and seven endogenous parameters tell us a true story or causes of the 

fact. The causes and policy-rules are discussed at section 2.4. 

 

2.3.5. Test of the neutrality of the financial/market assets to the real assets 

by country 

 

It is a fact that the monetary, financial, and market assets are neutral to 

the real assets in the endogenous-equilibrium. The neutrality is natural since 

monetary, financial, and market assets wholly indicate a reversed face of the 

real assets and since the real assets are wholly and consistently measured in 

the endogenous-equilibrium. The neutrality is tested here by the ratio of 

. If the ratio remain unchanged over years, it implies that the 

above neutrality hold at the country. Even if a single monetary policy is taken 

at the Euro area by the European Central Bank, the neutrality level differs by 

country at the Euro area. This is because the rate of return differs by country, 

as stated above. According to Table 6 in Appendix, almost all the countries 

certify the existence of the neutrality. This shows that each government tries to 

control its economy by taking advantage of all policies and that the real assets 

are steadier than expected, differently from sensitive markets in the short run. 

Simultaneously, note that the decrease in the rate of return in equilibrium fol-

lows the decrease in the growth rate of output in equilibrium. 

 

2.3.6. Test of national taste/preferences and culture by country 

 

The author suggested how national individuality varies by country, by us-

ing sigma at section 2.3.2. National taste/preferences and culture, (rho/r), must 

be a target of policies in this sense. National taste (rho/r) expresses a relative 

discount rate of consumer goods to capital goods and is a macro surrogate for 

individual utility that is difficult to measure consistently. National taste forms 

a function of (rho/r) to the propensity to consume, . The propensity to 

consume endogenously holds, since actual consumption is given but income is 
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measured according to the speed years. The results of national taste are shown 

at Table 7 in Appendix. National taste is classified by level, ranging from sav-

ing-oriented to consumption-oriented; e.g., 0.9-1.0, 1.01-1.05, 1.051-1.1, and 

more than 1.101. 

 

Euro and non-Euro countries selected in this paper belong to developed 

and more consumption-oriented stage. If (rho/r) falls less than 1.0, it is classi-

fied as moderate and if (rho/r) is more than 1.1, it is classified as consump-

tion-oriented. It is more controllable for policy-makers to have (rho/r)<1.0 by 

country; e.g., Austria, Belgium, Finland, Germany, Netherlands, Slovak, Nor-

way, and Sweden. On the contrary, France, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Portugal, 

Slovenia, Spain, Iceland, and the UK are high consumption-oriented, where 

national taste is not easily controlled by policy-makers. National taste is simul-

taneously influenced by the rate of return determined at the endogenous-

equilibrium by year. In this respect, policy-makers must watch the trend of 

 by year. Fiscal and tax system ultimately influence national taste 

but, only through endogenous taxes that determine the size of government in 

equilibrium. 

 

2.4. EMPIRICAL EVIDENCES AND IMPLICATIONS OF RELA-

TIONSHIPS BETWEEN ACTUAL AND ENDOGENOUS DATA 

BY COUNTRY 

 

2.4.1 Preliminary: actual and endogenous net investment & the wage 

growth rate 

 

Before entering into empirical results, this sub-section briefly describes (1) 

the purpose of actual and endogenous data comparison, (2) the sources and 

contents of data used for two comparison ratios, and (3) the resultant implica-

tions with the holographic principle inherently existing in the endogenous-

system. For the above purpose: When all the actual values/ratios overlap all 

the endogenous values/ratios, full-employment with low inflation is normal, 

and actual situation reflects a moderate endogenous equilibrium. It is most ef-

fective for policy-makers to reduce the differences between actual and endog-

enous values/ratios. 

 

For the data sources: The author summarizes actual data related to the re-

lationship between actual and endogenous and second, presents the implica-

tions behind this relationship. For actual data, the author shows two items; (1) 

net investment and (2) the Wage Index. When the author uses the data of the 

SNA by country in parallel to IFSY data, the number of actual and endogenous 

comparisons increases, as shown in a separate paper, comparing the US and 
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Japan, 1960-2009.
 4

 From the viewpoint of actual and endogenous compari-

sons, the author proposes, the IFSY could increase item numbers of actual da-

ta: (1) total taxes and subsidies, (2) government and private investment (simi-

larly to consumption of 96f.c and 91f.c), (3) foreign direct investment in and 

out, (4) depreciation (capital consumption), and most importantly (5) ‗wag-

es/compensation.‘ 

 

For the contents of data: KEWT 5.11 uses (1) actual net investment as 

gross investment (93e.c in IFSY) less depreciation (if not available, multiply-

ing 0.6 as net/gross) and (2) the Wage Index (65ey or 65eyc in IFSY). As a re-

sult, two comparison ratios are obtained; (1)  and (2) 

.
5
 If IFSY statistics includes an item of ‗wages 

or compensation‘ by country,  will be 

added as a powerful comparison ratio. If data related to the mobility such as 

foreign direct investment and the mobility of population by country are com-

monly available in statistics, these data will be directly used for the mobility of 

capital and labor. 

 

Actual data sources, for example, indicate that the growth rate of wages 

stays at 0.02 at undervalued countries such as Germany and France while the 

growth rate of wages is much higher beyond to 0.05 at overvalued countries 

such as Greece and Portugal. These remain, however, results. These results 

should be compared with non-Euro currency countries such as Sweden and the 

UK. This section clarifies the mechanics with severe causes to these results, 

towards convinced future. 

 

For resultant implications: The author presents the implications behind the 

above relationship between actual and endogenous data, with comparison rati-

os. In the long run, say, 20 to 30 years, actual data empirically stay within cor-

responding endogenous data‘s certain range. By year each data are consistent 

with all the other data in the endogenous-equilibrium. It implies that endoge-

nous data direct a steady and balanced situation to have a whole system main-

                                                
4 This comparison is composed of eight aspects: (1) The balance of payments and deficit 

structure using (i) +, +, + or −, −, −; (ii) +, −, +; (iii) −, −, +; and (iv) +, −, + or +, −, −, where 

 should be higher; (2) Net investment structure, where 

>  is much preferable to 

< ; (3) Flexibility structure using , 

where the more stable the more robust an economy is, and watch the trend of delta0; (4) 

Market structure using , where the more stable the more pertinent mon-

etary policy is; (5) Flexibility structure using  and ; (6) Comparison of 

labor data using  and ; (7) Comparison of capital and labor using 

 and ; and (8) Flexibility structure of capital and labor using the elastici-

ty of substitution, sigma. 
5 If wage values by country are available instead of the wage index, the comparison ratio will 

be shown by .  
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tained consistently. For example, a part is consistent with the whole at the en-

dogenous system. The evidences are consistent with the holographic principle 

discovered by ‗t Hooft. Further, one year‘s data are consistent with the ‗before 

and after several years‘ data and over years. This evidence is wholly traced 

back to Shizuko Ishida‘ conception of ‗Sudare Theory‘ and one dimensional 

space-time (see 2.2.1). 

 

Therefore, actual data and endogenous data march together in the long 

run. Even if comparison ratios are few, or actual observations and experiments 

are only available without endogenous data, the results are valuable. A prob-

lem is that actual data never clarify causes hidden behind. Further, endogenous 

data are divided into total economy, the government sector and the private sec-

tor. As a result, the causes and results smoothly circulate with the relationship 

between actual and endogenous data.  

 

2.4.2. From actual and endogenous net investment comparison ratio 

 

Net investment must be above zero in the endogenous-system. This is a 

necessary condition for the existence of the endogenous-system. This condi-

tion presents a fundamental policy required for maintaining the Euro system. 

Net investment on the x axis cannot have a minus value at the net investment 

hyperbola derived from an endogenous equation. Net investment is inherently 

involved in ‗the balance of payments, , and deficit, 

,‘ in equilibrium; it is a fact that the higher the  positively the 

less net investment, , is. This fact explains why  must stay at 

‗within a plus and minus moderate range‘ by year. For the comparison ratio of 

actual to endogenous net investment, , by country, see Table 8 in 

Appendix. 

 

Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show a combination of and  

by country. This section mainly watches and interprets the trend of 

. Figure 2.1 includes (1) weighted averages of three areas each for 

the Euro, non-Euro, and Asia and (2) Germany, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, 

and the UK. Figure 2.2 includes France, Italy, Netherlands, Spain, Greece, Ire-

land, Portugal, and Turkey. From the viewpoint of real-assets policies, the au-

thor distinguishes two cases: 

 

(i)  versus . 

Countries of  (shown using ‗thick‘ lines by figure) support 

the Euro system by having net investment cooperatively shifted to weak coun-

tries. The net investment shift is called the ‗grant-shifts‘ of net investments. 

Contrarily, countries of  (shown using ‗thin‘ lines by figure) 

accept the increases of net investments as grants. Countries responsible for 

grant-shifts of net investments are Germany, Switzerland, the UK, France, 
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Spain, and Turkey. In particular, Germany is a typical honor student. 

 

(ii) versus 

. 

Here the decrease or increase in  depends on how the flexibility of 

capital and labor is obtained. Germany, Norway, Netherlands, and Turkey de-

crease  against the increase in , as shown using by 

‗thick country‘ by figure. Is a country robust when it increases 

while it decreases ? No, it is not always. A fact is re-

versed and differs completely. 

 

Watch each of weighted averages of Euro, non-Euro, and Asia at Figure 

2.1. Both the Euro and non-Euro area weighted averages show 

 but these levels are ‗much higher‘ than the level at the Asia 

area weighted average. Recall that the higher above 1.0 the  the 

more balanced and moderate an economy is. There exists much room for sus-

tainability at the Euro area than the Asia area. This implies that the Euro area 

could survive by executing the grant-shifts of net investments through the co-

operative balance of payments policy among countries. This is because net 

investment is the staff of life by country even if other policies such as the de-

crease in deficit do not effectively work by country. 

 

Of course, the author never deny the necessity of financial policy when 

financial institution must avoid the bankruptcy risk but this blind acceptance 

does not solve problems essentially and is temporarily allowed in the short 

run. The author advocates here that policy-makers should have a robust confi-

dence on a plus or minus moderate range of . The rightful con-

fidence is justified by the essence of the endogenous-system. 

 

2.4.3. From actual and endogenous wage rate comparison ratio 

 

The comparison ratio of  is one of few comparison ratios for 

comparing actual and endogenous data in equilibrium. The Wage Index re-

mains an index and wage values cannot be estimated using this index. There-

fore, the growth rate is used for a wage comparison ratio. However, 

 is a surrogate for . The author compared  

with  using Japan and the US, 1960-2009, supplementing data each 

by the SNA and the BEA data and confirmed that both comparison ratios 

march in parallel in the long run. What criterion is used for by 

country? The character of  differs from . The trend of 

 is evaluated with that of . The logic is that it is better  
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Figure 2.1. Actual versus endogenous data (1) using comparison ratios of net in-

vestment and the wage growth rate, 1960-2009 
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Note: Comparison ratios are  and  (see section 2.4). 

Data source: KEWT 5.11-6 by area and by sector, 1990-2009; whose original data are 

International Financial Statistics Yearbook, IMF. 
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Figure 2.2. Actual versus endogenous data (2) using comparison ratios of net in-

vestment and the wage growth rate, 1960-2009 
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Note: Comparison ratios are  and  (see section 2.4). 

Data source: KEWT 5.11-6 by area and by sector, 1990-2009; whose original data are 

International Financial Statistics Yearbook, IMF. 
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for  to be more than 1.0 and in this case  may or may 

not decrease (see Figures 2.1 and 2.2 and also, Figure 2.3 as a final case). This 

is because the marginal productivity of labor equals the wage rate in the endogenous 

equilibrium and this equality is not an assumption but a result, where the wage rate is 
endogenously adjusted.  

 

In the previous section, the author proposed a concept of the grant-shifts 

of net investments by reducing excessive net exports. The author here recon-

siders the relationship between  and the grant-shifts of net invest-

ments to help weak Euro countries. Suppose that a weak country is able to in-

crease net investment towards an average level of net investment to output or 

at least the level of , helped by robust countries within the Eu-

ro countries. Then, the weak country will increase the wage rate partly by re-

covering the growth rate of output in equilibrium. When the grant-shifts of net 

investments are followed by the shift of technology, the wage rate may rise up 

more. These trends are normal. Similarly to the results in the literature in the 

price-equilibrium, inflation may rise up with the increase in output but, be-

yond wrong belief on higher net exports. And, endogenous inflation rate is 

measured by the horizontal asymptote of the rate of return hyperbola to net 

investment under seven endogenous parameters controlled as a base for the 

endogenous-equilibrium. 

 

Inflation and unemployment are not given externally with money supply 

but measured endogenously in the endogenous-system, differently from Mun-

dell, R. A. (659, 1961). Yet,  does not directly tell us the causes 

and results. According to Table 9 in Appendix, countries that show 

 are almost all the countries, 1990-2009. Some countries 

show ; not always but in some years. For example, Austria in 

1996, 1997, 2001-03, 2009; Belgium in 1991, 1993-94, Finland 2000; 2005; 

France 1990-91, 1996, 2000, 2002-03, 2008; Germany 1992, 1996, 2000, 

2002, 2005; Greece1992, 1996, 1999-2000, 2002, 2005; Ireland 1993, 1997, 

2003-04, 2007; Italy 1991-92, 2002-03,005; Netherlands1993, 2003, 2008-09; 

Slovenia 1996-98, 2000-02, 2004-05, Spain 1992-94, 1996, 2003,-04; Den-

mark 1992, 1994, 1996, 1998, 2002-03, 2009; Iceland 1991, 1997, 2000, 2005, 

2007; Norway 1991-92, 2002, 2008-09; Sweden 1991, 1996, 2001, 2004, 

2006,-08; Switzerland 1992-94, 1998, 2002-04; the UK 1991-92, 1999-2000, 

2005-06, 2008. The above data show how flexible the wage rate is in the en-

dogenous-equilibrium. The above data roughly correspond with sigma, (r/w), 

and w at section 2.3.3 and 2.3.4. It implies that actual wage rate follows en-

dogenous wage rate in the long run. Similarly to section 2.3,  and 

accordingly  do not clarify causes behind. Causes are specified soon 

below. 
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Figure 2.3. Actual versus endogenous data: the US versus Japan, 1960-2009 
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Data source: KEWT 5.11-6 by area and by sector, 1990-2009; whose original data are 

International Financial Statistics Yearbook, IMF, combined with the SNA data and 

the BEA data. 
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2.4.4. Policy rules to Euro countries and bright implications, by country 

and among countries 

 

This section first arranges basic mechanics to accept various respects hid-

den behind two comparison ratios at sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3 and second, 

summarizes severe policy-rules towards bright future of the Euro currency 

countries. In the price-equilibrium, money supply and financial/market poli-

cies leads an economy to its goal aiming at full-employment with a low infla-

tion but, without revealing true causes. And, money supply M2, the rate of in-

flation, and the rate of unemployment are given externally and separately at 

actual statistics. On the contrary, in the endogenous-equilibrium, monetary, 

financial, and market policies are supplemental and, endogenous policies real-

izes full-employment with a low inflation by making the speed years moderate 

through the improvements of a set of combinations of seven endogenous pa-

rameters by year. The whole mechanics in the endogenous-equilibrium by year 

is expressed using endogenous equations and each corresponding hyperbolas 

such as the speed years to net investment and the rate of return to net invest-

ment. As a result, the rates of un-, full-, and over-employment and the rate of 

inflation are simultaneously measured in equilibrium, where theory and prac-

tice are united. Of course, external rates of unemployment and inflation are 

compared with the above endogenous rates measured. 

 

The endogenous-equilibrium starts with , 

converting actual to endogenous, and ends with 

 by drawing out minimum net investment and 

maximum rate of return in a moderate range of speed years. Endogenous crite-

rions to  constitute two universe policy-rules 

by country and among countries, where the difference between  is 

decisive: The two policy-rules are: (1) The has a plus and minus moderate 

range. (2) The  must be zero at the severest optimum. This is because under 

the two policy-rules the rate of return and the growth rate of output maintain 

most high in the long run, as proved theoretically without exception. The se-

cond theoretical policy-rule is more severe than the Maastricht Treaty empiri-

cally set in 1992 but not the first priority, depending on the circumstances. 

 

The above two policy-rules imply: The Euro member countries must re-

duce the  intentionally and as a result will recover returns and growth in the 

long run by country; and the  must be an immediate key for solving indis-

pensable cooperation among Euro countries towards bright future. Euro coun-

tries need the matching of fiscal and monetary policy by country, but this prin-

ciple has prevailed as a textbook and without real-assets policies. In the case 

of the two policy-rules, one country with excessive net exports must increase 

imports and accordingly net investment. Resultant increase in net investment 

is used for the grant-shifts of net investments to other countries that suffer 
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from close-to-zero net investment, with think of others philosophy and suita-

ble technology. As a result, one country does not increase the wage rate while 

other countries increase net investments with higher wage rates. For example, 

Greece and Ireland have increased the actual wage rate without knowing en-

dogenous causes, as observed at section 2.3. However, if bright leaders at the 

Euro area execute the above strict policy-rules by country and among Euro 

countries, bubbles never happen in the future, enjoying highly balanced mod-

eration and stability. The author suggests that the Euro member countries 

could cooperate soon starting with the first  policy-rule and gradually and 

flexibly processing the second  policy-rule. Today, people would accept the 

two policy-rules just before hopeless corruption of Euro currency through de-

valuation of Euro. 

 

Finally, the author endogenously measures the relationship between nom-

inal, inflation, real, and also the structure of cost of capital. These two 

measures are essential to review the possibility of ‗the liquidity of government 

debt‘ found by Reinhart, C. M., and Sbrancia, B. M. (W.P. #16893, March, 

2011). The Working Paper asserts that government debt is liquidated instead of 

the depreciation of debt through inflation. This fact may be historically true 

using actual data in the price-equilibrium. In the endogenous-equilibrium, 

however, the author proves that their historical fact is not universe and incor-

rect theoretically and empirically: (1) ‗The liquidity of government debt‘ takes 

advantage of the difference between an artificial low debt interest rate and the 

ten year debt yield in the market. This liquidity action, however, denies the 

neutrality of the financial/market assets to the real assets. The liquidity activi-

ties artificially and finally lower the rate of return in the endogenous-

equilibrium and thus, weaken returns and growth per capita by country in the 

long run. Therefore, there is no resultant difference between liquidity activities 

and the increase in debt. Debt is by nature reduced only by repayment, regard-

less of the level of the rate of inflation. 

 

For supporting the above conclusions and endogenous proofs, the author 

summarizes the mechanics of two equations: (1) An equality of ‗nominal rate 

= real rate+ inflation rate‘ remains unchanged, actually and endogenously, 

since Fisher (1906). The rate of return in this paper indicates the above ‗nomi-

nal.‘ The nominal rate of return is r, the rate of inflation is  as horizon-

tal asymptote of , and real rate of return is . (2) The cost of cap-

ital is defined as the rate of return less the corresponding growth rate of out-

put. The cost of capital is endogenously measured using the endogenous 

Phelps coefficient, : .  The cost of capital is 

, where the endogenous Phelps coefficient simultaneously controls the 

rate of return and the growth rate of output. The level of the cost of capital de-

pends on the level of a moderatet range of speed years by country. The level of 

speed years even determines the level of the cost of capital, plus or minus. 
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Empirically, the cost of capital is minus at almost all the countries in Eu-

rope and its cause is endogenously traced back to huge deficit by year. Never-

theless, the neutrality of ten year debt yield to the rate of return in equilibrium 

roughly holds at KEWT 5.11 for 65 countries, 1990-2009. This implies that 

fundamental solutions are only possible endogenously measuring the level of 

speed years. 

 

2.5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

 

A new stream has now come such that immeasurable price-equilibrium 

cooperates with measurable endogenous-equilibrium globally. There are two 

ways to maintain the Euro system, as shown in section 2.4.4: (1) Cooperative 

work on the balance of payments by country within the Euro area, so as to at-

tain  by country, as shown by the first policy-rule of 

. (2) Each member country acceptance of the Maastricht treaty 

(1992) and it implication; since the endogenous system theoretically for the 

first time proved the treaty‘s theoretical pole in the endogenous-equilibrium. 

The second policy-rule of deficit  is stricter than Maastricht treaty 

(1992) yet, is universe for each country to get the ticket including the next 

generations to guarantee evergreen returns and growth by country. The second 

policy-rule of the , may be difficult for each people to 

execute. There is one step to begin with the second policy-rule. This is to de-

termine the size of government using endogenous taxes. Some countries such 

as Norway, Sweden, and Finland now control the size of government actually, 

intuitively, and successively, through learning-by-doing experiences. 

 

Flexibility of capital and labor guarantees perfect competition by country, 

as the author proved its theoretical background at section 2.3.1. Flexibility of 

capital and labor justifies the endogenous system, by using three steps; the en-

dogenous system releases perfect competition from assumption; actual data 

always stay at a certain range of endogenous data by year and over years; and 

thus, actual data maintain perfect competition and accordingly, the flexibility 

of capital and labor in the long run. Flexibility of capital and labor, even under 

this logic, never shows the causes and results in the endogenous-equilibrium, 

similarly to the characteristics in the price-equilibrium. The speed years by 

country and year only reveal the mechanics of causes and results and control a 

set of combinations of seven endogenous parameters towards sustainable re-

turns and growth over years. 

 

In short, Euro member countries could preserve Euro currency by taking 

advantage of the endogenous system, in parallel to actual statistics and mone-

tary, financial, and market data and policies, and strong leadership of ‗think of 

others‘ philosophy and cooperation. As a result, Euro member countries could 

stop most ineffective circulations of bubbles and the passive aids to financial 
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institutions through wrong use of deficit. The above remarks are applicable to 

other areas as well for today‘s realities of Keynes (1945). 
 

Appendix 

Basic ratios by European country, 1990-2009 

 

Table 1. Comparison of the speed years among Euro countries, 1990-2009, in the 

endogenous-equilibrium 
14 Euro Area using IMF data1. Austria 2. Belgium 3. Finland 4. France 5. Germany 6. Greece 7. Ireland 8. Italy 10. Netherlands 

1990 75.59 16.15 6.76 39.83 36.88 21.64 4.46 9.17 3.84

1991 43.04 23.84 2.21 47.31 40.56 16.14 5.51 17.96 2.26

1992 34.10 9.09 50.07 62.00 46.04 20.88 6.23 10.27 4.90

1993 31.99 16.93 96.94 115.80 63.71 17.96 6.67 7.37 310.37

1994 26.76 41.97 9.00 93.17 47.80 17.47 5.20 5.31 140.88

1995 37.08 24.71 4.61 104.27 48.60 80.27 6.25 3.58 82.67

1996 40.32 10.33 9.53 175.51 62.85 15.68 3.56 17.56 56.29

1997 40.09 6.95 13.52 197.42 55.53 5.45 58.51 25.73 54.63

1998 36.13 2.19 6.97 111.46 47.79 7.86 32.12 162.17 43.28

1999 10.81 28.80 5.42 1.29 91.20 52.25 20.98 43.57 115.61 39.55

2000 10.01 30.03 3.46 6.05 84.95 53.06 18.38 33.30 89.89 41.79

2001 10.16 32.53 5.73 5.00 46.01 69.27 15.75 28.17 75.60 52.28

2002 8.71 46.35 49.85 10.16 54.70 101.91 10.14 27.26 61.34 52.13

2003 5.29 45.35 71.23 140.94 57.00 92.01 12.60 27.55 61.53 53.29

2004 10.85 37.05 31.95 109.92 71.55 110.02 38.62 27.21 60.06 43.96

2005 4.62 35.86 31.25 56.18 60.53 190.06 48.65 25.12 61.27 54.28

2006 11.86 36.92 27.53 53.79 47.68 169.32 41.08 25.37 51.78 40.26

2007 20.51 33.85 28.14 43.77 37.21 167.39 31.93 24.61 48.19 41.71

2008 41.90 25.49 31.91 41.29 35.50 79.21 21.89 23.71 49.54 39.31

2009 42.36 15.30 39.09 57.85 55.99 118.80 46.89 28.70 69.24 42.28

11. Portugal 13. Slovenia 14. Spain 15 Europe except for Euro Area 1. Denmark 2. Iceland 3. Norway 4. Sweden 5. Switzerland 6. the U K

1990 6.80 5.71 12.24 12.32 215.39 8.57 33.90 2.36 50.19

1991 7.28 3.73 20.88 12.47 232.19 11.70 53.88 2.46 90.80

1992 7.27 204.31 21.22 34.76 103.01 155.68 58.69 14.39 139.01

1993 6.40 58.07 16.59 31.47 97.77 131.95 109.44 37.96 146.18

1994 5.14 51.57 19.43 7.77 100.23 99.24 80.87 11.52 140.15

1995 6.96 6.33 58.70 10.80 37.00 100.07 100.74 68.30 55.24 68.59

1996 27.51 5.65 46.63 9.49 59.73 95.95 384.50 71.60 43.64 67.22

1997 18.15 11.93 43.24 11.65 9.97 105.77 218.54 76.45 24.66 58.23

1998 28.53 10.50 36.75 11.05 7.07 90.42 46.13 65.62 32.47 48.24

1999 28.33 53.26 38.34 10.64 34.09 92.13 85.60 69.15 33.67 51.24

2000 25.12 24.14 38.51 11.31 4.85 77.57 4.10 65.84 33.65 58.13

2001 24.22 23.98 43.59 12.62 17.22 77.21 429.83 101.73 32.77 63.03

2002 27.95 24.34 42.42 13.44 26.26 94.40 140.74 129.20 38.45 68.58

2003 34.75 21.55 43.24 12.85 32.53 57.20 124.51 130.25 40.50 68.54

2004 35.03 20.21 39.36 11.15 3.32 46.64 132.87 132.71 40.38 67.77

2005 39.02 21.69 31.41 10.54 29.97 48.80 139.33 103.72 39.56 73.47

2006 40.07 22.85 25.36 8.41 5.07 24.43 149.57 75.77 40.52 72.97

2007 38.72 13.05 23.66 7.48 44.52 41.02 77.16 63.89 46.63 77.51

2008 41.87 10.17 30.81 6.47 35.49 20.41 76.84 57.86 50.54 108.81

2009 24.54 46.93 3.39 39.60 34.97 56.98 65.33 49.35 156.72  
Note: The speed years is defined as, , where , the rate 

of technological progress, , and . 

Data source: KEWT 5.11-2, -3 by area and by sector, 1990-2009, whose original data 

are International Financial Statistics Yearbook, IMF
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Table 2. Comparison of sigma among Euro countries, 1990-2009, in the endoge-

nous-equilibrium 

 
14 Euro Area using IMF data1. Austria 2. Belgium 3. Finland 4. France 5. Germany 6. Greece 7. Ireland 8. Italy 10. Netherlands 

1990

1991 (0.1715) 3.9619 1.6313 0.8623 0.9637

1992 0.7339 0.4375 2.5022 (1.1401) 7.2969 1.3313 0.8821 1.0498 0.5088

1993 0.6241 1.2214 0.0348 (0.1121) (0.4318) 1.4154 3.2161 0.9323 0.4210

1994 1.5679 (0.5845) 0.4466 0.2069 0.2565 0.7006 0.8761 0.9902 0.0784

1995 0.7335 0.8049 (2.4209) (0.2028) 6978.2303 0.6262 (1.0609) (1.9023) (0.2164)

1996 4.1380 4.7255 0.4835 (0.2417) (1.1195) (0.4025) 3.5521 0.4101 0.6562

1997 0.4807 (4.6958) (0.6944) 0.0645 0.5203 0.3783 (1.3708) 0.7967 0.3456

1998 0.7538 0.8089 (0.9017) 0.1552 0.4359 1.1172 1.7237 0.6534 (0.3274)

1999 0.9971 0.9997 0.9922 0.9578 1.0345 0.8752 2.0506 0.8127 0.9004 3.6926

2000 1.0079 1.2685 1.1573 (3.7567) (0.6398) 15.1069 (0.6832) (1.4580) 5.7172 4.2070

2001 0.9328 0.8409 0.8174 1.1445 0.2797 0.5055 1.0038 1.0243 0.5047 0.2179

2002 1.0011 3.8373 0.3790 0.2764 2.7074 0.1924 0.5535 1.3789 1.2909 66.5584

2003 0.9419 0.5799 0.2793 0.1980 4.2646 0.6631 0.8235 0.9940 (2.3706) 0.4972

2004 1.0282 (0.4981) (2.0028) 0.3193 (0.2488) 0.1268 (0.1005) 1.2002 0.5802 (0.3321)

2005 0.9790 1.7151 0.3524 0.5204 1.9121 (0.8594) (0.5076) 1.0690 (1.2389) 0.4260

2006 1.1860 (2.4951) (1.7517) 1.4091 0.3048 0.3279 1.1423 0.7149 0.7672 (0.3983)

2007 6.8763 (0.4758) 0.6849 (0.3847) 0.4285 (0.5595) 0.4406 0.9193 0.5977 (4.3085)

2008 0.6720 0.9001 0.2971 0.2010 2.3490 (1.2514) 0.2047 0.1333 (0.8306) 10.7173

2009 0.5696 0.2574 0.5934 0.1439 (0.2227) 0.2021 (0.1096) 0.2571 (0.1747) 0.1395

11. Portugal 13. Slovenia 14. Spain 15 Europe except for Euro Area 1. Denmark 2. Iceland 3. Norway 4. Sweden 5. Switzerland 6. the U K

1990

1991 (2.1555) (11.5606) 0.4399 (0.5623) 0.7010 (0.3899) 0.2854 (0.1524)

1992 0.7471 0.2436 1.2006 (2.0847) 6.7647 0.2886 (0.4584) 0.5270 (0.1439)

1993 0.6251 2.7898 (0.6821) 0.2158 0.1352 1.5772 (0.1474) 0.3250 (1.3021)

1994 0.5355 6.3544 2.0259 (0.1811) 0.1420 1.8523 0.1327 (1.6690) 0.0881

1995 0.8890 0.3805 0.8492 0.2930 (0.1852) 0.4175 0.1085 (0.2070) 0.1792

1996 0.7855 1.2492 0.9976 1.0079 (0.9718) 0.4191 (0.3168) 1.2536 0.4620 0.5509

1997 1.0031 5.6131 1.0076 1.8046 0.3690 (0.6183) (0.4511) 0.8198 0.8632 0.1957

1998 (0.2034) 2.1139 0.9830 0.7408 5.8700 0.8945 0.2063 1.0611 (4.8020) 0.4059

1999 1.0056 0.5239 0.9991 0.9566 0.2044 (0.2463) (0.5035) 1.0151 0.6758 (0.3036)

2000 2.9831 1.0608 (2.6074) 1.8225 0.5485 (0.6446) (0.1106) 1.7023 (1.6701) (1.1008)

2001 0.7987 0.8508 6.1112 0.6764 0.5151 0.1189 1.7970 0.5882 0.3367 1.6178

2002 1.2334 1.5087 0.7025 1.2094 1.5653 0.2268 0.1540 0.9345 0.7128 0.6320

2003 23.3960 0.8756 (5.5216) 2.6102 0.8397 (0.1544) 5.5205 (2.1518) 0.3986 0.5936

2004 (1.3081) 4.0341 (5.7896) 0.9992 (0.2787) 0.4107 0.5769 1.4854 (1.3578) 3.4669

2005 (0.4985) 3.1567 0.4182 1.1163 0.1182 (0.7206) (0.3855) (0.3337) 4.6596 (0.6335)

2006 0.6607 (0.8461) 0.4950 0.7128 (1.1147) 0.2920 (3.0863) (0.1657) (0.2364) (0.8347)

2007 0.3901 1.0001 0.8618 0.9941 (0.4528) (1.3412) 1.5162 (0.3593) (0.2995) 0.4883

2008 (0.3142) 0.6037 (0.6599) 0.6881 0.3511 (0.8666) (1.4561) 2.0874 2.0017 (1.4714)

2009 0.1742 0.6167 3.4903 0.1456 0.1049 0.1992 0.0609 0.1572 (0.1000)  
Note: The elasticity of substitution, sigma, is defined as . This ratio 

shows an ultimate flexibility of capital and labor. 
Data source: KEWT 5.11-2, -3 by area and by sector, 1990-2009, whose original data 

are International Financial Statistics Yearbook, IMF
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Table 3. Comparison of (r/w) among Euro countries, 1990-2009, in the endoge-

nous-equilibrium 
14 Euro Area using IMF data1. Austria 2. Belgium 3. Finland 4. France 5. Germany 6. Greece 7. Ireland 8. Italy 10. Netherlands 

1990 0.00057 0.00033 0.00203 0.00083 0.00252 0.00061 0.22366 0.00896 0.01024

1991 0.00050 0.00032 0.00290 0.00082 0.00244 0.00035 0.05919 0.00689 0.00865

1992 0.00043 0.00025 0.00287 0.00085 0.00242 0.00028 0.03456 0.00595 0.00629

1993 0.00037 0.00023 0.00189 0.00102 0.00261 0.00023 0.03131 0.00534 0.00483

1994 0.00034 0.00024 0.00161 0.00089 0.00216 0.00015 0.02330 0.00482 0.00289

1995 0.00031 0.00022 0.00170 0.00100 0.00216 0.00008 0.03014 0.00521 0.00455

1996 0.00030 0.00021 0.00137 0.00106 0.00223 0.00010 0.02814 0.00407 0.00394

1997 0.00027 0.00022 0.00162 0.00088 0.00206 0.00005 0.03378 0.00357 0.00316

1998 0.00024 0.00019 0.00188 0.00074 0.00185 0.00004 0.02935 0.00311 0.00425

1999 0.01418 0.00297 0.01049 0.01478 0.00405 0.00372 0.00004 0.02000 0.00628 0.00510

2000 0.01091 0.00281 0.00890 0.01536 0.00425 0.00371 0.00004 0.02382 0.00620 0.00500

2001 0.00884 0.00260 0.00725 0.01377 0.00342 0.00349 0.00901 0.01938 0.00538 0.00377

2002 0.00758 0.00257 0.00513 0.00982 0.00336 0.00313 0.00640 0.01687 0.00509 0.00376

2003 0.00659 0.00240 0.00426 0.00609 0.00333 0.00303 0.00506 0.01441 0.00523 0.00337

2004 0.00590 0.00267 0.00452 0.00503 0.00380 0.00261 0.01175 0.01276 0.00473 0.00416

2005 0.00526 0.00258 0.00344 0.00429 0.00372 0.00264 0.01341 0.01112 0.00494 0.00369

2006 0.00478 0.00264 0.00365 0.00406 0.00313 0.00255 0.01251 0.00920 0.00456 0.00446

2007 0.00470 0.00301 0.00318 0.00535 0.00268 0.00260 0.01004 0.00799 0.00412 0.00454

2008 0.00395 0.00275 0.00248 0.00353 0.00261 0.00266 0.00568 0.00401 0.00441 0.00451

2009 0.00346 0.00170 0.00226 0.00260 0.00312 0.00246 0.01017 0.00319 0.00547 0.00299

11. Portugal 13. Slovenia 14. Spain 15 Europe except for Euro Area 1. Denmark 2. Iceland 3. Norway 4. Sweden 5. Switzerland 6. the U K

1990 0.00164 0.00013 0.003608 0.001448 0.000131 0.000939 0.000608 0.006401 0.009611

1991 0.00078 0.00014 0.003636 0.001282 0.000151 0.000832 0.000702 0.004255 0.011287

1992 0.00040 0.00008 0.004106 0.001300 0.000150 0.000686 0.000780 0.003660 0.012607

1993 0.00022 0.00008 0.004928 0.001085 0.000117 0.000656 0.000902 0.003205 0.012754

1994 0.00012 0.00007 0.006162 0.001268 0.000097 0.000631 0.000729 0.003339 0.010659

1995 0.00008 0.00037 0.00006 0.002934 0.001135 0.000111 0.000566 0.000473 0.004766 0.008771

1996 0.00006 0.00028 0.00005 0.002156 0.001156 0.000095 0.000668 0.000457 0.003734 0.008211

1997 0.00005 0.00026 0.00005 0.001773 0.000985 0.000103 0.000805 0.000437 0.003273 0.006619

1998 0.00010 0.00023 0.00004 0.000999 0.000974 0.000090 0.000464 0.000420 0.003347 0.005832

1999 0.01217 0.00013 0.00715 0.000655 0.000812 0.000124 0.000525 0.000403 0.002931 0.006882

2000 0.01159 0.00011 0.00737 0.000538 0.000740 0.000143 0.001143 0.000392 0.003091 0.007169

2001 0.00988 0.00009 0.00729 0.000330 0.000664 0.000058 0.001094 0.000372 0.002443 0.006987

2002 0.00911 0.00008 0.00668 0.000257 0.000644 0.000040 0.000810 0.000362 0.002241 0.006573

2003 0.00908 0.00007 0.00675 0.000230 0.000617 0.000063 0.000800 0.000366 0.001962 0.006156

2004 0.00961 0.00006 0.00683 0.000169 0.001394 0.000050 0.000736 0.000361 0.002043 0.006086

2005 0.01099 0.00006 0.00553 0.000131 0.000602 0.000057 0.000887 0.000401 0.002019 0.006454

2006 0.00998 0.00007 0.00445 0.000084 0.000677 0.000031 0.000912 0.000620 0.002612 0.006753

2007 0.00850 0.01626 0.00393 0.000063 0.001039 0.000033 0.000836 0.000797 0.003182 0.006282

2008 0.01030 0.01244 0.00442 0.000042 0.000691 0.000040 0.000912 0.000766 0.003097 0.006381

2009 0.00719 0.00412 0.000040 0.000406 0.000018 0.000606 0.000355 0.002287 0.007132  
Note: (r/w) is the ratio of the rate of return to the wage rate in the endogenous-

equilibrium, , where  and capital K is measured 

simultaneously with r (2009). 

Data source: KEWT 5.11-2, -3 by area and by sector, 1990-2009, whose original data 
are International Financial Statistics Yearbook, IMF
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Table 4. Comparison of (r) among Euro countries, 1990-2009, in the endogenous-

equilibrium 
14 Euro Area using IMF data1. Austria 2. Belgium 3. Finland 4. France 5. Germany 6. Greece 7. Ireland 8. Italy 10. Netherlands 

1990 0.1013 0.1616 0.1604 0.0732 0.0581 0.5882 1.3283 0.1661 0.2634

1991 0.0946 0.1652 0.2017 0.0743 0.0653 0.4190 0.3735 0.1416 0.2333

1992 0.0862 0.1392 0.1967 0.0786 0.0690 0.3813 0.2314 0.1282 0.1806

1993 0.0765 0.1336 0.1403 0.0923 0.0750 0.3507 0.2187 0.1185 0.1431

1994 0.0755 0.1426 0.1301 0.0851 0.0660 0.2679 0.1764 0.1128 0.0874

1995 0.0727 0.1431 0.1481 0.0985 0.0713 0.1661 0.2460 0.1297 0.1425

1996 0.0733 0.1441 0.1242 0.1057 0.0741 0.2102 0.2418 0.1071 0.1287

1997 0.0656 0.1517 0.1537 0.0923 0.0701 0.1384 0.2959 0.1010 0.1086

1998 0.0626 0.1370 0.1852 0.0829 0.0650 0.1211 0.2824 0.0913 0.1446

1999 0.2326 0.0575 0.1905 0.2499 0.0727 0.0674 0.1137 0.2916 0.0953 0.0947

2000 0.1878 0.0567 0.1701 0.2689 0.0785 0.0685 0.1410 0.3380 0.0982 0.0990

2001 0.1577 0.0537 0.1434 0.2531 0.0693 0.0669 0.0981 0.3005 0.0903 0.0796

2002 0.1391 0.0542 0.1053 0.1948 0.0690 0.0618 0.0715 0.2798 0.0878 0.0837

2003 0.1239 0.0513 0.0851 0.1299 0.0698 0.0608 0.0623 0.2514 0.0913 0.0768

2004 0.1144 0.0581 0.0983 0.1121 0.0793 0.0553 0.1361 0.2305 0.0861 0.0964

2005 0.1053 0.0586 0.0770 0.0994 0.0801 0.0560 0.1560 0.2128 0.0908 0.0876

2006 0.1000 0.0621 0.0852 0.0985 0.0719 0.0561 0.1559 0.1928 0.0869 0.1096

2007 0.1026 0.0727 0.0773 0.1348 0.0654 0.0591 0.1398 0.1770 0.0812 0.1152

2008 0.0886 0.0689 0.0626 0.0952 0.0647 0.0623 0.0907 0.1035 0.0864 0.1180

2009 0.0755 0.0437 0.0558 0.0673 0.0743 0.0567 0.1431 0.0764 0.1000 0.0798

11. Portugal 13. Slovenia 14. Spain 15 Europe Area1. Denmark 2. Iceland 3. Norway 4. Sweden 5. Switzerland 6. the U K

1990 1.1061 0.1325 0.0994 0.1621 0.1393 0.1169 0.0751 0.2198 0.0709

1991 0.6208 0.1658 0.1135 0.1512 0.1679 0.1093 0.0897 0.1586 0.0845

1992 0.3718 0.0943 0.1166 0.1570 0.1639 0.0933 0.0968 0.1413 0.0960

1993 0.2161 0.0928 0.1578 0.1396 0.1345 0.0930 0.1090 0.1253 0.1016

1994 0.1446 0.0943 0.1471 0.1668 0.1191 0.0937 0.0950 0.1320 0.0920

1995 0.1176 0.3671 0.0859 0.1735 0.1598 0.1336 0.0899 0.0746 0.1800 0.0830

1996 0.0913 0.3148 0.0825 0.1831 0.1679 0.1241 0.1150 0.0738 0.1442 0.0831

1997 0.0784 0.3239 0.0799 0.2992 0.1525 0.1416 0.1448 0.0741 0.1313 0.0741

1998 0.1306 0.2986 0.0755 0.2854 0.1548 0.1382 0.0885 0.0746 0.1347 0.0703

1999 0.1050 0.2068 0.0786 0.2643 0.1364 0.1879 0.1061 0.0755 0.1208 0.0841

2000 0.1053 0.1823 0.0850 0.3005 0.1293 0.2196 0.2459 0.0774 0.1295 0.0909

2001 0.0949 0.1650 0.0879 0.2632 0.1229 0.1171 0.2492 0.0751 0.1067 0.0928

2002 0.0908 0.1624 0.0849 0.2736 0.1218 0.0915 0.1887 0.0764 0.0985 0.0927

2003 0.0911 0.1471 0.0888 0.3057 0.1195 0.1336 0.1972 0.0811 0.0874 0.0921

2004 0.0976 0.1472 0.0944 0.2730 0.2793 0.1177 0.1897 0.0819 0.0917 0.0951

2005 0.1111 0.1456 0.0838 0.2460 0.1327 0.1415 0.2424 0.0947 0.0916 0.1032

2006 0.1054 0.1716 0.0738 0.1875 0.1557 0.0930 0.2648 0.1489 0.1170 0.1102

2007 0.0954 0.1765 0.0692 0.1605 0.2331 0.1050 0.2580 0.1917 0.1412 0.1078

2008 0.1120 0.1498 0.0774 0.1273 0.1670 0.1254 0.2976 0.1883 0.1413 0.1128

2009 0.0924 0.0699 0.1202 0.1010 0.0689 0.2039 0.0939 0.1098 0.1211  
Note: (r) is the rate of return at the endogenous-equilibrium, where , 

, and . For (rho/r), see Table 7. 

Data source: KEWT 5.11-2, -3 by area and by sector, 1990-2009, whose original data 
are International Financial Statistics Yearbook, IMF
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Table 5. Comparison of (w) among Euro countries, 1990-2009, in the endoge-

nous-equilibrium 
14 Euro Area using IMF data1. Austria 2. Belgium 3. Finland 4. France 5. Germany 6. Greece 7. Ireland 8. Italy 10. Netherlands 

1990 177 497 78.83 88 23.04 957 5.94 18.55 25.71

1991 188 516 69.61 91 26.80 1198 6.31 20.54 26.96

1992 200 568 68.48 92 28.54 1353 6.70 21.57 28.69

1993 209 573 74.15 91 28.70 1499 6.99 22.20 29.60

1994 221 582 80.95 96 30.59 1736 7.57 23.40 30.23

1995 236 652 86.91 98 33.04 2064 8.16 24.90 31.30

1996 242 671 90.70 100 33.17 2076 8.59 26.28 32.66

1997 246 691 94.86 105 33.99 2788 8.76 28.27 34.39

1998 256 704 98.79 112 35.08 3009 9.62 29.31 34.00

1999 16.40 19.34 18.16 16.90 17.96 18.10 3146 14.58 15.19 18.55

2000 17.21 20.19 19.12 17.51 18.48 18.44 3230 14.19 15.84 19.81

2001 17.83 20.61 19.78 18.38 20.23 19.16 10.89 15.51 16.79 21.12

2002 18.35 21.06 20.51 19.84 20.50 19.73 11.17 16.59 17.23 22.23

2003 18.80 21.40 19.99 21.34 20.98 20.07 12.32 17.45 17.47 22.81

2004 19.39 21.77 21.73 22.29 20.88 21.18 11.59 18.06 18.21 23.18

2005 20.03 22.66 22.42 23.17 21.52 21.20 11.63 19.13 18.39 23.75

2006 20.91 23.51 23.35 24.28 22.95 22.03 12.46 20.96 19.04 24.57

2007 21.84 24.12 24.30 25.19 24.37 22.71 13.93 22.15 19.68 25.39

2008 22.47 25.05 25.26 26.95 24.83 23.47 15.98 25.85 19.58 26.19

2009 21.84 25.63 24.69 25.87 23.79 23.07 14.06 23.91 18.28 26.67

11. Portugal 13. Slovenia 14. Spain 15 Europe except for Euro Area 1. Denmark 2. Iceland 3. Norway 4. Sweden 5. Switzerland 6. the U K

1990 676 1046 28 112 1064 125 123 34.33 7.37

1991 791 1148 31 118 1110 131 128 37.29 7.49

1992 932 1213 28 121 1092 136 124 38.61 7.62

1993 977 1235 32 129 1154 142 121 39.09 7.97

1994 1208 1272 24 132 1229 148 130 39.54 8.63

1995 1393 988 1498 59 141 1207 159 158 37.76 9.46

1996 1456 1118 1577 85 145 1312 172 161 38.62 10.12

1997 1527 1227 1668 169 155 1373 180 169 40.11 11.19

1998 1369 1315 1726 286 159 1528 191 178 40.26 12.06

1999 8.63 1540 10.99 404 168 1515 202 187 41.24 12.22

2000 9.08 1683 11.53 559 175 1531 215 197 41.88 12.68

2001 9.60 1882 12.05 798 185 2012 228 202 43.66 13.28

2002 9.96 2061 12.70 1063 189 2308 233 211 43.95 14.10

2003 10.03 2239 13.16 1329 194 2114 246 222 44.52 14.96

2004 10.17 2332 13.83 1619 200 2346 258 227 44.89 15.63

2005 10.11 2412 15.16 1881 221 2478 273 236 45.39 15.98

2006 10.55 2378 16.57 2246 230 3043 290 240 44.79 16.32

2007 11.22 10.85 17.62 2566 224 3209 309 240 44.38 17.15

2008 10.88 12.04 17.53 3040 242 3145 326 246 45.61 17.67

2009 12.85 16.97 2980 249 3732 337 265 48.02 16.97  
Note: (w) is the wage per capita at the endogenous-equilibrium, where . 
The wage per capita is also a function of the capital-labor ratio: slope(k), where 

 and , derived by using , 

, and . 

Data source: KEWT 5.11-2, -3 by area and by sector, 1990-2009, whose original data 

are International Financial Statistics Yearbook, IMF
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Table 6. Comparison of  among Euro countries, 1990-2009, in 

the endogenous-equilibrium 
14 Euro Area using IMF data1. Austria 2. Belgium 3. Finland 4. France 5. Germany 6. Greece 7. Ireland 8. Italy 10. Netherlands 

1990 0.863 0.622 0.724 1.361 1.529 0.470 0.076 0.693 0.339

1991 0.912 0.562 0.585 1.218 1.323 0.703 0.246 0.931 0.375

1992 0.960 0.620 0.617 1.095 1.153 0.753 0.394 1.035 0.449

1993 0.868 0.537 0.627 0.748 0.838 0.814 0.353 0.955 0.455

1994 0.886 0.544 0.692 0.863 1.010 1.024 0.464 0.936 0.824

1995 0.890 0.520 0.594 0.770 0.912 1.388 0.337 0.924 0.505

1996 0.723 0.448 0.496 0.604 0.760 0.997 0.309 0.834 0.504

1997 0.730 0.378 0.344 0.610 0.725 1.084 0.219 0.641 0.535

1998 0.686 0.345 0.289 0.569 0.675 0.700 0.300 0.499 0.337

1999 0.200 0.711 0.252 0.189 0.645 0.632 0.554 0.216 0.424 0.520

2000 0.290 0.846 0.328 0.209 0.694 0.765 0.433 0.180 0.539 0.556

2001 0.319 0.945 0.358 0.199 0.713 0.718 0.540 0.176 0.514 0.623

2002 0.354 0.917 0.471 0.256 0.705 0.773 0.716 0.183 0.511 0.584

2003 0.336 0.809 0.491 0.318 0.591 0.670 0.685 0.170 0.368 0.536

2004 0.362 0.714 0.422 0.367 0.517 0.731 0.313 0.185 0.388 0.424

2005 0.327 0.579 0.445 0.337 0.426 0.598 0.230 0.169 0.319 0.385

2006 0.386 0.612 0.448 0.384 0.529 0.670 0.261 0.211 0.427 0.345

2007 0.422 0.592 0.560 0.318 0.658 0.714 0.322 0.254 0.526 0.372

2008 0.492 0.618 0.706 0.451 0.653 0.640 0.529 0.464 0.496 0.358

2009 0.534 0.850 0.699 0.556 0.491 0.568 0.361 0.677 0.317 0.463

11. Portugal 13. Slovenia 14. Spain 15 Europe except for Euro Area 1. Denmark 2. Iceland 3. Norway 4. Sweden 5. Switzerland 6. the U K

1990 0.168 1.108 2.573 0.663 0.646 0.917 1.743 0.304 1.564

1991 0.294 0.750 1.724 0.634 0.596 0.903 1.192 0.400 1.174

1992 0.414 1.290 1.490 0.603 0.473 1.048 1.035 0.388 0.950

1993 0.576 1.095 1.144 0.507 0.506 0.701 0.783 0.323 0.775

1994 0.749 1.028 1.294 0.444 0.422 0.761 0.991 0.396 0.875

1995 0.879 0.636 1.286 1.852 0.474 0.538 0.759 1.372 0.207 0.995

1996 0.794 0.718 0.991 1.813 0.360 0.452 0.516 1.093 0.252 0.975

1997 0.699 0.618 0.731 0.733 0.333 0.388 0.354 0.892 0.235 0.957

1998 0.313 0.539 0.603 0.637 0.297 0.342 0.605 0.669 0.201 0.775

1999 0.476 0.599 0.547 0.615 0.315 0.228 0.507 0.659 0.300 0.559

2000 0.475 0.865 0.630 0.480 0.428 0.244 0.259 0.694 0.274 0.515

2001 0.544 0.912 0.582 0.457 0.431 0.455 0.253 0.680 0.334 0.540

2002 0.552 0.811 0.584 0.387 0.503 0.571 0.335 0.694 0.244 0.531

2003 0.459 0.435 0.464 0.296 0.432 0.330 0.228 0.572 0.318 0.497

2004 0.424 0.318 0.434 0.308 0.179 0.330 0.190 0.540 0.260 0.518

2005 0.310 0.262 0.405 0.260 0.346 0.260 0.135 0.357 0.214 0.432

2006 0.372 0.224 0.514 0.356 0.297 0.471 0.148 0.249 0.213 0.396

2007 0.464 0.257 0.623 0.427 0.220 0.381 0.185 0.218 0.220 0.468

2008 0.403 0.308 0.564 0.575 0.337 0.558 0.146 0.207 0.152 0.406

2009 0.474 0.569 0.674 0.504 1.211 0.270 0.346 0.179 0.301  
Note:  is the ratio of ten year debt yield at the market to the rate of 

return in the endogenous-equilibrium. If this ratio is stable, it implies financial/market 

policies are effective. 

Data source: KEWT 5.11-2, -3 by area and by sector, 1990-2009, whose original data 
are International Financial Statistics Yearbook, IMF
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Table 7. Comparison of (rho/r) among Euro countries, 1990-2009, in the endoge-

nous-equilibrium 
14 Euro Area using IMF data1. Austria 2. Belgium 3. Finland 4. France 5. Germany 6. Greece 7. Ireland 8. Italy 10. Netherlands 

1990 0.9608 1.0191 0.9616 1.0114 0.9640 1.1970 0.9650 0.9736 0.9830

1991 0.9609 1.0347 1.1281 1.0232 1.0201 1.1556 0.9592 0.9793 0.9854

1992 0.9630 0.9797 1.1316 1.0429 1.0313 1.1773 0.9595 0.9911 0.9733

1993 0.9697 0.9930 1.0306 1.0913 1.0582 1.2021 0.9622 0.9850 0.9649

1994 0.9646 1.0187 0.9669 1.0655 1.0232 1.1626 0.9611 0.9814 0.9790

1995 1.0036 0.9645 0.9592 1.1011 1.0360 1.0940 0.9965 0.9592 0.9686

1996 1.0189 0.9602 0.9608 1.1194 1.0534 1.1839 1.0176 0.9636 0.9661

1997 0.9976 0.9595 0.9626 1.0739 1.0442 0.9593 1.0943 0.9660 0.9608

1998 0.9799 0.9593 0.9779 1.0395 1.0293 0.9595 1.1185 0.9770 0.9824

1999 0.9705 0.9779 0.9639 0.9912 1.0153 1.0521 0.9621 1.1009 1.0158 0.9592

2000 0.9701 0.9715 0.9650 1.0115 1.0361 1.0613 1.1852 1.2256 1.0313 0.9597

2001 0.9739 0.9758 0.9634 1.0136 0.9799 1.0539 0.9592 1.2274 1.0126 0.9633

2002 0.9739 0.9678 0.9592 0.9867 1.0009 1.0327 1.0136 1.2467 1.0171 0.9604

2003 0.9784 0.9749 1.0192 0.9625 1.0118 1.0298 0.9693 1.2463 1.0393 0.9630

2004 0.9761 0.9597 0.9593 0.9595 1.0537 0.9851 1.2653 1.2555 1.0289 0.9610

2005 0.9778 0.9594 0.9626 0.9593 1.0584 0.9987 1.3496 1.2592 1.0524 0.9596

2006 0.9710 0.9593 0.9592 0.9592 1.0291 0.9809 1.3542 1.2387 1.0479 0.9693

2007 0.9610 0.9644 0.9592 0.9723 1.0043 0.9685 1.2998 1.2346 1.0380 0.9749

2008 0.9644 0.9640 0.9677 0.9594 1.0159 0.9635 1.1437 1.0698 1.0679 0.9800

2009 0.9925 0.9623 0.9846 0.9963 1.0706 0.9958 1.3859 1.0397 1.1325 0.9611

11. Portugal 13. Slovenia 14. Spain 15 Europe Area1. Denmark 2. Iceland 3. Norway 4. Sweden 5. Switzerland 6. the U K

1990 1.1968 0.9630 0.9768 1.0730 1.0913 0.9595 1.0080 0.9810 1.0910

1991 1.2124 0.9662 1.0221 1.0566 1.1517 0.9602 1.0591 0.9635 1.1399

1992 1.1561 1.0007 1.0155 1.0666 1.1647 0.9732 1.0967 0.9611 1.1770

1993 1.0947 1.0193 1.0914 1.0322 1.1042 0.9678 1.1410 0.9594 1.1853

1994 1.0229 1.0372 1.0342 1.0768 1.0648 0.9641 1.0921 0.9617 1.1370

1995 0.9646 0.9796 0.9851 1.0003 1.0578 1.1038 0.9746 0.9816 0.9883 1.0947

1996 0.9798 0.9855 0.9848 1.0012 1.0667 1.0809 0.9592 0.9912 0.9773 1.0873

1997 0.9853 1.0195 0.9786 1.0446 1.0424 1.1165 0.9658 0.9841 0.9760 1.0452

1998 1.1924 1.0454 0.9822 1.0033 1.0563 1.1129 0.9654 0.9773 0.9863 1.0265

1999 1.0710 1.0084 1.0135 0.9961 1.0206 1.2320 0.9592 0.9769 0.9826 1.0791

2000 1.0947 1.0101 1.0424 1.0427 1.0086 1.3264 0.9608 0.9702 0.9960 1.1006

2001 1.0867 1.0062 1.0556 0.9976 0.9853 1.0703 0.9588 0.9783 0.9814 1.1046

2002 1.0914 1.0129 1.0494 1.0148 0.9965 0.9824 0.9806 0.9828 0.9795 1.0989

2003 1.1096 1.0101 1.0653 1.0604 0.9933 1.1315 0.9745 0.9687 0.9737 1.0922

2004 1.1447 1.0264 1.0841 1.0604 1.0134 1.0957 0.9784 0.9677 0.9806 1.0994

2005 1.2063 1.0416 1.0543 1.0676 0.9596 1.1557 0.9575 0.9596 0.9842 1.1244

2006 1.1957 1.1074 1.0274 1.0358 0.9685 1.0407 0.9528 0.9773 1.0195 1.1474

2007 1.1651 1.1052 1.0229 1.0354 1.0306 1.0790 0.9516 1.0112 1.0608 1.1370

2008 1.2491 1.0815 1.0707 0.9995 0.9966 1.1797 0.9500 1.0169 1.0660 1.1479

2009 1.0073 1.0642 1.0271 0.9636 0.9919 0.9555 0.9606 1.0234 1.1846  
Note: (rho/r) is the relative discount rate of consumers goods to capital goods, as a 

function of the propensity to consume, , in the endogenous-equilibrium; i.e., 

 in Europe and 

 exceptionally for some Asian countries. 
Data source: KEWT 5.11-2, -3 by area and by sector, 1990-2009, whose original data 

are International Financial Statistics Yearbook, IMF
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Table 8. Comparison of  among Euro countries, 1990-2009, in the en-

dogenous-equilibrium 
14 Euro Area using IMF data1. Austria 2. Belgium 3. Finland 4. France 5. Germany 6. Greece 7. Ireland 8. Italy 10. Netherlands 

1990 1.006 1.643 0.837 1.229 1.182 2.636 0.641 0.870

1991 0.873 1.867 1.398 1.322 1.533 1.881 0.681 0.859

1992 0.911 1.040 0.111 1.523 1.740 2.273 0.760 1.088

1993 0.684 1.758 (2.740) 2.270 2.292 1.813 0.767 1.343 0.519

1994 0.691 3.658 (0.768) 1.732 1.832 1.097 0.815 1.254 1.302

1995 1.073 1.235 (0.189) 1.820 1.691 2.356 0.667 0.851 0.587

1996 1.099 0.843 (0.073) 2.985 2.067 1.720 0.691 1.165 0.651

1997 1.131 0.805 0.152 3.100 1.973 0.648 0.652 1.116 0.854

1998 1.155 0.846 0.241 2.125 1.705 0.625 0.646 1.213 0.654

1999 1.516 0.819 0.421 0.453 1.789 1.116 0.597 0.719 0.865 0.848

2000 1.443 0.866 0.455 0.462 1.746 1.128 0.992 0.625 0.902 0.784

2001 1.556 0.799 0.406 0.490 0.919 1.134 0.385 0.608 0.842 0.960

2002 1.634 0.868 0.330 0.443 0.960 1.092 0.532 0.577 0.851 0.728

2003 1.661 0.914 0.633 0.435 0.996 0.869 0.462 0.628 0.823 0.687

2004 1.763 0.695 0.342 0.684 1.361 0.898 0.946 0.658 0.827 0.459

2005 1.690 0.652 0.466 0.562 1.224 1.443 0.915 0.646 0.867 0.642

2006 1.631 0.660 0.407 0.572 1.027 2.104 0.871 0.661 0.801 0.550

2007 1.421 0.619 0.473 0.556 0.923 2.671 0.711 0.608 0.771 0.602

2008 1.347 0.457 0.592 0.622 0.872 1.254 0.436 0.600 0.648 0.610

2009 1.687 0.203 0.417 0.466 0.996 1.298 0.369 0.498 0.370 0.375

11. Portugal 13. Slovenia 14. Spain 15 Europe Area1. Denmark 2. Iceland 3. Norway 4. Sweden 5. Switzerland 6. the U K

1990 1.025 0.823 1.380 2.876 1.271 0.529 1.460 1.581 2.083

1991 0.958 0.623 1.743 2.961 1.089 0.572 2.002 1.954 3.119

1992 0.869 0.884 1.588 4.781 0.964 0.632 1.921 2.289 4.212

1993 0.764 0.958 1.624 3.319 0.685 0.615 3.094 3.585 4.232

1994 0.659 1.054 1.722 4.923 0.813 0.673 2.627 2.394 4.277

1995 0.529 0.846 0.950 1.300 4.207 0.781 1.010 1.974 1.778 2.226

1996 0.584 0.871 0.963 1.230 7.436 1.005 1.268 2.246 1.199 2.204

1997 0.610 0.676 0.967 1.470 2.783 1.425 1.068 2.624 1.185 1.916

1998 0.926 0.729 1.266 1.328 1.070 1.230 0.968 1.113 1.233 1.809

1999 0.758 0.765 1.269 1.155 1.470 1.367 1.176 1.280 1.346 1.871

2000 0.747 0.763 1.351 0.686 1.366 1.263 0.731 1.108 1.298 2.000

2001 0.728 0.833 1.566 1.366 1.088 1.029 0.614 1.428 1.271 2.104

2002 0.699 0.816 1.589 1.514 1.021 0.738 0.795 1.568 1.449 2.210

2003 0.631 0.791 1.754 1.481 1.099 1.023 0.511 1.617 1.477 2.154

2004 0.585 0.745 1.590 1.432 0.196 1.206 0.952 1.885 1.450 2.162

2005 0.556 0.769 1.329 1.419 0.488 1.703 0.898 1.439 1.416 2.288

2006 0.534 0.702 1.172 1.178 0.543 1.202 0.960 0.914 1.320 2.336

2007 0.547 0.698 1.120 1.154 0.350 1.470 0.750 0.799 1.393 2.622

2008 0.479 0.712 1.251 1.055 0.300 0.519 0.653 0.751 1.466 3.463

2009 0.843 0.988 1.438 0.171 (0.298) 0.699 0.673 1.475 4.558  
Note: For actual data used for the ratio of actual to endogenous net investment to out-

put, , see the text explanation. 

Data source: KEWT 5.11-2, -3 by area and by sector, 1990-2009, whose original data 
are International Financial Statistics Yearbook, IMF
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Table 9. Comparison of  among Euro countries, 1990-2009, in the 

endogenous-equilibrium 
14 Euro Area using IMF data1. Austria 2. Belgium 3. Finland 4. France 5. Germany 6. Greece 7. Ireland 8. Italy 10. Netherlands 

1990

1991 0.857 1.289 (0.349) 1.435 0.442 0.663 0.692 0.916 0.758

1992 0.744 0.479 (2.543) 2.019 1.088 1.070 0.661 1.097 0.675

1993 1.284 3.621 0.092 (1.764) 10.578 0.967 1.227 1.175 1.045

1994 0.686 1.479 0.219 0.559 0.237 0.830 0.350 0.653 0.835

1995 0.650 0.170 0.604 0.303 0.243 0.699 0.280 0.479 0.298

1996 1.360 0.693 0.946 1.257 5.040 15.207 0.482 0.580 0.399

1997 1.206 0.731 0.544 0.486 0.707 0.260 2.482 0.471 0.576

1998 0.621 1.232 0.854 0.455 0.640 (3.181) 0.418 0.756 (2.825)

1999 (0.032) (0.028) (0.034) (0.027) (0.068) 9.695 0.114 (0.048) (0.063)

2000 0.752 0.465 0.405 1.104 1.551 1.213 2.534 (2.486) 0.475 0.550

2001 0.996 1.050 0.804 0.967 0.465 0.639 (0.091) 0.979 0.301 0.650

2002 1.161 1.160 0.694 0.492 2.841 1.413 2.211 0.803 1.027 0.699

2003 1.223 1.198 (0.747) 0.573 1.755 0.646 0.622 1.234 1.829 1.039

2004 0.900 0.922 0.255 0.903 (6.066) 0.317 (0.839) 1.427 0.730 0.948

2005 0.620 0.576 0.776 1.001 0.897 16.809 4.672 0.648 3.040 0.364

2006 0.750 0.720 0.556 0.606 0.422 0.330 0.293 0.177 0.903 0.525

2007 0.502 0.935 0.410 0.964 0.440 0.510 0.291 1.027 0.830 0.467

2008 1.317 0.789 0.699 0.805 1.652 0.817 0.161 (0.123) (4.164) 1.198

2009 (1.154) 1.472 (1.153) (0.971) (0.241) (1.897) (0.439) (0.267) (0.457) 1.544

11. Portugal 13. Slovenia 14. Spain 15 Europe except for Euro Area 1. Denmark 2. Iceland 3. Norway 4. Sweden 5. Switzerland 6. the U K

1990 NA

1991 0.841 0.671 0.795 1.780 1.040 1.348 0.872 4.911

1992 1.338 1.572 1.153 (0.979) 1.491 (1.624) 1.551 3.540

1993 3.891 (0.577) 0.471 (0.378) 0.751 (1.218) 1.965 0.660

1994 1.463 (2.351) 1.334 0.079 0.554 0.547 1.311 0.429

1995 0.272 (0.247) 0.540 (1.860) 0.414 0.254 (0.305) 0.334

1996 1.175 1.000 (0.088) 1.195 0.721 0.417 2.991 0.552 0.502

1997 1.199 0.706 0.044 0.610 1.747 0.946 0.886 0.107 0.408

1998 1.342 0.804 0.075 1.560 0.688 0.699 0.741 1.906 0.669

1999 0.557 (0.025) 0.256 0.753 (7.361) 0.872 0.325 0.125 3.575

2000 1.146 0.480 0.179 0.871 7.136 0.631 0.632 0.776 1.201

2001 1.008 0.841 0.176 0.727 0.306 0.772 1.282 0.589 0.931

2002 1.025 0.769 0.191 1.714 0.366 2.251 0.767 2.619 0.576

2003 0.877 1.184 0.299 1.489 (0.639) 0.819 0.546 1.107 0.572

2004 1.366 1.066 0.299 0.915 0.547 0.924 1.143 1.035 0.964

2005 1.054 0.367 (1.570) 0.284 1.276 0.566 0.751 0.897 1.782

2006 (3.616) 0.460 0.351 0.736 0.430 0.650 1.691 (0.907) 1.932

2007 (0.056) 0.666 0.649 (1.631) 1.574 0.895 24.238 (1.831) 0.757

2008 0.756 (8.377) 0.413 0.571 (4.185) 1.032 1.796 0.702 1.191

2009 0.519 (1.747) (1.102) 1.046 0.195 1.503 0.274 0.397 (0.362)  
Note: For actual data used for the ratio of actual to endogenous wage per capita 

growth rate, , see the text explanation. 

Data source: KEWT 5.11-2, -3 by area and by sector, 1990-2009, whose original data 

are International Financial Statistics Yearbook, IMF
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ABSTRACT 

 
The paper is to study the scale, intensity and factors of income mobility of individuals in 

Russia in the 2000s. This stage in Russian history was a long - by Russian standards - period 

of relative economic stability, which made the formation of specific patterns of income mobili-

ty possible. This kind of research allows us to obtain a deeper understanding of the nature of 

and the reasons for current social and economic changes, which enables us to encourage pos-

itive change in the future more effectively. The research gives answers for the following ques-

tions: Have real income increases been greater for the poor or the rich? How did the increas-

ing activity of state in the field of social policy influence people's income mobility? The re-

search is based on the data of the Russian Longitudinal Monitoring Survey (RLMS) for the 

period of 2000-2008. JEL codes: D31, D33 

 

 

3.1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The intentions of governments to prolong and increase rise effects, to 

smooth negative consequences of economic recessions, to unite the society by 

focusing on the positive development under the slogan of either multicultural 

diversity support or reorganization and modernization are as a rule determined 

by a real or proclaimed desire to create favorable conditions for the progres-

sive growth of population welfare and prosperity in their countries. The popu-

lation itself has different potential (economic, human, social) to perceive envi-

ronment incentives opening new opportunities for social and economic promo-

tion and to minimize risks resulting in either loosing the achieved positions or 

cutting down promotion chances. The population economic mobility (or in-

come mobility) is one of parameters showing the results of macro process ac-

ceptance by means of micro level (individuals, households) within a period of 

time.  

 

In this paper a fragment of our research on the economic mobility of Rus-

sia‘s population in 2000-2008 is given. These years in Russia were character-

ized by the absence of particular socio-economic shocks if compared to 1990‘s 

and the growth of socio-economic indicators that is proved by the state statis-

tics. We have divided this period into two sub periods – 2000-04 and 2004-08 

which differ in their economic status and state activity in the social sphere. 

Beginning with 2000 the symptoms of recovery after the default of 1998 have 

started to appear in the country and the reinforcement of state control over so-
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cio-economic processes in the country against the background of price growth 

on petrol, gas and other natural resources which are traditionally exported by 

Russia has resulted in a certain increase of total population welfare by the 

middle of the period. But vital problems of poverty and economic inequality 

which put the brakes on the further social and economic development made 

the authorities to outline measures for their solution. In the message of the 

Russian President to the Federal Assembly in the beginning of 2004 the strug-

gle against the poverty was declared to be the first priority. Due to the incomes 

based on favorable price conditions on the exported raw materials in the first 

half of 2000‘s the state has built up funds to finance salary increase in the 

government payroll of the economy as well as the growth of pensions and oth-

er social payments. Since 2005-06 national projects in education, public health 

and agricultural sector have started to be implemented.  

 

Our purpose is to study the scale, intensity and income mobility factors for 

individuals within the specified period and its two sub periods – 2000-04 and 

2004-2008. Hypothetically the features of macro processes progressing in the 

country in the relevant time intervals are behind the differences in mobility 

characteristics during these two sub periods; in identity– the mobility models 

which have been formed. 

 

3.2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  

 

Definition and measurement of economic (income) mobility. To wide ex-

tent «economic mobility describes the ability of people to move up or down 

the economic ladder within a lifetime or from one generation to the next» 

(Sawhill, 2008, p. 2). Moving up and down the economic ladder is operation-

alized as a movement of an economic goods recipient in the distribution of 

these goods over the time (Fields, 2000, p. 101). This paper is about the distri-

bution of population incomes and intragenerational mobility estimate.  

 

There are two main approaches to the measurement of income mobility – 

absolute and relative. The absolute economic mobility is a change of social 

object (individual or household/family) income within the determined period 

of time. Changes in incomes are estimated taking into account changes of con-

sumer capacity currency in which income is evaluated. The relative economic 

mobility is a change of economic position of a social object in the economic 

hierarchy within the determined period of time. The economic position of a 

social object is determined, for example, as a rank in income distribution. Dif-

ferent quantiles (equally filled groups of objects) of variational series by in-

comes – deciles, quintiles, quartiles etc are accepted to use for this.  
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This paper is focused on the relative economic mobility
1
. We consider 

mobility as such change in incomes within the time period from t0 to t1 which 

results in the change of position (rank) of social object on the income distribu-

tion scale. To measure the relative mobility a transition matrix between two 

income distributions during a year t0 and t1 which are divided on five equally 

filled income classes (quintiles) was used. The bottom (first) quintile com-

bines 20% of least secured social objects from the population to be examined 

and the income level which separates the first and the second quintiles is a rel-

ative poverty line. The fifth (top) quintile represents the opposite distribution 

pole – relative richness accordingly.  

 

In a transition matrix which we mark as P, ij-element, pij, is a fraction in 

the income class i at the moment of time t0 of those objects who moved to in-

come class j at the moment of time t1. In our case i and j are changed from 1 to 

5 and the sum of elements in each row is equal to 1.  

 

The objects who moved one quintile to another (i≠j) during the examined 

time period are considered to be mobile and those who remained in the same 

quintile (i=j),– immobile. A fraction in the aggregate of mobile (immobile) 

objects indicates mobility (immobility) volume. The mobile objects differ by 

the direction of their movement and are subdivided on those who moved up-

ward (i>j) and downward (i<j). The number of income quintiles which objects 

moved up or down in the income hierarchy within the specified time period is 

called mobility intensity
2
. 

 

In this paper the significance of chi-squared value for the relevant charac-

teristics in a transition matrix (Fields, 2000, p. 106) as well as the contingency 

(Pearson) coefficient
3
 are used to estimate the relation between the object po-

sition in the income hierarchy at the moment of time t1 and its position at the 

moment of time t0.  

 

Three generalizing characteristics are used as income mobility indicators 

and are calculated on the basis of a transition matrix: 

(1) The average quintile move during the examined period which is deter-

mined according to the following formula:  

 









 

ij

i j

pji
5

1

5

1
5

1
. 

(2) Immobility ratio – a fraction in the aggregate of those who remained in 

                                                
1 Positional, rank mobility are synonyms of relative mobility.  
2 In the description of relative economic mobility we were based on the paper of T. Bo-

gomolova and V. Tapilina devoted to the study of income mobility in Russia in 1990‘s (Bo-

gomolova, Tapilina, 1999, p. 6).  
3 The established empirical relation is considered to be significant if the contingency coeffi-
cient exceeds 0.3 (Simchera, 2008, p. 51). 
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the same quintile in the beginning and the end of the examined period: 




5

1

)(
5

1

i

iip  

(3) ‗Stayers + one movers‘ is the fraction who remain in the same quintile 

plus the fraction who move one quintile; if you deduct this index value 

from one, you can see the volume of high intensity mobile ones.  

 

Data description. Informational base of the research is materials of the 

Russian Longitudinal Monitoring Survey (RLMS) for 2000-08. RLMS is car-

ried out by the National Research University – Higher School of Economics, 

by Demoscope research center with the participation of population center of 

the North Caroline University in Chapel-Hill (the USA) and the Sociology In-

stitute of the RAS (sites of RLMS survey: http://www.hse.ru/rlms and 

http://www.cpc.unc.edu/projects/rlms). 

 

A unit (object) under observation is an individual aged 18 and older at the 

moment of survey in 2000; and a characteristic under observation – an equiva-

lent
4
 money income in their household divided by value of minimum subsist-

ence level in a region of household residence 
5
 and indicating the purchasing 

power of household specific incomes. The information about the value of re-

gional subsistence level for VI quarter in each year of the examined period is 

used in this research
6
. The equivalent household income is not expressed in 

monetary units but in its purchasing power that allows us to eliminate the in-

flation influence during dynamic comparisons and to compare population in-

comes in regions differing by minimum subsistence levels more correctly.  

 

An individual‘s economic position at the initial and final moment of the 

examined period is determined by individual‘s belonging to one or another 

quintile of equivalent money income.  

                                                
4 To determine the number of consumer units in a household an economy scale of living to-

gether of   Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development, OECD) is used, in 

accordance with it the weight of the first adult  in a household makes 1, every next adult – 0.7 

and every child – 0.5. 
5 The minimum subsistence level consists of the cost estimate of the consumer basket and also 

the obligatory payments and duties. The consumer basket includes the minimum sets of food 

products, non-food products and services, necessary to preserve a person‘s health and provide 

life support. The minimum subsistence level is determined in per capita terms on a quarterly 

basis, and also for three socio-demographic population groups (working population, retired 

people, children). It is established by the Government of the Russian Federation in Russia on 

the whole, in accordance with the laws of the subjects of the Russian Federation – in the sub-

jects of the Russian Federation (Rosstat, 2008, p. 220). The minimum subsistence level is 

analogous to the absolute poverty line. 
6 Database of the State Statistics Committee of the Russian Federation 

(www.gks.ru/dbscripts/Cbsd / DBInet.cgi); became an information source providing values of 
regional living wages in 2004 and 2008; there is no official information about 2000 – in this 

case we were based on analytical materials of the Russian center of the living standards.    

http://www.hse.ru/rlms
http://www.cpc.unc.edu/projects/rlms
http://www.gks.ru/dbscripts/Cbsd%20/%20DBInet.cgi
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The estimate of economic mobility quantitative parameters is accepted to 

be carried out using the materials of consistency panel sampling (Buchinsky, 

Hunt 1999). In our case it included individuals who at each of three points 

(2000, 2004 and 2008) took part in RLMS survey and answered the question-

naire which was intended for an adult household member and there was in-

formation on total money income, composition and size of a household. The 

consistent sampling size was 3781 people (size of single-step representative 

sampling – 8-10 thousand individuals). Less mobile population (they haven‘t 

moved anywhere for 9 years) is included in the consistent panel sampling than 

in single-step representative samples. As a rule it shows up in shifting sex, age 

and residence characteristics towards women, elderly people and rural resi-

dents in the consistent sample compared to representative samples that can 

results in shifting income distribution to lower values in its turn, but there is 

nothing we can do with it.  

 

3.3. DYNAMICS OF RUSSIA’S POPULATION INCOMES IN 2000-08  

 

In 2000-08 the distribution of adult population in Russia by their purchas-

ing power of equivalent income has undergone evident positive changes (fig. 

1).  

 

The peak of income distribution has shifted from 1–1.5 minimum subsist-

ence level towards 1.5–2.5; the number of individuals with incomes over 4 

subsistence minimums has considerably increased; the fraction of absolutely 

poor (with income up to 1 living wage) has reduced among the population.  

 

The absolute growth of population incomes is shown in changes of percen-

tiles (fig. 3.2), quintiles of population distribution by their income purchasing 

power, increase of average value from 1.17 minimum subsistence levels in 

2000 to 2.33 minimum subsistence levels in 2008 (table 3.1).  

 

The differentiation by income purchasing power in 2004 has decreased 

compared to 2000, but by 2008 it has almost regained its initial level.  
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Figure 3.1. Change of Russia’s population distribution by the value of 

purchasing power of equivalent income in 2000, 2004 and 2008 

 
 

 

Figure 3.2. Change of percentile values by income purchasing power in 

2000-08 
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Table 3.1. Characteristics of distribution and differentiation of purchas-

ing power of equivalent incomes for individuals in 2000, 2004 and 2008 

Characteristic of distribution 2000 2004 2008 

Mean 1.17 1.74 2.33 

 Percentiles: 20 0.454 0.767 1.156 

          40 0.717 1.146 1.591 

          60 0.967 1.594 2.161 

          80 1.572 2.363 3.058 

P80/P20 ratio 11.96 8.93 11.37 

 

Table 3.2 shows the scale of population income changes in their absolute 

expression in 2000-08: in 2004 a considerable amount of individuals went be-

yond the lines of the 2000-year first and second quintiles and in 2008 the 

overwhelming majority was behind the line of the third quintile.  

 

Table 3.2. Distribution of individuals in 2004 and 2008 by groups within 

quintile lines by income purchasing power during 2000, % (N=3,781) 

Quintiles in 2000 2000 2004 2008 

Bottom (to 0.45 living wage) 20 9.3 2.7 

Second (0.451-0.72 living wage) 20 8.2 3.3 

Third (0.721-0.97 living wage) 20 12.4 7.1 

Fourth (0.971-1.57 living wage) 20 29.5 25.9 

Fifth (1.571 living wage and higher) 20 40.6 61.0 

All 100 100 100 

  

In the following paragraph we are going to describe how the scale absolute 

increase of incomes has shown up in individuals‘ economic status change in 

2000-08.  
 

3.4. GENERAL CHARACTERISTIC OF RELATIVE MOBILITY BY 

INDIVIDUALS’ INCOMES IN RUSSIA IN 2000-08  
  

The period of 2000-08 is characterized by a transition matrix for individu-

als by income quintiles (table 3.3) where a value of none of cells on the main 

diagonal except for top and bottom quintiles is the greatest in a line and both 

income pole groups are reproduced only by 40%.  

 

This indicates that the position of an individual in the income hierarchy in 

2000 is not strictly determined by their position in this hierarchy in 2008. But 

the relation between their positions in the beginning and in the end of the peri-

od to be examined is confirmed by statistical significance of chi-squared value 

and the value of contingency coefficient which is equal to 0.393 for the cross-

table of income quintiles in 2000 and 2008.  
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Table 3.3. Transition matrix for individuals between income quintiles in 

2000-2008 (N=3,781) 

Quintile 

in 2000 

Quintile in 2008  

Bottom Second Third Fourth Top 

Bottom  0.396 0.201 0.187 0.134 0.082 

Second 0.287 0.263 0.217 0.156 0.077 

Third 0.159 0.245 0.210 0.208 0.178 

Fourth 0.101 0.180 0.225 0.240 0.254 

Top 0.057 0.112 0.159 0.263 0.409 

 

Let us consider more in detail the way the economic status of an individual 

at the beginning of the first decade of the 21
st
 century is influencing their eco-

nomic status nearing the end of rich 2000‘s in Russia.  

 

Table 3.3 shows that approximately 40% (0.396 to be more exact) of indi-

viduals with the lowest income purchasing power in 2000 have remained in 

the bottom quintile in 2008 and one fifth (0.201) has moved to the neighboring 

quintile. The rest have moved 2 or more quintiles by the end of the period and 

almost 22 out of 100 individuals (0.216) could remain in the fourth and fifth 

quintiles. At the opposite pole of income distribution there is almost the same 

reproduction scale – 41% of the most wealthy ones (0.409) in 2000 have kept 

their status at the top income stage in 2008; the rest have showed the down-

ward mobility. We should note that within the examined period the high-

intensity mobility is less relevant to top quintile representatives than to bottom 

quintile representatives: among them the most significant fraction of those 

who have moved one quintile (0.263) and appreciably less fraction of those 

who have considerably changed their economic status – about 17 out of 100 

individuals have experienced the transition from the fifth to the first and se-

cond quintiles. It means that the rich have moved a little less far and dense in 

their impoverishment than the poor in their enrichment.  

 

The pronounced attraction of the nearest income pole to its adjoining quin-

tile is an expected effect in income transition matrixes. In table 3.3 this effect 

is a little hypertrophied: for the representatives of the second and the fourth 

quintiles in 2000 the probability to reproduce in 2008 their economic status 

was lower than the probability to belong to the nearest pole quintile. So 26% 

individuals from the second quintile in 2000 saved their status in 2008, and 

29% went down to the bottom quintile; 24% individuals from the fourth quin-

tile in 2000 remained in the same quintile in 2008 and 25% went up to the top. 

Although in non-pole income groups the reproduction of initial status was not 

a modal example in 2000-08 in Russia, immobile individuals together with 

mobile ones in the neighboring quintile made the majority on each income 

step.  
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In whole within 2000-08 30% of Russians have not changed their econom-

ic status (the exact immobility ration makes up 0.304); immobile individuals 

together with mobile ones in the neighboring quintile have made 68% (0.684 

to be exact); the average quintile move is equal to 1.153. After the correlation 

of these indices with the mobility indices for ideal examples of transition ma-

trixes (see table 3.4) we can come to a conclusion that the mobility in Russia 

within the examined period as per the characteristics was obviously closer to 

the perfect mobility than to the immobility.  

 

Our study has showed that although 60% individuals from pole quintiles 

and about 80% individuals from median quintiles of income distribution in 

2000 have changed their economic status for 9 years to be examined, which 

direction and how far the mobile Russians have moved much depended on 

their economic status on the threshold of the new century. The mobility indi-

ces prove intensive (the average quintile move exceeds 1) and large-scale (the 

immobility ration is considerably less than a half) change of economic status 

among the adult population of Russia within the specified period.  

 

Table 3.4. Mobility indices on adult incomes in Russia in 2000-2008 and in 

ideal models of transition matrixes 

Mobility index ‗Perfect‘ 

mobility 

matrix 

Transition ma-

trix in Russia 

within 2004-08 

‗Perfect‘ 

immobility 

matrix 

Average quintile move 1.6 1.153 0 

Immobility ratio 0.20 0.304 1 

‗Stayers + one movers‘ 0.52 0.684 1 

 

This large-scale and intensive change of economic status has its ad-

vantages and disadvantages. The evident advantage is the absence of stagna-

tion in relative poverty status. But with the total instability of any achieved 

status even being at the top of income ladder, is there a guarantee of non-

return to an unfavorable position? The instability of economic position among 

individuals results in the lack of household opportunities to form stable mod-

els of financial and consumer behavior and to perform medium-term planning. 

The reverse side consists in the complicated forecasting of consumer demand 

for goods and services except for demand for credit on a national economy 

scale. The credit coverage of population has increased sharply within the ex-

amined period in Russia.  

 

3.5. SCALE AND INTENSITY OF RELATIVE INCOME MOBILITY 

FOR INDIVIDUALS IN RUSSIA IN 2000-04 AND IN 2004-08  

 

The length of observation period is known to influence income mobility 

indices: the longer the examined period, the less the dependence of individu-

al‘s economic status at the end of observation on their position at the begin-
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ning of observation. But our aim is to examine the economic mobility of popu-

lation within two sub periods of the Russian economy stable growth – 2000-04 

and 2004-08, and so we strive for revealing features of population economic 

status changes under the conditions different by the economy status, power 

stability and state activity in the social sphere rather than showing this regular-

ity. It turned out that these sub periods almost coincide with time limits of two 

presidential terms of V. Putin.  

 

In table 3.5 transition matrixes for individuals between income quintiles in 

2000-04 and in 2004-08 are shown. It is unlikely to say that these two sub pe-

riods are shown as absolutely different in transition matrixes. Meanwhile there 

are small but important differences. In comparison with the first sub period 

during the second one there is less reproduction of bottom quintile (in 2000-04 

the fraction of those remained in the relative poverty made up 0.442, and in 

2004-08 – 0.428) and a fraction increase of those who could rise from the rela-

tive poverty to the fourth and the fifth quintile (0.221 against 0.174). But at the 

same time the chances of individuals from the second and the third quintiles to 

find themselves in the fourth and the fifth quintiles have considerably reduced 

that can be explained by the fact that relatively rich have closed their ranks: a 

fraction of those who saved their position in the fifth quintile has slightly in-

creased (0.444 against 0.419); a fraction of sharp drops from the fifth quintile 

to the first and the second quintiles has reduced (0.142 against 0.178) and the 

scale of one quintile mobility has increased (0.283 against 0.234).  

 

Table 3.5. Transition matrixes for individuals between quintiles in  

2000-04 and in 2004-08 (N=3,781) 

Transition matrix in 2000-04  

Quintile 

in 2000 

Quintile in 2004  

Bottom Second Third Fourth Top 

Bottom  0.442 0.216 0.168 0.097 0.077 

Second 0.262 0.299 0.219 0.128 0.092 

Third 0.098 0.286 0.243 0.245 0.128 

Fourth 0.094 0.126 0.200 0.298 0.282 

Top 0.106 0.072 0.169 0.234 0.419 

Transition matrix in 2004-08  

Quintile 

in 2004 

Quintile in 2008 

Bottom Second Third Fourth Top 

Bottom  0.428 0.211 0.140 0.107 0.114 

Second 0.298 0.322 0.187 0.107 0.086 

Third 0.111 0.267 0.298 0.221 0.103 

Fourth 0.074 0.148 0.240 0.281 0.257 

Top 0.089 0.053 0.135 0.283 0.440 
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If in the transition matrix of 2000-04 at the third quintile level there was a 

shift of modal value to the left from the main diagonal cell (0.286), in the tran-

sition matrix of 2004-08 modal values of cells by lines applied only to the 

main diagonal. Although in the transition matrix of 2004-08 modal values in 

main diagonal cells by median quintiles achieved only 30% the trend to the 

reinforcement of initial status reproduction is becoming apparent at all levels 

except for the bottom quintile. The fact that in the second half of 2000-08 the 

final economic status of individuals became a little closely related to their ini-

tial status is proved by the increased chi-squared and contingency coefficients 

(table 3.6).  

 

Table 3.6. Indices of time dependence of characteristics in transition ma-

trixes in 2000-04 and 2004-08* 

Index 2000-04  2004-08  

Chi-squared coefficient  0.502 0.531 

Cramer coefficient 0.251 0.266 

Contingency coefficient 0.448 0.469 
*) All coefficients are significant at 0.000. 

 

The mobility indices which are represented in table 3.7 allow us to make a 

conclusion that the income mobility of individuals was large-scale and inten-

sive in Russia during both halves of the examined period.  

 

Table 3.7. Mobility indices on incomes of adult population in Russia with-

in 2000-04 and 2004-08 

Mobility index 2000-04  2004-08  

Average quintile move 1.075 1.045 

Immobility ratio 0.340 0.354 

‗Stayers + one movers‘ 0.729 0.747 

 

It is unlikely to say that these two sub periods are shown as absolutely dif-

ferent in transition matrixes. Meanwhile there are small but important differ-

ences. In comparison with the first sub period during the second one there is 

less reproduction of bottom quintile (in 2000-04 the fraction of those remained 

in the relative poverty made up 0.442, and in 2004-08 – 0.428) and a fraction 

increase of those who could rise from the relative poverty to the fourth and the 

fifth quintile (0.221 against 0.174). But at the same time the chances of indi-

viduals from the second and the third quintiles to find themselves in the fourth 

and the fifth quintiles have considerably reduced that can be explained by the 

fact that relatively rich have closed their ranks: a fraction of those who saved 

their position in the fifth quintile has slightly increased (0.444 against 0.419); 

a fraction of sharp drops from the fifth quintile to the first and the second 

quintiles has reduced (0.142 against 0.178) and the scale of one quintile mobil-

ity has increased (0.283 against 0.234).  
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Within the period of 2004 and 2008 the mobility intensity by incomes has 

decreased (the average quintile move has reduced from 1.075 in 2000-04 to 

1.045) that correlates to the increased fraction of immobile ones and those 

who moved one quintile from 0.729 in 2000-04 to 0.747. This can be taken as 

a positive trend in the sphere of income stabilization and a slight development 

of theoretical opportunity for forming the stable models of financial and con-

sumer behavior for population. But the global financial-economic crisis is 

known to have been behind the examined horizon and the estimate of its influ-

ence on the income mobility in Russia is still to be examined in the future.  

 

3.6. FACTORS OF RELATIVE MOBILITY BY INCOMES OF 

INDIVIDUALS IN RUSSIA IN 2000-04 AND 2004-08  

 

In this paper we have tested socio-demographic characteristics of individ-

uals as mobility factors. To achieve it the contingency coefficients and mobili-

ty indices have been calculated based on transition matrixes which are sepa-

rately prepared for men and women; individuals aged until 30 years old, 30-50 

and older 50 years old; living in the central cities of the Russian regions (re-

gional centers), in other cities of the country and in rural settlements.  

 

The contingency coefficient value for transition matrixes by income quin-

tiles of all examined social-demographic categories exceeds 0.3 that means the 

presence of substantial relation between the economic status of an individual 

in the beginning and the end of the examined sub periods (table 3.8).  

 

Table 3.8. Value of contingency coefficients for transition matrixes of 

different socio-demographic categories in 2000-04 and 2004-08* 

Socio-demographic category  2000-04 2004-08 Relative increase** 

All individuals  0.448 0.469 1.05 

  Men  

  Women 

0.435 

0.457 

0.459 

0.476 

1.06 

1.04 

Individuals aged 

  -until 30 years old 

  -30-50 years old 

  - older than 50  

 

0.430 

0.440 

0.491 

 

0.409 

0.453 

0.530 

 

0.95 

1.03 

1.08 

Residents of 

  - regional centers  

  - other towns  

  - rural settlements 

 

0.356 

0.461 

0.419 

 

0.394 

0.554 

0.429 

 

1.11 

1.20 

1.02 
*) All coefficients are significant at 0.000. 

**) Relative increase is calculated as a ratio of contingency coefficient value in 2004-08 to 

a contingency coefficient value in 2000-04. 

 

Meanwhile there is a marked differentiation between the chosen categories 

by their relation force. Its stable model which is repeated in both sub periods 
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can be described as follows: men have weaker dependence of their final eco-

nomic status on the initial one than women; the young have weaker depend-

ence than middle-aged individuals and elderly people; the future economic 

status of residents who live in small and middle-size Russian towns which are 

not capitals of federal subjects is the most closely connected with the initial 

one, residents of capitals have the least connection/relation force and residents 

of rural settlements take the intermediate position in this range.  

 

Table 3.9. Income mobility indices of individuals in Russia in 2000-04 and 

2004-08, by gender 

Mobility index 2000-2004 2004-2008 

Average quintile move  

Men 1.103 1.052 

Women 1.057 1.030 

Immobility ratio 

Men 0.326 0.351 

Women 0.349 0.355 

Fraction of immobile ones and those who moved one quintile 

Men 0.722 0.734 

Women 0.733 0.754 

 

As it has been mentioned before the above-described dependence of the 

Russians has generally become stronger in the second half of the examined 

period. The same trend became apparent in social-demographic groups except 

for the individuals at the age of 30: in this group the convergence coefficient is 

the least among all other groups in the first half of the period and it has re-

duced more in the second half. The increase of relation closeness by different 

categories was non-uniform. The largest spread in increases was in a group of 

individuals chosen by their residence, then in age groups and the least – be-

tween men and women. Mobility indices by incomes as well as convergence 

coefficients are slightly differentiated depending on individual‘s gender (table 

3.9) and by the end of the period differences in mobility intensity have been 

smoothed. In my opinion such weakly marked differences in men‘s and wom-

en‘s income mobility to a large extent can be explained by the fact that house-

hold specific incomes are examined in this paper. In the case of examining the 

mobility by salaries the influence of gender would be more evident. 

 

The age differentiation of mobility by incomes is obviously expressed and 

it is stable (table 3.10). The greatest mobility intensity is among the young, the 

least (the average number of quintiles passed by mobile ones is less than 1 

here) – among individuals who are older 50 years old; the middle-aged indi-

viduals take the intermediate position. The immobility volume among the 

young and the middle-aged individuals was equal in both sub periods and con-

siderably less in comparison with the older individuals.  
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Table 3.10. Mobility indices by incomes of individuals in Russia within 

2000-04 and 2004-08 depending on their age in 2000 

Mobility index 2000-2004  2004-2008  

Average quintile move  

Until 30 years old 1.141 1.125 

30-50 years old 1.128 1.102 

Older than 50 years old 0.966 0.942 

Immobility ratio 

Until 30 years old 0.316 0.323 

30-50 years old 0.316 0.323 

Older than 50 years old 0.377 0.389 

Fraction of immobile ones and those who moved one quintile 

Until 30 years old 0.693 0.707 

30-50 years old 0.717 0.730 

Older than 50 years old 0.766 0.783 

 

When examining the differences in mobility indices by incomes depending 

on their residence (table 3.11) an obvious leader in economic status stability is 

residents of Russian towns which are not regional centers. The residents of 

regional capitals are the most mobile by their incomes but rural residents drop 

behind a little, in 2004-08 they even took the lead by volume of mobile indi-

viduals (the fraction of immobile ones in their group is the least – 0.323).  

 

Table 3.11. Income mobility indices of individuals in Russia in 2000-04 

and 2004-08, by the status of their residence 

Mobility index 2000-04 2004-08 

Average quintile move  

Regional center 1.183 1.185 

Urban settlement 1.056 0.910 

Rural settlement 1.161 1.167 

Immobility ratio 

Regional center 0.305 0.330 

Urban settlement 0.342 0.374 

Rural settlement 0.292 0.323 

Fraction of immobile ones and those who moved one quintile 

Regional center 0.686 0.685 

Urban settlement  0.730 0.807 

Rural settlement 0.704 0.725 

 

Meanwhile the examination by settlements allows us to see that quite often 

behind little different mobility indices there are processes which are different 

by type and are described by the mobility of economic positions in different 
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parts of distribution by incomes. As the examination of transition matrixes by 

incomes of residents from different settlements for two sub periods has shown 

the same picture, let‘s consider transition matrixes in 2004-08 only as an ex-

ample (table 3.12).  

 

Table 3.12. Transition matrixes between quintiles in 2004-08 for individu-

als living in settlements of different status (N=3,781) 

Transition matrix for residents in regional centers 

Quintile 

in 2004 

Quintile in 2008 

Bottom Second Third Fourth Top 

Bottom 0.282 0.202 0.104 0.202 0.210 

Second 0.200 0.257 0.214 0.167 0.162 

Third 0.067 0.222 0.274 0.270 0.167 

Fourth 0.066 0.175 0.157 0.342 0.260 

Top 0.044 0.061 0.151 0.250 0.494 

Transition matrix for residents in other towns  

Quintile 

in 2004 

Quintile in 2008 

Bottom Second Third Fourth Top 

Bottom 0.493 0.236 0.107 0.093 0.071 

Second 0.345 0.335 0.152 0.112 0.056 

Third 0.112 0.281 0.312 0.221 0.074 

Fourth 0.035 0.095 0.351 0.277 0.242 

Top 0.041 0.046 0.124 0.336 0.453 

Transition matrix for residents in rural settlements  

Quintile 

in 2004 

Quintile in 2008  

Bottom Second Third Fourth Top 

Bottom  0.488 0.226 0.135 0.088 0.063 

Second 0.353 0.357 0.183 0.057 0.050 

Third 0.176 0.317 0.296 0.176 0.035 

Fourth 0.157 0.157 0.287 0.157 0.242 

Top 0.298 0.056 0.105 0.226 0.315 

 

The residents of regional centers have most chances to change unfavorable 

economic position and it is for this group the long distance upward mobility is 

the most available. At the same time the relatively rich have the highest degree 

of reproduction (0.494 against 0.453 among the residents of other towns and 

0.315 among rural residents). In rural settlements the situation is totally differ-

ent. The relative richness pole is being actively diluted (huge volumes belong 

to the downward mobility of long distances: almost the same number of indi-

viduals have reproduced their position in the fifth quintile as the amount of 

individuals who have shifted to the bottom quintile), at the highest degree of 

bottom quintile reproduction (0.488) and a strong attraction of individuals 

from all economic status levels to the relative poverty pole.  
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The highest stability of economic positions for individuals is being ob-

served in towns of non-capital type where the majority of Russians live. The 

sticking effect is the most remarkably expressed at the distribution poles: the 

relatively rich hold their position well enough and the poor have little chances 

for long distance upward mobility. And it is equally difficult for the residents 

of these towns to get out of relative poverty and the second quintile as for the 

residents of rural settlements.  

 

3.7. CONCLUSION 

 

In whole the income purchasing power of Russia‘s population by 2000-08 

has increased at least twice if we measure the nominal incomes of population 

using values of relevant regional subsistence levels, and the positive change in 

incomes has covered the overwhelming majority of population. It is typical to 

economic growth periods which can result in increasing state costs on social 

needs. Both occurred in Russia in respect of the examined period.  

 

American researchers often refer to the well-known statement of J.F. Ken-

nedy about a rising tide that lifts all the boats mentioning that some boats rise 

more than others (Sawhill, 2008, p.28). In Russia as well economic growth 

effects have not been distributed uniformly among the population that is 

showed up by different growth rate of income purchasing power. The study of 

income relative mobility within 2000-08 shows that the scale absolute income 

growth allowed slightly more than one third of Russians (34%) to increase 

their economic position; another 30% could save their relative position (it can 

be said that they had to run faster to stay at the same place). The relative eco-

nomic position of more than one third (36%) of population became worse: ei-

ther their income growth was small or their incomes have reduced. If in addi-

tion we take into account a high variability of economic positions (immobility 

level varies from 30 to 35%) which has been slightly decreased by the end of 

the examined period it explains why among the population there is no eupho-

ria about the average success in welfare growth.  

 

The factors of relative economic mobility – initial income rank, gender, 

age and residence status of an individual which we have studied have demon-

strated their differentiating power. With all scale mobility of economic posi-

tions in long-term (9 years) and medium-term (5years) prospects the final eco-

nomic position of an individual is substantially related to his initial position: 

the highest position reproduction is observed at income distribution poles and 

individuals from the nearest income groups are in the area of their greatest at-

traction. Women were found to be less mobile than men; the economic posi-

tion of the young is much more unstable than middle-aged and elderly indi-

viduals have. The individuals living in provincial Russian towns have the least 

chances to change their initial economic position; the population mobility in 

capital cities of the Russian federal subjects is quite similar to the population 
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mobility in rural settlements: but the mobility of the first ones is generally 

conditioned by high chances to get out of economically unfavorable positions 

and the mobility of the second ones on the contrary is conditioned by high 

chances to lose favorable ones.  

 

Time as well played the role of an independent factor: the division of 

2000-08 period into two sub periods allowed us to reveal the stable influence 

of the above-examined factors and showed that by the end of the period posi-

tive trends have been outlined: the economic position instability of Russians 

has been slightly decreased with a certain reduction of relative poverty attrac-

tion pole.  

 

The Russian indicators of relative economic mobility in the international 

context turned out to be difficult to estimate properly using tertiary data. The 

difficulty is conditioned by the following: data newer than 2004 is hardly ever 

studied in the latest foreign publications; time horizons are strongly varied; 

different mobility concepts and indicators are applied; different economic po-

sition indicators (incomes, salaries, costs) and measurement units (individuals, 

households, employees) are used; even when transition matrixes are studied, 

the examined characteristic distribution is divided into quintiles in some pa-

pers and into quartiles and deciles – in the others.  

 

In this paper we make only a little step in this direction. One comparative 

research which studied the relative economic mobility (by equivalent income 

quintiles) of individuals in China (urban population) in 1990-95 and in the 

USA (all population) in 1993-98 has showed the scale mobility in China dif-

fers a lot from the US by its indicators: the average quintile moves in China 

made up 1.056, in the USA – 0.624; the immobility level is 0.334 and 0.522; 

stayers + one quintile movers – 0.711 and 0.888 accordingly (Khor, Pencavel 

2006, p. 430). Although another research also based on the materials of the 

Chinese Household Income Project (Yin, H., Li, S., Deng, Q., 2006. Income 

mobility in urban China. Economic Research Journal, No. 10, 30–43) has de-

termined that the income mobility in urban China was lower between 1998 

and 2002 than that in the period from 1991 to1995 (cited as per Shi, Nuetah, 

Xin 2010, p. 1096), it is clear that the Russian indicators of relative economic 

mobility in 2000-04 and 2004-08 are much closer to the Chinese than to the 

American ones. Moreover the level of the US relative intergenerational eco-

nomic mobility is stable even for the most mobile age group. So, based on the 

materials of Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID) we have found that 60.4 

percent of all 25- to 44-year-olds moved up or down income quintiles relative 

to their peers between 1984 and 1994, and 60.5 percent did so between 1994 

and 2004) (Acs, Zimmerman, 2008, p. 4).  

 

A cell filling model in household transition matrix between equivalent in-

come quintiles which is similar to Russia and China is given in the paper of 
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South African researchers. This paper is based on the materials of KwaZulu-

Natal Panel for the period of 1993-98: there is an active middle quintile dilu-

tion (immobility fraction does not exceed 30%), an evident strong attraction of 

relative poverty pole for the second and the third quintiles which is reproduced 

itself at 40%. But unlike the first two cases the relative richness reproduction 

scale in the African panel makes up 62% (Leibbrandt, Woolard, 2001, p. 680). 

 

The present short review shows that the examined relative mobility charac-

teristics in Russia in 2000-08 correspond to mobility models in the developing 

countries at least in BRICS-countries.  
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ABSTRACT 

 
The creation of effective innovation system capable to widen and increase the innovation 

activities is proclaimed as one of the urgent needs for the Russian economy and society. Ac-

cording to The Global Competitiveness Report 2010-2011 Russia is ranked 63 among 138 

countries. During the last decade there was a number of state initiatives focused on increasing 

innovation activity, however the achieved results were not sufficient. The key problem is the 

inadequately low demand for innovation from the domestic corporate sector. Siberia is a vast 

region of Russia that has enormous territory, lots of natural resources, developed industry 

and large scientific and educational potential. Thus the problems of Siberian innovation sys-
tem are rather typical for the whole country. In this research we accumulated the information 

about the largest investment projects which are planned to be implemented in Siberia and 

constructed indicators of the innovation incentives of the main economic actors. Our analysis 

shows that in the medium-term Siberian economy is likely to continue to have the status of the 

resource-driven economy. JEL codes: O30, P25 

 

4.1. INTRODUCTION 

Siberia is a vast region of Russia which is located to the east of the Urals. 

At the present time the Siberian Federal District (SFD) includes 12 regions of 

the Russian Federation. Its territory makes up 30% of Russia‘s territory, its 

population – 20 mln people. The Russia‘s main natural resources are concen-

trated on the territory of Siberia such as: ferrous and non-ferrous materials, oil, 

gas, coal, timber, gold and diamonds. Its gross regional product makes up 11% 

of Russia‘s GDP. Minerals and metals which are mainly produced behind the 

Urals make over ¾ of the Russian export.  

                                                
1 This work was supported by Federal Target Grant ―Scientific and educational personnel of 

innovation Russia‖ for 2009-2013 (government contract No. 14.740.11.0219). 
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However, natural resources are losing their role of main competitiveness 

factor in the contemporary world. The ability to create knowledge and to 

transform new knowledge and technologies into products and services for the 

national and global markets is getting the main competitive advantage in the 

knowledge-based economy.  

 

The global experience shows that the innovation development is deter-

mined by the interaction of institutions, organizations and individuals who 

create knowledge; ensure the implementation of new knowledge into technol-

ogies; and use new technologies to manufacture products and services. New 

products and services in turn are not only the value for consumers, but they 

bring in return for the companies – innovation producers. The character of 

such interactions, roles and functions of separate participants (the most im-

portant of them are the state and the created infrastructure) outline the innova-

tion system, its national, regional and industrial characteristics.  

  

4.2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

The last years the conception of national and regional innovation systems 

is being actively developed and studied in many works (Lundvall, 1992; 

Block, Keller, 2008; Cooke, 1992). A range of international centers, in par-

ticular SPRU (Great Britain), European Union (CIS), the U.S Small Business 

Administration etc. have focused their research on these problems. Among the 

Russian researchers a great contribution has been made by the works of N. 

Ivanova, L. Gokhberg, I. Dezhina, V. Polterovich etc.  

 

In the literature concerning the regional innovation systems the main atten-

tion is given to the description and analysis of relations between the educa-

tional system development, innovation activity and economic results of sepa-

rate territories. Most works are based on the comparative empirical research of 

different regions that leads to the formation of general regularities and specific 

characteristics of regional development. In the work of Doloreux, Parto (2000) 

some examples of such research in Europe and Canada are given. The study of 

regional innovation systems is often related to success stories of regional clus-

ters or regional chains of innovation companies (Asheim, Gertler, 2004). An-

other direction of research is focused on the evaluation of institutional envi-

ronment influence on the innovation development of territories. The research 

results are ground for the development of innovation policy. (Cooke, Me-

medovic, 2004; Mani, 2004; Kravchenko, Untura, 2009; Kravchenko, Anohin, 

2011).  

 

Such research commonly results in the conclusion that there is its own 

combination of success factors and its own set of institutional characteristics 

and political initiatives for each innovation region and there is no unified 

model that can explain success in the innovation system development.  
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4.3. DEVELOPMENT OF RUSSIA’S INNOVATION SYSTEM 

 

Recently considerable efforts have been made to form the Russian innova-

tion system on the national as well as on the regional levels. These efforts 

were mainly taken from the top i.e. by the state. At the same time while the 

achieved results don‘t meet expectations in full, the system problems still re-

main. Moreover our situation became worse from the point of view of the 

Russian innovation sphere global competitiveness. Some evaluations of Rus-

sia‘s situation given by the international community can be found below.  

 

Table 4.1. Russia’s position in international ratings 

 1 place 2 place Russia, place 

Index of global competitiveness  

( The Global Competitiveness Report 

2010-2011) Switzerland  Sweden  

63  

 

Index of IT development  

(The Global Information Technology 

Report 2010-2011)  Sweden  Singapore  

77  

 

Index of human potential development  

(The Human Development Report 
2010) Norway  Australia  

65 
 

 

We can note that our position in this rating is not only far below from the 

leaders (138 countries have been ranked), but it is getting worse the last years. 

The problems in the innovation sphere are well known, they are deeply rooted 

and they affect the economy in whole. Their most evident external demonstra-

tion is a low economic demand for innovations. In fact the state is almost the 

only source of internal demand either direct or by means of the state economic 

sector. The functional capabilities of the current innovation system turned out 

to be limited: there is growth (not always effective although) in spheres where 

the use of state resources and capabilities is possible.  

 

According to the domestic statistical data (table 4.2) while science and in-

novation costs are obviously going up, the effectiveness of these costs is going 

down
2
. Although the number of patents as well as the number of newly created 

advanced technologies have considerably increased, the share of companies 

implementing innovations and the share of innovation products to be imple-

mented remain almost at the same level. 

                                                
2According to publications in the leading scientific journals in the ranking of countries Russia 

went down from the 8th position (1997) to the 14th position (2008), for the same period China 

went up from the 10th position to the 2nd. In 2008 Russia‘s share in world scientific publica-

tions made up 2,48% (27,5 thousand publications), but in 1997 it made up 3,77% with 27,9 

thousand publications, and at the same time the USA had 29,4%, China — 9,69%. The export 
of domestic technologies in 2008 made 0,833 bln $, and in the USA (1st position) it made 91,9 

bln $. 
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Table 4.2. Indicators of Russia’s innovation development 

Indicator 1995 2000 2005 2008 2009 

R&D domestic expenditure in cur-

rent prices, mln rubles (until 1998 – 
bln rubles) 

12149,5 76697 230785 431073 485834 

R&D domestic expenditure in fixed 
prices 1989, mln rubles 2,49 3,32 4,55 5,48 6,02 

R&D domestic expenditure, % GDP 
0,85 1,05 1,07 1,04 1,24 

R&D personnel, at the rate of 10000 

people occupied in the economy, 

people 
160 138 122 111 107 

Number of personnel involved in 

R&D, thousand people 1061 887,7 813,2 761,3 742,4 

R&D domestic expenditure per 1 

person involved in R&D, thousand 

rubles (current prices) 

11,5 86,4 283,8 566,3 654,4 

Number of the created advanced 

manufacturing technologies 

no data 688 637 787 789 

Number of granted patents, thou-

sand pcs. 

no data 23,3 33,1 42,1 50,5 

Share of organizations implement-

ing technological innovations in 

total number of organizations (in-

dustry), % 

5,5 10,6 9,3 9,6 9,4 

Share of innovation products, 

works, services in total volume of 

products (industry), % 

4,7 4,4 5 5,1 4,6 

Expenditures for technological in-

novations in total volume of the 

shipped goods, the performed works 

and services, % 

0,9 1,4 1,2 1,4 1,9 

 

There is an age structure deformation and an ageing of research teams. 

While the number of young scientists (17% in 2008) is slightly increasing, the 

share of the most promising researchers within the age of 30 to 49 (32 %) is 

steadily decreasing, and 35% researchers with a candidate‘s degree and 60% 

with a doctor‘s degree are older than 60 years old. 

 

There is no particular growth in the areas where business and corporate 

sector innovation activity shall arise. Among the sources of R&D financing 

the share of state budget investments is steadily increasing (from 53.7% in 

2000 to 65% in 2009), at the same time the contribution of business sector has 
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almost remained the same (18.7% in 2000 and 19.5% in 2009). Compared to 

the average level of EU countries our enterprises show over five times lag as 

per the innovation activity level
3
.  

 

4.4. INNOVATION SYSTEM OF THE SIBERIAN ECONOMY 

 

Scientific-technical and innovation potential of Siberia is represented by a 

range of world-scale scientific achievements, the advanced system of scientific 

manpower education and training and the developed production complex in-

cluding a knowledge intensive economic sector. The generation of new 

knowledge is mostly determined by the academic activity of research insti-

tutes, and the system of secondary and higher education. Currently over 400 

organizations are working in R&D sector of the Siberian Federal District 

(SFD) and the number of personnel involved makes up over 58 thousand peo-

ple.  

 

At the comparable quantitative indicators of science employment Siberia 

as well as Russia has been dropping behind the world leaders regarding quality 

indices of scientists‘ age structure and scientific effort financing and effective-

ness. The average age of researchers in the SFD is 49 years old and the share 

of scientists aged within the age of 50 to 70 years old is over a half of the re-

searchers‘ total number, at the same time in the USA the share of scientists of 

this age does not exceed 25 %. Eight Siberian universities are included in the 

top 500 universities of the world
4
 but they are ranked in the forth hundred. 33-

40% of universities and research institutes have access to up-to-date educa-

tional and scientific Internet portals.  

 

The Siberian economy is mixed. Its traditional industries are based on 3 - 4 

technological waves. Some enterprises of the processing industry use the 

equipment and technologies of 5-6 waves, for example, laser equipment and 

technologies, accelerating equipment, electron-beam and photochemical tech-

nologies; biotechnologies; catalytic technologies; coal deep-processing tech-

nologies and coal chemistry; production of materials from non-metallic rocks, 

information technologies etc. The knowledge intensive sector of the Siberian 

economy is represented by aerospace industry; production of fuel and power 

engineering equipment; production of communication facilities including 

space and telecommunications; instrument engineering; production of medical 

equipment and some others. The share of high-tech mechanical engineering 

(production of machines and equipment, production of electrical equipment, 

                                                
3 In 2008 in the EU innovations were implemented by 50% of companies (in Russia 9,6%), 

and the biggest share of innovation-active companies was in Germany (80%), and the smallest 

share in Latvia (24%), Poland (28%) and Hungary (29).  
4 In total 65 Russian universities were included in the Global University Ranking, 3 of them 

are ranked in the top 300 and the others in the top 400. 
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electronic and optical equipment, production of transport vehicles and equip-

ment) in the structure of Siberia‘s processing industries is small – 11, 4 % (in 

the Russian Federation - 20.2 %). In the total industry structure the share of 

high-tech industries makes up 8% in Siberia (in the Russian Federation – 13%, 

in the European Union – 16%). For the last 15 years the lag from the devel-

oped countries in high-tech industries has increased.  

  

At the present Siberia‘s traditional industries are not characterized by high 

innovation activity due to the special features of industry structure as well as a 

result of many other factors. Innovations in the real sector of the Siberian 

economy (innovation activity of enterprises, implementation of new products 

and number of advanced manufacturing technologies in use, exchange of 

technologies) are developing more slowly than in the Russian Federation. In 

the SFD the foreign trade turnover resulted from exporting and importing 

technologies and engineering services is 6.6% of domestic indicator. Siberia as 

well as Russia is a net importer of technologies. An incomparable lag of the 

Russian (and Siberian) enterprises from the foreign ones judging by the inno-

vation activity indicator can be explained by the fact that in the developed re-

gions of the world there is a developed multi-component innovation system. In 

Siberia this system is still being formed.  

  

As we have mentioned before a demand for innovations in the business 

sector is extremely low, the competition which exists and is increasing is 

based on other innovation-unrelated factors. The low demand for innovations 

is caused by many problems, for example, inertia of industry structure with the 

predominance of medium and low-tech industries; engineering backwardness 

and out-of-date production facilities; lack of qualified personnel; insufficient 

development of market institutions and infrastructure and many others. We 

can assert that innovations are not a competitive advantage under the condi-

tions of the deformed competition, when the short-term frame of corporate de-

velopment is dominating (management decisions) and the situation is aggra-

vated by the low level of business activity
5
. At the present time the demand for 

innovations is stimulated by the government first of all by establishing state 

corporations and constraining large companies of the state sector.  

 

4.5. INVESTMENT PRIORITIES OF SIBERIA’S DEVELOPMENT  

 

Let‘s consider the promising trends of economic development in the light 

of the largest investment projects which are being implemented or announced 

to be implemented on the territory of Siberia. We have examined three groups 

of projects: 

                                                
5According to the data of the Global Business Monitoring (2009) the level of business activity 

in Russia remains one of the lowest among the countries- project participants. In 2009 the 

level of business activity made 3,9% (3,5 – in 2008). The share of businessmen involved in 
high-tech industries makes up approximately 3% of their total number. 
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1) So-called top-priority investment projects in the Siberian Federal Dis-

trict which include 27 projects (its list is approved by the Chairman of the RF 

Government V.V Putin dated July 5, 2010 No.3411п-П16);  

2) Scientific potential of Siberia: new developments and technologies» 

(2010) are the projects presented by the Siberian Federal District. 

3) List of high-tech projects which are selected by JSC Rosnano to be im-

plemented on the SFD territory.  

 

These projects are considered to express the investment intentions first of 

all of such innovation players as regional and federal authorities and the larg-

est companies which take direct part in the announced projects or which are 

interested in their implementation. The information about the approved in-

vestment projects is summed in table 4.3. So if we take the data on the invest-

ment amount required for the different projects to evaluate the possible growth 

trends, we‘ll see that in the medium-term prospects Siberia remains a region 

specializing in the development of its resource potential.  

 

According to the data of three project groups here presented and the data 

represented in the Siberian Development Strategies to 2030 Project, over a 

half will be invested in the production and development of natural resources 

(hydrocarbons, metals, timber). The investments in the multi-purpose infra-

structure take the second place according the amount of investments, and it‘s 

quite logical because the implementation of resource potential under the con-

temporary conditions require the creation of favorable conditions for work and 

living of people who are going to develop this potential as well as the creation 

of state-of-the-art service lines and logistic chains. The increase of invest-

ments in the new economy and innovation sphere is getting appreciable as 

well.  

 

Generally speaking the development of the Siberian resource potential and 

the modernization of traditional industries can be implemented together with 

the use of innovation technologies and can result in the production of new in-

novation products (goods and services). Nevertheless innovations are a key 

factor first of all in the new economy industries and high-tech industries, in 

other sectors the innovation activity is lower, innovations are incremental, and 

the import of engineering innovations in the form of machines and equipment 

etc. is widespread. From this point of view the projects which are supported by 

JSC Rosnano take a special significance. By the end of 2010 seven projects 

have been supported on the territory of Siberia (3 – Novosibirsk, 3 – Tomsk 

and 1 in Irkutsk region) with the approximate investments of 36 bln rubles 

(Rosnano share is about 12,5 bln rubles).  

 

The in Table 4.4 listed projects supported by JSC Rosnano and being al-

ready implemented in Siberia are obvious to be considered as the beginning of 

future Siberian innovation production. Currently the enterprises located on the 
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territory of Novosibirsk region have submitted 56 projects to JSC Rosnano for 

consideration; their total budget is about 37, 6 bln rubles. 

 

Table 4.3. Investment trends in the Siberian Federal District 

Investment trends  Total value of the 

approved ―top-

priority‖ invest-

ment projects, 

bln rubles, 2010 

Share of 

separate 

trends,  

 % 

Scientific potential 

of Siberia Project, 

the required in-

vestments, bln 

rubles, 2010 

Share of 

separate 

trends,  

% 

Development of resource 

potential 

1063 54,3 642,1 35,58 

Development of infra-

structure (transport) 

90,7 4,6 867,8 48,09 

Development of infra-

structure (energy) 

50 2,6 78,6 4,35 

Development of infra-
structure (recreational) 

600 30,6 86,3 4,78 

Development of infra-

structure (social including 

housing) 

40 2     

Modernization and import 

substitution  

48,1 2,5 81,6 4,52 

«New» economy and in-

novation infrastructure 

66,7 3,4 47,9 2,66 

Total  1958,5 100 1804,3 100 

 

Table 4.4. ROSNANO projects in the Siberian Federal District 

Project Investments 

1. Expansion of nanoink production for digital ink-jet printing  

2. Production of UV-LED-technology based printers  

1 114 mln rubles  

 

3. Production of multimedia processors  

 

720,8 mln rubles  

4.Domestic installations for application of modifying nanometer 

coatings  

320 mln rubles 

5.Domestic production of state-of-the-art lithium-ion batteries  

 

13 580 mln rubles  

6.Nanostructured non-metallic coatings  

 

355 mln rubles 

7. Large-scale production of polysilicon and monosilane  20 400 mln rubles  

 

The largest amount is expected to be invested in the production of electric, 

electronic and optical equipment; in the chemical industry, the production of 

machinery and equipment, that is in the most high-tech industries. Also large 

investments in infrastructure development are expected including the creation 

of the Sigma Nanoengineering Center located on the innovation sites of Novo-

sibirsk and Tomsk regions. The suggested innovation projects are focused on 
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B2B market which can cause difficulties for their implementation. For exam-

ple, plants are required to change their manufacturing and engineering pro-

cesses to get the commercial result from nanocoatings and it can cause some 

difficulties.  

 

The Siberian big business is generally oriented to the purchase of import 

equipment and at the same time R&D knowledge is in a great demand abroad. 

It means that foreign companies in fact commercialize scientific achievements 

and transform them into a product which is in demand on the market, and it is 

natural that they get the most part of the added value. So the capitalization of 

high intellectual resource is performed outside Siberia and Russia and the con-

siderable means of business sector are eliminated from reproduction processes 

of domestic R&D sector. It is necessary to emphasize that the development of 

the Siberian innovation sphere can not be based only on large projects. Institu-

tional changes aimed at the increase of social and business activity, motivation 

of competition, and the reduction of transactional costs are required as well. 

One of the most significant factors mostly located within the managerial influ-

ence of regional authorities is to form the innovation - favorable institutional 

environment, to support the development of business initiative and small busi-

ness, to mobilize investors and to lobby for the interests of the Siberian territo-

ries. Thus a considerably significant innovation sector can be formed in Sibe-

ria which we have to consider as a national heritage playing the key role in the 

development of Siberia and Russia.  
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ABSTRACT 

 

There have been growing uses and abuses of contingent valuation method (CVM) in mid-

dle income or emerging societies. On another hand, in a well-known survey, Carson and 

Hanemann (2003) point out that contingent valuation studies typically comprise the largest 
single group of papers at major environmental economics conferences and in several of the 

leading journals in the field. They also emphasize that the major issues surrounding CVM 

could be divided into three groups. The first group involves the linkage between the survey 

response and economic theory. The second deals with designing, administering and analyzing 

the resulting data of a CVM survey. Finally, the third group of issues relate to how to success-

fully apply contingent valuation to particular types of goods. 

 

This paper argues that very little attention has been paid to theoretical and empirical is-

sues related to individual preferences and their influence upon manifested values of willing-

ness to pay (WTP) to conserve an environmental asset in developing countries. Even when 

CVM analyzes scenarios with changes in multiple attributes, it does not have as main objec-

tive to guide the construction of preferences for each attribute. The process of comparing mul-
tiple attribute scenarios with one‟s desires and budget restrictions can result in inconsisten-

cies, due to protests and misunderstanding. All these may generate results unrelated with in-

dividual behavior and choices proposed by the economic theory. 

 

In this context, we analyze sources of divergences between the theoretical model of ration-

al preferences and actual results of CVM applications. These divergences may result in biases 

and monetary estimates would not be reliable indicators of social well-being. Theoretical is-

sues are illustrated with empirical evidences from CVM applications available in different 

sources. Nevertheless, CVM case studies from economic unequal societies – in special Latin 

American countries – will be particularly scrutinized to illuminate a given specific issue. 

 
JEL Codes: Q5, Q51, D01 

 

5.1. INTRODUCTION 

 

There are different levels of discussion about the validity of the Contingent 

Valuation Method (CVM) as an economic valuation procedure to support so-

cial decision making processes. In spite some controversies; there are some 
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consensus about its general validity and applicability in developed countries 

(Arrow et al, 1993). Valuation theoreticians and practitioners in these coun-

tries have paid attention to spread new conceptual and methodological devel-

opments through the specialized literature. At the same time, little has been 

discussed about specific issues of CVM applications in developing countries 

(Whittington, 2002). This lack of attention is surprisingly, we argue, given de-

veloping society complexities that tends to influence the understanding of the-

oretical constructs on which CVM are based upon. 

 

The CVM reasoning departures from the model of a rational individual that 

would be able to make consistent choices in order to maximize her utility, un-

derstanding trade-offs between multiple attributes and expressing them in a 

single number, the Willingness to Pay (WTP)/Willingness to Accept (WTA). 

Besides, this individual would have to feel potentially empowered or encour-

aged to take part in social decisions making processes, generally in a scenario 

that uses the government as a mean to implement the project, program or poli-

cy evaluated. 

 

This paper argues that these behavioral hypotheses may not be completely 

fulfilled in a context of developing countries. These countries tend to be char-

acterized by a paternalistic culture
1
. If this is so, in these societies people are 

not embedded in a liberal culture where the feeling of empowerment provides 

stronger incentives to identify complex trade-offs and think about public deci-

sions rather than just follow what is ―given‖ in a paternalistic model of socie-

ty. This would make declared WTP face values invalid, requiring the adoption 

of value adjustment or exclusion depending on the motivation of respondents. 

 

A paternalistic way of thinking would be spotted in practice by a larger 

proportion of protest votes
2
. This significant proportion generates doubts about 

results obtained through contingent valuation procedures and even great suspi-

cious upon the correlation between manifested WTP and the actual act of pay-

ing. This tendency to protest in CVM could be generated by a person‘s flaw to 

link benefits to costs, where people believe in the possibility that things can be 

―given‖ by the government ―for free‖, without cause-effect relation between 

demanding or paying for public policy and getting them: ―Why should I pay if 

I can get this for free?‖ Other possible cause relies on the fact that people do 

not trust the government due to constant scandals of corruption, waste of pub-

lic money and the feeling of impunity, which can ruin proposals of tax in-

crease as payment vehicle for environmental improvements. Similar argu-

                                                
1 For our purposes here, paternalism can be defined as policy or practice of treating or govern-

ing people in a fatherly manner, especially by providing for their needs without giving them 

rights or responsibilities. 
2 It will be pointed out later on in this paper, there has been applications of CVM in Brazil 

with more than half of respondents were characterized as ―protest votes‖. 
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ments can be found in Dzigielwska & Schokkaert (2005) in relation to valua-

tion exercises in Poland. 

 

As a matter of fact those two causes are strongly correlated and they can be 

considered parts of the same problem. This can be put in a different way: a 

paternalistic model of society can be cause and consequence of this incapacity 

in identifying relevance of estimating costs and benefits of public action. We 

will not go any further on this issue in this article, but it is relevant to empha-

size that it should be viewed as a key element to explain differences between 

models of individual behavior in different societies, with potential significant 

consequences for the choice of appropriate valuation methods and procedures.  

 

Theoretical and operational bases of CMV have been established within an 

economic, historical, cultural and political framework. Within this framework, 

a simulated scenario can be understood easily and straightforwardly. However, 

it is the hypothesis of this paper, that the same simulated scenario applied by 

the same survey team, tends to generate a significantly different result. In a 

framework of economic uncertainty, historical social inequality, cultural speci-

ficity and political inequality, respondents will have a different behavior to 

any survey searching for a WTP for anything. It is essential to point out that 

we are not saying that people in developing countries are stupid and crazy, in-

capable of understanding a survey questionnaire. We are not saying that peo-

ple´s will should not be respected in developing countries either. Our point is 

simply that the construction of preferences can be not an easy task to be made 

in a few minutes using an unfamiliar method about a hypothetical public 

good/policy problem. 

 

5.2. PREFERENCES: FACTORS INFLUENCING WTP VALIDITY 

 

The term preference refers to the result of the ordering of alternatives and 

attributes used in decision-making processes. The stated preferences must pass 

some validity test to be used as well-being indicator, otherwise they are not 

going to have any economic meaning. Bateman et al (2008) present three pos-

sible views about rational preferences. They can be (i) a prior well-formed; (ii) 

learned or discovered through a process and experience; internally coherent 

but liable to be strongly influenced by some initial arbitrary anchor. The se-

cond view brings the issue of the speed of preference formation in the choice 

of a valuation method. This can be an important question to valuation experi-

ments in developing countries where people are not familiar with hypothetical 

markets or suspicious of their power for making decisions about the supply of 

public goods. 

 

There are some theoretical issues in relation to preference‘s formation in 

the CVM context. They are related to previous experience of the respondent 

and the time available to form coherent preferences by the respondent. Tsur 
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(2008) deals the role of previous experience in the construction of preferences 

as well as some natural inconsistencies of the cognitive process of understand-

ing and comparing attributes, also explored by Kahneman et al, (1999). The 

process of formation or discovering of preferences is analyzed by Plott and 

Zeiler (2007) and the the role and speed of the learning process in CVM is 

dealt with by Bateman et al (2008) and Braga & Starmer (2005). All these 

studies point out that there are several design issues to be approached in order 

to produce stable preferences, and even so there is room for failing in validity 

tests. 

 

It is rare, however, to find any academic reference on potential differences 

on preference formation effects that may occur in developing countries. Whit-

tington (2002) presents some fundamental methodological issues explaining 

why CVM studies are so bad, such as poorly scenario design, poor CVM sur-

veys, and lack of validity tests. Other authors try to cope with limitation of us-

ing money as a measure of well-being using other value measurements such as 

time spent in voluntary work (Alam, 2006). However, there is not much said 

about differences in the overall perception of people in different cultures and 

contexts and how it can influence the choice of a valuation method. To identi-

fy and assess these differences we present, in the sequence of this paper, some 

recently developed tests that can be useful to deal with problems that may be 

expected to occur more frequently in developing countries with paternalistic 

culture, such as Brazil. 

 

In this context, there are some frequent reasons for WTP misinterpretations 

that are probably linked to poor preferences construction and understanding of 

trade-offs or of the WTP meaning. People may not understand the WTP con-

cept properly, declaring a fair share of the project‘s social costs among indi-

viduals. The manifested value of WTP is based on what the collectivity should 

do, not the maximum he/she is willing to do (Sugden, 2003). This view can be 

linked to a citizen evaluation divergent from a consumer evaluation (Blamey 

et al, 1993). 

 

One other source of misinterpretation of the meaning of WTP is related to 

what can be called ―relief of conscience‖ (or warm glow or satisfaction from 

the act of giving): There is a great discussion about the moral satisfaction va-

lidity in CVM. If the motivation is truly altruistic, it can be a valid source of 

value (Johansson-steman, 1998). There is a kind of altruism that can be con-

sidered valid (paternalistic altruism) and another not valid (non-paternalistic 

altruism) (Mcconnell, 1997). Besides the altruism question, a great issue here 

is if the individual is making a consequential choice, willing to give something 

away to get some benefit from it. 

 

In addition to these just mentioned reasons, poorly constructed preferences 

can be expressed in form of protests, denying the act of paying, or by lexico-
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graphic preferences, where respondents deny the exchange between some at-

tributes
3
. In particular relation to biodiversity preservation, Spash and Hanley 

(1995) argue that on the prevalence of lexicographic type preferences, two 

main measures of the extent of a refusal to trade-off income against biodiversi-

ty protection are available: (i) respondents who stated that ani-

mals/ecosystems/plants should be protected irrespective of the costs, and who 

refused to give a WTP amount; and (ii) as with (i), but where individuals have 

a positive WTP. 

 

Poorly constructed preferences can result also in scope insensitivity, since 

the respondent does not see strong relationship between the asset‘s quali-

ty/quantity and the WTP. Under such circumstances, where the general public 

may be un- or ill- informed about a public good, the information given will be 

helping to form preferences rather than inform existing preferences. To deal 

with these potential sources of bias it‘s necessary to identify what these an-

swers really mean to adjust or exclude potentially invalid WTP. 

 

We use the ‗learn by doing‘ hypothesis arguments that some of these mis-

understandings can be overcome by longer sessions, which would permit re-

spondents to have some institutional learning - about the valuation process – 

and value learning (Braga & Starmer, 2005). It favors the `learning design 

CV` (Bateman et al, 2008) or even other kinds of valuation methods such as 

choice experiments, that has as central points development and formation of 

preferences by doing a sequence of choices on different levels of attributes 

(Lancsar & Louviere, 2006). 

 

5.3. DEALING WITH INVALID SOURCES OF WTP 

 

Preferences malformation can be manifest themselves in terms of unstable 

values, extreme values or simply as don`t knows answers. Nevertheless, some 

of the known CVM biases usually tested involve the scope insensitivity bias 

and protest votes motivations. Scope insensitivity represents a lack of relation-

ship between the asset‘s quantity/quality offered and the declared WTP for it, 

while protest beliefs are generally a lack of relationship between the declared 

WTP and what would be the true and well-formed WTP. 

 

The main research concern of the specialized literature in relation to these 

problems has been in terms of developing ways to identify motivations that 

can explain the stated WTP values, allowing them to be included or excluded 

from the analysis. There are tests about motivations explaining an expressed 

                                                
3 Some individuals may treat certain environmental goods differently from the manner sug-

gested by the usual preference theoretical framework. If an individual believes that aspects of 

the environment, such as wildlife, have an absolute right to be protected, then that individual 

will refuse all money trade-offs which decrease what is regarded as an environmental com-
modity in the neoclassical framework. For more details see Spash and Hanley (1995). 
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WTP in order to test the validity of CVM answers, explaining the true mean-

ing of these answers (Dziegielewska & Mendelson, 2007; Meyerhoff & Liebe, 

2006; and Kniivila, 2006). These techniques are viewed as especially valuable 

for application in CVM experiments in developing countries, which bears a 

long history of paternalistic culture. 

 

o Value Motivations 

 

It is long established in the literature that total economic value (TEV) of an 

environmental asset can be separated into different components. Valid motiva-

tions refer to some category of economic value, such as use value, option val-

ue, quasi-option value or existence value. Other motivations not related to any 

of these would be linked to invalid values for economic analysis. 

 

Use value explanations can be identified by questions about direct benefits 

generated by the use (e.g. recreational) of an asset. Option values are identi-

fied by the expectation or desire to use some asset in the future. Quasi-option 

values may be identified through probabilistic estimates based on historical 

experience and intensity of scientific research. Existence value can be assessed 

by questions concerning different motivations. It can be tested ―purely‖ in 

question about the benefit provided by the simple existence of an asset, related 

to the right of existing or being maintained of something.  

 

Existence value can also be explained by altruism, a possible valid source 

of non-use value (Mcconnell, 1997). It has been used as a motivational factor 

in tests in papers such as Kniivila (2006), relating other people‘s use to a per-

sonal benefit. Another reason for non-use value motivation is called moral sat-

isfaction or warm glow, referring to the benefit derived from the act of giving. 

It is related to altruism, but it is tested using phases concerned the act of giving 

and donating for any cause, without focusing on an altruist motive related spe-

cifically to the proposed scenario. The warm glow effect identification was 

used in Nunes & Schokkaert (2003) to adjust the WTP to test for scope insen-

sitivity, and will be discussed further in this paper. A third kind of motivation 

explaining non-use value is called bequest value. It can be identified by ques-

tions about the personal benefit generated from preserving something for fu-

ture generations. 

 

A general origin of motivation can be called ‗environmental concern‘, de-

fined as a general attitude towards environmental protection. Meyerhoff & 

Liebe (2005) divide environmental concern on three categories: affective as-

pects; cognitive aspects; and conative aspects. This type of motivation can be 

linked to any type of value of an environmental good. 
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Besides valid motivations, there are others motives that can influence the 

stated WTP in an invalid way, not coherent with the utilitarian approach. They 

will result in protest votes, which are related to denying the act of paying or 

not agreeing with the valuation method and/or proposed scenario. All these 

factors can be related to a denial of the individual to his/her own potential re-

sponsibility to public goods related issues, which is part of the argument about 

the relation between paternalistic culture and expected individual answers and 

motivations. 

 

o Scope Insensitivity 

 

The scope insensitivity has been largely debated in the literature. There has 

been some interesting findings. The use of the concept of attitude and proto-

type analysis proposed by Kahneman et al (1999) points out that people some-

times use loose definitions in their mental evaluation process, comparing a 

good in a group of related goods (Levav, 1996). This makes preferences natu-

rally context dependent. Another explanation for this is called ―good cause 

dump hypothesis‖, in which alternatives that represent the same value motive 

are view as highly substitutable (Bateman et al, 1997). An asset can be natu-

rally embedded in a broader value or cause, making the values of some attrib-

ute dependent of some possible broader attribute, such as ‗environment con-

cern‘. This leads us to make context dependent choices, concluding that the 

scope insensibility is an inevitable effect caused by simple psychological prin-

cipals (Kahneman et al, 1999), with this effect been shown to happen even in a 

private market with familiar goods (Randall & Hoehn, 1996). 

 

A test presented in Nunes & Schokkaert (2003) proposes a way to adjust 

the declared WTP to test the WTP component explained only by motivations 

other than the satisfaction taken from the generic act of given (warm glow). 

This identification allows a WTP adjustment to test for scope sensitivity by 

removing the more invariable part of the ―whole WTP‖, leading to a valid 

scope sensible value. The question used to identify if warm glow motivations 

are related to the habit of making donations; satisfaction from the general act 

of giving; sensibility to social pressure to donate independently of the cause. It 

is still an open question whether one should use the adjusted WTP value or its 

face value. Nevertheless, it can show the importance of testing motivations 

that are possibly linked to social pressure or ―relief of conscience‖. 

 

Scope insensitivity can also be explained by the existence of a sort of lexi-

cographic preference called ―weak modified lexicographic preferences‖ 

(WMLP). This kind of preference occurs when the individual is capable of 

ordering attributes in a hierarchical way, denying the trade-off between supe-

rior and inferior attributes until a ―minimum standard of living‖. This leads 

him/her to declare a constant lump sum value for the superior attribute until it 

reaches her minimum standard, which will vary depending on the social con-
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text (Spash, 2000). This motivation is valid if the person considers her income 

constraint to declare the WTP value - although many times lexicographic pref-

erences can result in protest expression because of some disagreement about 

the valuation method that proposes a trade-off of ―untradeable‖ goods. 

 

o Protest beliefs 

 

Protest expression identification is an important part of CVM validation 

process, where the researcher must differ between valid zero WTP-bids and 

those zero bids that reflect protests attitudes. Protests can be generated by 

some objection to the valuation method, paying vehicle, project concept or a 

rejection to the act of paying (Jorgensen et al, 1999). In this case the declared 

WTP is different to the true WTP which would reflect the expected benefits of 

the proposed scenario change. In open questions a protest vote may occur in 

form of zero WTP or extreme high WTA. 

 

Excluding protest answers is a common practice in CVM applications. 

However, there are some suggestions of adjustments to overcome the sample 

selection problems caused by this procedure. Meyerhoff (2006) gives three 

possibilities to define protest votes: (i) the person don‘t understand the scenar-

io or the question and answers it anyway; (ii) she may act strategically to in-

fluence the asset‘s provision; or (iii) she may refuse the valuation method, 

considering it not valid, unfair or inappropriate. Jorgensen et al (1999) argue 

that there are different protest motivations depending on the elicitation format. 

Results show that respondents with lower income; who lived farther from the 

valuation local; and who participated in the dichotomous question format had 

a higher protest rates. 

 

There are many suggestions of strategies to identify protest votes. We high-

light some possible answers that are reported by many applicants of CVM 

questionnaires. Some of these phrases try to show valid reasons for a protest 

vote. Others show invalid protest motivations. The phrases were collected 

from recent studies (Dziegielewska & Mendelson 2005; Meyerhoff, 2006; 

Jorgensen & Syme, 2000). Generally motivation are evaluated by the level of 

agreement with each statement in a Likert Scale (from a completely agreement 

to completely disagreement). 

 

Valid Motivations 

 

- I can‘t afford it / don‘t have enough money. 

- The bid is too high, but I would pay X instead. 

- Society has more important problems than this. 
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Non-valid Motivations 

 

- Don‘t want to put a monetary value to an environmental asset. 

- Government should use existing tax revenues. 

- We would already be able to solve this problem if government didn‘t waste 

so much money. 

- If the money is collected, I don`t believe that it would be used to environ-

mental proposals. 

- Don‘t believe that additional financial contributions will lead to environ-

mental improvements. 

- Pollution is somebody else‘s problem - Polluter should pay 

- The environment should be protected, but it`s not fair asking me to pay 

more taxes. 

- There is not enough information about the scenario or institutional ar-

rangement. 

 

5.4. ABSOLUTE RIGHTS AND LEXICOGRAPHIC PREFERENCES 

 

When a person derives her well-being based on some existence value moti-

vation, some kind of guaranty is necessary to preserve this source of value, 

once there is possibly no direct contact to it. This ―distance‖ can make it hard 

to someone to realize that there is an opportunity cost to maintain this right 

and that it is not just a question of defining a right, but to enforce it. This can 

be the case of beliefs in absolute rights, rights that are believed that should be 

maintained independently of its costs to society. 

 

In this context we can link lexicographic preferences to absolute rights be-

liefs, once both can be motivated by beliefs that reject trade-offs (Rosemberg-

er et al, 2003). Although the lexicographic definition refers to a hierarchical 

ordering of attributes, one can argue that the cost attribute may be ignored, 

leading to biased WTP values or protest votes (Campbell et al, 2008). ―The 

use of non-compensatory strategies is seen as an inferior mode of decision 

making, and their adoption is typically explained by cognitive or time limita-

tions‖ (Lockwood, 1996). 

 

If the individual is truly willing to pay something to avoid the exchange, 

the WTP is valid. Otherwise it is considered a protest, because ―denies‖ the 

opportunity cost proposed by the scenario. An answers motivated by a disa-

greement with the utilitarian logic cannot be measured by CVM. Another pos-

sibility is that the absolute rights beliefs lead the person to deny the relation-

ship between the proposed benefits to the costs of holding and enforcing 

wished rights. In this case the expected answer is a zero vote, treated as a pro-

test vote. It does not mean that the person does not give any positive value to 

the cause, but shows that this potential value cannot be translated properly into 

monetary terms. 
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The hypothetical true WTP value behind lexicographic preferences and 

protest votes are potentially different, where true lexicographic preferences are 

expected to generate extreme high values. However both motivations are ex-

cluded from CVM studies due to their incompatibilities in relation to the eco-

nomic assumptions on substitutability and consequentiality of answers. 

 

Lexicographic preferences can be identified by different ways: asking re-

spondents attitudes, if one believes that the environmental asset should be pre-

served independently of the costs (Spash & Hanley, 1995); or examining if the 

choices made are consistent with the expected attribute variations. Spash 

(2000) identifies attitudes toward right preservation and distribution dividing 

respondents in five categories: Those who believe in absolute rights of ani-

mals, denying trade-offs (strong modified lexicographic preferences); those 

who deny this trade-off until a limit (weak modified lexicographic prefer-

ences); absolute superiority of humans; consequentialists, who give priority to 

animals; consequentialists, who give priority to humans. 

 

In Spash´s study, 47% of the sample were some kind of ―consequentilist‖, 

37% believed in animals‘ absolute rights and 9% with human superiority. The 

study was able to identify protest zeros when linked to a absolute right belief, 

excluding then from the sample to improve the validity of true zero values. 

The method also permits to identify valid invariable payments when they are 

expressions of lexicographic preferences. Moreover, ethical motives were sta-

tistically significant to explain WTP values, improving research‘s construction 

validity. 

 

5.5. COLLECTIVE ACTION DILEMMA, PATERNALISM AND 

DISTRUST IN GOVERNMENT 

 

Disbelief in the effectiveness of collective action may affect the perception 

of CVM scenarios and WTP values. If there is no excludability of public 

goods, people may be tempted to free ride and let others pay for the good. Be-

cause of this motivation it is sometimes preferred to adopt private payment 

vehicles. ―Higher values of dilemma concern should foster protest beliefs in 

CV, because it can be assumed that respondents tend to reject the hypothetical 

market or do not believe in the underlying mechanisms of the provision of the 

good‖ (Meyerhoff & Liebe, 2006). These same authors present some questions 

to test collective action concern using the following motivation statements: 

 

- My behavior as an individual has no noteworthy effect on environmental 

quality. 

- If I individually do something for environmental protection, it achieves 

nothing at all. 
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- If others do not take part, I will not make any contribution to protect the 

environment. 

 

When the payment vehicle of the proposed scenario involves some gov-

ernmental intervention there can exists a rejection related to the act of paying 

as an attitude because of distrust in government. One‘s view about the gov-

ernment is decisive to her protest attitudes. At the same time that she hopes 

and waits for a ―superior‖ help, or governmental intervention she does not 

trust the government and does not expect any change. Lack of hope or trust in 

benefits of implementation does not imply lack of hypothetical benefits. How-

ever, one may not accept a scenario due to its highly hypothetical characteris-

tic. This can be a very hard problem to overcome in some cultures when using 

CVM. 

 

Dziegilewska & Mendelson (2007) discuss the implication of lack of em-

powerment felling and trust in government in a CVM in the Polish context. It 

is argued that the authoritarian past of this country may have influence in peo-

ple‘s way of dealing with public choice made in an individual level. The study 

used both discrete choice and open ended questions coupled with multiple 

questions about protest beliefs. Authors discuss the possible definitions for 

protest votes. A broad approach considers that protesters must agree with one 

of the three proposed protest statements. A narrow approach demands the re-

spondent to agree with all three protest statements to be considered a protester. 

When the broad definition is applied, 39% of the WTP answers are truncated, 

while using the narrow approach 27% are truncated. Furthermore, removing 

protesters with the narrow definition increased the overall WTP value three 

times in relation to the original non-adjusted value. With the broad definition 

this value was raised in five times. 

 

That study also shows that protest probability is positively correlated to the 

faced bid value in the broad approach, while there is no significant relation-

ship in the narrow definition. Because of this, the authors have preferred to use 

the narrow definition. Further, the literature also shows that protest motives 

influence declared WTP values also for those who declare a valid value (Mey-

erhoff, 2006). 

 

Years of formal education are found to be negatively correlated to protests. 

This may be caused by the fact that less formally educated people can perceive 

the valuation method or the government intervention as non-legitimate. It can 

also mean that less educated people have more difficulty to carry on a proce-

dure with complex hypothetical scenario. Once that protest votes are not inde-

pendent from other variables linked to the WTP, such as demographic varia-

bles, the process of excluding protest votes may produce a selection bias 

(Jorgensen & Syme, 2000). 
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On the other hand, if education is positively related to the occurrence pref-

erences that fail to cope with the rational behavior assumptions, should econ-

omists still use these preferences as good well-being indicators or there is 

some other method that fits better in a context with high rates of protest votes 

or invalid vote rates. If education is correlated to the speed of understanding 

the institutional construction and values relationships, economists should give 

priority to the use of other valuation methods. Multicriteria or choice experi-

ments has the characteristic of being more time consuming to provide better 

institutional learning and value learning resulting in more detailed information 

about multiple social trade-offs in a more complete way. One reason for the 

fact that people would like to invest in education has the intention to make 

new generations make better decisions. 

  

The literature doesn‘t have conclusive findings about the relationship be-

tween education and learning speed compared between different valuation 

methods. It still should be tested in countries with paternalistic culture if there 

is a greater rate of protests comparing CVM and choice experiments. 

 

Finally, the literature has shown that an outside factor of the valuation, the 

lack of trust in the government or in collective action, may strongly affect 

WTP values and the rate of protest votes. Some authors propose the use of 

cheap talk as a way to minimize this effect, asking directly to respondents to 

―truly‖ consider some hypotheses (Carlsson, 2006). Some examples are such: 

―I want you to consider that this money is going to be honestly spent only in 

the presented project‖ or ―consider that without the proposed tax increase this 

improvement will never be done‖. 

 

5.6. SOME LESSONS FROM THE BRAZILIAN EXPERIENCE  

 

A review the Brazilian literature on CVM shows how researchers are deal-

ing with protests. Adams et al (2008) in a valuation of a rain forest in a na-

tional park found that 68,7% of WTP values were zeros, being suggested a 

high incidence of protest votes. The procedure used was to say that a protester 

was any respondent with zero WTP that gave any other reason other than fi-

nancial restrictions to explain her vote, implicitly assuming that it was due to 

protest against the government or to any tax increase.  

 

In this context, 38,4% to 43% of the total sample were identified as protest-

ers, depending on the proposed scenario. Additionally, 27,5% were identified 

as valid zero votes. A great part of the sample, 69% of it, was characterized as 

protesters or valid zero bidders. At the same time 79% of this sample declared 

that environmental preservation is a very important issue and 64% consider 

that government is not concerned to environmental issues. Besides of distrust 

in the government, we argue that this inconsistency may be caused by a belief 
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in absolute rights that views rights independently of its costs, or the govern-

ment spending independent of additional private payments in form of taxes. 

 

Mac-Knight (2008), aware of the distrust in the government, chooses to use 

a private payment vehicle and the payment card elicitation method, which 

provides lower protest rates (Jorgensen et al 2004). In a valuation about air 

quality, The protest rate was 5.5%, showing that these are good approaches to 

protest problems. Freitas et al (2004) identify protest motives but don`t ex-

clude them to correct the overall WTP value. Silva e Lima (2004) find 27% of 

protest votes in a valuation of a conservation area in the Amazon forest. 

 

5.7. CONCLUSION 

 

CVM does not have as a main objective to guide the formation of respond-

ents` preferences. The cognitive process quality necessary to preferences` 

formation depends upon available time and different attitudes and motivations 

towards each attribute related to the valuation. There valid and invalid motiva-

tions in WTP formation that can influence measurement criteria of biases such 

as protest votes and scope insensitivity. Because of it, the literature has devel-

oped tests based on motivation statements to adjust or exclude WTP values. 

 

In this paper we have presented some of the last improvements in this field, 

arguing that these tests are not made using a clear methodology in developing 

countries such as Brazil, countries where may be expected higher rates of pro-

test and misunderstanding. The fact that a population has a lower educational 

level and lives in a paternalistic culture may have great influence in scenario 

design and tests, once the literature points out the importance of these factors 

in CVM validity. 

 

Besides of distrust in the government, we argue that inconsistencies be-

tween attitudes towards environment and the great number of protests or zero 

WTP may be caused by a belief in absolute rights that views rights inde-

pendently of its costs. This kind of belief could be better approached using a 

more detailed description of this link, trying to overcome a cultural misinter-

pretation or using other method more concerned with preferences` formation 

independently of monetary values. 

 

The effectiveness toolS in reducing protest votes should be more tested in 

developing countries in order to mitigate hypothetical bias (Champ et al, 

2004). This hypothetical bias should be related to the hypothesis that govern-

ment would be effective in providing a environmental good. Other questions 

that are relevant to guide future researches are: is cheap talk effective in reduc-

ing protest votes? Is there a clear relation between protest votes and education 

level? 
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ABSTRACT 

 
The work presents methodological approach for the formation of commercial banks de-

velopment strategy in the regions based on defining potential regional demand on banking 

services and the possibilities for a bank to provide these services according to its strategic 

priorities. Given the big number of regional banking systems and their heterogeneous nature, 
the research is based on regional segmentation to form information support system of banks‟ 

priorities for regional expansion. The use of cluster analysis method has made it possible to 

reveal four types of the Russian regions which are homogeneous in both the development of 

regional banking systems and the structure of their operations. Finally the obtained results of 

regional banking segmentation are used to form the preferences for the banks with different 

strategic priorities. JEL codes: G21. 

 

6.1. REGIONAL BANKING SYSTEMS 

 

Regional development of commercial banks‘ is largely determined by the 

Russian specifics. Spatially, a multilayer ―center – periphery‖ structure is ra-

ther typical of the country, with both financial and non-financial Russian mar-

kets being highly fragmented due to socio-economic heterogeneity of separate 

territories and geographical distance of the regions. Banking market is not an 

exception: regional banking markets differ significantly in terms of economic 

development as well as supply and demand on banking services.  

 

In recent years, Russian researchers have paid special attention to regional 

development aspects; however, most scientific publications are devoted to 

banking systems of separate subjects of the Russian Federation. At the same 

time, the works on spatial characteristics of national banking system seem ra-

ther scanty (Drobyshevsky et al, 2007).  

 

This research focuses on how the banks with various strategic priorities es-

timate regional attraction (for their entrance) on the basis of the Regional 

Banking System (RBS) analysis. The study was carried out in the pre-crisis 

period.  

                                                
1 This work was supported by Federal Target Grant ―Scientific and educational personnel of 

innovation Russia‖ for 2009-2013 (government contract No. 14.740.11.0219). 
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Regional Banking System is a subsystem of the national banking system 

including banks (their branches) registered in the region as well as the branch-

es of the Russian banks of other regions and foreign financial institutions op-

erating in this area. Regional banking systems perform a whole range of im-

portant functions for regional development:  

 maintenance of regional requirement in cash monetary resources 

 providing population with banking services; 

 crediting of regional projects and social programs, etc. 

  

According to the available data, in different Russian regions, local regional 

banking operations account for only 10 - 40% of the volume of transactions 

(e.g., in Novosibirsk - 40%; in Nizhniy Novgorod - 20%), the remaining vol-

ume falls on Sberbank and affiliated branches of other big banking structures 

(Spitsin, 2009). In addition, low penetration level of regional networks of large 

Russian banks tends to impede the access of entrepreneurial sector and popu-

lation of the regions to the services of large banks. 

 

Our research has shown that in the process of banking system formation 

and intensive growth there appeared significant disproportions in the devel-

opment level of regional banking systems, where one can find the polar values 

of some important indicators (Anoshin, 2008). 

 

At the moment of the research, 63% of banking sector assets was concen-

trated in Moscow, while in Saint Petersburg it amounted to 11.8% and Tyu-

men region - 7.5%. On the other pole, there was the Republic of Tuva 

(0.03%), the Republic of Ingushetiya (0.03%), the Republic of Altai (0.05%).  

 

The computation of bank assets per capita in the region has shown that the 

situation does not change: as usual, the capitals head the list (Moscow – US $ 

34,000, Saint Petersburg – US $ 5,300, Tyumen oblast – US$ 4,400). Minimal 

value of total assets per capita was observed in the Republic of Tuva (US $ 

430).  

 

The most number of banks operate in Moscow – 682; Saint Petersburg 

takes the second place – 42; in Tatarstan there are 26 banks. The minimal 

number of banks (6) operates in the Republic of Tuva, Kalmykia and the Jew-

ish Autonomous Region.  

 

Comparing only two regions – the Tyumen Region and the Republic of 

Tuva – we have found out that, even less the capitals, the similar indicators in 

the regions with developed and least developed banking systems differ mani-

fold. 
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As a result, in Russia about 60 mln people (42% of the whole population) 

do not have access to banking services and products; only a quarter of the 

population have bank accounts and about 10% of the Russian citizens use 

banking cards. 

 

6.2. SUBSTANTIATION OF BANKS REGIONAL STRATEGY 

 

High concentration of financial assets in the capitals and the lack of finan-

cial services in the number of the RF subjects proves that regional develop-

ment of commercial banks, first, is one of the key means of business expan-

sion and, second, can contribute significantly to economic and social devel-

opment of the regions. 

 

Banks‘ decisions to expand into the regions (regional markets) is a part of 

their strategic policy, which requires significant investments associated with 

high degree of uncertainty and, consequently, needs adequate information ba-

sis and strong methodical support. 

 

We suppose that the banks selecting the regions for further expansion 

should consider, first, their strategic priorities (different banks can choose 

various objectives for their expansion) and, second, characteristics of banking 

systems‟ development in the regions (Kuznetsova, Anoshin, 2009). 

 

A great number of heterogeneous regional banking systems specify the ne-

cessity of regional segmentation by revealing homogenous types of regional 

banking systems. 

 

Figure 6.1 shows the scheme of the suggested methodical approach for the 

banks to estimate the attraction of the regions to penetrate by finding conform-

ity between the types of the regions and strategic priorities of the banks. 

 

6.3. STRATEGIC PRIORITIES OF A BANK 

 

The main strategic alternatives a commercial bank faces with can be sys-

tematized as follows.  

 

First, the bank is expected to make a decision on the width of its activities 

(universality or specialization). The majority of the Russian banks are univer-

sal, i.e. provide various types of banking services to different groups of clients. 

Besides, on the market there is another type of banks which specialize in retail 

lending, for example, Bank ―Russian Standard‖. Apart from this, there are the 

banks which specialize only in one type of retail lending, for example, mort-

gage.  
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Figure 6.1. The scheme of methodical approach 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Another important aspect of strategic choice is to determine the main ac-

tive operations and the funding models.  

 

At last, with respect to the regional presence, bank‘s priorities can deter-

mine activity concentration on their territory or expansion to the markets of 

other regions or countries. This strategic choice presupposes making decisions 

on selecting the regions for expansion as well as the mechanisms to enter the 

regional market.  

 

We differentiate four groups of banks with various behavior models. 

 

The largest Russian banks (30 banks). Usually, they develop as universal 

banks and, today, they are mostly corporative, but also trying to increase their 

retail activities. Such banks have developed regional networks or are actively 

developing their nets at the present time.  

 

The banks specializing in retail lending. These banks also have ambitions 

to become federal players and, therefore, they are developing their regional 

networks very actively.  

 

Foreign banks are known as universal banks, with retail operations prevail-

ing. Mainly, they are concentrated in Moscow and some other largest Russian 

cities. 

 

The largest regional banks aiming to get the federal level. The examples of 

such banks are ―Ak Bars‖ and ―Uralsib‖. In many respects, these banks are 

very much alike the largest Russian banks; however, as a rule, they have less 

resources (i.e. their resources are limited).  
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Thus, one can see that strategic priorities of many market participants in-

clude regional development. Building-up regional networks allows the banks 

to increase significantly their profitability and investment attraction in case of 

their purchase by foreign investors.   

 

6.4. SEGMENTATION OF THE REGIONS 

 

Another aspect of our analysis is segmentation of the regions. To reveal the 

types of homogenous RBS in terms of their development level and operations 

structure there has been carried out regional segmentation on the basis of clus-

ter analysis method (Anoshin, 2008).  

 

The assigned task determined the choice of segmentation clustering varia-

bles: 

1. Total assets of RBS per capita in the region. This figure we interpret as an 

indicator of the degree of development of the banking system in the re-

gion. 

2. Indicators characterizing the structure of both active and passive opera-

tions of banking entities in the region in corporative and retail segments 

were used as structural indicators:  

- the ratio of loans given to physical entities to assets;  

- the ratio of loans given to legal entities to assets; 

- the ratio of total funds on the accounts of physical entities to liabilities;  

- the ratio of total funds on the accounts of legal entities to liabilities.  

 

To solve the given task electronic data base was formed for 76 subjects of 

the federation for 2007. Official statistics of Rosstat and Central Bank data 

were used as the infobase of the research. In our research we have implement-

ed a new data clustering algorithm Balanced Iterative Reducing and Clustering 

using Hierarchies (BIRCH) introduced into SPSS. As a result of clusterization, 

four regional segments have been determined (Table 6.1). 

 

Segment 1. Developed banking system. The given segment is characterized 

by high level of average per capita assets, with the average value being 4.5 

times higher than the average of the sampling. The main feature of the opera-

tion structure typical of this group is high portion of legal entities‘ funds in 

liabilities (37.6% while the average value of the sample is 20.1%). Regularity 

of the obtained result is proved by the existence of positive correlation be-

tween average per capita assets and legal entities‘ funds in the sample. The 

regions belonging to the first segment are sure to be socially and economically 

developed.  

 

Segment 2. Corporative lending-oriented banking systems. The main fea-

ture of this segment is high portion of corporative loans in the regional banks‘ 
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assets (52.3% which is 8% higher than the average indicator of the sampling). 

The given regional segment takes the second place in the value of per capita 

banking assets. In this group, the activity of the regional population in using 

loans and banking deposit products is relatively high.  

 

Table 6.1. Regional segments 
Segment 1 

6 regions 

Segment 2 

23 regions  

Segment 3 

12 regions  

Segment 4 

35 regions  

Bashkortostan 

Vologda Region. 

Moscow 

St. Petersburg 

Tatarstan  

Tyumen Region 

Altai Territory 

Arkhangelsk Region. 

Belgorod region. 

Kabardino-Balkaria 

Karachay-Cherkessia 

Kemerovo region. 

Krasnoyarsk Territory 

Kursk Region. 

Lipetsk region. 

The Republic of Mari El 

Republic of Mordovia 

Nizhny Novgorod Region. 

Novosibirsk region. 

Omsk. 

Orenburg region. 

Perm 

Rostov region. 

Samara Region. 

Sverdlovsk Region. 

Tomsk region. 

Udmurt Repub. 

Chelyabinsk Region. 

Chuvash Repub 

Repub.Adygea 

Repub. Altai 

Amur region. 

Astrakhan region. 

Repub. Buryatia 

Jewish Autonomous. reg. 

Repub. Kalmykia 

Repub. Komi 

Kurgan region. 

Repub. Tuva 

Repub. Chita region of 

Khakassia.Республ.  

Vladimir Region. 

Volgograd Region. 

Voronezh Region. 

Ivanovo region. 

Irkutsk region. 

Kaliningrad Region. 

Kaluga region. 

Kamchatka Region. 

Repub. Karelia 

Kirov region. 

Kostroma region. 

Krasnodar Territory 

Leningrad region. 

Magadan Region. 

Moscow Region. 

Murmansk Region. 

Novgorod Region. 

Orel. 

Penza. 

Primorsky Krai 

Pskov region. 

Ryazan region. 

Saratov. 

The Republic of Sakha 

Sakhalin Region. 

Repub. North. Ossetia 

Smolensk region. 

Stavropol Territory 

Tambov. 

Tver Region. 

Tula Region. 

Ulyanovsk region. 

Khabarovsk Territory 

Yaroslavl region. 

 

Segment 3. Retail lending-oriented banking systems. High level of retail 

lending in banks‘ assets is typical of the given segment: the average value in 

the group accounts for 52.3% which is more than 20% higher than the average 

for all regions. This segment is characterized by the lowest level of average 

per capita bank assets. In terms of statistics, the combination of these two 

characteristics is far from being random since negative correlation has been 

revealed between the average per capita assets and the share of retail loans in 

the assets. Here (in this segment) the average per capita income is the lowest 

in comparison with other segments. 

 

Segment 4. Banking systems oriented on fundraising from individuals. 

High proportion of deposits for physical entities in liabilities is the main char-

acteristic feature of this segment. This segment takes the third place in the lev-
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el of average per capita assets; the value of this indicator is exactly on the me-

dian level of the sampling. In general, the given segment is characterized by a 

rather high level of socio-economic development. 

 

The results of segmentation form the information basis for the banks in 

choosing target regions for expansion (Kuznetsova, Anoshin, 2009).  
 

6.5. DETERMINING BANK’S PRIORITY SEGMENTS 

 

The largest Russian banks, first and foremost, are interested in the second 

regional segment because it is characterized by high business activity and also 

usable for accompanying retail business, which corresponds to the universal 

banking model. The first and the fourth segments are also rather interesting for 

such banks; however, in the first segment they are already actively operating. 

The third segment seems less attractive for the given group of banks.  

 

The third segment is supposed to be of high priority for retail lending-

oriented banks. High volumes of retail lending testify to a high demand on 

lending products. At the same time, with the bank presence being less than the 

average in these regions, one can expect a lower competition level. The re-

gions belonging to the first and the second segments also can be rather inter-

esting, but in this case, retail banks would compete with universal banks.  

 

Foreign banks are mainly interested in the first regional segment for the 

reason of big market potential as well as the readiness of the foreign banks to 

compete in the saturated market due to their strong resources and advanced 

technologies. 

 

The fourth segment seems to be more attractive for mortgage banks since 

high savings on deposits can be used for initial payments and relatively low 

indebtedness of retail clients indicate its growth potential.  

 

6.6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

 

Undoubtedly, before making a decision on the target region, it sounds rea-

sonable for the banks to undertake further filtering and ranking of the regions 

aiming at consistent narrowing of the possible options. A careful and thorough 

analysis of various aspects – competitive environment, specialization of the 

region, administrative entry barriers, etc. – should precede the final choice of 

the bank. Still, the proposed approach allows the banks to narrow the selection 

of alternative regions significantly and, finally, make the right decision on re-

gional expansion.  
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ABSTRACT 

 
Paper deals with business associations‟ (BA) formation in Russian economy. Special at-

tention is paid to institutional aspects. The role and typical classifications of BA in market 

economy are shown. Current situation at Russian markets is examined, types of Russian BAs 

are determined. The review of different surveys shows that market leaders demonstrate strong 

tendency to found and to join BAs. There is positive correlation between firm‟s innovative 

activities and its membership in BA. Two examples of BAs of innovative firms are described. 

Both deal with well known academic and applied research center in Siberian – Novosibirsk 

Academy town. Finally the role and influence of BAs is analyzed on the data of Siberian small 
innovative firms. Results and hypothesis are based on special survey data. It is proposed that 

company‟s attitude towards BA depends on its age, level of product novelty and scale of mar-

ket where it operates. These relations are shown in the last part of the paper.  
 

Key words: integration, business association, small innovative business. JEL codes: G20, L10 

 

7.1. FIRMS' ASSOCIATIONS: FORMS AND ECONOMIC ROLE  

 

Many firms operating on different industrial markets demonstrate tendency 

to cooperate with other partners. Forms and types of such cooperation depend 

on technology, market structure, external environment and many other factors. 

Individual firms get definite serious advantages trough integration with their 

competitors and partners. One of the initial and ―soft‖ stages of integration is 

presented by business associations (BA). BAs are nonprofit organizations 

which operate on voluntarily basis and bring together efforts of different enti-

ties and entrepreneurs. The general aim of BA is to coordinate entrepreneurial 

activities, to represent joint interests. BAs pay much attention to the relations 

with state authorities. 

 

Associations of economic agents could be found in any economy. A. Roy 

(2005) in his paper gives the shortest definition for association. He defines it 

as aggregation of separate individuals or organizations; such aggregation has 

an official name and its members don‘t get any direct financial compensation 

for participation. This explanation is very broad; it is possible to find associa-

tions almost everywhere. Even religious units could be understood as associa-

tions. We consider only those associations which are founded by business enti-

                                                
1 This research was supported by Federal Target Grant ―Scientific and educational personnel 

of innovation Russia‖ for 2009-2013 (government contract No. 14.740.11.0219). 
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ties and entrepreneurs. Only such association could be called business associa-

tions. 

 

BA as any integration deals with matching of different groups‘ interests. In 

each case members get definite advantages comparing with autonomous oper-

ation. From the other side coordination is related to explicit and hidden threats 

to self interests of individual firms. There always is a possibility of conflicts 

and violations. The role and place of BAs, their ability to combine motivations 

of different partners is determined by general level of economic development 

and business environment.  

 

Traxler (2010) proved that BAs changed greatly under globalization pro-

cesses. Basing on data from developed countries he showed that big compa-

nies are interested in not only BA membership but also in attracting small 

firms. He suggested that ―managing ability‖ is the most important factor of 

BA.  

 

There are different approaches to access the role of BA in economic de-

velopment of definite market and national economy (Russian corporation 

2009). Some authors prove that BAs have rather negative influence to eco-

nomic development. According to several approaches their role decreases with 

market development and at some stage they may disappear at all. Only in de-

veloping economies BAs are effective and have real influence on companies‘ 

performance and decisions. We consider that this point of view is not true. 

Certainly role of BAs and their influence are related with general level of eco-

nomic development and common norms of business. In developing countries 

associations often execute important function on implementation of govern-

ment projects and programs. Brazilian association of agricultural producers is 

good illustration of such practice. This association cooperates effectively with 

state; it has some nonfinancial privileges and obligations to involve all pro-

ducers. The scheme of effective exchange relations is developed within asso-

ciation. However in well developed market countries associations also play 

important role. Experience of Germany (IT association and others) provides 

good example. Moreover BAs are important part of civil society, their exist-

ence, role and character indicate general level of democracy and economic de-

velopment. 

 

Zudin proves that associations perform two important functions (2009): 

1) support of market; They help to protect ownership rights, to promote inter-

ests of different participants; In developing countries associations could 

protect partly from ― state failures‖, improving the quality of state govern-

ance and providing reliable insurance for property rights. 
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2) addition to market; They have some influence on firms – members; This 

function is actual both for developed and developing markets. Association 

acts as hierarchy with special rules and mechanisms. 

 

Business associations play important institutional role. They present a part 

of general management system, providing market coordination, different in-

termediate and informational services to members. Besides they are part of 

civil society, special form of organization of interests.  

 

Institutional potential of associations in any economy depends on several 

basic factors. They include: 

- The density of members (high density means that most firms are involved 

in association; its‘ efficiency is likely to be high in such case); 

- The range of selected instruments and motivations which are used (they 

could have financial and nonfinancial form); 

- The system of decision making (effectively developed structure minimizes 

the possibility of potential conflicts). 

 

Several main types of BA are determined by Zudin (2009): 

1. Business associations; 

2. Unions of employers (they deal mainly with labor relations); 

3. Trade or trade-industrial chambers which present interests of entrepreneurs 

from definite regions.  

 

The third type is characterized by heterogeneity of members which causes 

difficulties in development of common position and limits the variety of ser-

vices. BAs of this type implement definite tasks of governments and state au-

thorities. The first two types could be arranged on national or industry level. 

They could have mixed inter- industry inter – regional nature. Their main 

function is to regulate horizontal and vertical competition. They could repre-

sent interests and provide selected services to members. Homogeneous type of 

membership makes it possible to find coherent positions.  

 

Examples of each type of BA could be found in any country. Their definite 

forms depend on historical, cultural, geographical, economic and other condi-

tions. In developed countries BAs were formed during long term period, they 

passed several stages of development. BA play important role in the structure 

of Russian industrial markets also. 

 

7.2. BUSINESS ASSOCIATIONS IN RUSSIA 

 

It was already mentioned that tendency for cooperation of business entities 

could be found not only in market economies. Unions of entrepreneurs were 

quiet common within administrative system. Chamber of Commerce and In-

dustry presents good example of such practice. Such associations didn‘t play 
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important role in economy; they couldn‘t provide effective cooperation be-

tween business and government. However their existence formed favorable 

conditions for modern forms of entrepreneurial unions. Various associations, 

unions and agglomerations appeared during transition period. Their creation 

was initiated either by state authorities or by business. Empirical data show 

that most of modern associations in Russia appeared after 1998 crisis (Russian 

corporation, 2009). The objective necessity of consolidation of separate firms‘ 

efforts was realized during this period. Consolidation became possible partly 

due to widening of planning period. Firms realized that they will work within 

definite markets during long term period. There are some empirical data which 

show the role of BA and could help to understand motivations and effects of 

companies‘ participation in BAs. We would like to pay attention to the results 

obtained by researchers from High School of Economics in Moscow (Russian 

corporation, 2009). Conclusions are based on data collected for more than 

1000 Russian manufacturing companies. 

 

In general Russian associations cover rather small share of firms. Most of 

them have small management teams; there is no definite relation between 

companies‘ role within association and market share. If we compare these 

characteristics with key BA success factors which were mentioned above we 

could see that there are no grounds for high effectiveness of Russian BAs. 

Certainly several exceptions could be found. There are selected examples of 

very efficient BAs. Several types of BAs could be observed on Russian mar-

kets now: 

- ―ministry type‖ unions (Russian Union of Entrepreneurs and Manufac-

tures, Chamber of Commerce and Industry); They act as real ministries, 

operate basing on hierarchy and bureaucracy, use classical administrative 

methods; 

- Associations operating as ―attachment‖ for ministry, they provide different 

services for various businesses. They are diversified, heterogeneous. It is 

difficult to combine interests within such associations. Russian tourist un-

ion is good example. 

- Self regulating organizations; They have high potential for cooperation 

between business and state. Unfortunately this potential is not realized. 

- Full industrial agencies; They have homogeneous character of members, 

could mobilize resources, implement collective actions. Usually they cover 

from 50 to 95 % of firms operating within definite market. Russian brew-

ing association is good example of this type.  

 

We could see that Russian BAs mainly could be referred to BAs of the 

first and the second types according to common classification. 

 

A number of interesting papers deal with the role of BA in transition econ-

omies. Their results show that in transition environment BA acts as institute 
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which substitutes or complements personal relations. Companies use member-

ship as an instrument of effective lobbying. In such case according to Zudin 

BA helps to corruption development (2009).  

 

Results of empirical research of manufacturing firms‘ performance during 

2002 -2009 show that in general the number of companies which take part in 

the activities of different associations increased. BA membership has positive 

correlation with active market strategy and re–structuring. In most cases dy-

namically developing firms with strong market position are interested in BA. 

Successful companies usually are members of BAs. Many exporting firms join 

BA. There is positive correlation between BA membership and innovative ac-

tivities. 

 

More than a half of medium size and large firms are members of different 

associations. The level of small business consolidation is less. There are re-

gional differences in attitude to BA. In metropolitan areas and big cities com-

panies are more active. Firms operating on local markets are less interested in 

joining BA. 

 

The relationship between the level of market competition and tendency to 

join BA is not simple. It was found that competition with Russian companies 

and firms from CIS as well as with foreign companies operating in Russian 

doesn‘t influence membership in BA. However firms competing with compa-

nies from Eastern Europe, Baltic countries and China show tendency to join 

BA. 

 

BA membership gives definite advantages. Most of the companies consid-

er that these advantages include possibility to interact with government, influ-

ence on the legislation improvement, obtain information about future deci-

sions, and improve adopting capacity. Various channels of dialog with gov-

ernment are used. These channels include expert and consulting counsels un-

der regional and municipal authorities. It is important that participation in BA 

provides sustainable contacts with government structures, gives opportunity to 

obtain financial and nonfinancial privileges, use administrative resource.  

 

It is interesting to note that more and more firms consider that BA mem-

bership is valuable and useful. In 2002 most firms indicated that there is no 

any effect of BA. Now situation changed. Positive assessment of participation 

in BA is common. Firms consider that participation has special value when 

cooperation with government exists.  

 

The case of each definite BA is very specific. Its history influences greatly 

to activities. However in some cases BAs pass through great changes. Asso-

ciations initially created by state administration usually are transformed later. 

Associations created by ―red directors‖ correct their priorities later, are trans-
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ferred to market institutions. Empirical data show that associations established 

by businesses are more effective than those founded according to government 

resolutions. They have strong reputation. 

 

E. Yasin (Firms and markets, 2010) considers that industrial BAs attract 

active firms and could represent interests of business. Such structures under 

favorable environment could become real instruments of quality standards in-

troduction, promoting firms at new markets, personal trainings etc. Usually 

they involve leaders but nevertheless they provide channel of support for other 

firms also. 

 

Summing up the description of current Russian situation it is possible to 

state that BAs in general play important role in Russian economy and have 

high potential of development. Hot discussions on the role and perspectives of 

self regulating organizations are held in academic and expert community of 

Russia. We consider that their perspectives are not so clear. In general busi-

ness firms don‘t agree that such organizations are necessary and effective. 

Negative opinions are very common. The results of special survey are present-

ed on special web site (Self regulated organizations). They show that 76,5 % 

of respondents consider that advantages deal only with state authorities. Pro-

ducers and consumers don‘t feel any positive influence from such organiza-

tions.  

 

Examples of each type of BA could be found in any country. Their definite 

forms depend on historical, cultural, geographical, economic and other condi-

tions. In developed countries BA formed during long term period, they passed 

several stages of development. BA play important role in the structure of Rus-

sian industrial markets also. 

 

Each industry and market deals with specific experience of BA develop-

ment.  

 

In Russia BAs could be found almost in all industries including mining, 

manufacturing, textile, banking and finance, construction, telecommunication, 

agriculture and others. They differ in density, level of coordination, diversity 

and real influence of each member. It is interesting to note that market leaders 

initiated foundation of special BAs in many industries during last five years. A 

number of ''associations of leaders'' appeared in constructing, tourism, forest 

and food industries. They promote advanced models of performance, try to 

optimize inter industry relations, cooperate with the government. This means 

that despite individual strategies tendencies to cooperate are very strong. 

 

We studied associations operating on different Russian markets and sug-

gested that they could be divided in several groups, there are discussed in 
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Yusupova's paper (2010). Table 7.1 below summarizes our classification of 

BA. 

 

Table 7.1. Types and characteristics of BAs on lease market 
Types of BA Characteristics 

QBA (quazi) Irregular basis, discussion of vital problems, form-

ing of conditions for more structured forms 

 

RBA (region-

al) 

Relatively homogeneous character of members, 

minimal management team. Deal with definite prob-

lems. Active cooperation with BA from other markets 

 

NBA (nation-

al) 

Heterogeneity of members, diversified activities, 

cooperation with government and state agencies.  

IBA (interna-
tional) 

Strict developed organizational structure, hetero-
geneity of members. Play important role in interna-

tional leasing network and lobbying its interests on 

various levels. 

 

 

7.3. ASSOCIATIONS OF INNOVATIVE FIRMS IN SIBERIA 

 

BAs provide effective help to innovative companies. It was mentioned 

above that positive correlation between firm‘s innovative activities and its 

membership in BA was discovered. Two examples from Siberian area are pro-

vided below. Novosibirsk region is famous for its well known center for aca-

demic and applied research. Academy town near Novosibirsk is known though 

over the world. Fundamental and applied researches in different areas are suc-

cessfully developed here for more than 50 years. During all this period much 

attention is paid to application issues and commercialization of innovations. 

Number of small innovative companies spilled off academic institutes in order 

to develop and promote new products and technologies. Rapid development of 

Academe town in Novosibirsk as a science-technological park is accompanied 

by the powerful rise of high-tech business. Now more than hundreds of suc-

cessful companies are bringing into international markets the products based 

on the achievements of Siberian science. Very often such firms try to coordi-

nate their activities. 

 

IT market is an interesting example. SibAcademSoft association plays im-

portant role in this sector (SibAcademSoft association). Its members are heads 

of the first-rate IT companies of Siberia. Most of these companies emerged 

from research institutes of the Siberian Branch of Russian Academy of Sci-

ences (SBRAS). These companies' profound approach provides the best re-

sults in various software development tasks. 

 

The association was founded in the beginning of 2001, its aim was to de-

velop IT business in the Siberian region. Nowadays, one of its basic trends is 
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conjoint promotion of software and hardware developers to the foreign mar-

kets. The main goal of the association is to make Siberia one of the main areas 

of fast IT, infrastructure and education development in Russia and all over the 

world. The IT industry, contributing to the economic potential of the region 

and the whole country, has all the chances to achieve state preferences. Firstly, 

this can be done via giving certain status to IT development centers (Technop-

olis, SoftPark); secondly, tax remissions can be given to the industry as a 

whole. Only effective cooperation of all participants will bring to fast and 

smooth informational integration of Siberia. Such cooperation can introduce 

the region and the whole country to the world information community and to 

get all benefits from using IT on all the levels of authority, economical, and 

educational structures. 

 

SibAcademSoft's activities deal with following: 

1. Creation and promotion of the Siberian brand in the Russian and inter-

national IT market. 

2. Maintaining cooperation between IT companies, SBRAS and local au-

thorities aimed at development of the Siberian Scientific Center's (SSC) 

infrastructure and at improving living standards for the companies' em-

ployees. 

3. Cooperation with local and federal authorities in building infrastructure 

for SSC and Siberia as a whole; introduction of effective partnership 

aimed at development and implementation of federal IT-development pro-

grams. 

4. Exchanging information and experience with SibAcademSoft's part-

ners - Russian and international IT associations; organization and partici-

pation in joint projects aimed to improve investment conditions and pro-

vide legal support to IT development in Russia. 

5. Participation in creation and development of IT educational programs 

and centers in the region.  

 

This association cooperates with local authorities, federal government and 

IT associations from other regions. State support programs for IT sector are 

promoted through this association. 

 

Another example deals with association SibAcademInnovation which was 

founded by the innovative companies from Academy town (Association Si-

bAcademInnovation). Regional and academic authorities provided effective 

support for this association from the very beginning. Today SibAcademInno-

vation is the most representative union of small and medium high-tech com-

panies in Novosibirsk. The association gives many opportunities for mutual 

assistance and profitable interaction between innovation business and govern-

ment. 
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Joint projects are implemented in such fields as instrument-making, bio-

technology, laser technique etc. under the association framework. A joint ex-

perimental-production base is being created and innovation consulting is being 

provided as well. Association delcares its main goals as follows: 

 General assistance to small and medium size enterprises development 

within Novosibirsk region; 

 Managing beneficial mutual cooperation between research institutes and 

innovative companies; 

 Creation and development of financial structure of innovative process; 

 Coordination of efforts of all members. 

 

After describing existing system of BAs in Russia and mentioning two ex-

amples it is important to understand how associations influence real firms‘ 

performance. Next part of our research deals with this point.  

 

7.4. EVALUATION OF BA BY INNOVATIVE FIRMS  

 

Research on small innovative business development in Siberia is conduct-

ed at Institute of Economics and Industrial Engineering in Novosibirsk by 

Kravchenko et al. (Kravchenko, Kuznetsova, Yusupova, 2009). Creation of 

BA was studied as one of possible measures of innovative companies‘ support. 

Special survey was developed and used. Total amount of responding compa-

nies is 65. Our results show that in general innovative companies consider that 

role BA is rather significant. They give high estimations to informational sup-

port which is provided by business associations. It is interesting to point out 

that companies which operate at wide market and produce highly innovative 

products - market leaders – give higher estimations to BAs than others. Some 

empirical results are presented below. Top managers from small innovative 

companies were asked to estimate importance of BA (as well as a number of 

other measures) for companies. Scale from 0 to 10 was suggested, so maxi-

mum score could be 10. Two stages of company‘s life cycle were determined: 

stage of creation and stage of development. Importance of BA was supposed 

to be estimated for each stage. Initially the sample was divided to two groups: 

Group 1 ―leaders‖ – companies working at national and international level and 

producing products which are new for Russia or even for the whole 

world; 

Group 2 all the other companies. 

General results of estimation are presented in table 7.2. 

 

Companies - leaders gave higher general average scores. It is necessary to 

point that difference in scores between leaders all other companies appeared 

only at the stage of creation. At the stage of development scores of leaders and 
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other firms are the same. All companies consider that importance of BA in-

creases at the stage of development comparing with the stage of creation. 

 

Table 7.2. Average scores of BA importance 
Companies General aver-

age 

Stage of crea-

tion 

Stage of devel-

opment 

All sample 4,60 4,22 4,96 

Group 1 4,89 4,91 4,96 

Group 2 4,33 3,62 4,96 

 

The division to leaders and others was not taken into account at further 

stages of research. All companies of the sample were analyzed together. 

 

The survey includes many characteristics of the companies. We selected 

several factors and looked whether they are important for the estimation of the 

role of BA. These selected factors include: 

- year of company‘s foundation; 

- scale of market where company operates; 

- novelty of product‘; 

Relationships which were found are described below. 

 

Year of foundation 

Three groups of companies were formed from the whole sample according 

to the period of company‘s foundation. 

1 – companies, founded before crisis of 1998  

2 – companies, founded during crisis time (science 1998 till 2000) 

3 – companies, founded after crisis (after 2000 – till now) 

Estimations given by different groups reflect influence of external environ-

ment. 

 

Results are shown in figure 7.1. We can observe that higher scores were 

given by companies founded during unstable crisis time. This relation refers to 

both stages of company‘s life. Such result reflects potential of BAs, their abil-

ity to solve problems, to resist challenges of external instability. It turned out 

that companies which were created during successful years gave higher scores 

to the importance of BAs at the stage of development. We can propose that 

coordination and integration with other firms at the market becomes more im-

portant as company grows. 
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Product novelty  

The level of product and technology novelty was studied at the next step. 

We should note that this factor was taken into account for the determination of 

leaders. 

 

Figure 7.1. Influence of foundation year to average scores of the  

importance of BA 
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We have used 5- levels scale for novelty. 

1- traditional product; 

2- new for the company; 

3- new for local market; 

4- new for Russian market; 

5- new for the global market; 

 

Average scores were calculated for companies producing products of each 

type of novelty. If company produced products of several novelty levels the 

biggest index was used. So scores were calculated for 5 groups of firms.  Re-

sults are presented in figure 7.2. 

 

The influence is not very transparent. We can see that informal coopera-

tion and informational support provided by BAs is more important for compa-

nies dealing with traditional products and new for local and national markets. 

Firms oriented to global market also consider BA as rather effective support 

instrument. Though average scores here are lower than for the third and the 

forth levels of novelty.  
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There are some differences between life cycle stages. The importance of 

BA increases at the stage of development for companies with the third and the 

forth levels of novelty.  

 

Scale of market 

Scale of market where company operates was examined at the next stage. 

Five- levels of scale for market scale were used. 

1 – Novosibirsk oblast 

2 – Siberia 

3 – Russia 

4 – CIS 

5 – The whole world  

 

Again average scores were calculated for companies oriented to each type 

of market. If company operated at several levels the biggest index was used. 

Similar to the previous step scores were calculated for 5 groups of firms. Re-

sults are presented at figure 7.3. 

 

Figure 7.2. Influence of novelty level to average scores of the  

importance of BA 
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Companies working at Siberian market consider that associations provide 

important support at the stage of development. In general the wider is the mar-

ket the higher is the average score.  
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Figure 7.3. Influence of market scale to average scores of the  

importance of BA 
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7.5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

 

Our research is not finished yet. It is extremely difficult to obtain relevant 

data. Nevertheless it is possible to state that business associations play im-

portant role in the formation of market infrastructure in Russia. They help to 

build civil society. 

 

Different types of BA operate at Russian markets. They use various in-

strument, forms and methods. In most cases BAs were created by companies 

themselves and BAs represent their interests. Leading firms usually get lead-

ing positions in associations and determine BA strategy. In spite of flexible 

and non administrative nature of BA their success depends greatly on the 

forms of cooperation with government.  

 

Business associations influence the structure of many Russian markets. BA 

membership helps to leading firms to use and to improve their market power. 

We‘ve found that BAs help to develop small innovative business as they pro-

vide informational support and different opportunities. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
 A series of state and national inquiries into Australian local government have demon-

strated that it faces a massive and growing local infrastructure backlog. Under existing fiscal 

arrangements, it is impossible for local government itself to fund the infrastructure backlog 

making it imperative to explore new funding options. Some work has already been directed at 

alternative funding methods: McNeill and Dollery (2000; 2003) have investigated developer 

charges, Dollery et al. (2007) proposed a Commonwealth asset fund, Beresford-Wylie et 

al.(2006) argued in favour of public private partnerships, and Byrnes et al. (2008) considered 

an Australian municipal bond market. However, this work has ignored the most promising 
option; a national local government finance authority or „bond bank‟, which could borrow 

funds cheaply since risk would be pooled and debt underwritten by the Commonwealth gov-

ernment, and run on analogous grounds to existing arrangements in Nordic countries, some 

American states and Canadian provinces, New Zealand and the Australian state of South Aus-

tralia. Drawing on the theoretical literature, as well as real-world experience in other local 

government systems, this paper seeks to make a case for an Australian national local govern-

ment finance authority. 

Keywords: Bond bank; infrastructure; local government 

 

8.1. INTRODUCTION 

 

 In common with many other comparable countries, Australian local government 

has experienced acute financial stress (see, for instance, Dollery, Garcea and LeSage, 
2008). A pervasive response by local authorities in all Australian state and territory 

local government jurisdictions to this fiscal distress has been to maintain highly visi-

ble current service provision, in order to forestall any political backlash from constit-
uents, and simultaneously reduce mainly invisible local infrastructure maintenance 

and investment. The net result has been the emergence of a massive and growing lo-

cal government infrastructure backlog in all state jurisdictions (PWC, 2006). The 

magnitude of the local infrastructure shortfall is now so large that it far exceeds the 
capacity of the local government sector as a whole to finance its remediation under 

present fiscal arrangements.  

 
 Various solutions to the problem have been proposed, ranging from ‗internal‘ 

municipal reform aimed at cost savings and improved financial management through 

to ‗external‘ funding derived from substantial increases in transfers to local authori-
ties from higher tiers of government (Dollery and Grant, 2011). For example, in order 

to tackle the infrastructure backlog, various scholars have called for more extensive 

use of developer charges (McNeill and Dollery, 2000; 2003), a central government 

financed asset fund (Dollery et al., 2007a), greater reliance on public/private partner-
ships (Beresford-Wylie et al., 2006), and an Australian municipal bond market (Byr-
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nes et al., 2008). However, this work has overlooked the most promising option; a 

national local government finance authority, which would not only reap scale econo-
mies in its operations, but also borrow funds cheaply since risk would be pooled and 

debt underwritten by the Commonwealth government. It would run on analogous 

grounds to existing arrangements in other countries, most notably the New Zealand 

model, which already have in place institutions of this kind. Drawing on the theoreti-
cal literature, as well as real-world experience, this paper seeks to make a case for an 

Australian national local government finance authority. 

 
 The paper is divided into five main parts. Section 8.2 contains a brief description 

of the magnitude of the Australian local government infrastructure shortfall. Section 

8.3 provides a synoptic outline of the various policies which have previously been 
proposed for alleviating the crisis. Section 8.4 sets out the generic characteristics of 

existing local government finance agencies or ‗bond banks‘ operating in other devel-

oped countries. Section 8.5 offers a stylised model of a bond bank adapted to suit 

Australian conditions. The paper ends with some brief concluding remarks in section 
8.6. 

 

8.2. AUSTRALIAN LOCAL INFRASTRUCTURE BACKLOG 
 

 Australian local government presently comprises just over 550 individual entities 

responsible inter alia for the provision and maintenance of local infrastructure, as 
well as a relatively narrow range of other functions by international standards 

(Dollery, Garcea and LeSage, 2008). However, over the past few decades the finan-

cial capacity of many local authorities has deteriorated sharply, especially in rural and 

remote shires. In general, local government has responded to its straitened fiscal cir-
cumstances by limiting new investment in new local infrastructure and reducing ex-

penditure on the maintenance of existing infrastructure. The chief consequence has 

been a substantial and growing local infrastructure maintenance and renewal backlog 
in all Australian state and territory local government jurisdictions, which has been 

spelt out in detail in a number of state-based public inquiries (see, for example, the 

South Australian Financial Sustainability Review Board (FSRB) (2005) Rising to the 

Challenge Report, the Financial Sustainability of NSW Local Government (‗Allan 
Report‘) (2006) Are Councils Sustainable, the Local Government Association of 

Queensland (LGAQ) (2006) Size, Shape and Sustainability Inquiry, the Western Aus-

tralian Local Government Association (WALGA) (2006) Systemic Sustainability 
Study, the Local Government Association of Tasmania (LGAT) (2007) Review of the 

Financial Sustainability of Local Government in Tasmania, the Queensland Local 

Government Reform Commission (QLGRC) (2007) Report of the Local Government 
Reform Commission, the Queensland Treasury Corporation (QTC) (2008) Financial 

Sustainability in Queensland Local Government and NSW Independent Pricing and 

Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) (2009) Review of the Revenue Framework for Local 

Government). 
 

 At the national level, several inquiries have also been held, which included the 

Commonwealth Grants Commission (CGC) (2001) Review of the Operation of Local 
Government (Financial Assistance) Act 1995, the House of Representatives Standing 

Committee on Economics, Finance and Public Administration (‗Hawker Report‘) 

(2004) Rates and Taxes: A Fair Share for Responsible Local Government, the Price-
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WaterhouseCooper (PWC) (2006) National Financial Sustainability Study of Local 

Government and the Productivity Commission‘s (PC) (2008) Assessing Local Gov-
ernment Revenue Raising Capacity. 

 

 In its efforts to develop accurate national estimates of the local infrastructure 

shortfall, PWC (2006) employed two separate approaches to determine: (i) the pro-
portion of Australian local councils suffering from financial duress, and (ii) the extent 

and magnitude of the local infrastructure backlog. In the first approach, financial data 

was collected from a weighted national sample of 100 local governments encompass-
ing the seven Commonwealth Department of Transport and Regional Services 

(DOTARS) council classification categories. The data were compared with Key Per-

formance Indicators (KPIs), constructed as proxy measures, to gauge financial sus-
tainability. The main conclusion derived by PWC (2006) was that a significant pro-

portion of local authorities required additional external financial assistance in order to 

remain viable. 

 
 The second approach deployed by PWC (2006) developed national estimates of 

the pecuniary magnitude of the local infrastructure backlog based on the extrapolation 

of trends taken from three state-based studies (New South Wales, South Australia and 
Western Australia), conducted by Access Economics (2006a; 2006b), as well as the 

Municipal Association of Victoria (MAV) (2005) study on Victoria. These four state 

jurisdictions together accounted for around 63 percent of all local authorities, and in-
cluded 76 percent of the Australian population and about 72 percent of all local roads 

(PWC, 2006, p.9). 

 

 Given data difficulties precluding direct comparability of state estimates, PWC 
(2006) calculated three measures of the national local government infrastructure 

backlog, representing a mean estimate, an upper estimate and a lower estimate. These 

estimates were then scaled up and extrapolated to include the Queensland, Tasmania 
and Northern Territory local government systems to obtain the three aggregate na-

tional estimates. These estimates are reproduced in Table 8.1. 

 

 From Table 8.1 it is evident from that there exists a national local government 
infrastructure backlog ranging between $12.0 billion and $15.3 billion, with an annu-

al shortfall in expenditure on existing local infrastructure renewal of between $0.9 

billion to $1.2 billion. This implies that between $1.8 billion and $2.3 billion per an-
num would be required to address the deficit in maintenance spending on existing 

infrastructure and eliminate the current local infrastructure backlog, which is equiva-

lent to between $2.6 million and $3.3 million per council per annum.  
 

 A measure of the potential burden this would place on local residents is provided 

in Table 8.2. This is equivalent to an additional $2.6 million per council, or approxi-

mately an $87 to $109 per capita impost on local council constituents per annum. 
 

 It should be stressed that data deficiencies and data inconsistencies necessarily 

imply that the PWC (2006) calculations embodied in Table 8.1 and Table 8.2 repre-
sent inexact estimates of the numerical size of the total local infrastructure shortfall. 

Moreover, the same caveats also apply to the estimates provided by FSRB (2005), the 

Allan Report (2006), LGAQ (2006), WALGA (2006), LGAT (2007), as well as other 

http://www.pc.gov.au/projects/study/localgovernment/docs/finalreport
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public inquiries. However, despite the imprecise nature of these estimates, there can 

be no doubt that Australian local government faces a massive local infrastructure 
funding crisis (Dollery and Mounter, 2010). 

 

Table 8.1. Estimates of Australian local infrastructure backlog 

Nature of estimate Backlog in 
infrastructure 

renewals 

($m) 

Underspend 

on existing 

infrastructure 

renewals pa 

($m) 

Estimated 

funding 

gap pa 

($m) 
 

Estimated 

funding 

gap per 

council 

pa ($m) 

Total 

NSW/WA/SA/Vic  
 

$9,156 $711 $1,362 $3.1 

Low-case 

national estimate  
 

$12,012 $922 $1,826 $2.6 

Mid-case 

national estimate  
 

$14,533 $1,129 $2,163 $3.1 

High-case 

national estimate  
 

$15,305 $1,190 $2,281 $3.3 

Source: Adapted from Dollery and Mounter (2010), Table 1 
 

Table 8.2. Estimates of Australian local infrastructure backlog per capita 

Nature of esti-

mate 

Backlog in infra-

structure renew-

als ($m) 

Underspend on 

existing infrastruc-

ture renewals pa 

($m) 

Estimated fund-

ing gap pa ($m) 

Low case na-

tional estimate 

$571 $44 $87 

Mid case na-

tional estimate 

$692 $54 $103 

High case na-

tional estimate 

$728 $57 $109 

Source: Adapted from Dollery and Mounter (2010), Table 2. 
 

8.3. PROPOSED POLICY SOLUTIONS 

 
 The gravity of the Australian local infrastructure problem, as well as its sheer 

immensity, has spawned numerous proposed policies for alleviating the crisis. For 

instance, the FSRB (2005) recommended improved governance and financial man-
agement practice, particularly in asset administration. Other policy suggestions ema-

nating from the various inquiries included increased intergovernmental grants from 

state and federal agencies, the imposition of higher rates and charges by local coun-

cils, increased local government borrowing, as well as the transfer of responsibility 
for the provision of some services between the different tiers of government (FSRB 

2006; LGI 2006; WALGA 2006; LGAT 2007). Along analogous lines, Beresford-
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Wylie, Watts and Thurairaja (2006) argued that Public Private Partnerships (PPP) 

should be given a much greater role in local infrastructure provision, while Byrnes et 
al.(2008) have proposed the use of council asset-backed securities to fund the backlog 

in local infrastructure maintenance and renewal. 

 

 The recommendations put forward by PWC (2006) advocated two-fold approach 
to the local infrastructure problem. Firstly, local government policy should focus on 

internal municipal reform, especially efficiency-enhancing improvements aimed at 

reducing operational costs, the identification of opportunities for ‗own-source‘ reve-
nue expansion by local authorities , the prioritisation of service provision, and im-

proved local asset management and local financial skills (PWC 2006, pp.120-33).  

 
 Secondly, PWC (2006) recommended increased intergovernmental fiscal trans-

fers to local authorities from higher tiers of government. A capstone was the estab-

lishment a Local Community Infrastructure Renewals Fund (LCIRF) financed by the 

federal government. It is worth noting that Dollery, Byrnes and Crase (2007a) inde-
pendently recommended the creation of a similar national fund. To a limited degree, 

these proposals have been adopted by the Commonwealth Government. For example, 

in November 2008 the federal government committed to the provision of $300 mil-
lion to local government through its new Regional and Local Community Infrastruc-

ture Program. These funds were delivered in two stages by June 2009. The first in-

stalment allocated $250 million among all Australian councils, with a minimum of 
$100,000 assigned to each local authority. The second instalment comprised $50 mil-

lion designated for investment in larger-scale projects (Australian Council of Local 

Government (ACLG), 2008). These transfers augmented the earlier Commonwealth 

Roads to Recovery Program (R2R), which had transferred billions of dollars directly 
to local government, bypassing state and territory governments. Lopez, Dollery and 

Byrnes (2008) have argued that without the R2R Program, the local infrastructure 

crisis would have been much more severe. 
 

 In addition to these recommendations, PWC (2006) argued for a new method of 

calculating Financial Assistance Grants (FAGS) with the aim of increasing local gov-

ernment funding, extending both the lifetime and magnitude of the R2R program, and 
state government incentives to assist local councils in improving asset management 

and practice (PWC, 2006, pp.135-48). The Commonwealth Government subsequently 

responded by adding $2.2billion in FAGS and R2R funding. However, given the 
enormity of the infrastructure shortfall, these funds represent a mere ‗drop in the 

ocean‘. 

 
 Against this background, the question thus arises as to the best means of tackling 

the Australian local infrastructure backlog. Given the size of the shortfall, three ge-

neric possibilities can be identified: (a) greatly increased intergovernmental transfers; 

(b) much higher property taxes, fees and charges; and (c) much more borrowing. 
With respect to option (a), with both the Commonwealth and state governments expe-

riencing budget deficits and ongoing fiscal stress, the prospects of large increases in 

grant and other transfer funds is negligible. Similarly, legislative constraints on fees 
and charges in most state jurisdictions, together with acute political constraints on 

property tax hikes, as well as rate pegging in New South Wales, mean that option (b) 
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offers negligible possibilities. Given the limits on (a) and (b), this necessarily implies 

that option(c) represents the only feasible solution in the medium term. 

 

8.4. GENERIC CHARACTERISTICS OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOND 

BANKS  

 
 The case made by Byrnes et al. (2008) for the creation of a dedicated municipal 

bond market in Australia to facilitate local government borrowing derived in part 

from the large and diversified American bond market which has developed to finance 
local government (Hillhouse, 1975). This has given individual American local author-

ities direct access to finance, as well as to private credit ratings and insurance institu-

tions which form part of the system. To a significant degree, the vibrancy of the 
American municipal bond market can be ascribed to the fact that municipal bonds are 

actively traded thereby allowing even short and medium-term investors to purchase 

long-term bonds in the knowledge that they can be readily traded in the secondary 

market. However, despite the efficiency of this market, in contrast to large local 
councils, smaller American municipalities cannot easily participate because of the 

relatively high fixed costs involved, including disclosure documentation, bond insur-

ance, the cost of securing credit ratings, etc. As a means of overcoming this problem, 
numerous US state governments have established chartered ‗bond banks‘ which have 

the objective of taking advantage of economies of scale in bond issuance, as well as 

‗credit enhancement‘ measures often conferred by state governments (American 
Council of Infrastructure Financing Authorities (CIFA), 1997). 

 

 Even if an Australian municipal bond market were created along the lines pro-

posed by Byrnes et al. (2008), following the American experience, it would not have 
assisted most Australian local councils and shires since they are preponderantly 

small, as shown in Table 8.3.  

 

Table 8.3. Population of local government areas in 2007
*
 

Council Population Rural Areas Urban Areas Total 

Up to 10,000 373+ 16 389 

10,001-30,000 69 67 136 

30,001-70,000  82 82 

70,001-12,000  42 42 

120,001-200,000  40 40 

More than 200,000  6 6 

Total 442 253 695 
* Pre-dates recent amalgamations in Queensland and Northern Ter-

ritory and includes some non-elected bodies 
+ Includes 30 small Indigenous councils in Queensland officially 

classified as ‗urban‘.  

Source: Adapted from Aulich, et al. (2011, p.14, Table 2.2). 

 
 For example, as we can see from Table 8.3, in 2007 389 local authorities (56 per 

cent) had populations lower than 10,000 people, especially in rural and remote areas, 

with only 46 councils (6.6 per cent) with populations in excess of 120,000 residents. 

Thus, despite the undoubted conceptual attraction of the Byrnes et al. (2008) pro-
posal, the great majority of Australian local authorities would nonetheless have been 
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unable to use the municipal bond market economically. However, it is argued here 

that were Australian local government policy makers to create a national bond bank, 
then this would decisively assist most Australian councils, and especially small local 

authorities.  
 

 National and state-based local government finance entities or bond banks exist in 
a number of developed countries, including several Nordic countries, numerous 

American states and Canadian provinces, New Zealand and the Australian state of 

South Australia. However, these arrangements display a high degree of heterogeneity. 
While no single definition adequately encompasses all of these institutions, the CIFA 

(1997, p.2) has offered a broad description covering most organisations: a bond bank 

is ‗an entity that sells its own securities and relends bond proceeds to local govern-
mental entities‘. It is evident that this definition covers a wide range of institutions, 

which can include private for-profit firms, non-profit organisations, as well as public 

institutions, ‗many of which only issue debt for a single purpose‘. However, the CIFA 

(1997) has also advanced a more precise description of a bond bank as ‗a state-
sponsored entity that makes local infrastructure projects feasible by providing access 

to the municipal bond market and by providing direct and indirect financial subsidies 

to localities primarily through debt issuance‘. It has observed that ‗in distinguishing 
between these two definitions, the concept of state sponsorship and assistance is im-

portant in distinguishing those borrowing entities that enjoy an element of state ―le-

gitimacy‖ and support, as opposed to those entities that are purely free-standing and 
unassisted‘. Furthermore, the main objective of most bond banks is to provide local 

government with low-cost infrastructure financing through debt issuance, typically 

with some form of government support. 

 
 With respect to the organisational structure of bond banks, most American bond 

banks were established by state government enactments, which seldom confer taxing 

powers. While bond banks exist as independent authorities, with autonomous govern-
ing boards and a dedicate secretariat which includes a high degree of financial exper-

tise, some are located within state government administrative hierarchies. In the US 

market, most bond banks are financially independent in the sense that they are not 

reliant on state governments to provide ongoing operating funds. Instead, bond banks 
depend on a variety of sources of income to fund their operations. The most common 

method resides fees charges levied on borrowing municipalities, which may take the 

form of lump-sum fees at the close of an issue, an annual fee based on the outstanding 
loan, and mark-up interest rates. 

 

 While significant variation exists in the modus operandi of different bond banks, 
it is nonetheless possible to identify a common pattern applicable to most municipal 

finance corporations (CIFA, 1997; Gilbert and Pike 1995; Kidwell and Rogoski, 

1983; Martell and Guess, 2006; Peng and Brucato, 2003; Robbins and Kim, 2003; 

Solano, 2005; Yusuf and Lui, 2008). While bond banks offer different kinds of fi-
nancing programs to local government, these can be broadly categorised into three 

main types: (a) long-term bond pools, including the refunding the existing debt; (b) 

cash flow financing, aimed at aligning income and expenditure flows over the finan-
cial year; and (c) equipment lease financing, employed to secure expensive facilities 

and machinery. Since this paper is focused on the problem of adequate local infra-

structure funding, in the present context we are primarily concerned with long-term 
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bonds as in (a).. In general, two approaches are followed, sometimes by the same in-

stitution: (i) bond banks pool together the smaller issues of multiple local govern-
ments into a single large bond sale; and (ii) bond banks issue bonds on behalf of a 

single, typically large, local authority.  

 

 Given the comparatively small size of most Australian local authorities, in prac-
tice an Australian national bond bank would deal overwhelmingly with long-term 

bond pooling. As a rule, the mechanics of a long-term bond pooling are relatively 

straight forward. In general, a bond bank issues bonds under its own legal indenture 
and uses the revenue to purchase debt obligations from numerous small municipali-

ties, which have applied for finance through the bond bank. As lenders to local au-

thorities, bond banks typically apply credit requirements which municipal borrowers 
must satisfy in order to qualify for loans. These may take the form of a general obli-

gation by local borrowers and/or various forms of minimum requirements for debt 

service coverage. These credit requirements obviously have significant implications 

for a bond bank‘s credit rating. 
 

 Several advantages flow from this approach. In the first place, purchasers of these 

bonds are secured by loan repayments from the pool of local government borrowers 
as opposed to a single municipality. Moreover, if the operations of the bond bank are 

underpinned by a central or state government, then borrowers receive further security 

through ‗credit enhancement‘ of this kind. National and state governments offer cred-
it enhancement or financial support of various kinds to bond banks which serve to 

reduce the costs associated with borrowing (Gilbert and Pike, 1995). In essence, this 

lowers interest rates on bond bank debt because state credit ratings are typically high-

er than those of most local governments for the same debt instruments. The most 
common form of credit enhancement provided to American bond banks resides in 

state government moral obligation pledges to secure debt service reserve (DSR) 

funds. Bond bank debt issues are often accompanied by a DSR fund that is equal to 
maximum annual debt service which can be drawn upon in case of default on debt 

service payments. In case of a default, under these arrangements the bond bank will 

seek state financial intervention to restore the DSR fund to its required level. Inves-

tors still face the risk that state legislative assemblies will refuse to replenish a DSR 
fund. However, credit rating agencies typically acknowledge a state moral obligation 

pledge with a rating one category lower than the state‘s general obligation rating. In 

fewer cases, state governments pledge their full credit support to a pooled issue sold 
by the bond bank. Finally, in many American states bond banks enjoy the statutory 

authority to intercept state aid to local authorities, such as grants, if these municipali-

ties default on their obligations to the bond bank. ‗Intercepts‘ of this kind can have a 
significant impact on credit ratings in those local government jurisdictions where lo-

cal authorities receive a substantial proportion of their revenues from state govern-

ments. In some US states, bond banks benefit from more than one of these types of 

credit enhancement.  
 

 Secondly, from the perspective of the cost of funds, the diversification offered in 

the bond pool means that investors would require lower interest rates than they would 
otherwise seek would if they were purchasing a single obligation from a single local 

authority, especially a small and little known local council. Thirdly, bond pooling can 

yield operational scale economies since it serves to spread the fixed costs of issuance, 
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such rating fees, legal fees and the like, over a larger number of lenders and borrow-

ers. Moreover, economies of scale in purchasing derive from an ability to negotiate 
lower fees for bond insurance, advertising, etc., than would be the case for more lim-

ited single issues. Fourthly, in addition to these cost savings, local authorities in gen-

eral, and especially smaller local councils and shires with limited managerial and spe-

cialist financial capacity, which make up the majority of the Australian local govern-
ment sector as we have seen, can obtain substantial other benefits from bond banks. 

In particular, skilled staff in bond banks specialised in financial markets, can provide 

invaluable financial advice to small local authorities which wish to borrow funds. In 
practice, bond banks typically simplify complex debt issuance processes, often re-

quiring participating municipalities to complete only a few straightforward forms. 

Furthermore, bond banks frequently structure tailored repayment schedules for small 
councils by offering monthly (rather than semi-annual) payment deadlines. 

 

 Although bond banks have undoubted and substantial benefits for the local gov-

ernment sector, especially smaller local government entities, various disadvantages 
have also been identified in the literature (see, for instance, CIFA (1997)). For exam-

ple, in some cases borrowing terms can be inflexible because they have been de-

signed to meet national and state statutory obligations on bond banks. Similarly, local 
authorities which possess both the requisite skills and credit ratings demanded by the 

market can often secure lower total interest costs than a bond bank by simply issuing 

on their own debt since they do not have to implicitly cross-subsidise of smaller 
councils with weaker creditworthiness (Robbins and Kim, 2003). As a consequence, 

bond banks typically offer more to smaller councils with limited capacity and weaker 

ratings than to their larger better endowed counterparts.  

 
 Robbins and Kim (2003, p.92/93) have summarised the advantages of bond banks 

for different sized municipalities as follows: 

‗[Smaller local authorities] may receive lower prices (and bear higher interest rates) 
for their bonds than their larger counterparts because of the small amount of the issue, 

high per bond marketing costs, smaller secondary markets, limited information for 

bond dealers and buyers, difficulty in affording quality legal and financial advisers, or 

because their issues are unrated. Larger governments are also more frequent issuers, 
and experience itself has been demonstrated to reduce certain borrowing costs. Larger 

governments may also possess resident expertise and debt management capacity that 

smaller governments lack. Finally, larger governments may benefit from relationships 
established with market actors over the course of many issues‘. 

However, given the skewed size composition of Australian local government towards 

small local councils, these disadvantages are not significant from an Australian public 
policy perspective. 

 

8.5. NATIONAL BOND BANK MODEL FOR AUSTRALIAN LOCAL 

GOVERNMENT 

 

 In 2011, an act of Parliament established the New Zealand Local Govern-

ment Funding Agency (LGFA), designed to operate as a national New Zealand 

bond bank by borrowing on a large-scale and then re-lending to approved local 

councils seeking funding for any purpose, and thus not limited to infrastruc-
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ture funding. The LGFA will lend exclusively to local government entities. 

Furthermore, it is jointly owned by local and central government in proportion 

to capital contributions, with the national government providing NZ$5 million 

investment and securing a 20 per cent shareholding, and local government 

contributing the remaining NZ$20 million. No council is obliged to borrow 

from the LGFA and can therefore use other avenues, thereby introducing a 

degree of competition. The LGFA has been designed to adopt ‗a range of con-

servative internal policies covering liquidity, pricing, lending, investing and 

borrowing‘, with ‗its treasury operations, capital raising, lending, liquidity and 

risk management outsourced to the New Zealand Debt Management Office‘, 

which forms part of the New Zealand Treasury (Local Government New Zea-

land (LGNZ), 2011). A guarantee has been stipulated for all establishment 

shareholders, as well as borrowers above $20 million, in order to ensure the 

LGFA solicits a high credit rating. The guarantee has been spread across all 

contributors on a pro rata basis in proportion to the ratepayer base of partici-

pating entities. Since no New Zealand local council has ever defaulted, the 

prospects of the guarantee being called are minimal.  
 

 Given the fact that the local government systems of Australia and New Zealand 

closely resemble each other in terms of the comparatively narrow range of services 

provided, the political structure of local councils, the limited ‗own-source‘ forms of 
revenue available to local authorities, substantial mandated expenditure, and pre-

scribed local infrastructure requirements (Marshall, 2008; Reid, 2008), as well as 

each possessing a substantial local infrastructure backlog (Dollery and Mounter, 
2010), suggests possible elements which the design of an Australian national bond 

bank could take into account from the structure of the New Zealand LGFA. However, 

apart from the question of the scale of operations of an Australian bond bank, which 
would have to be much larger than its New Zealand counterpart, several other thorny 

problems would have to be overcome. 

 

 As we have seen, PWC (2006) experienced a great deal of difficulty in accurately 
assessing the magnitude of the Australian local government infrastructure backlog in 

large part because of inter-state inconsistencies. Different Australian state and territo-

ry local government systems had employed different reporting standards, collected 
different data, used different criteria for assessing financial sustainability, different 

asset planning and management frameworks, as well as different financial planning 

and reporting standards. The net result was a mosaic of local government infrastruc-
ture systems with little in common, except the size of the backlog. This will compli-

cate the operation of any national bond bank which seeks to apply consistent pruden-

tial standards to borrowers. Fortunately, over the past few years, the Australian Local 

Government and Planning Ministers Council has provided a national direction in its 
adoption of nationally consistent framework on financial sustainability covering three 

broad areas: Criteria for assessing financial sustainability; an asset planning and man-

agement framework; and a financial planning and reporting framework. Furthermore, 
the Institute of Public Works Engineering Australia (IPWEA) (2011) has recently 

published Australian Infrastructure Financial Management Guidelines (AIFMG). For 

the first time, AIFMG provides a set of coherent nationally applicable standards. 

http://hltest.ipwea.org.au/IPWEA/IPWEA/Bookshop/AIFMG/Default.aspx
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While these have yet to be fully implemented at the level of the individual local 

councils, the foundation has at least been laid which can be used in future by a bond 
bank. 

 

 A second significant complicating factor in the design of an Australian bond 

bank, which distinguishes sharply between the Australian and New Zealand local 
government systems, resides in the inescapable fact that under the Australian consti-

tution local government falls under state and not national government jurisdiction. 

This means inter alia that state legislation controls local government and state local 
government oversight mechanisms are not uniform (Dollery, O‘Keefe and Crase, 

2010). In particular, each state imposes its own regulatory authority on local govern-

ment borrowing and, as a general rule, all council borrowing in all jurisdictions must 
be approved by respective state Ministers for Local Government. However, histori-

cally this has not proved a significant impediment to council borrowing nor has de-

fault been a problem (Dollery, Care and Johnson, 2006). From the perspective of pru-

dent conduct by a bond bank, and the credit requirements it would want to apply to 
borrowing municipalities, this patchwork of state regulation need pose no real prob-

lem. Given the absence of loan default in Australian local government history, the 

bond bank can simply ‗outsource‘ the decision on whether or not a specific local au-
thority can borrow to the state Minister for Local Government in question. If the 

council concerned secures ministerial approval, then the bond bank can assess each 

application on its merits. 
 

 A third complicating factor which must be considered in the design of an Austral-

ian bond bank is the nature of activities for which funds are furnished. While the New 

Zealand LGFA allowed councils to borrow for any purpose, we argue that borrowing 
through an Australian bond bank should be specifically limited to local government 

infrastructure investment, maintenance and improvement. The rationale for this pro-

posed restriction is twofold: (a) the raison d‟être of the bond bank revolves around 
ameliorating the local infrastructure crisis rather than simply acting as a general 

source of funding, and it would thus be unwise to permit scarce funds from being 

used for other ends; and (b) the political imperative involved in securing Common-

wealth government support means that the bond bank should focus exclusively on 
infrastructure finance.  

 

 Apart from these complexities, the structure of the bond bank and its operations 
should be comparatively straightforward. It is argued that the Commonwealth gov-

ernment should contribute half of the initial funds, with each state Local Government 

Association (LGA) combining in some agreed proportion, such as population size, 
total rate base, etc., with the remainder of the initial capital endowment. An appointed 

board of directors would form the governance structure, with the Commonwealth en-

joying half of all board positions, filled with nominees from the federal Treasury, De-

partment of Finance, Commonwealth Grants Commission and other relevant Com-
monwealth agencies, with other board members appointed by their respective LGAs. 

An executive director would manage the bond bank, which would comprise a secre-

tariat as well as infrastructure finance experts. 
 

 With regard to its financing operations, the Commonwealth would fully guaran-

tee all debt issued by the bond bank which would generate credit ratings comparable 
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to standard Commonwealth debt issues. All debt sold by the bond bank would be 

pooled in regular issues, thereby harnessing operational scale economies and pooling 
any perceived risk. Local councils which had secured state borrowing permission 

would be invited to apply for bond bank funding for defined types of infrastructure, 

secured by obligations made out by individual councils and protected by state gov-

ernment guarantee. Extensive financial advice would be made available by the bond 
bank to individual local authorities on a ‗fee for service‘ basis, thus providing small 

councils with negligible financial expertise with disinterested advice. This latter ser-

vice would perform a vital function for the large number of small, predominantly ru-
ral shires, suffering not only acute financial distress, but also chronic technical inca-

pacity. In addition to advice on the optimal methods of funding infrastructure, the 

bond bank could offer assistance in asset management to these councils. In this way, 
the bond bank would provide small local government entities with both scarce exper-

tise and funding which would otherwise not be available.  

 

8.6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 

 Unanimous consensus exists that Australian local government faces a daunting 

local infrastructure backlog, although uncertainty surrounds its precise magnitude. In 
this paper, we have argued that under existing fiscal arrangements the local govern-

ment sector itself cannot adequately address the infrastructure shortfall. Moreover, we 

have argued that even the most promising of the alternative funding proposals hither-
to advanced in the literature, which advocated the establishment of an Australian mu-

nicipal bond market (Byrnes et al. 2008), was most unlikely to assist small local 

councils, which generally suffer a lack of expertise and creditworthiness, and which 

make up the majority of the local government sector.  
 

 Instead we have proposed a national local government infrastructure bank, which 

would borrow funds on the capital market through pooling the aggregate needs of 
applicant council borrowers, based on Commonwealth government backing. This 

would serve to not only reduce the costs of capital through lower interest rates, but 

also minimise the operational costs of debt issues through scale economies. While the 

analysis conducted in this paper must be regarded as a tentative exploration of the 
possibilities of remediating the Australian local infrastructure crisis through a bond 

bank, and much more work remains to be done, the prospects of success attached to 

the introduction of an Australian bond bank are sound, as demonstrated by experience 
in other countries with these institutional arrangements. A further advantage attendant 

upon the establishment of a bond bank would reside in the expert financial advice it 

would proved to small local authorities.  
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ABSTRACT 

 
The “Great Recession” has provided a fruitful environment for studying the relationship 

between tax structure and tax yield, stability and elasticity. As a major state tax, the dynam-

ic performance of retail sales taxes has been critical during both the long expansion of the 

1990s and the Great Recession of 2007 – 2009. This research examines how base breadth 

influences dynamic revenue performance, because not all state sales taxes have been equally 

impacted. State sales taxes vary widely in the inclusion of household purchases and exclu-

sion of business purchases, many sharing little beyond a transaction basis and resale ex-

emption. Research done two decades ago indicated that, when narrow base taxes are com-

pared with broad base taxes, the narrow ones have generally higher revenue elasticities and 
greater sensitivity to recessions (but much shallower than 2007 – 2009). Since then, states 

have continued to narrow their sales tax bases and now states have experienced a deep and 

lengthy recession. State finances have suffered and state lawmakers have expressed a con-

tinuing interest in devising tax structures with greater fiscal stability. This paper examines 

state sales tax bases over four decades to see how breadth has influenced their dynamic rev-

enue performance, particularly elasticities, stability, and recession sensitivity. 

 

JEL Classification: H71 - State and Local Taxation 

 

9.1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The retail sales tax plays an important role in the finances of American 

state governments. Across the forty-five states that levy the tax, total retail 

sales tax collections exceeded $226 billion in fiscal 2010, a revenue total se-

cond only to that of the state individual income taxes.1 Mean state reliance 

on the tax was 34.2 percent of total tax revenue and four states raised more 

than half their tax revenue from the tax.2 Without the contribution of the re-

                                                
* Discussion draft -- not for quotation without the author‘s permission. 
1 U. S. Bureau of Census, Governments Division, State Tax Collections Summary Report 
[http://www.census.gov/govs/statetax/], with adjustments from state revenue department 

reports. 
2 The tax matters for many local governments as well.  For the calendar year ending Decem-

ber 2010, retail sales tax revenue constituted 10.9 percent of all local government revenue, 

an amount second only to the yield of the real property tax among tax sources.  Not all states 
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tail sales tax, the American governmental revenue portfolio would be even 

more dominated by the individual income tax, with all the economic disad-

vantages that excessive reliance on any tax base can bring. The retail sales 

tax provides important revenue to state governments and contributes to bal-

ance in the overall national revenue structure. Its performance matters to the 

states that levy the tax and also to the overall revenue structure of the nation.  

 

The Great Recession of 2007 – 2009 hit the finances of all American 

governments with dramatic impact and at no level more than for states. By 

2010, total state tax revenue had declined from their 2008 peak to a level that 

was only 8 percent higher than what they had been in 2005, even though 

prices had increased by almost 11 percent across those years. The real pur-

chasing power of state tax revenue in fiscal 2010 was 2.14 percent less than 

it had been five years before in 2005. That certainly placed considerable 

stress on states attempting to meet both the normal provision of public ser-

vices but also to meet the extra demands placed on them by households and 

businesses suffering the impact of the recession. Because legal restrictions 

and economic constraints require states to maintain rough equality between 

revenues and expenditures, the revenue problem translates into great fiscal 

difficulty.  

 

As states gradually recover from the recession, one response has been to 

consider whether their taxes might have been structured to allow better reve-

nue performance and accordingly to have avoided some of the stress that a 

recession brings. Because the retail sales tax constitutes a considerable por-

tion of many state revenue systems and because there is no federal structure 

to which the tax would normally be linked for more convenient compliance 

and administration, the resulting variety makes it possible to consider wheth-

er some structures of the tax might perform better than others. In particular, 

the taxes vary widely in regard to breadth of base and that is the structural 

aspect to be examined here. There are two principal questions: Have some 

structures negotiated the recession better than others and, because history 

indicates that the U. S. economy is more likely to be in expansion than in 

recession, have some structures fared better in expansion than have others? 

Do broad or narrow taxes better withstand dynamic patterns in the U. S. 

economy or does it not make much difference? 

 

                                                                                                                         
allow their localities to levy sales taxes and those that do usually limit their use to only cer-

tain types of local government.  These limits means that the national percentages underesti-

mate the significance of the tax – where localities are permitted the tax, it can be a major 

revenue producer, often yield sums greater than those from the  property tax in the unit.   
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9.2. SALES TAX STRUCTURES  

  

Retail sales taxes are the only general tax on consumption expenditure in 

the United States revenue system and they show considerable structural vari-

ation across the states that levy the tax. While states do have a tendency to 

copy provisions from each other,3 they do not operate within some federal 

equivalent of the Sixth Directive that outlines their basic parameters and they 

have no overlapping federal law to piggyback upon. As a result, the tax in 

one state matches that of no other. Nevertheless, the American state retail 

sales taxes share several common structural features. They apply a general 

tax on retail purchases of tangible personal property except for those explic-

itly exempt; they rely on vendors to correctly exempt certain otherwise taxa-

ble transactions because of the nature of the product (e.g. food for at home 

consumption), because of how the product is to be used (e.g., suspension of 

tax on purchases for resale), or because of the nature of the purchaser (e.g., 

purchases made by the federal government); and they accommodate forward 

shifting with a mechanism for allowing the vendor to add the tax to the pur-

chase price without that added amount becoming part of the taxable base. All 

state taxes are accompanied by a compensating use tax to adjust for any dif-

ference between tax paid on a purchase made in another jurisdiction and the 

amount that would have been paid if bought in the state, to protect against 

low tax competitors.4 They may legally be on individual purchase transac-

tions or on the accumulated gross receipts from those transactions over a pe-

riod, but they differ from gross receipts taxes (like those levied in Ohio, 

Washington, and Delaware) in that they accommodate having the vendor add 

sales tax to the purchase and they exclude at least some business purchases 

from the tax base. They differ from net income taxes in that they do not al-

low deduction for business costs. And they differ from European-style value 

added taxes by removing business purchases by exemption, rather than by 

having tax paid refunded from tax collected. 

  

Beyond those common elements, the state sales tax structures differ con-

siderably, as do the rates that apply to the resulting base. They differ in re-

gard to the extent to which (i) they exempt household purchases of tangible 

personal property from the tax; (ii) they remove purchases made by busi-

nesses (i.e., input purchases) from the tax; and (iii) they include in their base 

transactions beyond tangible personal property (services). This collection of 

structural choices combines to produce taxes of considerable difference in 

the extent to which the tax covers economic activity in the state. 

                                                
3 For example, Arkansas, California, Connecticut, Illinois, North Carolina, and Rhode Island 

quickly followed the lead of New York state in passing statutes to require remote vendors 

selling over the internet with no ordinary physical presence to register as tax collectors if 

affiliates linked to them on their webpage.  
4
 That is not true for all local sales taxes, however. 
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The state taxes differ in several significant structural details, as Table 9.1 

shows.5 Some of the more important areas of difference may be summarized:  

 

1. Taxability of food purchased for consumption at home. Food and 

beverages purchased for off-premises consumption constituted 7.75 

percent of personal consumption expenditure in 2010, according to 

the national income and product accounts. Accordingly, the eight 

states that still include food in the tax base will have broader cover-

age of personal income than will those that exempt the purchase. This 

is in stark contrast to the structure in 1970 when twenty-nine states 

fully taxed such food purchases.6  

 

2. Taxability of clothing purchases. Eight states do not tax purchases of 

clothing that falls below a particular per item price threshold. That is 

double the four states with such an exemption in 1970. 

 

3. Annual clothing purchase holiday. Sixteen states conduct an annual 

holiday period of a few days in which clothing (and often some other 

articles) may be purchased without sales tax, often scheduled shortly 

before the start of the school year.7 Several other states offer holidays 

from time to time, but the states identified in the table have inserted 

the holiday as a permanent element in their tax codes. Such holidays 

did not exist in 1970. 

 

4. Taxability of motor fuel purchases. Most states exempt motor fuel 

purchases from the retail sales tax, under the philosophy that motor 

fuel has already been taxed by a specific excise tax. But not all states 

follow that strange practice. Some tax motor fuel on the same basis as 

other commodities, in other words, on the price that includes the tax; 

others tax motor fuel, but try to remove the excise tax component of 

price from the sales tax base. Only seven states, the same as in 1970, 

include at least part of motor fuel sales in the tax base.  

 

                                                
5 Structural features derived from state laws and from CCH, Internet Tax Research Network 

[online] 
6 The food exemption had bigger revenue consequences in 1970 – such purchases constitut-

ed 16 percent of personal consumption then.  All 1970 exemption data discussed here are 

based on John F. Due, State and Local Sales Taxation, Structure and Administration (Chi-
cago: Public Administration Service, 1971) 
7 Louisiana provides an annual exemption of the first $2,500 of virtually all otherwise taxa-

ble purchases, usually scheduled for the first Friday in August through the first Sunday in 

August.  The state also periodically schedules a holiday for purchases of hurricane prepar-

edness items. 
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5. Taxability of business purchases. States vary in the extent to which 

they exclude business input purchases from the sales tax base. While 

all states but Hawaii fully exempt purchases for resale from tax, other 

business purchases are taxable under some state laws while exempt in 

other states. One important category that shows considerable varia-

tion is treatment of business purchases of manufacturing machinery. 

There are generally four different ways in which these purchases are 

treated. Some states fully tax the purchases; their philosophy is that 

the machinery represents a finished product, thus making their pur-

chase a retail transaction, and therefore taxable. Some states fully ex-

empt the purchases; the philosophy is that the machinery is purchased 

as a business input and therefore merits the same treatment as given 

purchases of inventory or raw materials. A few states are somewhat 

in the middle, providing for taxability of the purchases but at a re-

duced tax rate. Finally, a few states view treatment of purchases of 

machinery as an economic development incentive issue: they provide 

an exemption of such purchases, but only if the purchases are for a 

new business or for expanded production of an existing business, so 

replacement purchases are fully taxable. There are considerable dif-

ferences in treatment of other business purchases as well. Table 9.1 

reports estimates of the share of the total sales tax base in each state 

that represents purchases made by businesses and the median share is 

41.1 percent. Shares range from 28.1 percent (Idaho) to 66.8 percent 

(Louisiana). These differences are an important element in producing 

the considerable breadth differences shown in the table. 

 

6. Taxability of purchases by state and local government agencies. State 

and local governments purchase a wide variety of inputs in their pro-

duction of public services. State sales taxes are mixed in the extent to 

which these purchases are subject to tax. The nine states that include 

them in the tax base, the same number taxing these sales in 1970, will 

have greater measured tax breadth than will those that exempt them. 

 

7. Taxability of purchase by non-profit organizations. States vary wide-

ly in how they treat the purchases made by non-profit organizations. 

A number provide a general exemption for all, or virtually all, chari-

table, religious, or educational institutions, while others are much 

more limited in their exemption. The more limited exemption may be 

for only a narrow class of organizations, e.g., religious organizations, 

the exemption may be for only organizations identified by name, e.g., 

the Girl Scouts, or the exemption may combine the two approaches. 

But the result is much more limited exemption scope that in the states 

providing a general exemption. A very few states provide virtually no 

such exemptions. The extent of exemption will impact the measured 
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base breadth of the tax. Twenty-six states provide general exemption 

to non-profit organizations, compared with twenty-three in 1970. 

However, there are many partial exemptions by class and by named 

entity and those have greatly increased over time. 

 

8. Taxability of purchases of services. The earliest state sales taxes were 

taxes on purchase or sale of tangible personal property and that con-

tinues to be the dominant practice across the states. A small number 

of states (Hawaii, Iowa, New Mexico, and South Dakota) now tax 

professional and personal services almost as broadly as they do trans-

actions involving goods (only one more than in 1970) and a few more 

selectively apply the tax to some categories of service transactions, 

but the vast majority of states do not levy their sales tax to service 

transactions. A few states, while excluding professional and personal 

services, do tax repairs and installation, but many do not tax even 

these transactions. This exclusion makes the tax base far less broad 

than a general tax on household consumption.   

 

The pattern of exemptions and exclusions creates state sales taxes that, 

while sharing basic features, have considerable structural variety and that 

will apply to differing shares of the state economy. State sales tax coverage 

averages around one-third of state personal income, but individual state 

shares range widely around that central tendency. This variation is apparent 

in Table 9.1, where data show both 2010 breadth of base for each state and 

the median breadth over the 1970 – 2010 period. The breadth measure re-

ported there equals the implicit sales tax base divided by personal income for 

each state and gauges the extent to which the tax structure applies to house-

hold incomes of the state.8 A high breadth measure indicates that a greater 

share of the state economy is included in the sales tax; a low measure indi-

cates a smaller coverage. The data reflect considerable base diversity. The 

average breadth equals about 35 percent of personal income (36.8 percent 

mean, 34.5 percent median), but the range is great. Less than one-quarter of 

personal income is captured in the base in Vermont and Massachusetts, while 

more than half is captured in North Dakota, New Mexico, South Dakota, 

Wyoming, and Hawaii. Therefore, a given statutory tax rate would generate 

more than double the revenue in the broadest coverage states than it would in 

the narrowest coverage states, a considerable difference in fiscal outcome. 

                                                
8 The implicit base is calculated by dividing adjusted sales tax revenue by the statutory sales 

tax rate.  The tax data are from U. S. Bureau of Census, Governments Division reports with 

adjustments to the reported data from individual state sources to allow for reporting and leg-
islative peculiarities to produce a standard concept that is comparable across states.  The 

adjustments are explained in detail in John F. Due and John L. Mikesell, Sales Taxation, 

State and Local Structure and Administration. Second Edition.  (Washington, D. C.: Urban 

Institute Press, 1994): 17-18 and John L. Mikesell, ―State Sales Taxes in the Great Reces-

sion,‖ State Tax Notes, 57 (July 19, 2010). 
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Furthermore, in every state, the 2010 breadth is below the median, meaning 

that state sales taxes have become narrower over time as more transactions 

fall outside the coverage of the tax. ase narrowing reduces yield from any 

given statutory rate at any point in time. 

 

The fiscal performance of any state sales tax will be shaped in part by the 

structure chosen by the state lawmakers. The remaining sections of this paper 

will consider the secular, growth, and cyclical patterns of the state taxes, 

paying particular attention to how the broad base taxes might perform differ-

ently from the narrow base taxes. Some have argued that a broad base ver-

sion would have better fiscal performance attributes because it would capture 

more of the state economy and, by extending broadly, would have the ad-

vantage of capturing diverse sectors of the economy. That could lead to im-

proved growth and improved stability of revenue to the state budget. Howev-

er, before considering these impacts, it is important to look at the long-term 

trend of the tax. 

 

9.3. THE DISAPPEARING BASE 

 

Over the years from 1970 to 2010, household consumption expenditures 

– the logical result of summing all final retail sales transactions in a period -- 

grew at an average annual rate of 6.968 percent, a rate that should provide 

states with a tax base adequate to meet the fiscal demands placed on this part 

of the revenue portfolio. However, the combined implicit sales tax bases of 

the states grew only at the rate of 5.845 percent, better than a full percentage 

point below the consumption spending rate. What this difference means is 

that, had the sales tax base grown at the same rate as did household con-

sumption expenditures, that base would have been 53.9 percent higher than it 

actually was. This is a dramatic difference in base, a difference that could 

have translated into more government services at the levied statutory rate or 

a much lower rate for supporting the current level of services.  

 

An understanding of what has driven the change in the sales tax base may 

be gained by use of a concept often used for analysis of value added taxes, 

the collection-efficiency or C-efficiency index. This measure equals the ratio 

of VAT revenue to aggregate consumption (the average effective tax rate) 

divided by the statutory value added tax rate (a weighted average of several 

rates if the jurisdiction applies multiple rates). In the present analysis, the 

retail sales tax C-efficiency index equals the ratio of the national total adjust-

ed state retail sales tax revenue to household consumption expenditure divid-

ed by the ratio of the national total adjusted retail sales tax revenue to the 

national total of all state retail sales tax bases: 

 

C-efficiency = ETR / STR 
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Where ETR = the effective tax rate, tax collections divided by the ideal tax 

base and STR = the average statutory tax rate, weighted by the size of the tax 

base to which the rate applies.9 

 

The numerator of the index equals the national effective retail sales tax 

and is calculated by dividing adjusted state sales tax collections by house-

hold consumption expenditure reported in the National Income and Product 

Accounts less total retail sales tax collections (an adjustment needed to esti-

mate the base to which the tax would apply – the retail sales tax applies to 

net-of-tax prices). The denominator of the index equals an average of all 

state statutory rates weighted by the sales tax base to which the rate applies, 

operationally total adjusted sales tax collections for the nation divided by the 

sum of all state sales tax bases for the nation.  

 

Table 9.2 traces the nationwide retail sales tax C-efficiency index over 

the period from 1940 to 2010. The table shows a dramatic decline in the in-

dex over the years, from 0.6133 in 1970 to 0.3989 in 2010. The path of de-

cline has been virtually uninterrupted across the years. A considerable share 

of the potential tax base has been outside the state sales tax systems and the 

share has increased significantly over the years. The missing share is consid-

erably greater now than it was forty years earlier.  

 

The sales tax breadth index, measured at the individual state level, shows 

a similar pattern of base decline.10 As previously discussed, this measure of 

sales tax base relative to state personal income gauges the extent to which 

the tax applies to economic activity in the state. Table 9.2 reports for each 

year the median state breadth. Over the past forty years, the typical state 

sales tax has become considerably less broad in its coverage of state personal 

income. From 1970, breadth has declined from around half of state personal 

income (mean, 55.3 percent; median, 55.0 percent) to slightly over one-third 

of state personal income (mean, 36.8 percent; median, 34.5 percent). That 

reflects a growth in statutory exemptions but it also reflects a shift in basic 

spending patterns and how that works into the tax base.  

 

Regardless of whether the measure is C-efficiency or the breadth index, 

the message is consistent: the state retail sales tax is disappearing, with the 

result that the only way that its contribution to state revenue portfolios can be 

maintained is through ever-higher statutory tax rates. Table 9.2 shows the 

upward trajectory of the mean sales tax rate over the years, from around 3.5 

                                                
9 The C-efficiency measure is discussed in Liam Ebrill et al., The Modern VAT (Washing-

ton, D. C.: International Monetary Fund, 2001): Chapter 4. 
10 An individual state C-efficiency index cannot be computed because household consump-

tion expenditure data are not available at the state level. 
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percent in 1970 to around 5.5 percent, as states maintained revenue in the 

face of the disappearing base by increasing the rate applied to that base, in 

direct contradiction to the broad base – low rate standard usually maintained 

as a sound tax policy standard.  

  

Part of the missing base results from the exclusion of services from the 

base of most state retail sales taxes, as previously noted. The ratio of adjust-

ed household purchases of services to household consumption expenditure 

increased from 0.4344 in 1970 to 0.5982 in 2010.11 Given the limited cover-

age of service purchases in the state sales taxes, as years went by, more and 

more of the potential retail sales tax base was outside the tax. This omission 

from the state sales taxes is an important contributor to the decline in the re-

tail sales tax C-efficiency. A growing component of household consumption 

expenditure is outside the retail sales tax base, thus making the divergence 

between effective and statutory tax rates – what the C-efficiency index 

measures in practice – greater over time.  

 

Figure 9.1 provides a dramatic view of the disappearing sales tax base. It 

shows C-efficiency, breadth, service share of household consumption ex-

penditure, and the household consumption expenditure share of personal in-

come. There has been no decline in the consumption share of personal in-

come – it has increased somewhat, from around 0.75 to around 0.80. That 

should help preserve the retail sales tax base. However, C-efficiency and 

breadth move closely together as they move downward through almost all 

portions of the period. As they are trending consistently downward, the ser-

vice share of consumption is regularly moving upward -- the correlation be-

tween breadth and service share equals -.9341 and between C-efficiency and 

service share equals -.9300. It shows how the breadth of the sales tax base – 

measure as the median state ratios of implicit sales tax base to state personal 

income -- has been declining over the past forty years. The figure also shows 

that the disappearance is not driven by reduced personal consumption. In-

deed the ratio of household consumption to personal income is slightly high-

er in 2010 than it was forty years earlier. However, state sales taxes tend to 

be levied primarily on tangible personal property transactions and generally 

exclude services. These data show that the exclusion of services means that 

the tax applies to a significantly declining share of personal income. Even 

without statutory changes that have narrowed the tax base, the secular shift 

away from goods and toward services would cause the disappearance of the 

sales tax base.  

 

                                                
11 Adjusted household service purchases equals household service purchases less food ser-

vices and accommodations.  These purchases are subtracted because, in contrast to other 

service purchases, they are already subject to sales tax. 
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Table 9.2 provides two other measures of dynamic sales tax performance, 

the mean standard state sales tax rate and the mean reliance on the sales tax 

over 1970 through 2010. Mean reliance is somewhat higher in 2010 (a share 

of 0.342) than it was in 1970 (a share of 0.319), but the share now is a bit 

lower than it was in the mid-1990s and mid-2000s (shares of around 0.36). 

How this reliance could be maintained and even increased in the face of the 

narrowing sales tax base is evident in the pattern for the standard sales tax 

rate, as the mean increased from around 3.5 percent in 1970 to around 5.5 

percent in 2010 – an increase of over 50 percent. These patterns for main-

taining reliance are seen in the correlations: between reliance and rate, 

0.7521, between reliance and breadth, -0.5406, between reliance and c-

efficiency, -0.4950. The trade-off between statutory rate and inclusion of 

transactions in the base appear in these correlations: between rate and c-

efficiency, -0.9144 and between rate and breadth, -0.9308. The profile can 

easily be summarized: sales tax performance has been maintained in the face 

of a diminishing tax base by a steady increase in the tax rate. This narrow 

base – high rate strategy flies in the face of the broad base – low rate ap-

proach typically prescribed as a means for maintaining revenue with least 

inefficiency, inequity, and collection problems. 

 

As noted before, state sales tax structures differ considerably in their 

breath of coverage, including both tangible personal property purchases that 

they exempt from general coverage and service purchases that they might 

selectively include in coverage. The next sections seek to determine the ex-

tent to which differences in breadth may have an impact on behavior of the 

tax over time. While the general pattern nationwide is for the retail sales tax 

base to disappear, it is a pattern with individual state variations. States will 

be divided into those with consistently narrow sales tax bases and those with 

consistently broad sales tax bases to determine whether the sets of taxes per-

form differently over time.  

 

9.4. BREADTH AND REVENUES 

 

The sales taxes differ considerably in terms of breadth. The important 

question for state governments is whether or not sales tax base breadth 

makes a difference in the fiscal performance of the tax. Over the years since 

1970, the year in which the most recent state sales tax was put into effect, 

some taxes have always been broad and some taxes have always been nar-

row, in addition to the many states in which breadth has moved between the 

categories. Have the narrow taxes systematically performed differently than 

have the broad taxes? Over those years, six states have always been among 

the fifteen broadest coverage taxes: Hawaii, Wyoming, Mississippi, New 

Mexico, Utah, and Arkansas. Nine states have always been among the fifteen 

narrowest coverage taxes: New Jersey, Illinois Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, 
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Connecticut, New York, Maryland, Rhode Island, and Virginia. Those two 

groups of states will form the basis for the analysis of dynamic performance 

between narrow and broad base sales taxes.  

 

Broad and Narrow: Growth Patterns 

 

An important issue for state budgets is the growth that can be expected 

from state revenue sources. In the face of growing demand for government 

services, a revenue source that is slow growing will bring the continuing 

need for rate increases (or thwarted response to the service demands) and the 

political stress that denied aspirations always brings. Therefore, state fiscal 

policy makers have some preference for revenues that grow without the need 

for legislative action or, if such action is needed, revenue sources that can be 

legislatively increased with least political stress. Because the retail sales tax 

is such an important element in the finances of many states, revenue growth 

and whether breadth of tax base might impact revenue growth is an im-

portant policy concern. The analysis here examines the breadth impact by 

comparing the growth behavior of the group of always broad base taxes with 

that of the group of always narrow base taxes. This provides a general way in 

which the influence of breadth can be considered. 

 

The examination focuses on three measures: the average annual growth in 

retail sales tax revenue in the state (a measure that encompasses both the 

growth in the tax base and changes in the tax rate applicable to the base), the 

average annual growth in the retail sales tax base in the state, and the reve-

nue elasticity of the sales tax in each state. Revenue elasticity is estimated in 

the equation 

 

Ln(STRev) = a + b ln(PI) + c StRate 

 

Where STRev = adjusted sales tax revenue, PI = state personal income, and 

StRate = the standard statutory retail sales tax rate levied by the state. The 

revenue elasticity equals the coefficient b.  

 

Table 9.3 presents these growth measures for the two sets of states. It is 

apparent that there is considerable variation among the states within both 

broad and narrow base groups. Annual sales tax revenue growth is somewhat 

higher in the broad states (broad base median of 7.44 percent versus a narrow 

base median of 6.77 percent). That measure is one of buoyancy as it includes 

the effects both of base growth and any changes in the effective rates applied 

to that base. However, annual sales tax base growth is similarly higher for 

the broad states: the broad base state median is 6.82 percent, compared to 

5.81 percent for the narrow base states. Finally, a comparison of elasticities 
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of the two groups of taxes shows a somewhat median elasticity for the broad 

base taxes than for the narrow base taxes: 1.006 versus 0.981.  

 

In all three measures of growth (revenue growth, base growth, and elas-

ticity), the advantage lies with the broad base taxes. The differences are not 

huge and there is considerable variation within each group, however it is 

clear that the growth response is greater in the states with consistently broad 

base taxes. 

 

Broad and Narrow: Stability 

 

State revenue fluctuations from year to year complicate the state fiscal 

process. For both legal and economic reasons, state spending programs must 

closely track revenues, meaning that considerable volatility in revenue com-

plicates service delivery planning and efficient operations of government. 

Base governmental programs are more difficult to deliver if revenues availa-

ble to them fluctuate considerably from one year to the next. Because of its 

significance in many state revenue portfolios, sales tax stability is an im-

portant concern. 

 

Table 9.4 presents alternative measures of state sales tax stability for 

broad and narrow base taxes. The measures there include the coefficient of 

variation for the ratio of the sales tax base to state personal income, for the 

sales tax base, and for annual sales tax revenue. It is apparent there that, re-

gardless of the indicator examined, the sales tax is generally stable – the co-

efficient is low, giving some evidence of why the retail sales tax would be an 

attractive source for governments very much concerned about stable and rel-

atively predictable financing of services within a balance budget require-

ment. 

 

Neither broad nor narrow base sales taxes show great revenue instability. 

However, it is the case that, for each of the measures, the averages for the 

broad base taxes is somewhat greater than for the narrow base taxes. It is not 

the case, on this evidence, that a broad base provides a more stable revenue 

stream than would flow from a narrow tax. This is not the result that might 

be expected if one views breadth as a means of getting contribution from a 

more diverse chunk of the state economy. Breadth does not provide reduced 

volatility.  

 

Broad and Narrow: Cyclical Response Patterns 

 

A final concern about the dynamic behavior of the sales taxes is in regard 

to their response in economic cycles. While experience shows that the Amer-

ican economy is more often in the expansion phase of the business cycle than 
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in recession, the experience of the first decade of the twentieth century, with 

two recessions, shows that macroeconomic fluctuations remain a problem 

that has not been solved by politicians, economists, or captains of industry. 

Dealing with revenue change in the expansion phase of the cycle requires 

primarily management of expectations – extra revenue growth does not por-

tray higher revenue forever – while dealing with revenue change in the re-

cession phase will require choices about what programs will need to be de-

nied to maintain sound state finances. Great cyclical fluctuations are certain 

to result in difficult state finances. 

 

Table 9.5 compares broad and narrow base sales tax performance during 

expansion and recession phases of the business cycle since the start of 1994, 

working with quarterly data to better link revenues to turning points of the 

cycles.12 This period includes the recessions of March 2001 to November 

2001 and December 2007 to June 2009 and parts of three expansions. The 

table compares both the average quarterly growth rates of sales tax revenue 

and of the sales tax base, so that it is possible to identify any impact of legis-

lated rate changes as well as impact directly on the tax base. In these com-

parisons, generalizations are difficult. It is clear that the recession of 2007 – 

2009 substantially impacted both sales tax revenue and sales tax bases and 

that the average impact was somewhat less for the broad base taxes than it 

was for the narrow base taxes. For both groups of taxes, the impact on the 

base was somewhat mitigated by rate increases. The declines in this reces-

sion contrast dramatically with experience in the 2001 recession, a period in 

which both revenue and base actually increased on average, although there 

were declines in some states. In expansions, the average quarterly rate of 

growth appears to be somewhat greater for the broad base states as well, alt-

hough with considerable variation.  

 

The data show that the broad base taxes have been somewhat less charac-

terized by decline in recession and tend to have had greater revenue and base 

growth in expansions. There is, however, considerable variation in state ex-

perience among both broad and narrow base taxes.  

 

9.5. CONCLUSION 

 

State sales tax experience in the last forty years gives some useful lessons 

for state tax policy, as the prior sections of this paper have shown. The con-

clusions may be summarized. First, coverage of sales taxes varies widely 

from one state to another. Because there is neither a federal tax to be copied 

nor any federal standard for tax structure, the transactions that are excluded 

                                                
12 Revenue data from U. S. Bureau of Census, Governments Division, Quarterly Summary 

of State and Local Tax Revenue [http://www.census.gov/govs/qtax/] with rate adjustments 

from state sources. 
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or exempt vary from one state to another, leaving a great difference in 

breadth of tax among the states. Second, over those years, state sales tax 

coverage has declined considerably, leading to the phenomenon of the disap-

pearing tax base. This disappearance is observable both in terms of the na-

tional C-efficiency index and in terms of median state tax breadth. An im-

portant culprit in this pattern is the exclusion of services from the tax base. 

Third, a comparison of dynamic behavior of always broad sales taxes with 

always narrow sales taxes leads to several important conclusions: revenue 

and base of the broad base taxes has grown more robustly than have revenue 

and base of the narrow taxes, neither broad nor narrow base taxes are par-

ticularly unstable but the narrow base taxes are a bit more stable than are the 

narrow, and finally the broad base taxes have proven somewhat less impact-

ed by recession than the narrow taxes and their growth has been slightly 

greater in expansion.  

 

Dynamic fiscal performance is only one of several policy concerns for the 

structure of state revenue systems, but it is an important one. From the tests 

performed here, it does appear that the fiscal advantage is for the broader 

base sales tax. This is a concern, given the previously observed general nar-

rowing of the tax over the past forty years. 
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Table 9.1A. Breadth of Sales Tax and 2011 Structural Features of Sales Taxes 

State Breadth, 
2010 

Median 
Breadth, 
1970–2010 

Food Clothing Annual 
Clothing 
Holiday 

Motor 
Fuels 

Alabama 0.3446 0.4296 T T Yes E 

Arizona 0.3351 0.6009 E T No E 

Arkansas 0.4509 0.6281 RR T Yes E 

California 0.2680 0.4297 E T No E 

Colorado 0.3285 0.4425 E T No E 

Connecticut 0.2619 0.3339 E E Yes E 

Florida 0.4184 0.5421 E T No T 

Georgia 0.3537 0.5734 E T No Partial E 

Hawaii 0.9921 1.0605 T T No 

Exempt fuel 

taxes 

Idaho 0.3714 0.4906 T T No E 

Illinois 0.2555 0.3276 RR T No T 

Indiana 0.3746 0.4415 E T No 

Exempt fuel 

taxes 

Iowa 0.3033 0.4878 E T Yes E 

Kansas 0.3010 0.4874 T T No E 

Kentucky 0.3558 0.4497 E T No E 

Louisiana 0.3701 0.5977 E T Yes (broad) E 

Maine 0.3995 0.4670 E T No E 

Maryland 0.2540 0.3534 E T Yes E 

Massachusetts 0.2387 0.2724 E E No E 

Michigan 0.4386 0.4600 E T No T 

Minnesota 0.3140 0.4271 E E No E 

Mississippi 0.4398 0.5581 T T Yes E 

Missouri 0.3120 0.4793 RR T Yes E 

Nebraska 0.3289 0.4439 E T No E 

Nevada 0.3740 0.5340 E T No E 

New Jersey 0.2527 0.2862 E E No E 

New Mexico 0.5215 0.8225 E T Yes E 

New York 0.2617 0.3432 E E No T 

North Carolina 0.3170 0.4441 E T Yes E 

North Dakota 0.5011 0.5096 E T No E 

Ohio 0.3141 0.3601 E T No E 

Oklahoma 0.3591 0.5358 T T Yes E 

Pennsylvania 0.2560 0.3015 E E No E 

Rhode Island 0.2545 0.3133 E E No E 

South Carolina 0.3098 0.5244 E T Yes E 

South Dakota 0.5865 0.6063 T T No E 

Tennessee 0.3909 0.5216 T T Yes E 
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Table 9.1A (cont’d) 

Texas 0.3590 0.4837 E T Yes E 

Utah 0.3871 0.5822 RR T No E 

Vermont 0.2365 0.4077 E E No E 

Virginia 0.2686 0.4051 RR T Yes E 

Washington 0.3692 0.5203 E T No E 

West Virginia 0.3428 0.4302 RR T No E 

Wisconsin 0.3609 0.4450 E T No E 

Wyoming 0.7318 0.7428 E T No E 

Median 0.3446 0.4670     

Note: RR - reduced rate; N&E - exemption for new and expanding facilities only. 

 
 

Table 9.1B. Breadth of Sales Tax and 2011 Structural Features of Sales Taxes 
State Machinery Busi-

ness 
Share 

State - 
Local 
Govern-

ment 

Nonprofit 
Entities 
(General) 

Personal & 
Profession-
al Services 

Repairs 

Alabama RR 36 E T E E 

Arizona E 47 T T E 
E (Lim-
ited T) 

Arkansas N&E 32.5 T T E (Some T) T 

California T 45.1 T T E E 

Colorado E 49.4 E E E E 

Connecticut E 49.5 E E E T 

Florida T 33.9 E E E (Some T) E 

Georgia E 43.5 E T E E 

Hawaii T 32.2 T T T T 

Idaho E 28.1 T T E E 

Illinois E 41.8 E E E E 

Indiana E 32.5 E E E E 

Iowa E 39.1 E T T T 

Kansas E 43.8 E T E T 

Kentucky N&E 45.8 E E E E 

Louisiana E 66.8 E T E T 

Maine E 37.1 E T E E 

Maryland E 41 E E E (Some T) E 

Massachusetts E 40.1 E E E E 

Michigan E 32.1 E E E E 

Minnesota T (Refund) 43.8 
T (Certain 
E) 

E E (Some T) E 

Mississippi RR 37.5 E T E (Some T) T 

Missouri E 44.9 E E E E 

Nebraska E 51.4 E T E (Some T) 
T (Some 
E) 
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Table 9.1B (cont’d) 

Nevada T 41.1 E E E E 

New Jersey E 39.2 E E E (Some T) T 

New Mexico 
T (Some 
Credits) 

55.3 E E T T 

New York E 50.3 E E E (Some T) T 

North Carolina T 40.1 
T (Certain 
Refund) 

T (Re-
fund) 

E E 

North Dakota 
T (Some 

N&E) 
43.2 E T E E 

Ohio E 43 E E E (Some T) 
T (Some 
E) 

Oklahoma E 51.8 E T E E 

Pennsylvania E 39 E E E (Some T) 
T (Some 
E) 

Rhode Island E 49.2 E E E E 

South Carolina E 32.8 T T E E 

South Dakota T 51.7 E E 
T (Health 
E) 

T 

Tennessee E 34.8 E T E T 

Texas E 47.4 E E E 
T (Some 
E) 

Utah E 34.4 E E E T 

Vermont E 39.5 E E E E 

Virginia E 34.9 E E E E 

Washington E 57.7 T T E (Some T) T 

West Virginia E 28.4 E E E (Some T) T 

Wisconsin E 39.7 E E E (Some T) T 

Wyoming E 53.6 E E E T 

Median  41.1     

Note: RR - reduced rate; N&E - exemption for new and expanding facilities only. 

 
 

Table 9.2. National Retail Sales Tax C-efficiency Index, State Median Breadth Index, and 

Service Share of Household Expenditure, 1970-2010 

 National 
Retail Sales 
Tax C-
efficiency 
Index 

Cross-State 
Median Ratio 
of Sales Tax 
Base to Per-
sonal Income 

(Breadth) 

Adjusted 
Services 
Share of 
Household 
Consumption 

Expenditure 

Household 
Consumption 
Expenditure 
as Share of 
Personal 

Income 

Mean 
Standard 
State Sales 
Tax Rate 
(January 1) 

Mean 
Sales 
Tax 
Reliance 

1970 0.6133 0.5502 0.4344 0.7599 3.528 0.319 

1971 0.6135 0.5488 0.4401 0.7632 3.628 0.323 

1972 0.6181 0.5505 0.4413 0.7623 3.728 0.321 

1973 0.6269 0.5253 0.4370 0.7541 3.761 0.319 

1974 0.6326 0.5394 0.4412 0.7496 3.772 0.33 

1975 0.6217 0.5309 0.4485 0.7609 3.806 0.332 

1976 0.6166 0.5582 0.4483 0.7671 3.872 0.331 
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Table 9.2 (cont’d) 

1977 0.6205 0.5516 0.4538 0.7694 3.908 0.335 

1978 0.6334 0.5733 0.4579 0.7640 3.933 0.339 

1979 0.6361 0.5332 0.4570 0.7591 3.927 0.342 

1980 0.6285 0.5524 0.4655 0.7490 3.925 0.342 

1981 0.6061 0.4905 0.4729 0.7370 3.981 0.336 

1982 0.6097 0.5151 0.4882 0.7357 4.103 0.335 

1983 0.5678 0.4804 0.4980 0.7607 4.267 0.336 

1984 0.5833 0.4827 0.4992 0.7506 4.500 0.345 

1985 0.5842 0.4848 0.5081 0.7628 4.558 0.35 

1986 0.5923 0.4878 0.5135 0.7688 4.566 0.354 

1987 0.5859 0.4818 0.5193 0.7742 4.654 0.358 

1988 0.5724 0.4741 0.5239 0.7760 4.779 0.354 

1989 0.5640 0.4637 0.5270 0.7730 4.802 0.353 

1990 0.5546 0.4620 0.5330 0.7749 4.865 0.355 

1991 0.5399 0.4585 0.5455 0.7743 4.972 0.354 

1992 0.5189 0.4469 0.5537 0.7751 5.044 0.348 

1993 0.5144 0.4492 0.5578 0.7882 5.092 0.345 

1994 0.5315 0.4417 0.5579 0.7913 5.114 0.352 

1995 0.5420 0.4714 0.5631 0.7870 5.156 0.36 

1996 0.5421 0.4675 0.5647 0.7825 5.156 0.365 

1997 0.5403 0.4559 0.5692 0.7797 5.167 0.364 

1998 0.5385 0.4520 0.5727 0.7691 5.167 0.358 

1999 0.5222 0.4492 0.5689 0.7834 5.144 0.353 

2000 0.5163 0.4533 0.5695 0.7787 5.156 0.353 

2001 0.5111 0.4449 0.5756 0.7838 5.148 0.353 

2002 0.4874 0.4509 0.5786 0.7985 5.187 0.364 

2003 0.4729 0.4330 0.5798 0.8096 5.242 0.365 

2004 0.4717 0.4327 0.5808 0.8126 5.314 0.361 

2005 0.4673 0.4249 0.5817 0.8206 5.351 0.351 

2006 0.4760 0.4100 0.5836 0.8060 5.312 0.344 

2007 0.4682 0.4023 0.5865 0.8019 5.351 0.34 

2008 0.4584 0.3940 0.5938 0.7930 5.393 0.337 

2009 0.4310 0.3927 0.6064 0.8002 5.444 0.346 

2010 0.3989 0.3446 0.5982 0.8041 5.538 0.342 
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Table 9.3. State Sales Tax Growth and Elasticity: Broad and Narrow Base Taxes 

 

Average Annual Sales 

Tax Revenue Growth 

Average Annual 

Sales Tax Base 

Growth 

Elasticity 

Always Broad    

Hawaii 6.76% 6.76%          1.0510  

Wyoming 8.22% 7.46%          1.0300  

Mississippi 6.35% 5.48%          0.9000  

New Mexico 7.57% 6.99%          0.9820  

Utah 7.31% 6.89%          0.9110  

Arkansas 8.07% 6.25%          1.0652  

  Mean 7.38% 6.64%          0.9899  

  Median 7.44% 6.82%          1.0060  

    

Always Narrow    

New Jersey 9.21% 6.97%          0.9420  

Illinois 5.44% 4.30%          0.8010  

Massachusetts 8.51% 6.71%          1.0920  

Pennsylvania 5.32% 5.32%          1.0130  

Connecticut 6.28% 5.81%          1.0180  

New York 6.77% 4.98%          0.8530  

Maryland 6.90% 5.85%          0.9620  

Rhode Island 5.83% 4.96%          1.0410  

Virginia 7.02% 6.27%          0.9810  

  Mean 6.81% 5.69%          0.9670  

  Median 6.77% 5.81%          0.9810  

    

Elasticity from ln(rev) = a + b ln(pi) + c rate  
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Table 9.4. State Sales Tax Stability Measured by Coefficient of Variation:  

Broad v. Narrow Base 

 
Ratio of Base to Personal 

Income 
Annual Sales Tax 

Revenue 
Sales Tax Base 

Always Broad    

Hawaii 0.0562 0.6605 0.6605 

Wyoming 0.1834 0.8531 0.7413 

Mississippi 0.1787 0.6539 0.5593 

New Mexico 0.1833 0.6376 0.5690 

Utah 0.1205 0.7040 0.6821 

Arkansas 0.1072 0.7842 0.5918 

  Mean 0.1382 0.7156 0.6340 

  Median 0.1496 0.6823 0.6262 

    

Always Narrow    

New Jersey 0.0690 0.6998 0.6315 

Illinois 0.2569 0.5474 0.4170 

Massachusetts 0.1172 0.6849 0.6559 

Pennsylvania 0.0649 0.5945 0.5945 

Connecticut 0.1149 0.5735 0.6252 

New York 0.1096 0.5419 0.5275 

Maryland 0.1051 0.6542 0.6145 

Rhode Island 0.1344 0.6411 0.5777 

Virginia 0.1190 0.6986 0.6299 

  Mean 0.1212 0.6262 0.5860 

  Median 0.1149 0.6411 0.6145 
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Table 9.5. Sales Tax Revenue and Sales Tax Base:  

Average Quarterly Rate of Change in Recession and Expansion 

Sales Tax Revenue 

 

Expansion, 
1994:I-
2001:I 

Recession, 
2001:I- 
001:IV 

Expansion, 
2001:IV-
2007:IV 

Recession, 
2007:IV-
2009:II 

Expansion, 
2009:II-
2011:I 

Always Broad      

Hawaii 0.64% -2.23% 2.12% -1.73% 1.51% 

Wyoming -0.25% 19.27% 1.98% -4.37% 1.55% 

Mississippi 1.69% 0.34% 1.25% 1.47% -2.01% 

New Mexico 1.23% 1.59% 0.94% -1.73% 1.08% 

Utah 1.28% 3.56% 1.04% -4.17% 1.83% 

Arkansas 1.04% 4.80% 1.62% -1.22% 0.37% 

  Mean 0.94% 4.56% 1.49% -1.96% 0.72% 

  Median 1.13% 2.57% 1.43% -1.73% 1.30% 

      

Always Nar-

row      

New Jersey 1.44% 5.61% 1.59% 1.37% -4.21% 

Illinois 1.14% 4.12% 0.84% -2.85% -0.15% 

Massachusetts 1.74% 1.55% 0.44% -1.65% 3.59% 

Pennsylvania 1.21% 2.20% 0.72% -1.15% 0.34% 

Connecticut 1.36% -0.15% 1.09% -3.73% 0.84% 

New York 1.21% 2.20% 0.94% -1.71% 1.73% 

Maryland 0.84% -0.44% 1.10% 6.24% -3.79% 

Rhode Island 1.51% 8.09% 0.39% -1.47% 0.03% 

Virginia 1.47% -2.97% 1.51% -1.89% 0.50% 

  Mean 1.33% 2.25% 0.96% -0.76% -0.12% 

  Median 1.36% 2.20% 0.94% -1.65% 0.34% 
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Table 9.5. (cont’d). Base:  Average Quarterly Rate of Change in Recession and Expansion 

Sales Tax Base 

 Expansion, 
1994:I - 
2001:I 

Reces-
sion, 

2001:I - 
2001:IV 

Expansion, 
2001:IV - 
2007:IV 

Recession, 
2007:IV - 
2009:II 

Expansion, 
2009:II - 
2011:I 

Always Broad      

Hawaii 0.64% -2.23% 2.12% -1.73% 1.51% 

Wyoming -0.25% 19.27% 1.98% -4.37% 1.55% 

Mississippi 1.69% 0.34% 1.25% 1.47% -2.01% 

New Mexico 1.23% 1.59% 0.94% -10.90% 9.55% 

Utah 1.37% 4.46% 1.04% -4.00% 1.83% 

Arkansas 0.27% 3.65% 0.95% -1.22% 0.37% 

  Mean 0.83% 4.51% 1.38% -3.46% 2.13% 

  Median 0.94% 2.62% 1.15% -2.87% 1.53% 

      

Always Narrow      

New Jersey 1.44% 5.61% 0.94% 1.37% -4.21% 

Illinois 1.14% 4.12% 0.84% -2.85% -0.15% 

Massachusetts 1.74% 1.55% 0.44% -1.65% 0.34% 

Pennsylvania 1.21% 2.20% 0.72% -1.15% 0.34% 

Connecticut 1.36% -0.15% 1.09% -3.73% 0.84% 

New York 1.21% 2.20% 0.94% -1.71% 1.73% 

Maryland 0.84% -0.44% 1.10% 3.06% -3.79% 

Rhode Island 1.51% 8.09% 0.39% -1.47% 0.03% 

Virginia 1.47% -2.97% 0.94% -1.89% 0.50% 

  Mean 1.32% 2.25% 0.82% -1.11% -0.49% 

  Median 1.36% 2.20% 0.94% -1.65% 0.34% 
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ABSTRACT 

 
In this paper we illustrate that the existence of the Environmental Kuznets Curve (EKC) 

could be the result of indeterminacy of equilibria. In a simple neoclassical growth model with 

a single environmental externality in the utility function of households and public abatement, 

we characterize the condition on parameter values that leads to local indeterminacy of equi-

libria, in which preferences and pollution technology parameters are involved. We have used 

data from economies that display the EKC to estimate the crucial parameters of the model, 

and the results suggest that they satisfy the theoretical indeterminacy condition. We find that 

the presence of abatement activities is not a necessary condition for indeterminacy equilibria 
to arise and hence, an EKC; on the contrary, non-separability of consumption and pollution 

in the utility function is crucial. 

 
JEL: H23, O41, Q28 

Keywords: Environmental Kuznets Curve, Local Indeterminacy, Environmental Taxes, Pollu-

tion, Public Abatement 

 

10.1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The Environmental Kuznets Curve (EKC) is a hypothesis relationship be-

tween various indicators of environmental degradation and income per capita. 

The EKC hypothesizes an inverse-U shaped relationship: in the early stages of 

economic growth degradation and pollution increase, but beyond some level 

of income per capita the trend reverses, so that at high-income levels econom-

ic growth leads to environmental improvement.  

 

From the theoretical perspective, several explanations have been formulat-

ed to explain the EKC hypothesis: i) It could be that the pattern reflects the 

natural progression of economic development, from clean agrarian economies 

to polluting industrial economies and finally to clean service economies (Ar-

row, et al., 1995, Tahvonen and Salo, 2001); ii) Pollution involves externali-

                                                
1 The authors would like to thank professor A. Novales for helpful comments. Financial sup-

port from the Spanish Ministry of Science and Innovation through grant ECO2009-10398, the 

program of support to Research Groups from Universidad Complutense de Madrid and BSCH, 

the Xunta de Galicia through Grant 10PXIB300177PR and the Fundación Ramón Areces 

through its program of Grants to Economics Research (Ayudas a la Investigación en 

Economía) is gratefully acknowledged. Correspondence: Jesús Ruiz, Departamento de Eco-
nomía Cuantitativa, Universidad Complutense de Madrid, Campus de Somosaguas, 28223 

Madrid, Spain. Fax: (34) 91 394 26 13, e-mail: jruizand@ccee.ucm.es. 
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ties and appropriately internalizing those externalities requires relatively ad-

vanced institutions for collective decision-making that may only be imple-

mentable in developed economies (Jones and Manuelli, 2001); iii) Threshold 

effects: at low levels of economic activity, pollution may be unregulated en-

tirely or regulation may have little impact on the profitability of abatement 

(pollution rises with income); but after some threshold has been reached, poli-

cy starts to bind (pollution declines with income) (Stokey, 1998; Jaeger, 1998, 

Kijima et al., 2011); iv) There exist increasing returns to abatement (Andreoni 

and Levinson, 2001, Egli and Steger, 2007). See the survey by Kijima et al. 

(2010) for a deeper discussion. 

 

Models with global indeterminacy of equilibria, i.e. multiple steady states, 

are sometimes used in order to study the relationship between income and en-

vironmental degradation (see, for example, Prieur, 2009). Unlike previous 

works, in this paper we explore a different possibility: the existence of the 

EKC could be the result of local indeterminacy of equilibria.
2
 Our purpose is 

to study the local indeterminacy of equilibria not only as a theoretical issue but 

also as an empirically plausible possibility. In particular, we formulate a gen-

eral equilibrium model that can exhibit local indeterminacy of equilibria in 

which an EKC arises along the transition to the only steady state of the econ-

omy
3
. We compare such a theoretical behavior with a group of actual econo-

mies whose data of CO2 emissions and GDP will be used to estimate some 

crucial parameters of the model, and find evidence that the indeterminacy case 

could be a not unusual situation. We use carbon dioxide emissions because it 

is considered to be the main source of green-house effect.  

 

We use a neoclassical growth model with a single environmental externali-

ty in the utility function of households. Firms pollute through the use of capi-

tal, and are forced to pay an environmental tax to the government. The result-

ing environmental tax revenues jointly with those coming from the income tax 

are devoted to finance abatement activities that reduce the pollution level to-

gether with lump-sum transfers for households. The Kyoto Protocol gives an 

indicative list of policies and measures that might help cut emissions that in-

cludes, for example, subsidies that enhance energy efficiency, promote renew-

able energy and stimulate the fuel switching. 

 

The calibrated model is able to replicate a double pattern observed in the 

data of Germany, Sweden and Denmark: i) the existence of a turning point in 

the pollution time path, and ii) the existence of an inverse-U relationship be-

                                                
2 Local indeterminacy implies that there will be multiple paths converging to a given steady 

state: the agents' collective initial choice for a certain control variable determines the equilib-

rium path for the economy, regardless of the economic fundamentals, the initial state and the 

implemented policies. 
3 The analysis of the EKC along the convergence to the balanced growth path is standard; see 

for example Brock and Taylor (2010). 
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tween pollution and income. The calibrated parameter values fulfill the inde-

termination condition. 

 

We characterize conditions on preferences and pollution technology under 

which competitive equilibrium can be indeterminate. The analytical condition 

of indeterminacy does not include any policy instruments. Local indetermina-

cy allows us to explain why economies that share the same preferences, tech-

nology, initial capital stock and also environmental taxes, display very differ-

ent pollution paths. In our model, the reason is that the agents‘ collective ini-

tial decision of labor supply is different in each country. More precisely, under 

indeterminacy, we find that if the agents coordinate to work harder at a lower 

real wage, income tax revenues will increase achieving a higher public abate-

ment level and, consequently the pollution level will fall below its steady state 

value, albeit tax rates remain constant. In this case, the pollution path will have 

an inverted-U shaped pattern: the pollution falls initially below its long-run 

level, subsequently it will increase along several periods at an ever-decreasing 

rate and finally pollution will begin to decrease towards its steady state level.
4
 

The opposite will happen if the agents agree on increasing their wage de-

mands, thereby decreasing the employment level and, through the fall in tax 

revenues, also the abatement activities. 

 

We prove that if the economy falls inside the indeterminacy region, the 

environmental policy instruments can influence the convergence speed during 

the transition and the period in which the pollution path will exhibit a turning 

point, but the government is not able to drive it towards the determinacy re-

gion.  

 

Non-separability of consumption and pollution in the utility function is 

crucial for the indeterminacy result to arise. Furthermore, it is necessary that 

the private environmental concern be large enough. Both assumptions are es-

sential for self-fulfilling prophecies to be present.
5
 Assume that the economy 

is placed today on its steady state equilibrium and suddenly the agents become 

optimistic about the future and hence they expect a larger future output and 

consumption; acting upon this belief, households will invest more (raising to-

morrow stock of capital), thereby producing more output, higher consumption 

and pollution tomorrow (because capital pollutes). On the other hand, decreas-

ing marginal productivity of capital in the production function imply that a 

higher capital stock is associated with a lower rate of return. In equilibrium, 

this rate of return must be equal to the intertemporal marginal rate of substitu-

tion (MRS) of the composite good (a mixture of consumption good and pollu-

                                                
4 The magnitude of the initial reduction in pollution depends on the collective agent‘s decision 

on labor.   
5 It is well-known that models with local indeterminacy are able to justify the existence of 

self-fulfilling prophecies. 
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tion). To validate agents` optimistic expectations as a self-fulfilling equilibri-

um, the MRS of the composite good must decrease when the rate of return 

does. Because of MRS of the composite good depends positively on consump-

tion growth and negatively on pollution growth weighted by the parameter of 

private environmental concern, and since both consumption and pollution are 

growing, the MRS will decrease only if the environmental concern is large 

enough
6
. Our estimations suggest that the countries exhibiting a Kuznets 

Curve can be characterized by large levels of the pollution weight in agents‘ 

preferences, supporting this intuition. 

 

In our model, the indeterminacy result is obtained for empirically plausible 

levels of the relative risk aversion and constant returns to scale in the produc-

tion function. Previous papers obtaining the indeterminacy result have been 

criticized because they require larger returns to scale than observed in actual 

data (see Aiyagari, 1995), or because the elasticity of intertemporal substitu-

tion needed is often too large, relative to values considered in the real business 

cycle literature (see Weder, 1998, and Bennett and Farmer, 2000), leading to 

rather volatile consumption paths, against the observation in most actual econ-

omies.
7
 Two exceptions, under constant returns to scale models, are Fernán-

dez, Novales and Ruiz (2004), in a non-environmental framework, and Pérez 

and Ruiz (2007), in an environmental model with both global and local equi-

libria indeterminacy.  

 

Empirical evidence is in section 10.2. The model is described in section 

10.3. In section 10.4 we characterize the transitional dynamics of the model 

and compute the parametric local indeterminacy condition. An empirical exer-

cise based in our model is carried out in section 10.5. The paper closes with 

some remarks in section 10.6. 

 

                                                
6 Note that if preferences were separable in consumption and pollution, MRS would necessari-

ly increase whenever consumption and pollution do, and hence the agents‘ expectations would 

not be fulfilled. So, the equilibrium would be determinate. 
7 See for example Farmer and Guo (1994) for one sector models; Benhabib and Farmer 

(1996), Perli (1998), Benhabib and Nishimura (1998), for two sector economies with external-

ities in one sector; Barinci and Chéron (2001) in an environment with financial constraints; 

Bennett and Farmer (2000) in a model with non-separable preferences; Wen (1998) introduces 
capacity utilization affecting production; Benhabib and Perli (1994) and Xie (1994) for en-

dogenous growth models.  
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10.2. EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE 

 

We take a look at data of CO2 emissions and Gross Domestic Product for 

the economies of Germany, Sweden and Denmark for the years 1960-2004.
8
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Figure 10.1-1a 
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Figure 10.1-1b 
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Figure 10.1-2a 
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Figure 10.1-2b 
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Figure 10.1-3a 
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Figure 10.1-3b 

Note to figure 10.1: Total CO2 emissions flow is measured in kilotons. GDP is measured in 

Euros. In figures 10.1-1b, 1-2b and 10.1-3b GDP and CO2 emissions are standardized time 

series. Tendency lines are computed by means of a 2nd-degree or 3rd-degree polynomial. 

 

We can observe an initial period in which pollution is increasing, followed 

by a more recent process in which polluting rate reverses (see figures 10.1-1a, 

10.1-2a and 10.1-3a). If the data for CO2 emissions are depicted jointly with 

the level of GDP, the Kuznets Curve Hypothesis seems quite plausible (see 

figures 10.1-1b, 10.1-2b and 10.1-3b). 

 

                                                
8 Database: ―CO2 emissions from fuel combustion 1971-2004‖, Source: International Energy 

Agency, 2006 edition. 
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10.3. THE ECONOMY 

 

Pollution 

 

Environmental pollution (P) is regarded as a side product of the capital 

stock used by the firms (
tk ), but can be reduced by means of abatement activi-

ties made by the government (
tz ): 

 
1

2
1 2, , 0t

t

t

k
P

z




   .  (1) 

 

To simplify we assume that Pt is a flow quantity. 

  

Firms 

 

There is a continuum of identical firms operating in a competitive envi-

ronment. For simplicity, we normalize their number to one. Aggregate produc-

tion exhibits constant returns to scale: 

 1 , (0,1)t t ty Ak n    , (2) 

A being the level of technology, y aggregate output and k, n the demand for 

the two production factors: capital and labor. Firms rent capital from house-

holds at the interest rate rt, pay wage t on labor and pay a constant pollution 

tax 
P  on the level of capital stock (because pollution is caused by capital 

use). The single period profit function is 
t t t t t t P ty n r k k      . 

 

Under perfectly competitive markets for the two factors, profit maximizing 

conditions are: 

 ,t
t P

t

y
r

k
    (3) 

 (1 ) .t
t

t

y

n
    (4) 

 

Under these conditions, the firms‘ profits are zero in equilibrium
9
. Equa-

tion (3) shows that firms‘ demand for capital guarantees that its marginal 

productivity net of taxes is equal to the interest rate. Equation (4) shows that 

labor demand of firms is such that real wage is equal to labor marginal produc-

tivity. 

 

                                                
9 Assuming a progressive pollution tax does not change the results on indeterminacy, the only 

difference being that the firms‘ profits are positive. In particular, assuming  , / ,P t P t tk K


   

kt being the individual capital stock and Kt the aggregate capital stock per capita, the firms 

instantaneous profit is .t P tk   (Proof is available upon request.) 
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Households 

 

There is a continuum of identical households, all of them with the same 

preferences defined on private consumption, pollution and leisure, according 

to the instantaneous utility function: 

 
 

1

1
( , , ) , , 0,

1

t t

t t t t

c P
U c P n n




  



 

  


 (5) 

where 
tc  is private consumption, 

tP  aggregate pollution, and 
tn  labor sup-

ply
10

.   is the inverse of intertemporal elasticity of substitution of consump-

tion,   the weight of pollution in utility and   the marginal disutility of work. 

 

Each consumer receives income on labor and capital, that can be used to 

consume, save, and pay taxes at a constant rate   (0,1) on the two sources of 

income; also receives lump-sum transfers from the government and profits 

from the firms (since the consumer is the owner of the firm): 

 
(1 )( )t t t t t t t t tc k k n rk T         

 (6) 

 

However, the firms‘ profits are zero in equilibrium, and hence, will be dis-

regarded from now on. 

 

The representative consumer faces the optimization problem: 

 
  0,
Max ( , , )

t t

t

t t t
c n

e U c P n dt




  (7) 

subject to (6) and given k0.   is the rate of pure time preference. The 

household takes as given the pollution level. 
 

First order conditions for this problem are given by 

 (1 ) ,t t tc P        (8) 

 (1 ) ,t t      (9) 

  (1 ) ,t
t

t

r    


  


 (10) 

 lim 0 ,t

t
t

e


   (11) 

t  being the multiplier associated to the consumer's budget constraint. 

Combining (8) and (9) and using (1): 

 1 2(1 ) (1 )
(1 ) .t t t tc k z

   
         (12) 

 

Combining (8) and (10) and using (1): 

                                                
10 This function arises from including the assumption of employment indivisibility (Hansen 
(1985)) into the standard utility function used in the literature studying the relationship be-

tween growth and pollution. 
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1 2(1 ) (1 ) ( ).t t t

t

t t t

c k z
r

c k z

 
       

 
         (13) 

 

Government 

 

The government chooses an income tax rate τ and an environmental tax τP 

and uses these revenues to finance abatement activities (
tz ) and transfers to 

consumers (
tT ), balancing its budget every period. Hence, the instantaneous 

government budget constraint is: 

   ,t t t t t P tg n rk k      (14) 

where, 

 ,t t tg T z   (15) 

 , [0,1],t tz g    (16) 

  being the ratio that defines the allocation of government spending to 

abatement activities. 

 

Equilibrium 

 

Given  , 
P  and 

0k , a competitive equilibrium is a set of trajectories 

{ , , ,t t tc n k  , , , ,t t t t tP T z r } such that: i) given the paths for  , ,t t tr P , the paths 

for  , ,t t tc n k  solve household‘s problem [(6), (8), (11)-(13)]; ii) given  ,t tr , 

the paths for  ,t tn k  solve the firm‘s problem [(3) and (4)]; iii) government 

budget constraint (14) holds every period; and iv) markets clear, being the ag-

gregate resources constraint: 

 1 ,t t t t t tAk n c k k z        (17) 

where (substituting (3), (4) and (14) in (16)) 
tz  is 

 1 (1 ) .t t t t P tz g Ak n k            (18) 

 

10.4. LOCAL DYNAMICS 

 

Let us now discuss the local properties of the equilibrium dynamics of the 

system. 

 

Definition: A steady state is a vector (css, kss, zss, nss, λss, Pss) satisfying the 

equations for competitive equilibrium such that if it is ever reached, the sys-

tem will stay at that point forever ( 0c k z     ): 
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 (1 ) ,ss ss ssc P       (25) 

where (19) comes from (10), (2) and (3); (20) refers to (17)-(19); (21) 

comes from (18) and (19); (22) comes from (12) together with (2) and (4); 

(23) comes from (19) and (22); (24) comes from (1); and (25) is obtained from 

(8). All these equations are evaluated at the steady-state. 

 

To characterize the local dynamics of the system it is enough to analyze 

the transition of the state and co-state variables (kt, λt). That requires writing 

the control variables (ct, nt) as a function of (kt, λt): 

  
1/

(1 )(1 )
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t t t t t

A
n n k k  (26) 
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t
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(27) 

where (26) comes from (9), (2) and (4); and (27) is obtained from (8) to-

gether with (1), (18) and (9). 

 

From (17) and (18) we get:  

 

        
1

1 , 1 ,
     


       t t t t P t t tk Ak n k k c k  (28) 

where  ,t tc k  is given by (27) and  ,t tn k  is given by (26), while from 

(10), (2) and (3) we get: 

        
111 , 1 .
        
       

 t t t t t PAk n k  (29) 
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The dynamics of system (28)-(29) in  ,t tk  around steady state can be 

characterized through the linear approximation: 

 
11 12

21 22

,
 



      
    

     

t sst

t sst

k kk
 (30) 

where, after some algebra, the elements of   matrix are:
11
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where  
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Note that for empirically plausible levels of that is


Since one of the variables in the system is predetermined and the other is 

free, the system will have a unique, locally determined equilibrium when the 

steady state is a saddle point, which requires the two characteristic roots of 

matrix Γ to be of opposite sign. Indeterminacy of equilibria arises only when 

the two roots of Γ have negative real parts. 

 

Proposition 1. Indeterminacy results if and only if σ +(χ1−χ2)η(1−σ) < 0. 

 

Proof. Since matrix Γ is triangular, 
1  and 

2  are the two eigen-

values. 
2  is always negative and 

1  is negative when σ 

+(χ1−χ2)η(1−σ) < 0. Therefore, indeterminacy arises when this condi-

tion is satisfied. ■ 

 

From proposition 1, and assuming σ > 1 (according to empirical evidence 

for private consumption volatility), indeterminacy only arises in economies 

with (χ1−χ2)η > σ/(σ−1) > 1. That is, economies where the weight of pollution 

in the utility function (η) is high and/or economies where the elasticity of pol-

lution with respect to capital (χ1) is large relative to the elasticity of pollution 

with respect to abatement activities (χ2). 
12

 

 

                                                
11 Detailed algebra is available upon request. 
12 The planner solution will have a unique, locally determinate equilibrium (the proof is avail-

able upon request). 
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Corollary 1. Indeterminacy can arise for any value of the income and pol-

lution tax rates and hence, for any level of government expenditure (public 

abatement activities and lump-sum transfers). 

 

Proof. Note that in this economy fiscal policy parameters do not 

affect the condition guaranteeing indeterminacy of equilibria. ■ 

 

Hence, if the structural (preferences and technology) parameters place the 

economy inside the indeterminacy region, public policies will not be able to 

move the economy towards the determinacy region. Note that the existence of 

local indeterminacy is a source of uncertainty with respect to economy behav-

ior, since a change in agents‘ believes will initiate a transitional dynamics in 

the economy even in the absence of exogenous random perturbations. If the 

local dynamics are determinate, a change of agent‘s believes will not by itself 

be able to take the economy out of its steady state. 

 

10.4.1. INTUITION FOR THE INDETERMINACY RESULT 

 

Most work discussing indeterminacy of equilibria in one sector models 

shows that it is associated with upward sloping labor demand curves, down-

ward sloping labor supply curves, or both (see the survey in Benhabib and 

Farmer (1999)). In our model, the labor demand schedule is downward sloping 

as a consequence of the constant returns to scale. 

 

Two definitions of the labor supply curve have been used in previous liter-

ature: the standard and the Frisch curve
13

. Several papers have proved that un-

der externalities in the utility function and/or non-separable preferences in pri-

vate consumption and leisure, the appropriate labor supply curve to understand 

why indeterminacy arises is the Frisch one (Benett and Farmer, 2000, or Fer-

nández, Novales and Ruiz, 2004). Since our model includes an environmental 

externality in utility non-separable with consumption, we relate our condition 

for indetermination to the Frisch labor supply curve. Since the Frisch curve in 

our model is perfectly elastic, as shown below, here the indeterminacy or de-

terminacy cases will determine whether the Frisch labor curve shifts down-

wards or upwards when the consumption marginal utility changes. 

 

In our model, the Frisch labor supply curve is infinitely elastic both under 

indeterminacy and non-indeterminacy of equilibria. From (9), households 

work any time at the wage given by the Frisch labor supply: 

                                                
13 The standard labor supply curve is the quantity of labor supplied as a function of the real 

wage, holding constant consumption. The Frisch labor supply curve is the quantity of labor 

supplied as a function of the real wages, holding constant the marginal utility of consumption. 
Browing (1982) and Browing, Deaton and Irish (1985) introduced the definition of a Frisch 

demand. 
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 .
(1 )

t

t




 



 

 

From (8) together with (1) it is obtained that,  

 1 2(1 ) (1 )

t t t tc k z
         . 

 

Hence, it is readily obtained that under indeterminacy (that is, when 

       1 2 2 11 1 0 1 1                   ), the marginal 

utility of consumption (
t ) increases when consumption, abatement and capi-

tal stock simultaneously increase. Therefore, the Frisch labor supply curve 

shifts downwards. On the contrary, when equilibrium is determinate the mar-

ginal utility of consumption decreases as a consequence of a simultaneous in-

crease in consumption, abatement and capital stock and the Frisch labor sup-

ply curve shifts upwards.  

 

The indeterminacy case is mainly used to justify the existence of self-

fulfilling prophecies. The behavior of the Frisch curve will help us to carry out 

this discussion. 

 

Start the economy from its steady state equilibrium at period t; and sup-

pose that agents expect rt+1 will be above its steady state; acting upon this be-

lief, households will invest more (raising kt+1), leading to an increase in output 

and higher consumption and abatement in t+1.
14

 Under indeterminacy, we 

have proved that, in this situation, the Frisch curve shifts downwards decreas-

ing the equilibrium wage. On the other hand, the increase of capital stock 

shifts the labor demand curve rightwards. Both shifts will imply that the 

agents will work harder by a large amount (raising nt+1). Since the increase in 

labor overcomes the increase in capital stock, an increase in the capital mar-

ginal productivity will be observed. Hence, the interest rate will increase ex 

post. Thus, expectations of above-average interest rate for the next period will 

lead to a future higher interest rate, and expectations will be fulfilled.  

 

On the contrary, under the determinate case, we cannot calculate a priori 

the effect on labor, which could be positive, negative or null depending on the 

relative shifts of the Frisch curve (upwards) and labor demand curve (right-

wards). It is straightforward to deduce that, if the level of employment de-

creases or holds constant, the interest rate would decrease, and hence expecta-

tions will not be fulfilled. Under the unlikely case of an eventual increase of 

labor in equilibrium, this increment would be scarce, so its positive effect on 

capital productivity would be surpassed by the negative effect caused by the 

                                                
14 The public revenues raise due to the increase in output, allowing an increase of abatement 

and transfers.  
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increase of capital; as a consequence, the future interest rate ex post will be 

lower, and the expectations will neither be fulfilled. 

 

10.4.2. INDETERMINACY AND POLLUTION DYNAMICS 

 

Now we show that in an economy in which indeterminacy of equilibria is 

present, the government cannot control whether the pollution in the short-run 

will be above or below its long-run level, regardless the implemented policy. 

 

Proposition 2. When σ+(χ1−χ2)η(1−σ) < 0, starting from an initial capital 

stock k0, the economy has a continuum of equilibria, indexed by n0. 

 

Proof: Note that transition matrix Γ is triangular, see equation (28). 

Furthermore, under σ+(χ1−χ2)η(1−σ) <0, both eigenvalues 
1  and 

2  

are negative. Therefore, the local solution is: 

 2
,0( )

t

t ss sse
       (32) 

 1 2 1
,0 0

2 1

( ) ( )( )
t t t

t ss ss ssk k e k k e e
    

 


     


 (33) 

where from (26) at t=0: 

 0
0

0

.
(1 )(1 )

n

A k






 

 
  

   
 (34) 

Therefore, an initial value of labor determinates the path of capital 

stock and the path of the marginal utility of consumption. From (2), 

(26) and (27), an initial value of labor also determinates the path of 

pollution, labor and consumption. ■ 

The following proposition will help us to characterize the pattern followed 

by the pollution path transition if the agents eventually coordinate to choose a 

level of labor above its steady state value. 

 

Proposition 3: For the indeterminacy case, if the economy is initially 

placed on the steady state and the agents eventually coordinate to choose a 

level of labor above its steady state value: i) the instantaneous effect are that 

the level of output and abatement will be above its respective steady state lev-

els and the opposite will occur for pollution level, ii) in the following periods, 

capital, employment, abatement and output will be above their respective 

steady state levels and iii) λt will exhibit a monotonically decreasing conver-

gence towards the steady state, while capital stock will exhibit a turning point.  

 

Proof: i) Substituting k0 = kss and n0 > nss in (2) we obtain that y0 > 

yss and from (18) we obtain that, z0 > zss,. Substituting k0 = kss and z0 > zss 

in (1), P0 < Pss is obtained. 

ii) Substituting k0 = kss and n0 > nss in (31) we obtain that λ0 > λss. 

Also, from (29) λt > λss for all 0t  . Furthermore, from (30) we obtain 
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that kt > kss for all t > 0 since under indeterminacy and 

1 2, 0   . From (26) nt /k t > nss /kss for all t > 0. This fact together 

with kt > kss for all t > 0, determine that nt > nss for all t > 0. Since kt > 

kss and nt > nss , from (2), it is deducted that yt > yss for all t > 0. Since 

nt/k t > nss/kss for all t > 0, from (18), we see that zt/kt > zss/kss, for all t > 

0. This fact together with kt > kss for all t > 0, imply that zt > zss for all t 

> 0. 

iii) From (29), as 
2 <0, λt < λt-1, for all t. From (30), the turning 

point of the capital path, obtained by computing the instant t such that 

( / ) 0tdk dt  , occurs for * 1 2

2 1

ln( / )
.t

 

 



■ 

 

Hence, when the economy is initially placed on the steady state and the agents 

eventually coordinate to choose a level of labor above its steady state value, 

the capital stock begins to increase in the following period and continues ris-

ing for several periods, but at an ever-decreasing rate; after reaching the turn-

ing point (t
*
), the capital stock begins to decrease towards the steady state. 

 

The same behavior will be exhibited by labor, output and abatement activi-

ties but it is not possible to obtain an expression for the period in which the 

turning point occurs.
15

 
 

The pattern followed by the pollution level can be neither characterized 

analytically except for the instantaneous effect (it falls below its steady state 

value because abatement increases), because the behavior of capital and 

abatement generate effects of opposite sign. However, from a numerical ap-

proach it can be proved that pollution exhibits an overshooting in the first pe-

riods of the transition, leading to an inverted-U shaped pattern. For the first 

periods, the effect of kt overcomes the one for zt leading to an increasing pollu-

tion path, whilst the contrary happens from certain period of time onwards. 

This behavior is illustrated in the following figure made for parameter values 

similar to the ones that we estimate in the empirical section.  

                                                
15 The intuition of this fact is: Initially, the agents are willing to work at a wage lower than the 

steady state one. As a consequence, the Frisch curve shifts downwards, leading to a larger 

level of employment, and hence, output in equilibrium. Higher capital and output lead to an 

increase in tax revenues and, hence, public abatement activities. This fact leads to a reduction 

in pollution. Marginal productivity of capital increases since the firm uses a higher labor. This 

fact enhances investment, leading to a higher capital stock for the following period, shifting 

the labor demand curve to the right. From the behaviour given by (32), it can be proved that in 

the next period, the Frisch supply labor curve moves upwards, while labor demand curve 

moves to the right. During several periods, the employment increases, leading to an increase 
in output, abatement and capital as it has been said before. But, after a given period, the oppo-

site occurs.  
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Note to figure 10.2: Parameters value 0.33  , 

1 1.3  , 
2 0.6  , 4%P  , 20%  , 

3  , 3  ,   0.5 (10% per year),  =0.2 (4% per year), 1A  , 0.1  .   parameter is 

calibrated to match 0.3SSn  . Finally, we consider 
0 0.4.n   One period of time is supposed 

to be five years.  

 

From proposition 2 and 3 it is direct to infer that the behavior of pollution 

will be the opposite if the agents coordinate for a level of labor below its 

steady state level, that is if k0 = kss and n0 < nss, the pollution path will be char-

acterized by an U-shape: P0 > Pss, but after a few periods Pt < Pss until the 

convergence is reached.  

 

Hence, let us assume now two economies A and B which share the same 

taxes rates, technology and preferences and both of which are in the same ini-

tial steady-state. Assume also that these economies are placed on the indeter-

minacy region of the parameter space and, in any moment of time, the agents 

of economy A coordinate to choose a level of labor above its steady state level, 

whilst the agents of economy B coordinate in the opposite direction. Accord-

ing to the discussion above, these economies will display different paths of 

capital and pollution while they are converging back to the steady-state. Since 

the choice of initial labor does not depend on the implemented policy by the 

government at present, the pollution path during the transition will be charac-

terized by a U-inverted-shape or a U-shape regardless of the implemented in-

come or environmental tax rates. As a conclusion for economic policy, if the 

equilibrium is indeterminate public policies are insufficient to drive the econ-

omy towards a ‗good‘ equilibrium because it depends on how the agents de-

cide to coordinate.  
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There exist a vast recent literature that has focused in characterizing the 

turning point for the pollution path, that is, the moment in time in which pollu-

tion stops growing and starts to fall (Egli y Steger, 2007). We analyze how this 

turning point (the maximum of the curve corresponding to n0 > nss displayed in 

figure 10.2) can be affected by economic policy, in particular, how environ-

mental taxes can get this turning point nearer in the time. In figure 10.3 we can 

see that, in our model, when the indeterminacy is present, the larger the envi-

ronmental tax: 1) the sooner the turning point of pollution is reached, 2) the 

larger is the overshooting of pollution in the first periods of the transition and, 

3) the larger is the convergence speed towards the steady state. 

 

Figure 10.3 shows the pollution path, in deviations with respect to the 

steady state, exhibited by an economy characterized by the same parameter 

values than the ones used in figure 10.2, and considering two different levels 

for the environmental tax rate. Blue line corresponds to the benchmark case 

with an environmental tax rate of 4%, whilst the red line displays the case with 

a rate of 20%. The stock of capital is initially at its steady state level. 

 

For the determinate case, it is standard to prove that the transition path is 

unique, corresponding to the saddle point solution. A more interesting discus-

sion in this framework is that the pollution path does not show any overshoot-

ing for the determinate case. On the contrary, the transition dynamics is mono-

tonic, as is well known for dynamic systems with saddle point solution and a 

single state variable. Since there is no turning point in the pollution path, there 

is no possibility that the economy exhibit a standard Environmental Kuznets 

Curve. 
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Note to figure 10.3: Parameters value 0.33  , 
1 1.3  , 

2 0.6  , 20%  , 3  , 

3  ,   0.5 (10% per year),  =0.2 (4% per year), 1A  , 0.1  .   parameter is calibrat-

ed to match 0.3SSn  . Finally, we consider 
0 0.4.n   One period of time is supposed to be 

five years.  

 

However, the result is very different when the economy is placed under the 

indeterminacy case (σ+(χ1−χ2)η(1−σ) < 0). Figure 10.4 display a dispersion 

plot for the pollution and income levels in this particular situation. The (Pt, yt)-

pairs have been obtained from the transition of the economy towards its steady 

state, starting from an initial situation characterized by k0 = kss and n0 > nss. We 

can see that for low levels of income the relationship between pollution and 

income is monotonically increasing, while for large levels of income pollution 

level could be low or large.  

 

On the other hand, if the indeterminacy condition holds, but the initial sit-

uation is characterized by k0=kss and n0 < nss, then the pollution-income profile 

would be U-shaped, implying empirical results entirely opposite to those de-

scribed in figure 10.3. Hence, these results could offer a theoretical justifica-

tion to why empirical studies have found so many problems to offer a clear 

support to the EKC hypothesis. 
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Note to figure 10.4: Parameters value 0.33  , 

1 1.3  , 
2 0.6  , 4%P  , 20%  , 

3  , 3  ,   0.5 (10% per year),  =0.2 (4% per year), 1A  , 0.1  .   parameter is 

calibrated to match 0.3SSn  . Finally, we consider 
0 0.4.n   One period of time is supposed 

to be five years.  
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10.4.3. A PARTICULAR CASE: THERE ARE NO ABATEMENT 

 

Let‘s suppose 
t tP k   and zt = 0 t . Now the indeterminacy condition is σ 

+ χη(1−σ) < 0; the proof follows from proposition 1. It is straightforward to 

obtain that in this case 
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 are 

the corresponding steady state ratios for this particular case. 

 

In the following proposition we describe the pollution path corresponding 

to the indeterminacy case in the absence of abatement. 

 

Proposition 4: For the indeterminacy case, if the economy is initially 

placed on the steady state and the agents eventually coordinate to choose a 

level of labor above its steady state value (n0>nss): i) Pt   Pss, 0t   , and ii) 

pollution will exhibit a turning point. If n0<nss, opposite results are found. 

 

Proof: The local solution is also given by (32)-(34), although the 

expressions for 
 1 2, ,  

 
are the ones given above. Assuming k0 = kss 

and imposing n0 > nss in (34), we obtain that λ0 > λss. (33) can be writ-

ten as: 

   2 1

0

2 1

, 0.
   

 


     



t t

t ss ssk k e e t  (35) 

 

Assume that 
2 1   and since 0  , then 

2 1

0
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2 1t t
e e
 

 .These facts together with 
0  ss

 imply that kt > kss, 

0t  and that the turning point of the capital path occurs when 

* 1 2

2 1

ln( / )
.t

 

 



 Since 

t tP k  ,
 
k0 = kss leads to P0 = Pss and kt > kss im-

ply that Pt > Pss, 0t  . When 
2 1   the same results are obtained.  

 

When n0<nss an analogous proof is applicable and the opposite re-

sults are found. ▄ 

 

The implication of this proposition is that in our framework the presence 

of abatement activities is not a necessary condition to obtain a turning point in 

the pollution path. The only difference is that when abatement is present, ini-

tially, the abatement effect offsets the polluting effect of capital stock leading 
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to a pollution below its steady state level along first periods (in the case 

n0>nss), whilst if abatement is not present the pollution always remain above 

its steady state level.  

 

As a consequence of the turning point pattern in pollution, the model with-

out abatement also exhibits an EKC. This is a major difference with respect to 

previous works in the literature that establish the existence of abatement as a 

necessary condition for the EKC to arise, even some of these papers require 

the need of increasing returns to scale in abatement. Our result suggests that in 

the presence of indeterminacy, abatement is not a necessary condition for 

EKC. 

 

10.5. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS 
 

We make an estimation of the parameters involved in the indeterminacy 

condition in the model described in section 10.3: {
1 , 

2 ,  ,  }, so that the 

econometric relationship between pollution and output for the model series 

replicates as much as possible the one existing for observed economies.  

 

Accordingly with the stylized facts in the section 10.2 we assume an econ-

ometric relationship in which pollution flow is a third-degree polynomial func-

tion of GDP, together with a constant term. More precisely, we assume the 

equation 2 3

0, 1, 2, 3,t m m t m t m tP b b Y b Y b Y       , with ,m S O , where m denotes 

the simulated (S) and the observed (O) series, for pollution (
tP ) and output 

(
tY ). The estimation procedure computes the values for (

1 , 
2 ,  ,  ), that 

minimize the difference between the regression parameters for the data 

(
, , for =0,...,3i Ob i ) and those for the simulated series of the model 

(
, , for =0,...,3i Sb i ),

16
 and the results obtained are displayed in the following 

table. The remaining parameters of the model are standard in the literature, so 

we fix them at commonly calibrated values: 0.33  , 4%P  , 20%  , , 

10%   per year, 4%   per year, 1A  , 0.1  . Finally,   parameter is 

calibrated to match 0.3SSn  . 

 

In the last column we are simply verifying that these economies fulfill the 

indeterminacy condition, σ+(χ1−χ2)η(1−σ) < 0, a result that suggests that these 

situation could be quite common, leading to crucial implications for environ-

mental policy implementation.  

 

                                                
16 The estimation procedure optimizes the objective function: 

 1 2

, ,
, , ,

, for 0,1,2,3i S i OMin b b i
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We show now the pollution path (figure 10.5a) and the relationship be-

tween pollution and output (figure 10.5b) for the modeled economy corre-

sponding to the parameters estimated for Germany (the paths for the other 

countries are qualitatively similar). 

 

Country \ 

Parameters 1  
2      

Indetermina-

cy condition: 

σ+(χ1−χ2)η(1

−σ) 

Germany 0.6676 0.2742 2.2585 4.6087 -0.0228 

Sweden 0.4787 0.0717 5.7898 3.0918 -0.2383 

Denmark 0.3289 0.0257 9.2697 3.7207 -0.0601 

 

Hence, our model is able to replicate an EKC as a result of the transition of 

a locally indeterminate economy towards its steady state, accordingly with the 

turning point pattern exhibited by the pollution time path. From an empirical 

point of view our estimations suggest that the indeterminacy situation is not 

unusual. 
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Figure 10.5a 
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Figure 10.5b 

Note to figure 10.5: Parameters value 0.33  , 
1 0.6676  , 

2 0.2742  , 4%P  , 

20%  , 2.2585  , 4.6087  ,   0.5 (10% per year),  =0.2 (4% per year), 1A  , 

0.1  .   parameter is calibrated to match 0.3SSn  . One period of time is supposed to be 

five years.  

 

10.6 CONCLUSIONS 

 

In this paper we explore a possibility different to previous works dealing 

with the EKC hypothesis: the existence of the EKC could be the result of inde-

terminacy of equilibria. We use a simple neoclassical growth model with a 

single environmental externality in the utility function of households. Firms 

pollute through the use of capital, and are forced to pay an environmental tax 

to the government, which devotes the resulting tax revenues and the ones com-

ing from the income tax to develop abatement activities (e.g. subsidies to re-

duce CO2 emissions through both energy consumption and fuel choice) that 

reduce the pollution level and to lump-sum transfers for households. 
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When this general equilibrium model exhibits local indeterminacy of equi-

libria, an EKC arises along the transition to the steady state of the economy. 

Also, the pollution path exhibit an inverse-U shaped pattern.  

 

We have used data corresponding to several industrial economies to esti-

mate some crucial parameters of the model. In this case, we have found that 

the analytical condition of indeterminacy is satisfied. So, we have found evi-

dence that the indeterminacy case could be a not unusual situation. Indetermi-

nacy only can arise in economies where the weight of pollution in the utility 

function is high and/or economies where the elasticity of pollution respect to 

capital is large relative to the elasticity of pollution with respect to abatement 

activities.  

 

We also find that the analytical condition of indeterminacy does not in-

clude any policy instruments. This implies that if the economy falls inside the 

indeterminacy region, the government will not be able to drive it towards the 

determinacy region. So, the government is not able to influence the fact that 

the pollution path have a turning-point (indeterminate case) or not (determi-

nate case). However, the environmental policy instruments can influence the 

convergence speed during the transition and, in the indeterminacy case, the 

period in which the pollution path will exhibit a turning point. 

 

We show that, in the presence of indeterminacy, the existence of abate-

ment activities is not a necessary condition to obtain a turning point in the pol-

lution path and, hence, the EKC. This is a major difference with respect to 

previous works in the literature that establish the existence of abatement as a 

necessary condition for the EKC to arise, even some of these papers require 

the need of increasing returns to scale in abatement.  
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ABSTRACT 

 

In this paper, we suggest that many budget theories actually are about appropriating and not 

about budgeting. We trace this development back to the classic budgeting question posed by 

V.O. Keys in 1940. To clarify the issue, we examine early normative theories of budgeting, 

and apply many contemporary theories about budgeting to the budgeting process advocated 
for in this early work. By analyzing current theories, we show that budget theories are, in 

many cases, simply focused on parts of the budget process or on the role of techniques in de-

cision making. Our analyses suggest that rather than theories competing with each other, a 

larger metatheory of budgeting emerges that can accommodate these different approaches. 

Further, we identify important gaps in the literature that still needs to be addressed for a 

complete treatment of public budgeting theory. 

 

11.1. INTRODUCTION 

 

“Nearly every writer on American government has commented adversely 

on the fact that appropriations are made by congress each year without a 

budget.” - Frederick A. Cleveland, Chairman – President‘s Commission on 

Economy and Efficiency, 1912 

 

In developing a metatheory of budgeting, the first, and most basic, question 

is: what is the point of a theory of budgeting? V. O. Key started the discussion 

by asking, ―On what basis shall we decide to allocate x dollars to activity A 

instead of activity B?‖
1
 He goes on to say, ―If it is assumed that an agency is 

operating at maximum efficiency, the question remains whether the function is 

worth carrying out at all, or whether it should be carried out on a reduced or 

enlarged scale, with resulting transfers of funds to or from other activities of 

                                                
1 V. O. Key, Jr., "The Lack of a Budgetary Theory," The American Political Science Review 

34, no. 6 (1940): 1138. 
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greater or lesser social utility.‖
2
 This issue has guided much discussion of 

budget theory over the past seventy years. Here it is argued that the question 

itself is quite ambiguous. But an even larger concern is that it may be the 

wrong question. For, what is a budget? How is a budget distinguished from 

―mere appropriating?‖ Here it is argued that Key‘s question is not about budg-

eting, it is about appropriating, or, more specifically, that legislative action 

that predated budgeting and was intended to be replaced by the decision to 

budget. If Key has confused appropriating with budgeting, then much of the 

theory of budgeting itself is actually a theory of appropriating. Perhaps by 

framing budget theories not in terms of appropriation but instead as budgeting, 

we can more clearly see the relationship between many of the theories that 

have been propounded over the years and identify areas where there is no co-

herent theory at all. 

 
Table 11.1. Federal Receipts, Expenditures, and Surplus/Deficits, 1890-1916 

($ in billions) 

Year Receipts Expenditures  Surplus/Deficit 
Surplus/Deficit as % of 

Spending 

1890 0.46 0.38 0.08 21.05% 
1891 0.46 0.44 0.02 4.55% 
1892 0.42 0.4 0.02 5.00% 
1893 0.46 0.46 0 0.00% 

1894 0.38 0.44 -0.06 -13.64% 
1895 0.4 0.42 -0.02 -4.76% 
1896 0.42 0.44 -0.02 -4.55% 
1897 0.44 0.44 0 0.00% 
1898 0.5 0.54 -0.04 -7.41% 
1899 0.62 0.7 -0.08 -11.43% 
1900 0.66 0.62 0.04 6.45% 
1901 0.7 0.64 0.06 9.37% 
1902 0.68 0.6 0.08 13.33% 

1903 0.7 0.66 0.04 6.06% 
1904 0.68 0.72 -0.04 -5.56% 
1905 0.7 0.72 -0.02 -2.78% 
1906 0.76 0.74 0.02 2.70% 
1907 0.84 0.76 0.08 10.53% 
1908 0.8 0.86 -0.06 -6.98% 
1909 0.82 0.9 -0.08 -8.89% 
1910 0.9 0.92 -0.02 -2.17% 

1911 0.94 0.92 0.02 2.17% 
1912 0.94 0.94 0 0.00% 
1913 0.98 0.98 0 0.00% 
1914 1.02 1.02 0 0.00% 
1915 0.98 1.04 -0.06 -5.77% 
1916 1.08 1.04 0.04 3.85% 

Total, 1890-1916 18.74 18.74 0 0.00% 

Source: From Morris A. Copeland, "A Further Historical Review," in Trends in Government 
Financing, ed. Morris A. Copeland (Ann Arbor, MI: Univ. of Michigan Press, 1961). 

 

                                                
2 Ibid., 1139. 
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11.2. WHAT IS BUDGETING AND WHAT IS ITS PURPOSE? 

 

In the late 19
th
 and early 20

th
 Centuries, the federal government had no pub-

lic budgeting systems in place. Between 1890 and 1916 (the year in which the 

US entered World War I and significantly increased federal expenditures on 

this effort), the federal government essentially broke even financially. Within 

this breakeven period, however, annual surpluses or deficits were relatively 

pronounced and varied. For example while the government reported nearly a 

fourteen percent deficit in 1894, it showed a thirteen percent surplus in 1902.  

 

On the other hand, state and local governments ran increasingly larger defi-

cits. Through 1916, state and local governments ran operating deficits that av-

eraged between three and eleven percent of annual spending.
3
 Further, while 

the federal government‘s share of spending relative to gross domestic product 

(GDP) was declining during this period of time, state and local government 

spending relative to GDP was actually increasing.  

 

The lack of planning by governments became a concern for reformers dur-

ing this time. Cities and states spent millions of dollars annually ―with little or 

no thought as to where it was coming from or what they were getting for it‖ 

while the federal government was in its ―heyday of ‗pork barrel‘ era.‖
4
 As not-

ed by Cleveland, the ―uncontrolled and uncontrollable increase in the cost of 

government‖ demanded that governments adopt budget processes to ensure 

democratic transparency.
5
 In other words, there was a growing sense that the 

lack of financial planning in government was leading to corruption that, in 

turn, was contributing significantly to these annual deficits. The process of 

budgeting – of systematically planning the finances of governments - was 

viewed as helping to eliminate these deficits and seemingly unethical behav-

iors of legislatures; in other words, implementing budgeting processes was 

expected to create better outcomes for governments. This notion of desired 

outcomes is at the core of the public budgeting tradition, or it should be. 

 

In this same tradition, Goodnow argues that budgeting is not just a plan for 

how money is spent or appropriated. Rather, the first step in the budgeting 

process is a principal expressing a desired outcome to an agent.
6
 He suggests 

that the principal in this case is the legislature, duly elected by the population. 

                                                
3 Morris A. Copeland, "A Further Historical Review," in Trends in Government Financing, ed. 

Morris A. Copeland (Ann Arbor, MI: University of Michigan Press, 1961). 
4 Arthur Eugene Buck, "The Development of the Budget Idea in the United States," The 

Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science 113, no. May (1924): 81. 
5 Frederick Albert Cleveland, "Evolution of the Budget Idea in the United States," The Annals 

of the American Academy of Political and Social Science 62, no. November (1915). 
6 Frank J. Goodnow, "The Limit of Budgetary Control," Proceedings of the American 

Political Science Association 9(1912). 
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The budget process‘s starting point, then, is fundamentally an expression of 

public goals to agency heads. But just as important is that the agent (public 

agency officials) must report back to the principal (the legislature) what was 

accomplished towards these public goals. Therefore, budgeting is not just 

about planning which activities of government are funded and by how much 

(how much is allocated to activity A instead of activity B), but also requires an 

accounting of whether public goals were met or not. Stated in more contempo-

rary terms, budgeting requires some measure of performance by which public 

managers are evaluated. When agents fail to meet the established and agreed 

upon goals, the principals reduce the discretion of these agents. This might 

include reducing the funding of the agency, or it might mean shifting budget-

ing from goals (that is, performance) to line-item restrictions. In this under-

standing of budgeting, line-items remove budgetary discretion from the agent, 

rather than maintaining a lump sum performance-based budget. Agents have 

an incentive to meet established goals to avoid losing such discretion.  

 

Goodnow‘s description of budgeting – which predates Key by over three 

decades – is important because it suggests something that may be lost in the 

ambiguity of Key‘s question. Budget theory should not just explain how mon-

ey is distributed within government, but also why budgets should aid in meet-

ing public plans and goals. In other words, budget theory ought to explain 

more than appropriation decisions; it should also explain what the established 

goals of a government are, how these goals are measured, and how the system 

controls operations to meet these goals. 

 

In some respects, this reflects the writings of Cleveland as well. Budgeting 

and appropriating are different activities of government – or perhaps more cor-

rectly, budgeting involves appropriating, but not only appropriating. For budg-

eting certainly requires the appropriating of public moneys for specific activi-

ties (X versus Y); but barring a means to consider a plan for public activities, 

then government activities are not budgeted – they are simply financed and 

appropriated. Further, a budget requires reporting to account for the steward-

ship of public resources. In doing so, the budget provides a snapshot of the 

government‘s financial condition. Goodnow and Cleveland are, in some re-

spects, advocates for a rational model of budgeting, in which goals are set, re-

sources are allocated to reach these goals, the legislature approves of the plan, 

and agency officials implement the budget plan; results are then compared to 

plan during the year, adjustments are made (budget modifications), and these 

inform the formation of the subsequent budget. However, few would argue 

that the rational budget model explains or predicts public budgeting in the 

least.
7
 However, the importance of the theories of Goodnow and Cleveland 

rests not in the accuracy of the description of the budgeting process, but in-

                                                
7 Robert D. Lee and Ronald Wayne Johnson, Public budgeting systems, 6th ed. (Gaithersburg, 

Md.: Aspen Publishers, 1998). 
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stead as an expansion of Key‘s question regarding public budgeting. Stated 

another way, their theoretical contribution is that any theory of budgeting 

needs to explain not just appropriation decisions, but also how goals are set, 

measured, and achieved (or why not).  
 

Table 11.2 summarizes the work of Buck, Cleveland, and Goodnow that 

describes who is involved in budget decisions, how goals are set, and how re-

sults are measured for determination of success or failure. Importantly, these 

theories present a normative theory or budgeting because they describe a com-

plete budgetary process. Appropriating decisions are certainly part of these 

processes – described generally in row 3 of Table 2. However, the authors are 

quite clear that appropriations and budgeting are not synonymous terms – 

Buck calls them ―separate and distinct documents, although they are often 

confounded‖;
8
 Cleveland notes that appropriations routinely occur without a 

budget;
9
 and Goodnow infers that Congress appropriates for specific activities 

or objects of expenditures despite lacking budgets. Therefore, where Keys de-

fines budgeting as appropriating, earlier theorists noted the distinction. Yet, 

for nearly a century, a normative theory of budgeting (as opposed to mere ap-

propriating) has existed to guide further theoretical development. 

 

11.3. POST-KEY BUDGET THEORIES 

 

Two prominent budget theories emerged during the 1950s. First, there is 

the theory expounded by Verne Lewis:
10

 

 

1. Since resources are scarce in relation to demands, the basic economic test 

which must be applied is that the return from every expenditure must be worth 

its cost in terms of sacrificed alternatives. Budget analysis, therefore, is basi-

cally a comparison of the relative merits of alternative uses of funds. 

2. Incremental analysis (that is, analysis of the additional values to be derived 

from an additional expenditure) is necessary because of the phenomenon of 

diminishing utility. Analysis of the increments is necessary and useful only at 

or near the margin; this is the point of balance at which an additional expendi-

ture for any purpose would yield the same return. 

3. Comparison of relative merits can be made only in terms of relative effec-

tiveness in achieving a common objective. 

 

Lewis argues that agencies should produce alternative budgets that show 

the effect of marginal changes in the agency‘s expenditures – that is, budget 

for continuing at the same level and at slightly higher and lower levels – so 

                                                
8 Buck, "The Development of the Budget Idea in the United States," 38.  
9 Cleveland, "Evolution of the Budget Idea in the United States," 47. 
10 Verne B. Lewis, "Toward a Theory of Budgeting," Public Administration Review 12, no. 1 

(1952): 42. 
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that decision makers can purchase the basket of goods that best reflects their 

preferences. Lewis‘s theory can be classified as rational or even hyper-

rational, relying on the maximum reasoning capacity of both the bureaucrat 

and the decision maker. Like the early theories of Buck, Cleveland, and 

Goodnow, Lewis‘s theory is also normative, because it recommends a process 

for participants in the budget process to follow. Like the earlier normative the-

ories, therefore, it is not intended to be a description of what actually happens 

during budgeting. Unlike the early theories discussed, however, Lewis does 

not explicitly consider the entire budgetary process of goal setting and perfor-

mance measurement.  

 
Table 11.2. Normative Theory of a Budget 1912 to 1915 

Buck11 Cleveland12 Goodnow13 
1. Responsible executive 

leadership 

Plan Must Be Made by a Responsible 

Executive-accountable for the man-

agement of the affairs of the whole 

government 

It is believed that the demands of legislative 

control and of administrative efficiency will 

be reconciled if provision is made for the 

rendering to the budget making authority by 

administrative authorities of such detailed, 

comprehensive intelligible accounts of ex-

penditures and of work done as will permit 

the budget making authority to reach an 

intelligent judgment both as to efficiency of 

administration and as to conformity by the 

administrative authorities to the expressed 

will of the budget making authority. 

2. Staff assistance the estimates must be made by a great 

many persons. The estimate of needs 

must be made by persons who are 

familiar with the requirements of each 

kind of work to be done 

3. Broad and accurate 

budget information 

Estimates of resources  

 

4. Complete budget plan Estimates of needs 

 

Character of activity [program] 

Object of expenditure [accounting code] 

5. Building and im-

provement program 

 

6. Open procedure by 

responsible legislative 

body 

means of enabling representatives to 

inquire into the requests for future 

grants 

The question, therefore, presents itself how 

may the demands for an effective legislative 

control over executive action be satisfied 

without sacrificing administrative efficien-

cy? It may be assumed that this control will 

be based on the power to make appropria-

tions 

letting the people know what has been 

done and what is proposed and of 

getting controversies between a ma-

jority of representatives and the exec-

utive before the electorate for final 

decision 

7. A financial calendar  Period authorized 

8. Effective control over 

the execution of the 

budget plan 

Budget Control by the Representative 

Body 

Suppose … the budget making authority 

were not convinced that its mandates had 

been heeded or that the administration had 

been efficient.… [W]hat can the budget 

making authority do? There are practically 

only two things. These are, first, it may 

specify items of future appropriations in 

great detail …. Or, second, it may … [cut] 

down or [refuse] altogether appropriations 

for [unsatisfactory] services …until those 

persons in charge … have severed their 

connection with the government. 

means of enabling representatives to 

find out whether the executive has 

acted within his past authorizations 

and conducted the business efficiently 

 

At the end of the fifties, Charles Lindblom
14

 proposes that policy deci-

sions are made not through a means-ends reasoning process, but through an 

                                                
11 Buck, "The Development of the Budget Idea in the United States." 
12 Cleveland, "Evolution of the Budget Idea in the United States." 
13 Goodnow, "The Limit of Budgetary Control." 
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iterative experientially corrective process, which he labels successive limited 

comparison. He asserts that this is the preferable method of policy making be-

cause means-ends reasoning relies on theoretical reasoning, which, for him, 

means predicting the consequences of actions without the aid of experience 

and which, he asserts, people do quite poorly. Two other important compo-

nents are that (1) the object of policy making is agreement and (2) both the 

methods and the ends of policies are selected in the process of seeking agree-

ment. As proposed by Lindblom this is a theory of policy making, but Aaron 

Wildavsky and colleagues adopted it as a theory of budgeting.
15

 Lindblom‘s 

view is essentially an extension of Herbert Simon‘s theory of bounded ration-

ality.
16

 Simon argues that decision makers have too few resources – particular-

ly, they have too little time – to make comprehensive rational decisions as 

called for in classic economic theory. Lindblom adds that decision makers are 

not smart enough to make such decisions – that is, when they rely on theories 

about what happens without having experience to support the theories, they 

are likely to be wrong. 

 

While Lindblom‘s account has a sharply normative flavor, Wildavsky and 

colleagues adopt the outlines of the theory for descriptive purposes. They as-

sert that there is too much information to handle in a budget cycle, so decision 

makers must adopt simplification strategies for successful decision making. 

While adopting Simon-like reasoning with respect to the lack of resources, 

they more closely reflect Lindblom when they argue, ―There is, however, little 

or no theory in most areas of policy which would enable practitioners to pre-

dict the consequences of alternative moves and the probability of their occur-

ring.‖
17

 They adopt a variant of incrementalism, ―Incremental calculations 

proceed from an existing base…. The widespread sharing of deeply held ex-

pectations concerning the organization's base provides a powerful (although 

informal) means of securing stability.‖
18

 They examine this form of incremen-

talism with regression models, finding confirmation of their descriptive model. 

As LeLoup documents, these regression models have since become discredit-

ed;
19

 as one example, the variables included in the analysis – such as agency 

                                                                                                                           
14 Charles Edward Lindblom, "The Science of "Muddling Through"," Public Administration 

Review 19, no. 2 (1959). 
15 Aaron B. Wildavsky, The politics of the budgetary process (Boston,: Little, 1964); Otto A. 

Davis, M. A. H. Dempster, and Aaron Wildavsky, "A Theory of the Budgetary Process," The 

American Political Science Review 60, no. 3 (1966); Aaron B. Wildavsky, "Political 

Implications of Budgetary Reform," Public Administration Review 21, no. 4 (1961). 
16 Herbert Alexander Simon, Administrative behavior: a study of decision-making processes in 

administrative organization, 2d ed. (New York,: Macmillan, 1957). 
17 Davis, Dempster, and Aaron Wildavsky, "A Theory of the Budgetary Process," 529. 
18 Ibid. 530 
19 Lance T. Leloup, "From Microbudgeting to Macrobudgeting: Evolution in Theory and 

Practice," in New Directions in Budget Theory, ed. Irene S. Rubin (Albany: State University 

of New York Press, 1988). 
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budgetary requests and final budgetary appropriations – are generally highly 

correlated, leading to the empirical support of the theory. 

 

Incrementalism is about as sharply different from Lewis‘s marginal utility 

model as two theories can be. Incrementalism is non-rational. Decisions do not 

depend on the reasoning capacity of the decision maker, but on steps taken to 

simplify the decision process and avoid hard decision making. Unlike Lind-

blom‘s notion of incrementalism – in which incremental changes are recom-

mended because of decision makers‘ constraints - Wildavsky‘s theory of in-

crementalism is inherently positive and describes observed phenomena. Budg-

et theory suggests, therefore, that some authors make strong recommendations 

for future behavior (that is, normative theory) while others observe the budg-

etary process or actors and describe these observations (that is, positive theo-

ry). In both cases, however, we describe each as ―budget theory‖ even though 

the goals of each type of theory is very distinct: the normative wishes to rec-

ommend good or best practices for part or all of the budgetary process, while 

the positive is interested in explaining what and why part or all of the budget-

ary process happens. 

 

11.4. FROM NORMATIVE TO POSITIVE IN HISTORICAL 

CONTEXT 

This shift from the early normative theories of Buck, Goodnow, and Cleve-

land to the positive theories post-Keys is unsurprising when placed in histori-

cal context. Budgeting was not formalized at the federal level until 1923, fol-

lowed by states and municipalities en masse. The normative theories argued 

that budgeting was critical for democratic government and accountability. Fol-

lowing the social, economic, and political upheavals of the 1930s and 1940s, 

budget theorists were no longer advocating for budgeting, but were instead 

examining budgeting - or parts of budgeting - as it existed.  

 

We categorize significant budget theories and theories related to budgetary 

issues into several distinct traditions in Table 3. Descriptions of included 

budget theories are found in Appendix A. First, the rows of Table 3 divide 

budgetary theories into the ―Prescriptive‖ and the ―Positive.‖ Prescriptive the-

ories include those that have been described as normative. In addition, we in-

clude instrumental theories that reflect normative guides but also provide rec-

ommended methods to achieve the intended results. As an example, zero-

based budgeting (ZBB) requires agencies to justify their existence (and spend-

ing) every budget cycle.
20

 In theory, this method requires principals (legisla-

tures) to approve of public goals, determine how much should be appropriated 

to meet these goals, evaluate how agents are accomplishing these goals, and 

                                                
20 (Lee and Johnson, 1998) 
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hold these agents accountable for their performance. It is normative in that 

recommends behavior, but also provides the method for attaining goals.  

 

In contrast to these prescriptive theories are the positive theories. We dis-

tinguish between descriptive and explanatory positive theories. Whereas the 

descriptive merely notes what is observed, explanatory theories also show how 

or why some budgetary behavior occurs. For example, the greedy bureaucrat 

theory of Niskanen describes bureaucrats who seek to increase their level of 

spending; by increasing their discretionary budgets, these bureaucrats maxim-

ize their own utility (through larger staffs, increased pay, etc.) rather than that 

of the public.
21

 This theory seeks to not only describe what is observed (ineffi-

cient public spending), but also why this theory occurs in reality. 
 

Existing budget theories are not merely prescriptive or positive, however. 

Table 8.3 also considers the role of budget execution in existing budget theory. 

We distinguish here between the hyper-rational, the rational, the quasi-

rational, the non-rational, and the anti-rational. In the hyper-rational, the budg-

etary technique itself dictates the ultimate budgetary decision. Returning to the 

ZBB example, an agency unable to justify its existence is simply defunded and 

ceases to exist. The technique (budget justification) linearly determines the 

budgetary decision. 

 

In contrast, the rational dimension largely relies on specific techniques 

(perhaps even recommended techniques); however, these techniques contrib-

ute information to the decision making process of budgeting, but do not make 

the determination itself. For example, line item budgeting provides infor-

mation on how money is spent within departments, agencies, and organiza-

tions. Decision makers may decide to change these amounts, alter line items, 

or both to attain some particular goal. Unlike the hyper-rational, however, 

there are no built-in decision criteria and decision makers must determine such 

appropriations ultimately. 

 

The quasi-rational is closely related to the rational dimension; whereas the 

rational contributes to budgetary decision making, quasi-rational provides in-

formation to inform the decision. The decision makers (legislature, executive, 

or both) may consider other information as well (that may even rely upon dif-

ferent techniques). For example, workforce size budgets involve agencies jus-

tifying the number of employees working for the agency. Rather than decision 

makers simply determining that a certain number of employees are required to 

meet some public goal, this workforce size budget informs the decision maker 

along with other information as well (such as cost effectiveness, as one exam-

ple). 

 
                                                
21 (1971) 
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Table 11.3. Two Dimensions of Budget and Budget-Related Theories 

  
Hyper-

Rational 
Rational Quasi-Rational Non-Rational Anti-Rational 

P 

R 

E 

S 

C 

R 

I 

P 

T 

I 

V 

E 

N 

O 

R 

M 

A 

T 

I 

V 

E 

Classic 
Economic 
Man 
Marginality 
Portfolio 

Theory 
 

Early Budget 
Literature 
Why A instead 
of B? 
Keynesianism  

Comprehensive 
Budgeting  
Executive Budg-
et  
Top-
Down/Bottom-
Up 

Satisficing 
Optimum Deci-
sions 
Mixed Scanning 
Responsibility 

Budgeting 
 

 Incrementalism 
-Lindblom 
 

I 

N 

S 

T 

R  

U 

M 

E 

N 

T 

A 

L 

ZBB 
Cost-
Benefit 
Analysis  

ECB 

Line Item Budg-
et 
Hoover Perf. 
Budgeting 

Program Budget-
ing 
PPBS 
MBO 
TBB 
PB, PBB 
Best Practices 
Process 
Outcome Budg-
eting 

BEA 
Nonconventional 
budgets 
Workforce size 

budgets 

Gramm-
Rudman-
Hollings 

 

P 

O 

S 

I 

T 

I 

V 

E 

D 

E 

S 

C 

R 

I 

P 

T 

I 

V 

E 

Rational 
Policy 
Model 
 

Macrobudgeting 
Empirical Norms 

Organizational 
Process  
Authorization 
Process 
Principle-Agent 
Economic Func-
tions of Budget 
Budget Strategies  
Super Budgets  

Incrementalism- 
Wildavsky 
Punctuated 
Equilibrium 
Rights Based 
Budgeting 
Bureaucratic 
Politics 
TCP  

Ambiguity & 
Interpretive 
Budgets 
 

E 

X 

P 

L 

A 

N 

A 

T 

O 

R 

Y 

  Median Voter 
Theory 
Interest Group 
Pluralism 
 

Garbage Can  
Agendas  
Real Time 
Budgeting 

Greedy Bureau-
crat 
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Table 11.4. Applying Buck’s Budget Theory to Current Normative Budgetary Theories 

Buck C
E
M 

M
A
R

G 

P
T 

E
B
L 

A 
or 
B 

K C
B 

E
B 

T
D 

B
U 

S 
A 
T 

O
D 

M
S 

R 
B 

I 
N 
C 

1. Responsible execu-
tive leadership 

               

2. Staff assistance  i    i i         

3. Broad and accurate 
budget information 

             


* 
 

4. Complete budget 
plan 

          *   


* 
 

5. Building and im-
provement program 

               

6. Open procedure by 
responsible legislative 
body 

        ?      


* 

7. A financial calendar           i     

8. Effective control 

over the execution of 
the budget plan 

              I 

Other                

Rationality H H H R R R R R R R Q Q Q Q A 

 
Table 11.4a. Symbols for Tables 4 through 7 

 = present, called for in theory or very strongly implied 
i = implied by the theory, but not strongly 
 = denied by the theory 
* = present, but with limitations, for row:  
 3, broad or accurate, not both,  
 4, the theory defines complete,  
 6 , legislative process, but not necessarily open 
? = Unclear, possibly 
P = Partially true 
Blank=Unaddressed 

See Appendix A for column labels.   
Labels in the bottom row are the first letter of column labels from Table 3 

 

The non-rational essentially starts with a decision and is indifferent to the 

techniques used to get there. For example, in the 1990s, Gramm-Rudman-

Hollings (GRH) was a federal effort to reduce deficit spending. If decision 

makers (Congress and the President) were unable to reduce budgetary deficits 

and eventually reach budget balance, then GRH would reduce or cancel cer-

tain budgetary expenditures. The goal (reduced deficit spending and, eventual-

ly, a balanced budget) was primary for GRH; decision makers were viewed 

almost as incapable of reaching this goal. Hence, any technique was valid as 

long as the end result was in line with the goal. 

 

Finally, the anti-rational dimension suggests that rational techniques and 

analysis are excluded from or even possibly rejected in the decision making 
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process. Returning to the greedy bureaucrat theory, rational techniques might 

suggest that an agency‘s approved spending be reduced to where the marginal 

benefit of output equals the marginal cost of that output. However, such ra-

tionality is rejected by not only the bureaucrat seeking increased funds, but 

decision makers who must ultimately approve these funds. Perhaps the budget 

is set where total benefits equals total cost (which leads to oversupply), or per-

haps it is set to some other arbitrary number; the point is that rational analysis 

plays no role in the ultimate appropriation decision. 

 

8.5. ARE EXISTING THEORIES REALLY ABOUT BUDGETING, OR 

JUST A PARTICULAR ASPECT OF BUDGETING? 

 

As posited earlier in this paper, we contend that the confusion and lack of 

clarity in Key‘s seminal work on public budgeting has had the unfortunate re-

sult that current budget theories often focus on parts of budgeting rather than 

the entire process. If we use Buck‘s normative framework from Table 2 as a 

starting point, budget theory ought to examine more than appropriating deci-

sions alone; rather, it should (at the least) incorporate elements of budget 

preparation as well as budget decision events. Table 4 examines the normative 

theories in light of Buck‘s normative budgetary framework. The first column 

represents Buck‘s eight budgetary steps; the top row includes all budget theo-

ries categorized in Table 8.3 as ―normative.‖ We then ascertain whether each 

current budgetary theory includes Buck‘s normative elements. 

 

We then undertake a similar analysis for the current instrumental, descriptive, 

and explanatory theories in Tables 8.5-8.7, respectively. Considering Buck‘s 

normative framework for budgeting, Key‘s question appears ambiguous in 

several important aspects. What type of budgeting techniques is Key alluding 

to when he discusses the ―basis‖ for decision making? Is it one in which the 

decision is made by the technique (the hyper-rational), merely informs the de-

cision (the quasi-rational), or is the total spending level already determined 

and the basis merely supports the final predetermined decision (anti-rational)? 

Does ―we‖ refer to the legislature, a specific chamber of the legislature, an ex-

ecutive, the agency staff, the electorate, or the committees involved in recon-

ciling budgetary differences between legislative and executive proposals? 

When is the allocation, only at the appropriating moment or also in the pre-

legislative executive preparation process and post-legislative implementation 

and rebudgeting process? When Key‘s discusses the act of ―allocation,‖ does 

he include how activity A and activity B are measured, and how goals are 

known to be attained? These ambiguities can lead to very different budgetary 

theories because they lead to very different conceptions as to what public 

budgeting is. In fact, when one examines Tables 4 through 8, it becomes quite 

clear that prescriptive theories of budgeting (that is, normative and  
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Table 11.5. Applying Buck’s Budget Theory to Current Instrumental (Practices)  

Budgetary Theories  

Buck Z
B
B 

C
B
A 

E
C
B 

L 
I 
B 

H
P
B 

P
R
O
G 

P
P
B
S 

M
B
O 

T
B
B 

P
B 

B
P 

O
B 

B
E
A 

G
R
H 

N
O
N 

W
O
R
K 

1. Responsible execu-

tive leadership 
i P i  i i i i  i ? i     

2. Staff assistance   i              

3. Broad and accurate 
budget information 

   P             

4. Complete budget 
plan 

   p             

5. Building and im-

provement program 
 



* 
            ?  

6. Open procedure by 
responsible legislative 
body 

   


* 
            

7. A financial calendar   i              

8. Effective control 
over the execution of 
the budget plan 

  i         ? P P P P 

Other                 

Rational H H H R R R R R R R R R Q N Q Q 

 

Table 11.6. Applying Buck’s Budget Theory to Current Descriptive Budgetary Theories 

Buck R
P
M 

M
A
C
R
O 

N 
O 
R 
M 

O 
P 

A 
P 

P 
A 

E 
C 
O 
 

B 
S 

S 
B 

I 
N 
C 

P 
E 

R
B
B 

B 
U 
R 

T
CP 

A 
M 
B 

1. Responsible 
executive leader-
ship 

            ? ?  

2. Staff assistance  i           ? ? ? 

3. Broad and ac-
curate budget 
information 

      ? ?       
 
(i) 

4. Complete 
budget plan 

 i     ?  ?       

5. Building and 
improvement 
program 

               

6. Open procedure 
by responsible 
legislative body 

   ? * *  * 


* 
*  



* 
 



* 
? 

7. A financial 

calendar 
 ?              

8. Effective con-
trol over the exe-
cution of the 
budget plan 

 P      ?  i    ?  

Other                

Rational H R R Q Q Q Q Q Q N N N N N A 
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instrumental theories) largely focus on the budget preparation phase of the 

budget process, while positive theories (that is, descriptive and explanatory 

theories) largely focus on the legislative appropriation event. In this respect, 

these seemingly competing categories of theories are really just concerned 

with different aspects of the same budget cycle. 

 
Table 11.7. Applying Buck’s Budget Theory to Current Explanatory 

Budgetary Theories 

Buck M 
V 
T 

I 
G 
P 

G 
C 

A 
G 
E 
N 

R 
T 
B 

G 
R 
E 
E 
D 

1. Responsible executive 
leadership 

      

2. Staff assistance   i i i  

3. Broad and accurate 
budget information 

   ? ?  

4. Complete budget plan    ? ?  

5. Building and improve-
ment program 

      

6. Open procedure by re-
sponsible legislative body 

 * * * * * 

7. A financial calendar       

8. Effective control over 
the execution of the budget 
plan 

      

Other       

Rational Q Q N N N A 

 

By extension, the role of reason and planning (that is, how ―rational‖ deci-

sion making is considered or fails to be considered) also seem relevant for dif-

fering parts of the entire budget process. Prescriptive theories are predomi-

nantly hyper-rational, rational, or quasi-rational. In these theories, techniques 

for decision making are important – even dominant in some cases (such as 

cost-benefit analysis, as one example). Because these theories are essentially 

recommendations, mild or otherwise, for future participants in the budgeting 

or appropriating process, these techniques then aid in maximizing social utili-

ty. On the other hand, positive theories – perhaps because they are concerned 

with describing or explaining what exists – are defined predominantly by the 

quasi-rational or non-rational. Whereas prescriptive theories essentially desire 

budgeting to take on an air of science, the positive reminds us that the role of 

interested parties renders budgeting inherently an imperfect science.  

 

11.6. SOMETHING BORROWED, SOMETHING NEW 

 

Another way to categorize competing budget theories focuses on whether 

the theory was developed specifically to analyze public budgeting (―native 

theories‖) or instead to analyze some other phenomena and later adapted to 
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public budgeting (―borrowed theories‖). We categorize theories based on this 

aspect as well as by the ―rationality‖ of the theory. These categorizations are 

presented in Tables 8.8a through 8.8d below. 

 

Tables 8.8a-8.8d suggest that native theories tend towards the rational, 

while borrowed theories tend towards the quasi-rational or non-rational. Simi-

larly, the native theories are generally focused on the budget preparation stage, 

while the borrowed theories are generally focused on the budget decision 

event. 

 
Table 11.8a. Normative 

 

Table 11.8b. Instrumental 

  Borrowed Native 

 

  Borrowed Native 

Hyper-

Rational  

Classic Economic 

Man 
  

 
Hyper-

Rational 

ZBB 

CBA (all) 

ECB 

Marginality   
 

  

Portfolio Theory   
 

Rational  

MBO Line Item 

Rational 

A or B? Early Bud Lit. 
  

Hoover Perf. Bud. 

  Keynesianism  
  

Program Bud. 

  Comprehensive 
  

PPBS 

  Exec. Budget 
  

TBB 

  Top Down 
  

PB, PBB 

  Bottom Up 
  

Best Practices 

Outcome Bud 

Quasi-

Rational 

Satisficing 

Optimum Deci-

sions 

Mixed Scanning 

Responsibility 

Budgeting  
  

  
 

Quasi-

Rational 
  BEA 

  
 

Non-

Rational 
  GRH 

Anti-

Rational 
Incrementalism   

 
Anti-

Rational 

  Nonconventional 

Employment 

 
   

  

Table 8c. Descriptive 
    

  Borrowed Native 
 

Table 8d. Explanatory 

Hyper-

Rational 

Rational Policy 

Model 
  

 
  Borrowed Native 

Rational 

  

Macro Budgeting 

Empirical Norms 

 
Quasi-

Rational 

Median 

Voter Theory 
  

  
 

Interest 

Group Plu-

ralism 

  

Quasi-

Rational 

Org. Process 

Auth. Process 

Principal-Agent 

Economic Func-

tions 

Budget Strategies 

Super Budget 
 

Non-

Rational 

Garbage Can 
Real Time Budget-

ing 

 
Agendas   

  
 

Anti-

Rational 
  Greedy Bureaucrat 

  
    

Non-

Rational 

Incrementalism RBB 
    

Punctuated Equi-

librium 
  

    

Bureaucratic Poli-

tics 
  

   

TCP   
   

Anti-

Rational 
Interpretive   

    

 

The preceding analyses also suggests that all budget theories in general – 

including the early normative work of Buck, Cleveland, and Goodnow – large-
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ly treat budget execution as an afterthought at best. Rebudgeting, dynamic re-

adjustments (such as mid-year budget modifications to incorporate changing 

economic assumptions), and legacy promises that are difficult or impossible to 

alter significantly (for example, retirement benefits) have no clear place in 

budget theory. Yet, these issues of execution are critical for successful budget 

management. For example, if legacy promises comprise a significant share of 

a budget, then decision makers are largely unable to influence a significant 

share the current budget. The notion of ―who‖ decides which activities to fund, 

therefore, seems to include not just current decision makers, but also may in-

clude intertemporal considerations as well. 

 

Further, budget theories tend to ignore the nested budgeting occurring with-

in governmental organizations. Instead, they focus almost entirely on budget-

ing at the top level – by legislatures and/or executives. Most of the actual 

budgetary decisions, tradeoffs, and analyses, however, depend upon these 

nested budgeting levels. That is, not only do top level actors make decisions, 

but agency heads and staff are involved in what proposals are made, how they 

are costed, how much effort will go into them, etc. This involvement and ef-

fort of staff is described, for example, in Thurmaier & Willoughby.
22

 The real-

ity of the nested nature of public budgeting further reveals the ambiguity of 

―who‖ is making the decision in Key‘s question.  

 

8.7. CONCLUSION 

 

In a well-known tale, a group of blindfolded men touch an elephant to dis-

cover what it is. Each is able to touch only a single part, and the men compare 

their experiences afterwards. All believe they have described different animals 

and disagreement ensues. In reality, they have all touched and described the 

same elephant, although the differences between the experiences suggest to 

them that they are completely different. In a similar vein, budget theory has 

suffered from different groups ―touching‖ different aspects of the budgeting 

process.  

 

In analyzing existing budget theories, we begin to show how these different 

budget theories can be grouped into taxonomies based on rationality and also 

the techniques used or proscribed. In doing so, we do not claim to have devel-

oped a new budget theory; instead, we propose that these seemingly contradic-

tory and incomplete budget theories in fact fit together. In laying out prescrip-

tive theories or analyzing positive theories, these various authors are not so 

much disproving each other‘s work as building the whole ―elephant.‖ We trace 

much of this confusion to the ambiguity of Key‘s classic statement about 

budgeting in several of the important concepts in his declaration (―On what 

basis shall we decide to allocate x dollars to activity A instead of activity B?‖). 

                                                
22 (2001b, p. 51-52) 
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Also, we note that appropriation and budgeting are frequently used synony-

mously in budget theories. Yet, as shown by early normative authors, appro-

priation can easily occur even without budgeting.  

 

This theory of existing theories – a metatheory of budgeting – is useful be-

cause it allows us to assess where existing gaps remain and future work can be 

most helpful. Indeed, important issues in contemporary budgeting are com-

pletely unaddressed by existing theories. For example, all theories currently 

assume that appropriations or budgets will be approved and implemented; the 

federal government, as well as several important states (such as New York), 

have long histories of budget stalemates where budgets may not exist for 

months at a time. Also, budget theories generally treat all spending as equal. In 

reality, certain program areas – such as funding for war or national defense – 

are frequently given preferential budgetary treatment by decision makers. 

Such funding is rarely reduced and frequently increased. Yet no existing theo-

ry can adequately explain this reality of ―sacred cow‖ budgeting. On a related 

note, public budgeting has become a battleground for broader ideological dis-

agreements over the proper role of government in society. Issues that may be 

economically insignificant for the budget as a whole (such as funding for the 

arts, earmarks, mass transit, as examples at the federal level) serve as stand-ins 

for this battle. This ―symbolic‖ budgeting is certainly driven by different be-

liefs about the goals of government and budgeting. Yet we know little about 

this important development. Also, we know little about how ―patronage‖ 

budgeting – in which public money is steered towards specific goals, agencies, 

vendors and localities (inside and outside government) – operates. Such pat-

ronage is especially relevant at the subnational level where public contracts 

are often steered towards politically connected groups. For example, in New 

York City, one council member was forced to resign and serve jail time after 

admitting to steering public money to a not-for-profit group operated by fami-

ly members; at the state level, a prominent Assembly member has fought ac-

cusations for decades that his not-for-profit group – the recipient of significant 

public largesse – is simply a personal slush fund. The greedy bureaucrat theo-

ry seems somehow relevant to explaining these, yet Niskanen‘s theory focuses 

only on the internal agency bureaucrat and does not seem able to explain how 

external agents and elected politicians can also engage in such behavior. All in 

all, this beginning of a metatheory suggests that despite the progress we have 

made in understanding budgeting, this policy arena continues to develop, re-

quiring theory to continually develop with it. 
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APPENDIX A 

 

BRIEF DESCRIPTIONS OF BUDGET THEORIES IN TABLE 3 

 

NORMATIVE THEORIES 

 

Classic Economic Man (CEM) – ―Economic man has a complete and con-

sistent system of preferences that allows him always to choose among the al-

ternatives open to him; he is always completely aware of what these alterna-

tives are; there are no limits on the complexity of the computations he can per-

form in order to determine which alternatives are best; probability calculations 

are neither frightening nor mysterious to him.‖
23

 

 

Marginality (MARG) – The use of ―incremental analysis‖ as discussed by 

Verne Lewis
24

 to compare programs or other budget elements at their margins 

to provide the capacity to increase the total utility of the budget. 

 

Portfolio Theory (PT) – The use of the private sector device known as port-

folio theory to increase the ―expected return‖ of the activities of government. 

―Expected return‖ is operationalized in terms of quantities of desired outcome 

units. The goal is to maximize utility by achieving the maximum achievable 

joint return in all programs within existing constraints.
25

 

 

Early Budget Literature (EBL) – The view of Goodnow, Cleveland and 

Buck as discussed in the main text. See the eight essential characteristics in 

Table 1. 

 

Why A instead of B? (A or B) – V. O. Key
26

 asks, ―On what basis shall we 

decide to allocate x dollars to activity A instead of activity B?‖ He goes on to 

say, ―If it is assumed that an agency is operating at maximum efficiency, the 

question remains whether the function is worth carrying out at all, or whether 

it should be carried out on a reduced or enlarged scale, with resulting transfers 

of funds to or from other activities of greater or lesser social utility.‖
27

 While 

this is a demand for a theory, it is also a rudimentary theory, one that suggests 

that budgeting is a problem of economic allocation. 

 

                                                
23 Herbert Alexander Simon, Administrative behavior: a study of decision-making processes in 

administrative organization, 3d ed. (New York: Free Press, 1976). xxvii. 
24 Lewis, "Toward a Theory of Budgeting." 
25 Aman Khan, "Budgets and Portfolios," in Budget Theory in the Public Sector, ed. Aman 

Kahn and W. Bartley Hildreth (Westport, Connecticut: Quorum Books, 2002). 
26 Key, "The Lack of a Budgetary Theory," 1138. 
27 Ibid., 1139. 
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Keynesianism – John Maynard Keynes
28

 argues that the jurisdiction-wide 

economy is subject to cyclical behavior that must be balanced by governmen-

tal fiscal behavior. When the economy is underperforming, the government – 

as buyer of last resort – should borrow as necessary to create demand and in-

crease economic performance, primarily through increasing employment. The 

point of this is to soften the trough of economic cycles. The role of the budget 

ceases to be to fund the operations of government, except secondarily. Its pri-

mary purpose is as a fiscal device to modulate the economy. 

 

Comprehensive Budgeting (CB) – The word ―comprehensive‖ appears 

most frequently in budget discussion as an adjective without definition. There 

are four ways in which a budget can be comprehensive: (1) Budgets can com-

pletely address all aspects of financial resources by avoiding ―off budget‖ de-

vices. In this respect, the federal budget of the United States and the budget of 

the City of New York are not comprehensive as they have devices for spend-

ing money that are not subject to budgetary review. (2) Budgets can provide 

all the types of information that budget users or budget academics think should 

be in a budget. Presumably, a comprehensive information budget would have 

old-style performance data, new-style outcomes data, program data, some 

marginal effect data, and, of course, financial data, plus explanatory text. (3) 

Budgets can comprehensively address the entire budget period: the last com-

pleted period; the current, incomplete period; the budget year; and one or two 

outlook years. (4) Budgets can address all the potentially scare resources of 

the jurisdiction: money, staffing levels, space, and anything else that might be 

scarce. In addition to these four dimensions of comprehensiveness, compre-

hensive budgets may also make extensive use of analysis. 

 

Executive Budget (EB) – A progressive era view that has developed and 

expanded throughout the twentieth and into the twenty-first century; modeled 

on the corporation, the CEO is in charge of the government and the legislature 

serves as the corporate board. According to this plan, the executive prepares a 

budget and presents it to the legislature who then acts on it. In differing ver-

sions across the United States this legislative action can range from rubber 

stamping, to modest reduction with no authority to increase expenditures, to 

latent or actual capacity to completely revamp the budgetary proposal before 

making the appropriation.
29

 

                                                
28 John Maynard Keynes, The general theory of employment, interest and money (Atlantic 

Publishers & Distributors, 2006); Eric M. Patashnik, "Ideas, Inheritances, and the Dynamics 

of Budgetary Change," Governance 12, no. 2 (1999). 
29 Cleveland, "Evolution of the Budget Idea in the United States."; Goodnow, "The Limit of 

Budgetary Control."; Paul L. Posner, "The Continuity of Change: Public Budgeting and 
Finance Reforms over 70 Years," Public Administration Review 67, no. 6 (2007); William 

Franklin Willoughby, "Allotment of Funds by Executive Officials, An Essential Feature of 

any Correct Budgetary System," Proceedings of American Political Science Association 9, no. 

Ninth Annual Meeting (1912). 
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Top-Down/Bottom-Up Budgeting–Top-down (TD) budgeting is dominated 

by top members of the executive branch and the legislative branch. Decisions 

made by these top ranked actors include such matters as targets for programs 

or departments. Lower ranked decisions are sharply constrained by these top 

down decisions. Bottom-up (BU) budgeting builds the case for funding from 

the lower functional levels of the organizations and aggregates up to the total 

budget.
30

 Top-down budgeting may seek to prevent unwanted proposals and 

require desired proposals in bottom-up submissions. 

 

Satisficing (SAT) – Because the administrator is limited in his ability to 

perform and his ability to make correct decisions by such things as limiting 

dispositions, limited values, and limited resources for decision making, the 

administrator should perform analysis and examine options sufficiently to 

make a good enough decision. Once a decision seems good enough, further 

effort is ineffective. Herbert Simon
31

 labels the decision makers‘ limitations 

―bounded rationality,‖ and the consequential realistic decision procedure, ―sat-

isficing.‖ 

 

Incrementalism (INC) – Charles Lindblom
32

 proposes that policy decisions 

are made not through a means-ends reasoning process, but through an iterative 

experientially corrective process, which he labels successive limited compari-

son. He asserts that this is the preferable method of policy making because 

means-ends reasoning relies on theoretical reasoning, which, for him, means 

predicting the consequences of actions without the aid of experience and 

which, he asserts, people do quite poorly. Two other important components 

are that (1) the object of policy making is agreement and (2) both the methods 

and the ends of policies (not the methods alone) are selected in the process of 

seeking agreement. As proposed by Lindblom this is a theory of policy mak-

ing, but Aaron Wildavsky and colleagues
33

 adopted it as a theory of budgeting. 

 

Optimum Decisions (OD) – Yehezkel Dror
34

 says: 

 

- Some clarification of values, objectives, and decision-criteria. 

                                                
30 Barry Bozeman and Jeffrey D. Straussman, "Shrinking Budgets and the Shrinkage of 

Budget Theory," Public Administration Review 42, no. 6 (1982). 
31 Simon, Administrative behavior: a study of decision-making processes in administrative 

organization. 
32 Lindblom, "The Science of "Muddling Through"." 
33 Wildavsky, The politics of the budgetary process; Davis, Dempster, and Aaron Wildavsky, 
"A Theory of the Budgetary Process."; Wildavsky, "Political Implications of Budgetary 

Reform." 
34 Yehezkel Dror, "Muddling Through-"Science" or Inertia?," Public Administration Review 

24, no. 3 (1964): 156. 
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- Identification of alternatives, accompanied by a conscious effort to consider 

new alternatives (through survey of comparative literature, experience and 

available theories) and to stimulate creative alternative innovation. 

- Preliminary estimation of expected pay-off of various alternatives and deci-

sions whether a strategy of minimal risk or a strategy of innovation is pref-

erable. 

– If the first, the "successive limited comparison" model should be followed. 

If the latter, the next element is establishment of a cut-off for considering 

possible results of alternative policies and identification of main expected 

results, relying on available knowledge and intuition. 

- The test of the optimum policy is that it is agreed upon by the various ana-

lysts after full and frank discussion of stages 1 to 4. 

- A conscious effort is made to decide whether the problem is important 

enough to make analysis more comprehensive. 

- Theory and experience, rationality and extrarationality all are relied upon, 

the composition of the mix depending upon their availability and the nature 

of the problem. 

- Explicit arrangements are made to improve the quality of policy making 

through systematic learning from experience, stimulation of initiative and 

creativity, staff development and encouragement of intellectual effort. 

 

Mixed Scanning (MS) – For lesser decisions, problems that are not severe, 

or minor corrections of direction, follow an approach that resembles or is in-

crementalism. For more significant decision-making, pursue a strategy that 

resembles comprehensive rationality.
35

 

 

Responsibility Budgeting – L. R. Jones and Fred Thompson following 

Robert Anthony say:
36

 

 

Classify all administrative units as either mission or support centers. 

Charge all costs accrued by support centers …to the mission centers they 

serve. 

Fund mission centers to cover their expected expenses – including support 

center charges. 

Establish a working capital fund to provide short-term financing for support 

units. 

Establish a capital asset fund…. 

 

                                                
35 Amitai Etzioni, "Mixed-Scanning: A "Third" Approach to Decision-Making," Public 

Administration Review 27, no. 5 (1967). 
36 L. R. Jones and Fred Thompson, "Responsibility Budgeting and Accounting Reform," in 

Budget Theory in the Public Sector, ed. Aman Kahn and W. Bartley Hildreth (Westport, 

Connecticut: Quorum Books, 2002), 146; Robert Newton Anthony, "New Frontiers in 

Defense Financial Management," The Federal Accountant, no. 11 (1962). 
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Based on this description, responsibility budgeting is a form of program 

budgeting where only cost centers that serve the purpose of the organization 

are funded directly. Support services must ―earn‖ their funds by providing 

support. Jones and Thompson also describe this form of budgeting as not en-

gaging in detailed budgeting at the responsibility center level, instead manag-

ers at that level have both responsibility and discretion to achieve purposes 

with funds provided. 

 

INSTRUMENTAL THEORIES 

 

Zero Base Budgeting (ZBB) – In the public sector, ZBB is generally 

thought to follow the concepts of marginality promoted by Verne Lewis. To 

accomplish this, a budget for a function, division, or other component of gov-

ernment is delivered at several levels: one below the current funding level, one 

equal to the current funding level, and one or more above the current funding 

level. With each, the packet shows what the component can accomplish with 

its funds. The decision maker is then able to select a package that increases 

total utility over the prior year‘s utility.
37

 

 

Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA) – Also called Benefit-Cost Analysis, refers to 

computing all costs and all benefits of a program and subtracting benefits from 

costs (net) or representing the two as a ratio with benefits shown as the numer-

ator and values above one showing a gain.
38

 Variations include: 

 

 Net Present Value (NPV), which brings all costs and benefits to the pre-

sent period by applying an appropriate discount rate before calculating the 

net value.
39

 

 Cost Effectiveness Analysis (CEA), which compares two or more pro-

posals that are taken to have the same benefit solely on their costs.
40

 

 Life Cycle Costing (LCC), which is a form of cost effectiveness analysis 

that assures that purchasing decisions consider not only capital costs, but 

also costs of operation.
41

 LCC has been extended to many other uses and 

could be considered to be comprehensive NPV. 

                                                
37 Donald Axelrod, Budgeting for modern Government, 2nd ed. (New York: St. Martin's Press, 

1995). 
38 Daniele Capone and Daniel W. Williams, "The History of Evaluation through Regulatory 

Impact Analysis: a Path from Accounting to Accountability," Journal of International 

Business 3, no. 1 (2011). 
39 Ibid. 
40 Ibid. 
41 Greg Chen, Daniel W. Williams, and Troels Pind Adrian, "Life Cycle Costing," in 

Encyclopedia of Public Administration and Public Policy, Second Edition, ed. Jack Rabin 

(Boca Raton, FL: Taylor & Francis, 2008). 
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 Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA), which applies CBA or NPV to the 

evaluation of regulations.
42

 

 

Expenditure Control Budgeting (ECB) – ―ECB has five general operating 

elements. First, ECB uses a 'base" budget to determine the appropriation for 

the next fiscal year. The base budget is annually adjusted for population 

growth and changes in the cost of living. Second, ECB assumes existing ser-

vice levels and requires the city manager and city council to approve any 

changes in service levels. It also permits the city manager to transfer alloca-

tions among departments within the overall appropriations level to correct mi-

nor imbalances in funding. Third, department directors are responsible for 

costs of future increases in programming as well as for increases in service 

levels. Retained savings generated by the department provide the funds used 

for such service expansions. Fourth, each year's under expenditures are carried 

forward to the next year. Fifth, departments are required to budget administra-

tively at the line-item level.‖
43

 

 

Line Item Budgeting (LIB) – This theory of budgeting, or more strictly, of 

appropriating, predated early twentieth century budget reforms and was, in 

part, what some of those reformers intended to replace.
44

 The appropriating 

authority funds expenditures in extreme detail focused on the resources to be 

purchased by government, which are now known as objects of expenditure. 

Employees may be funded by name or position in the appropriation. 

 

Hoover Performance Budgeting (HPB) – Performance is demonstrated 

through cost effectiveness, which means that budget documents contain exten-

sive cost-per-unit data at the homogenous work activity level. Homogenous 

work activities are quite detailed much more so than programs. A Hoover per-

formance budget addresses the question whether government is getting the 

most for its money in terms of price for work produced.
45

 This form of budget 

requires accurate and extensive cost accounting information. Performance 

Budgeting is implicitly associated with the systems model, which transferred 

from engineering to operations research/management science at approximately 

the same time:
46

 

                                                
42 Capone and Williams, "The History of Evaluation through Regulatory Impact Analysis: a 

Path from Accounting to Accountability." 
43 Eric B. Herzik, "Improving Budgetary Management and Fostering Innovation: Expenditure 

Control Budgeting," Public Productivity and Management Review 14, no. 3 (1991): 241. 
44 Goodnow, "The Limit of Budgetary Control." 
45 Arthur Eugene Buck, "Performance Budgeting for the Federal Government," Tax Review X, 

no. 7 (1949). 
46 J.W. Mauchly, "The advantages of built-in checking" (1953); Richard Bellman, 

"Mathematical Aspects of Scheduling Theory," Journal of the Society for Industrial and 

Applied Mathematics 4, no. 3 (1956); George B. Dantzig, "Thoughts on Linear Programming 

and Automation," Management Science 3, no. 2 (1957). 
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Input Throughput OutputOutcome 

 

This model has many variations related to feedback loops and external en-

vironmental impact (open systems). It is, itself, a sophistication of the simple 

input/output concepts of Frederick Taylor.
47

 It is implicated in a number of 

instrumental theories. 

 

Program Budgeting (PROG) – A program budget is a system wide exami-

nation of the purposes of government with technical evaluation of the utility-

cost of program results considering alternatives to achieve results. Programs 

are broader than departments and can be cross-cutting, that is, found in part in 

different departments. (In practice, programs are found within departments or 

are departments.) Part of the point of program budgeting is to allow economic 

evaluation of means of achieving goals between different programs that may 

be found in different sectors.
48

 

 

Planning, Programming and Budgeting Systems (PPBS) – PPBS, some-

times just PPB, refers to the integration of techniques such as cost benefit 

analysis, policy analysis, performance budgeting, program budgeting, etc., to 

produce a comprehensive approach to budgeting. PPBS is closely associated 

with Program Budgeting (see). This approach was considered successful at the 

Department of Defense during the 1960s.
49

 It is generally thought that when 

the federal government expanded this approach government-wide, it failed.
50

 

Sometimes it is asserted that various elements of PPBS remain scattered 

across government. 

 

Management by Objectives (MBO) – MBO is a management theory, but it 

is called a budget related theory by Irene Rubin
51

 among others. In the budget 

context, it calls for a practice of setting objectives, setting priorities, then allo-

cating resources according to those objectives and priorities.
52

 A variant la-

                                                
47 F.W. Taylor, Shop management (Harper & Brothers, 1911); F.W. Taylor, "Scientific 

management," New York (1911). 
48 Arthur Smithies, "Conceptual Framework for Program Budgeting," in Program Budgeting, 

ed. David Novick (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1965). 
49 Fremont James Lyden and George A. Shipman, "Developments in Public Administration," 

Public Administration Review 26, no. 1 (1966). 
50 Aaron B. Wildavsky, "Rescuing Policy Analysis from PPBS," Public Administration 

Review 29, no. 2 (1969). 
51 Irene S. Rubin, "Budget Theory and Budget Practice: How Good the Fit?," Public 

Administration Review 50, no. 2 (1990). 
52 Peter F. Drucker, "What Results Should You Expect? A Users' Guide to MBO," Public 

Administration Review 36, no. 1 (1976). 
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beled results based budgeting may be associated with the systems model, see 

the entry for Hoover Performance Budgeting.
53

 

 

Target Base Budgeting – TBB is a variant of ZBB that is less information 

intensive. A base with appropriate adjustments is set at the beginning of the 

budget submission process. Departments are generally prohibited from asking 

for more funds than in the target base, but are given (some) discretion to pro-

pose reallocation of funds within their own discretionary activities. Thus, mar-

ginal tradeoffs are made by the department heads while preparing their budget 

submission. Final approval passes through the executive and legislative pro-

cesses.
54

 

 
1990s Performance Budgeting- PB, also called Performance Based Budgeting 

(PBB, not to be confused with PPB), comes in three forms: presentational, where per-

formance information is included in the text of the budget proposal; performance in-
formed, where future resources are linked to future performance targets or results; 

and direct performance budgeting, where ―the allocation of resources directly and 

explicitly to units of performance, generally outputs.‖
55

 PB relies on the systems 
model; see the entry for Hoover Performance Budgeting. 

 

Best Practices (BP) – Roy Meyers recommends:
56

 

 

A budget process should be: 

1. Comprehensive - includes all uses of the government's financial resources; 

2. Honest - based on unbiased projections; 

3. Perceptive - considers the long-term as well as the near-term; 

4. Constrained - limits the amount of money that need be acquired by the gov-

ernment; 

5. Judgmental- seeks ways of obtaining the most effects for the least costs; 

6. Cooperative - does not dominate other important decision processes; 

7. Timely - completes regular tasks when expected, 

8. Transparent - is understandable without intensive effort; 

9. Legitimate - reserves important decisions to legally-appropriate authorities, 

10.Responsive - adopts policies that match public preferences 

 

Outcome Budgeting (OB) – A variant of MBO or performance budgeting 

that asks the top decision maker to pay for what is desired, that is outcomes, 

rather than resources needed (line-item budgeting), detailed managerial costs 

                                                
53 Peter F. Drucker, Managing for results; economic tasks and risk-taking decisions, [1st ed. 

(New York,: Harper & Row, 1964). 
54 Thomas W. Wenz and Ann P. Nolan, "Budgeting for the Future: Target Base Budgeting," 

Public Budgeting & Finance 2, no. 2 (1982). 
55 Teresa Curristine and Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, eds., 

Performance budgeting in OECD countries (Paris: OECD, 2007), 21. 
56 Roy T. Meyers, "Is There a Key to the Normative Budgeting Lock?," Policy Sciences 29, 

no. 3 (1996): 176. 
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(Hoover Performance Budgeting), or planning (program budgeting). Out-

comes budgeting is another theory that relies on the systems model of budget-

ing, see the entry for Hoover Performance Budgeting.
57

 

 

Budget Enforcement Act of 1990 (BEA) – BEA (a US federal law) is a re-

form to Gramm-Rudman-Hollings (see). ―BEA has three sets of rules: adjust-

able deficit targets, caps on discretionary spending, and pay-as-you-go 

(PAYGO) rules for revenues and direct spending.‖
58

 The deficit targets are set 

in law, but can be adjusted during the annual budget process. PAYGO refers 

to the process of requiring appropriating committees to self-fund new expendi-

tures, generally by reducing other expenditures within their domain. Thus, 

BEA is a variant of program budgeting, but also see Rights Based Budgeting. 

 

Nonconventional budgets (NON) – Gerald Miller says, ―In governments 

across the world, we find not only the traditional call for a separate capital 

budget but also calls for a tax expenditure budget, a mandate budget, a regula-

tory budget, a credit budget, and an insurance budget.‖
 59

 Miller links this idea 

to super- (in the sense of comprehensive) budgets. He suggests the purpose of 

these sorts of budgets is control, which he says have five elements: focus, at-

tention from decision makers; estimation, determining the cost of the resource 

for requested projects in a budget period; scarcity, setting a ceiling for the 

availability of the budgeted resource; criteria, determining rules or permissible 

justifications for selection among projects that demand the resource; and a de-

vice for reaching decisions. 

 

Workforce Size Budgets (WORK) –A version of nonconventional budget-

ing (see) that may be more common than many is the workforce size budget. 

In the federal government, workforce size budgeting consists of agencies justi-

fying their staffing level to OMB.
60

 Anecdotal information known to the au-

thors shows that some state and local governments specify maximum work-

force size in their respective appropriations, but this practice is not well repre-

sented in the literature. A sophisticated version of this practice calculates 

workforce size at annualized full time equivalency. A widely known method 

of evading this type of budget constraint is the hiring consultants from temp 

                                                
57 Lawrence L Martin, "Budgeting for Outcome," in Budget Theory in the Public Sector, ed. 

Aman Kahn and W. Bartley Hildreth (Westport, Connecticut: Quorum Books, 2002). 
58 Allen Schick, The federal Budget: politics, policy, process (Washington, D.C.: Brookings 

Institution, 1995). 39. 
59 Gerald J. Miller, "Nonconventional Budgets: Interpreting Budgets and Budgeting 

Interpretations," in Budget Theory in the Public Sector, ed. Aman Kahn and W. Bartley 
Hildreth (Westport, Connecticut: Quorum Books, 2002), 77. 
60 Peter M. Benda and Charles H. Levine, "The Assignment and Institutionalization of 

Functions at OMB: Lessons from Two Cases in Work-Force Management," in New Directions 

in Budget Theory, ed. Irene S. Rubin (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1988). 
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agencies, where these consultants function like regular employees but are not 

on the regular payroll. 

 
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings (GRH) – The Balance Budget and Emergency Deficit 

Control Act of 1985, better known as Gramm-Rudman-Hollings, ―called for the pro-

gressive reduction in the deficit in each fiscal year from 1986 through 1990 and for a 

balanced budget in 1991. It also provided for the cancellation of budget resources if 

the projected deficit exceeded the target by more than an allowed amount.‖
61

 This 
device treated decision-makers as incapable of reaching satisfactory decisions, thus, 

automatic devices would be used to force appropriates in the satisfactory level in the 

budget implementation stage. 

 

DESCRIPTIVE THEORIES 

 

Rational Policy Model (RPM) – Graham Allison
62

 describes three ap-

proaches to decision making. The rational policy model assumes that the deci-

sions are rational. Initially goals and objectives are determined. Options are 

identified. The consequence of each option is thoroughly evaluated. Based on 

these options, the value-maximizing option is selected. The Rational Policy 

Model is a descriptive version of Classic Economic Man (see). Allison‘s two 

alternatives are Organization Process (see) and Bureaucratic Politics (see). 

 

Macrobudgeting (MAC) – At the macrolevel, budgeting is comprehensive 

top-down budgeting aimed at controlling system wide controllable expendi-

tures. Key participants are the executive and the top committee members, that 

is, the most powerful members of both the executive and legislative branches 

of government. The process is centralized. There is increased use of multi-year 

decisions. Formalized devices such as BEA and GRH are used. The legislative 

decision process is transparent.
63

 

 

Empirical Norms (NORM) – Budgets allocate funds to categories of ser-

vice. By examining numerous communities one can determine reasonable ex-

pectations for per unit expenditure for typical services delivered by communi-

ties. The selection of unit depends on the type of service.
64

 

                                                
61 Schick, The federal Budget: politics, policy, process: 39. 
62 Graham T. Allison, "Conceptual Models and the Cuban Missile Crisis," The American 

Political Science Review 63, no. 3 (1969); Graham T. Allison, Essence of decision; explaining 

the Cuban missile crisis (Boston,: Little, 1971). 
63 Leloup, "From Microbudgeting to Macrobudgeting: Evolution in Theory and Practice."; 

Lance T. Leloup, "Budget Theory for a New Century," in Budget Theory in the Public Sector, 

ed. Aman Kahn and W. Bartley Hildreth (Westport, Connecticut: Quorum Books, 2002). 
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Organizational Process (OP) – Governments are a loose coalition of organ-

izations in factional debate with parochial concerns. Decisions are constrained 

by organizational norms of acceptable action. Problems are addressed sequen-

tially. Organizations use standard operating procedures (SOPs) and clusters of 

SOPs to resolve problems. They seek to avoid uncertainty by controlling their 

environment. For non-routine problems, they search for ways to apply their 

existing capacities and they generally do not change over time except under 

extreme conditions. The loose coalition of organizations creates a conflict be-

tween decentralized action and centralized coordination. Organizations tend 

towards incremental change.
65

 Mark Green and Fred Thompson use the organ-

izational process concept to discuss budget process as an understanding of Si-

mon, Lindblom and Wildavsky.
66

 Following John Crecine
67

 they discuss the 

role of institutional players such as the mayor, who form parts of what Allison 

called a loose coalition, and the routines followed in budgeting (SOPs and 

clusters of SOPs). Efforts to reduce complexity parallel the objective of con-

trolling uncertainty. 

 

Authorization Process (AP) – Authorizing committees interact with and 

sometimes compete with appropriating committees. Appropriating committees 

may take roles of authorizing committees when authorizing committees are 

moving too slowly for the appropriations calendar. Where the activities to be 

authorized are controversial, the encroachment may be in the opposite direc-

tion.
68

 

 

Principle-Agent (PA) – The budget reflects a principle-agent relationship, 

which has the characteristics of hierarchy, goal conflict, and information 

asymmetry. Principals make demands on resources of agents, who ration their 

resources for principals – that is, principals make demands that agents comply 

with only to the degree that they must.
69

 Under all three principal-agent condi-

tions one can expect ―agency dominance,‖ (see Greedy Bureaucrat‖). Alterna-

tive understandings reflect ―legislative dominance,‖ where the legislature does 
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not fully reveal its preferences, thus gaining the upper hand in negotiations; 

―executive dominance,‖ largely reflecting the preclearance budget submission 

process through an executive central budget office that centralizes, coordi-

nates, and officially submits the budget to the legislature; and ―issue net-

works,‖ where members of the legislature and members of interest groups join 

together to control aspects of decision making. 

 

Economic functions of budgeting (ECO) – There are three basic economic 

functions of budgeting: allocation, the governmental budget can allocate goods 

when markets fail due to the existence of public or collective consumption 

goods, externalities, natural monopolies, or consumer ignorance; distribution, 

the governmental budget can serve to redistribute goods where market condi-

tions create extreme economic inequality; and stabilization, the government 

budget can reduce the effect of economic cycles (see Keynesianism).
70

 

 

Budget Strategies (BS) – Agencies are more successful in their budgeting 

when they consider the public support for their programs. Under four levels of 

support there are differing optimal internal strategies (proposals) and external 

strategies (legislative politics): Broad weak support for outcomes leads to in-

cremental proposals and transparent cooperative legislative strategies. Narrow 

intense support leads to claims for equity and reliance on the clientele in the 

political process. Moderate resistance to financing targeted strategies, such as 

cutting waste or sharp focus on mission, and to confidence building in the po-

litical environment. High resistance to outcomes leads to analytic or other 

strong approaches, such as cost benefit analysis, and to external strategies fo-

cused on dividing power.
71

 

 

Super Budgets (SB) – ―Super-budgets are conceived less as documents or 

even as autonomous processes than as systems, interacting with other systems. 

At their core lies the fundamental revenue mobilization and expenditure func-

tion, but they are also an integral part of other systems, include the intergov-

ernmental system, the economic system, and the political-bureaucratic sys-

tem.‖
72

 

 

Punctuated Equilibrium (PE) – Budgets are generally stable following the 

construct of incrementalism or, in any case, not changing radically in most pe-

                                                
70 Merl M. Hackbart and James B. Ramsey, "The Theory of Public Sector Budget: An 
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riods. However, aperiodically stability is disturbed. This disturbance may be 

consistent with the Agendas theory (see) or with Mixed Scanning (see). Evi-

dence exists for such aperiodic budgeting.
73

 

 

Rights Based Budgeting (RBB) – The existence of large transfer payment 

programs that the courts have interpreted as entitlements and the engagement 

of the courts in requiring the expenditure of funds to fulfill court determined 

rights has narrowed the executive-legislative discretion over the budget creat-

ing a rigid obligation to expend funds. One method of managing budgets is to 

take a long-term look at entitlements.
74

 

 

Bureaucratic Politics (BUR) – The government comprises individuals who 

are players in the decision-making process. Players are focused on parochial 

priorities and they seek to protect their own interests and maintain their own 

power. Strategic decisions are replaced by focus on matters demanding imme-

diate attention. There are routine ―channels‖ for determining who decides and 

how to proceed. Decisions are not analytic or calculated, they are the part of 

the uncertainty, pace and chaotic nature of decision making. Decision out-

comes are the aggregate of multiple individual decisions. Group actions may 

not reflect any particular person‘s intentions. Participants‘ roles affect their 

judgment.
75

 

 

Transaction Cost Politics (TCP) – John Bartle and Jun Ma
76

 explore TCP 

theories related to budgeting. Following Patashnik
77

 they view budgets as 

contracts and see three transaction cost claims:
78

 

 

(1) The costs of negating and enforcing budget contracts shape the 

budgetary process, and through it, the budgetary outcome; 

(2) Political actors deliberately craft institutional safeguards to add du-

rability to their commitments; and 
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(3) Budget reforms are unlikely to succeed if they fail to take into ac-

count both the potential for opportunistic political behavior and the 

inherent need of complex transactions for contractual safeguards. 

 

They also examine TCP related to budget execution, tax policy and fiscal 

policy. They propose treating budgets as contracts where participants have the 

attributes of bounded rationality, opportunism, and lack of risk neutrality. The 

transactions occur under conditions of uncertainty, bilateral information 

asymmetry, and asset specificity (commitment to program continuity). 

 

Ambiguity & Interpretive Budgets (AMB) – Organizations are loosely cou-

pled and decisions are outcomes of multiple independent streams (see Garbage 

Can). Budgets involve rituals and symbols to construct fiscal reality. The lan-

guage of analytic choice is merely metaphorical, helping to construct the per-

ception of order out of anarchy.
79

 

 

                                                
79 Gerald J. Miller, Government financial management theory, Public administration and 

public policy 43 (New York: M. Dekker, 1991); Janet Foley Orosz, "The Truth is Out There: 

Is Postmodern Budgeting the Real Deal?," in Evolving Theories of Public Budgeting, ed. John 

R. Bartle (Amsterdam: JAI imprint, 2001). 
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EXPLANATORY THEORIES 

 

Median Voter Theory (MVT) - Voting is a method of giving a decision 

making proxy to representatives. To obtain that proxy, the representative must 

convince a majority of voters to select him. The majority consists of 50% plus 

one, or the median. Assuming that the voters have single peaked preferences, 

the candidate need only learn and act upon the preferences of the median voter 

to become elected and reelected. For budgeting, this means finding the tax and 

service package that satisfies the median voter.
80

 

 

Interest Group Pluralism (IGP) – Interest groups take a direct role in influ-

encing legislation that affects their interests.
81

 Interest groups are a type of de-

scendent of factions as discussed in the Federalist Papers.
82

 The dominance of 

any particular faction would be ruinous for a republic, but the competition of 

relatively equal factions is how democracy works. This competition and 

agreement over budgetary shares works in tandem with incrementalist theo-

ries.
83

 

 

Garbage Can (GC) – An organized anarchy has ill-defined uncertain pref-

erences, unclear technology and fluid participation. A decision is an outcome 

of independent streams: Problems arise inside and outside the organization and 

can have almost any nexus with the organization. Solutions are someone‘s 

product looking for a question. Participants and their ―energy level‖ are tem-

porarily associated with the organization. And, choice opportunities are occa-

sions that call for a decision. In the garbage can, there are streams of each of 

these with decision opportunities possibly being demarked as discrete mo-

ments in time. Decisions occur when there are confluences of all of these 

streams at a decision point.
84

 

 

Agendas (AGEN) – John Kingdon reformulates the Garbage Can theory 

(see) finding three critical streams: problem recognition, policy development, 

                                                
80 B. Ward, "Majority rule and allocation," Journal of Conflict Resolution (1961); G. Garvey, 

"The theory of party equilibrium," The American Political Science Review 60, no. 1 (1966); 

ibid.; Paula S. Kearns and John R. Bartle, "The Median Voter Model in Public Budgeting 

Research," in Evolving Theories of Public Budgeting, ed. John R. Bartle (Amsterdam: JAI 

imprint, 2001). 
81 Robert A. Dahl, "Workers' Control of Industry and the British Labor Party," The American 

Political Science Review 41, no. 5 (1947). 
82 James Madison et al., The federalist papers (Penguin classics, 1987).. 
83 Irene S. Rubin, "Budgeting: Theory and Concepts," in Public Budgeting and Finance, ed. 

Robert T. Golembiewski and Jack Rabin (New York: Marcel Dekker, 1995). 
84 Michael D. Cohen, James G. March, and Johan P. Olsen, "A Garbage Can Model of 

Organizational Choice," Administrative Science Quarterly 17, no. 1 (1972). 
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and politics.
85

 They work independently and must achieve confluence to open 

a policy window (an opportunity for decision making). 

 

Real Time Budgeting (RTB) – Budgeting involves five ―linked clusters: 

revenues, process, expenditures, balance, and implementation.‖
86

 These semi-

independent streams interact in complex ways that strongly affect the ability to 

make decisions and the content of the decisions themselves. There are infor-

mation dependencies between the streams which constrain decisions. Micro-

issues (the cost of the operation of government) and macro-issues (fiscal poli-

cy) constrain each other.
87

 Consequently, there must be constant real-time ad-

justment within the semi-independent streams. 

 

Greedy Bureaucrat (GREED) – The most dominant budget theory from the 

public choice, literature, the Greedy Bureaucrat theory holds that (top ranked) 

bureaucrats are utility-maximizing individuals using their public roles for the 

purpose of achieving their utility maximization purpose.
88

 Bureaucrats have 

the advantage of asymmetric information with regard to how much resource is 

needed to achieve the outcomes desired by political decision makers and they 

are monopoly sellers of their service, so they are in an excellent position to 

overcharge. Their only difficulty is that the overcharge cannot be realized in 

the form of profit, so instead it is realized in the form of prerequisites of of-

fice, generally higher salary, status and benefits associated with larger, that is 

more expensive, organizations. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

In recent years, frequent extreme weather events have aroused the universal concern of the 

global community. With the climate warming, low-carbon economy has become the inevitable 

trend of world economy. As one of the major emitting countries of carbon dioxide, China 

should take measures to save energy and mitigate emission. Carbon tax is recognized as the 

most effective and feasible economic means to solve the global climate problem. In this paper, 

we first study the carbon tax theory and briefly introduce practical experience of developed 

countries that have already imposed carbon tax. Second we analyze carbon emissions of in-

dustries in China. Third we focus on the impact of carbon tax on industries. Fourth we pro-

pose recommendations to reduce the negative effects of carbon tax on industries in China.  

 

Key words: Carbon tax, Industries, Impact  

 

12.1. INTRODUCTION  

 

12.1.1. Study background  

 

In recent years, global extreme weather evens especially anomalous phe-

nomenon of environment, such as global warming, melting glacier and rising 

snow lines, have already aroused universal concern in the world. Global 

warming has been the biggest challenge to human being, while reducing 

greenhouse gas has been the important environmental and social problem in 

international economy development. Greenhouse gas arousing global warming 
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is composed by carbon dioxide (above 60%) mainly. Therefore, how to control 

the emission of carbon dioxide have become the hot issues in economics, envi-

ronment and sociology fields. Among economic measures, carbon tax is the 

most effective ways to solve the problem. Carbon tax is a sort of green tax that 

will be trend of taxation system in the future. To control the emission of car-

bon dioxide and to protect environment, nowadays, some developed countries 

such as Holland, Sweden, Finland and Denmark have already levied carbon 

tax and received good effects. 

 

In Copenhagen, the capital of Denmark, The World Climate Conference 

was held from 7 to 18, December, 2009. China, as one of high carbon emission 

countries, promised to reduce emission of carbon dioxide by 40%-45% in 

2020 as per unit GDP, compared with 2005. This is big challenge for China. 

Because China's energy consumption is coal-based, while it is the carbon in-

tensity and carbon dioxide emissions of coal are much higher than other fossil 

fuels. Especially with fast economic development, Chinese energy demand is 

far beyond enough. Chinese economic development goes in proportion with 

carbon emission. Therefore, impose a carbon tax to save energy and reduce 

emission of carbon dioxide is imminent. 

 

Carbon tax is wildly recognized by the economists as an effective measure 

to control green-house gas emission. According to Report of ―Framework De-

sign of Chinese Carbon Tax‖ by National Development and Reform Commis-

sion (NDRC) and the China‘s Ministry of Finance (CMF), China has already 

had the condition for carry out carbon tax and should collect carbon tax in 

2012. However, the implementation of carbon tax is certainly to affect Chinese 

economic development. As carbon emission is different in all industries, car-

bon tax will produce different effects on different industries. Therefore, the 

affects of carbon tax in every industry becomes an important research topic. In 

China, manufacturing industry takes up 45% of GDP and emission of carbon 

dioxide from it is much higher than that from agriculture and services
2
.  

 

In this paper we will focus on the affects of carbon tax on manufacturing 

industries. The first part explains the concept of carbon tax and some experi-

ence from developed countries that have implemented carbon tax. The second 

part analyzes energy consumption and carbon emission in every industry. 

                                                
2 Chinese National Bureau of Statistics, "Chinese Statistical Yearbook 2010", Chinese Statis-

tics Press, 2010. 
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Then, the third part emphasizes the affects of carbon tax on these industries. 

Finally, we make recommendations and come to conclusion. 

 

12.1.2. Literature review 

 

The concept of carbon tax can be traced back to the theory of externality 

which was raised by Marshall and Pigou from Cambridge in early 20th centu-

ry. Externality is used to explain environmental issues and could be divided 

into positive and negative externality. While negative externality means activi-

ties of economic parties cause pollution but do not willing to pay for that. In 

theory of externality, Pigou pointed out that government could take the 

measures of taxation or subsidy to interfere market to make external costs in-

ternalized. Pigou tax referred that the government taxed pollution producers. 

Then government can use the taxation to eliminate pollution. 

 

The research on carbon tax, modern economists focuses their effort on es-

tablishing models to simulate the effect of carbon tax, and analyze its impact 

on economic index and industries. Symons and Smith (1994) analyzed the im-

pact of carbon tax on different income groups and the results showed that low 

income family spent more on fuel consumption compared with high income 

family, so carbon tax would bring more burdens to low income family. Greedy 

and Sleeman (2006) discussed the impact of carbon tax on consumption and 

social welfare in New Zealand, finding that income reallocation could com-

pensate the marginal excess burden from carbon tax. Cheng F. Lee (2008) set 

up econometric model to analyze the impact of carbon tax and of carbon emis-

sions trading on different industries and discovered that carbon tax had better 

effect than carbon emissions trading. Benjamin Bureau (2011) from France 

studied the impact of carbon tax on cars by using a basic transportation model 

and found that carbon tax is of progress. 

 

Chinese experts conduct the research of carbon tax mainly from two as-

pects. First aspect is to set up model to simulate the influence of carbon tax. 

The second one is to study the experience from foreign countries that have car-

ried out carbon tax and raise some proposals on Chinese carbon tax. Juhuang 

He, Keting Shen and Songling Xu (2002) set up a CGE model of environment 

to study impact on Chinese economy. They discovered carbon tax had little 

effect on growth of GDP, but could reduce energy consumption in some indus-

tries and stimulated labor to move from manufacturing industry to service and 

electricity industries. Yanming Jin, Ming Lei and Tao Huang (2007) built up 
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the CGE model to research the impact of carbon tax and energy tax on differ-

ent regions, and find that regional resource endowment and economic structure 

would affect the implementation of carbon tax. Ximing Zhang (2010) used 

CGE model to simulate the implementation of carbon tax. His research 

showed that carbon tax had little impact on growth of economy, but generated 

negative impact on the output of industries. Kezhong Zhang and Fulai Yang 

(2009) proved that carbon tax is more practical according to the comparison of 

social effect between carbon tax and carbon emissions trading, and then raised 

some recommendations on China's carbon tax policy. Hongwan Zhang and Jia 

Zhang (2009) explored the Chinese feasibility of carbon tax and concluded 

that the design of carbon tax should take national situation and emission of 

carbon dioxide into consideration. Ming Su (2009) from Financial Ministry 

introduced carbon tax effect in 9 countries, including Britain and the United 

States, and then gave some recommendations for the design of carbon tax. 

Yang Yang and Jian Du (2010) analyzed effects of carbon tax among some 

countries in European Union. They point out that carbon tax should be imple-

mented gradually and the choice of tax base should reflect regional differences 

and fairness. 

 

As mentioned above, researches of carbon tax in China mainly concentrate 

on international experience and its effect on macro economy. This paper fo-

cuses on the effects of carbon tax on Chinese industries, especially in manu-

facturing industry.  

 

12.2. OVERVIEW OF THE CARBON TAX 

 

12.2.1. The concept of carbon tax 

 

Carbon tax is a consumption tax which levies on fossil fuel consumption 

(Such as coal, gas, gasoline and diesel) according to its emission of carbon di-

oxide. Because it can be taxed in the production stage and consumption stage, 

carbon tax is more practical. As a kind of consumption tax, carbon tax can ef-

fectively save energy, optimize resource allocation and promote industry struc-

ture upgrading. Compared with carbon emission trading, carbon tax embodies 

the advantage of easy management, price predictable and fairness. Moreover, 

income from carbon tax is more stable and large in quantity; it can compensate 

the shortage of revenue. Therefore, carbon tax has been taken as an effective 

measure to reduce emission of carbon dioxide and save energy. 
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China is a main emitter of carbon dioxide in the world. There are obvious 

contradictions between economic growth and environmental degradation. Car-

bon tax can solve these problems, and at the same time effective carbon tax 

system can optimize resource allocation and promote the growth of economy. 

 

12.2.2. The effects of carbon tax in developed countries 

 

December 1990, the 45th UN General Assembly decided to establish the 

Intergovernmental Negotiating Committee on Climate Change, the global 

warming is start to be concerned by international community. Then developed 

countries gradually began to design and impose a carbon tax. Today, Finland, 

Netherlands, Norway, Italy, Sweden, have already introduced a carbon tax. 

The United States, Australia, Japan and other countries are also prepared to 

levy carbon tax to reduce emission of carbon dioxide. 

 

Some success has been achieved in these countries. Carbon emission vol-

ume in Sweden has dropped by 13% until 1994. In Norway, carbon dioxide 

emissions have fell by 3%-4% in 1993. In Denmark, emissions of carbon diox-

ide in energy industry have reduced from 52.7 million tons in 1990 down to 

49.40 million tons in 2005. When imposing carbon tax, these countries also 

decrease other taxes on energy- intensive industries in order to maintain the 

same tax burden. 

 

12.2.3 The framework of carbon tax in China 

 

According to Report of ―Framework Design of Chinese Carbon Tax‖ by 

NDRC and CMF, recommendations for carbon tax in China is as following: 

(1) because emissions of carbon dioxide are mainly in consumption of coal, oil 

and gas, so carbon tax should be based on coal, oil and gas and other fossil 

fuel consumption amount to charge. (2) Carbon tax imposed on production or 

consumption. Mainly levy carbon tax on enterprise of carbon emission instead 

of personal. The data in 2008 shows that emission of carbon dioxide in indus-

trial sector account for more than 84 %. So carbon tax is levied only on indus-

trial enterprises of heavy carbon emission. (3) Initially the introduction of a 

carbon tax, the tax rate is 10-20 yuan / ton of carbon dioxide that is equivalent 

11 yuan per ton of coal charged, 17 yuan per ton of oil and 12 yuan per cubic 

meter of gas. Then carbon tax rate can be increased to 50 yuan / ton of carbon 

dioxide after 2010. 
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12.3. FOSSIL FUEL CONSUMPTION AND CARBON EMISSION IN 

INDUSTRIES 

 

Carbon tax is generally based on the carbon content of fossil fuels or the 

emissions of carbon dioxide. Therefore, we briefly analyze situations of fossil 

fuel consumption and carbon emission in different industries in China.  

 

12.3.1. Fossil fuel consumption 

 

Chinese industrial added value accounts for only about 40% of GDP, but 

the industrial energy consumption accounts for almost 70% of total energy 

consumption. Coal is the main body of energy consumption, accounts for 70% 

of total national consumption. From 2003 to 2008, fossil fuel consumption in 

various industries have increased year by year, industrial sector was the first 

(see table 12.1). Coal and coke consumption is 1.6 billion tons per year and 

ranked first in the industrial sector. The second followed by life consumption 

with 0.8 billion tons. In the third place was the agricultural sector (that is agri-

culture, forestry, animal husbandry, fisheries and water conservancy), whose 

average consumption is 23 million tons from 2003 to 2007. The consumption 

in the wholesale, retail is 17 million tons and accommodation, catering and 

other sector is 18 million tons respectively, ranking the fourth and fifth.  

 

Natural gas consumption of the industrial sector is in the first row, average 

annual consumption of 40 billion cubic meters, accounting for more than 50% 

of total consumption. The second is life consumption with average 10 billion 

cubic meters per year, and then followed by transportation, storage, postal in-

dustry and the wholesale, retail and accommodation, food and beverage indus-

try.  

 

About the oil consumption (mainly gasoline, kerosene, diesel and fuel oil 

consumption), the industrial sector with 3 billion tons ranked first. The second 

is transportation, storage and postal sector, from 70 million tons in 2003 in-

creased to 130 million tons in 2008, came in third is the other industries. 

 

The top six industries of Coal and coke consumption are: Electricity, heat 

production and supply; ferrous metal smelting and rolling processing; Petrole-

um refining, coking and nuclear fuel processing; Non-metallic mineral prod-

ucts; Coal mining and washing; Chemical materials and products manufactur-

ing. Their annual consumption accounts for more than 90% of the total con-
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sumption in the industry sector. Coal and coke consumption of electricity, heat 

production and supply is much higher than other industries. 

 

Table 12.1. Fossil fuel consumption in industries, 2003-2008 

Coal and coke consumption 

(million tons) 2003 2004 2005 

Total consumption                  1782.36  2108.63  2387.63  

Industrial sector                      1647.18  1971.16  2244.05  

Agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry, fish, 
water conservancy           

1824.31  
2349.88  2378.71  

Life consumption               82.97  82.78  88.29  

The wholesale, retail and accommodation, 
catering 9.07  9.25  9.39  

Transportation, storage and postal 10.78  8.34  8.16  

Others              8.12  7.41  7.74  

Construction                       5.98  6.18  6.22  

Gas consumption 

(100 million cubic meters) 2003 2004  2005  

Total consumption         339.08  396.72  479.13  

Industrial sector                  267.82  293.63  353.79  

Life consumption              56.89  67.22  79.43  

Transportation, storage and postal 6.82  11.16  16.43  

Others                  14.14  17.20  

The wholesale, retail and accommodation, 
catering 6.85  9.18  10.79  

Construction                    0.70  1.39  1.49  

Oil consumption (million tons) 2003 2004  2005  

Total consumption          425.46  491.85  512.31  

Industry sector              305.41  347.69  355.95  

Transportation, storage and postal 70.57  85.85  96.60  

Others               18.84  21.69  20.53  

Agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry, fish, 
water conservancy         16.81  19.96  20.68  

The wholesale, retail , accommodation, cater-
ing 6.18  7.27  8.17  

Life consumption                   3.43  4.28  4.66  

Construction                      4.22  5.11  5.73  

Coal and coke consumption 
(million tons) 2006  2007  2008 

Total consumption                  2668.08  2889.78  3109.96  

Industrial sector                      2528.67  2753.54  2953.31  

Agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry, fish, 
water conservancy           23.89  24.20  15.76  

Life consumption               84.77  81.77  92.13  
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Table 12.1 (cont’d) 
The wholesale, retail and accommodation, 
catering 9.57  9.39  17.99  

Transportation, storage and postal 7.26  6.86  6.66  

Others              7.91  8.19  17.99  

Construction                       6.00  5.83  6.14  

Gas consumption 

(100 million cubic meters) 2006  2007  2008 

Total consumption         561.41  695.23  812.94  

Industrial sector                  413.96  509.67  531.60  

Life consumption              102.62  133.39  170.12  

Transportation, storage and postal 17.24  16.89  71.55  

Others                 12.77  16.09  20.92  

The wholesale, retail and accommodation, 
catering 13.16  17.11  17.75  

Construction                    1.66  2.09  0.99  

Oil consumption (million tons) 2006  2007  2008 

Total consumption          548.16  573.65  597.06  

Industry sector              375.96  388.45  405.24  

Transportation, storage and postal 109.15  122.41  132.23  

Others               20.58  18.62  23.09  

Agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry, fish, 
water conservancy         22.07  21.24  12.62  

The wholesale, retail , accommodation, cater-
ing 8.78  9.85  3.15  

Life consumption                   5.36  6.59  14.60  

Construction                      6.26  6.48  6.14  

Source: Chinese National Bureau of Statistics, ―China Statistical Yearbook", China Statistics 

Press, based on 2004-2010 statistical data. 

 

Table 12.2. Fossil fuel consumption in industrial sectors, 2003-2008 

Coal and coke consumption 

(100 million tons） 2003 2004 2005 

Electricity, heat production and supply  7.82  9.45  10.54  

Smelting and Pressing of Ferrous Metals 2.63  3.08  3.82  

Petroleum refining, coking and nuclear fuel processing 1.26  1.59  1.90  

Non-metallic mineral products  1.14  1.65  1.70  

Coal mining and dressing  1.04  1.04  1.32  

Chemical materials and products  0.97  1.11  1.26  

Gas consumption 

(100 million cubic meters） 2003  2004  2005  

Chemical materials and products  132.00 130.63  154.43  

Oil and gas industry 81.30 75.84  83.46  
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Table 12.2 (cont’d) 

Electricity, heat production and supply  7.55 12.77  18.81  

Non-metallic mineral products  3.86 19.56  26.04  

Petroleum refining, coking and nuclear fuel processing 19.93 19.16  19.52  

Smelting and Pressing of Ferrous Metals 3.26 7.64  10.68  

Oil consumption（10 million tons） 2003  2004  2005 

Petroleum refining, coking and nuclear fuel processing 18.67  26.16  26.49  

Chemical materials and products  2.57  2.39  3.03  

Oil and gas industry 4.29  1.56  1.64  

Non-metallic mineral products  0.79  0.76  0.84  

Electricity, heat production and supply 1.42  1.87  1.57  

Smelting and Pressing of Ferrous Metals 0.43  0.31  0.31  

Coal and coke consumption 

(100 million tons） 2006 2007 2008 

Electricity, heat production and supply  12.03  13.19  13.67  

Smelting and Pressing of Ferrous Metals 4.46  4.83  4.96  

Petroleum refining, coking and nuclear fuel processing 2.28  2.58  2.65  

Non-metallic mineral products  1.71  1.74  2.34  

Coal mining and dressing  1.44  1.66  1.84  

Chemical materials and products  1.36  1.45  1.73  

Gas consumption 

(100 million cubic meters） 2006 2007 2008 

Chemical materials and products  193.90  223.43 200.03 

Oil and gas industry 82.62  91.08 104.41 

Electricity, heat production and supply  29.53  70.78 73.92 

Non-metallic mineral products  26.04  31.25 43.75 

Petroleum refining, coking and nuclear fuel processing 22.55  26.52 26.03 

Smelting and Pressing of Ferrous Metals 12.28  14.22 17.06 

Oil consumption（10 million tons） 2006 2007 2008 

Petroleum refining, coking and nuclear fuel processing 29.22  30.78  31.61  

Chemical materials and products  2.72  2.88  3.32  

Oil and gas industry 1.43  1.44  1.64  

Non-metallic mineral products  0.91  0.89  0.90  

Electricity, heat production and supply 1.34  0.90  0.70  

Smelting and Pressing of Ferrous Metals 0.29  0.28  0.25  

Source: National Bureau of Statistics of China, ―China Statistical Yearbook", China Statistics 

Press, according to 2004-2010 statistical data. 

 

The top six industries of gas consumption are: Chemical materials and 

products manufacturing; Oil and gas industry; electricity, heat production and 

supply; Non-metal mineral products; Petroleum refining, coking and nuclear 

fuel processing; ferrous metal smelting and rolling processing. Their annual 

consumption accounts for more than 88% of the total consumption in the in-
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dustry sector. 

The top six industries of oil consumption are: petroleum refining, coking 

and nuclear fuel processing industry; Chemical materials and products manu-

facturing; Oil and gas industry; Non-metal mineral products; Electricity, heat 

production and supply; Smelting and pressing of ferrous metals. Their annual 

consumption accounts for more than 92% of the total consumption in the in-

dustry sector. 

 

Carbon intensity of coal is the highest of all fossil fuels. If carbon tax is 

based on the carbon content of fossil fuel, electricity, heat production and sup-

ply will be heavily taxed and the greater impacted. 

 

12.3.2. Emission of carbon dioxide in industries in China 

  

Emissions of carbon dioxide have reached 7.6 billion tons in China in 2007, 

more than the United States, and became the top one in world. The other top 

five countries were the United States, Indonesia, Brazil and Russia. It‘s esti-

mated that China‘s emissions of carbon dioxide would be 9 billion tons by 

2015. 

 

As China is still in the initial stage of economic development, China's car-

bon intensity of GDP (3.6 tons / per thousand US dollars of GDP) is higher 

than most developed countries.
3
 Emission of carbon dioxide in industrial sec-

tor accounts for more than 87% of the total, followed by life consumption and 

transportation, storage and postal (see table 12.3). 

 

The percentage of emissions of carbon dioxide in different industries from 

2003 to 2008 shows that (see figure 12.1), the top five industries are: Electrici-

ty, heat production and supply; Petroleum refining, coking and nuclear fuel 

processing; Smelting and pressing of ferrous metals; Non-metallic mineral 

products; Chemical materials and products. The proportion of emission of car-

bon dioxide in electricity, heat production and supply is about 37%.  

 

In summary, emission of carbon dioxide in Chinese industrial sector is 

mainly in electricity, heat production and supply, petroleum refining, coking 

and nuclear fuel processing, smelting and pressing of metals, non-metallic 

mineral products and chemical industry. Among them, emissions of carbon 

                                                
3 Source: Qiangsen Hua, Maoting You (2009) ―Green Revolution in China——Choice of 

Technology for achieve energy and environmental sustainability,‖ Mckinsey co. inc, pp.25-26. 
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dioxide in electricity, heat production and supply industry, petroleum refinery, 

coking and nuclear fuel processing industry account for more than 50% of the 

total. If carbon tax is based on the emissions of carbon dioxide, these indus-

tries will suffer heavy tax burden. 

 

Table 12.3. Carbon dioxide emission in industries in China, 2003-2008 

Industry sectors 
2003  2004  2005  

Total (million tons) 492.235  578.925  644.708  

Industrial sector               428.472  507.285  568.094  

Transportation, storage and postal 23.937  28.186  31.499  

Life consumption                    17.378  17.594  18.789  

Agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry, fish and water conservancy           8.913  10.866  11.107  

Others                  7.336  8.103  7.812  

The wholesale, retail , accommodation, catering 3.719  4.099  4.416  

Construction              2.481  2.792  2.991  

Industry sectors 
2006  2007  2008  

Total  (million tons) 715.999  769.957  819.437  

Industrial sector               635.234  685.685  729.176  

Transportation, storage and postal 35.213  39.288  42.363  

Life consumption                    18.370  18.209  22.715  

Agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry, fish and water conservancy           11.578  11.379  7.031  

Others                  7.843  7.292  10.568  

The wholesale, retail , accommodation, catering 4.647  4.957  4.497  

Construction              3.115  3.148  3.094  

Source: National Bureau of Statistics of China, ―China Statistical Yearbook", China Statistics 

Press, based on 2004-2010 statistical data.  

According to "IPCC National Greenhouse Gas Inventories" listed in the carbon coefficient 

statistics. 

 

12.4. IMPACT OF CARBON TAX ON EVERY INDUSTRY IN CHINA 

 

Because differences of fossil fuel consumptions, technological level and 

production process in different industries, there are obvious different emis-

sions of carbon dioxide in various industries. According to above analysis, tra-

ditional industries, such as electricity and Heat production and supply, petro-

chemical industry, nuclear fuel processing and metal smelting, which have 

higher energy consumption and emissions of carbon dioxide and lower profit-

ability of products, will be impacted considerably by carbon tax. However, 

new economic industries that are new technology-led, lower energy  
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Figure 12.1. Proportion of carbon emission in industrial sectors, 2003-2008 

 

Source: National Bureau of Statistics of China, ―China Statistical Yearbook", China Statistics 

Press, based on 2004-2010 statistical data. 

According to "IPCC National Greenhouse Gas Inventories" listed in the carbon coefficient 

statistics. 

 

consumption and higher productions, such as networking, biotechnology and 

other new digital-led industries will be less impacted by carbon tax. 

 

According to Report of ―Framework Design of Chinese Carbon Tax‖ by 

NDRC and CMF, to collect carbon tax in China would use fossil fuel con-

sumption as tax base and carbon dioxide that produced by fossil fuel consump-

tion as unit. Tax rate is 10-20 yuan / ton of carbon dioxide, equivalent 11 yuan 

per ton of coal charged, 17 Yuan per ton of oil charged, 12 yuan per cubic me-

ter of natural gas charged. Then tax rate will increase to 50 yuan / ton of car-

bon dioxide by 2020. 

 

As it is less elasticity of demand of energy-intensive industries, such as 

electricity and heat production and supply and metal smelting and processing, 

carbon tax will be bone by producers of these industries mostly.  

 

Therefore, carbon tax will increase costs of energy-intensive enterprises 

and then lead prices of their products to go up, causing negative impact on 
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domestic sale and export of their products. As for the fossil fuel production 

industry, such as coal mining and gas industry could transfer carbon tax bur-

den to final producers, it could lead price of down-stream products increase 

and cause serious inflation, thereby affecting the stabile growth of economy. 

 

Table 12.4. Impacts of carbon tax on production and price 

Industry 
Production 

Change (%) 

Price Change 

(%) 

Coal Mining and Coal Mining and 

Processing -8.63 -0.05 

Oil and Gas Industry -1.50 0.26 

Metal Mining and Processing -0.97 0.33 

Non-metal Mining and Processing -0.15 0.00 

Agriculture -0.11 -0.05 

Food Production and Tobacco Pro-

cessing -0.08 -0.09 

Textile  -0.79 -0.09 

Wood Processing and Furniture 

Manufacturing -0.30 -0.08 

Paper and Stationery manufacturing  -0.06 -0.05 

Petrochemical Industry -0.73 0.28 

Non-metal Mineral Products -0.74 0.17 

Metal Smelting Products  -0.71 0.03 

Machinery, electrical equipment  -0.45 -0.02 

Other manufacturing -0.19 -0.05 

Heat and Electricity  -3.89 1.45 

Other Electricity Supplies 5.50 0.16 

Gas Supply -0.43 -0.01 

Tap Water Supply -0.47 0.2 

Construction  -0.31 0.02 

Transportation, Post and Telecom-

munications -0.33 -0.05 

Business 0.03 -0.06 

Catering  -0.28 -0.14 

Finance and Real Estate -0.32 -0.06 

Science, education and social ser-

vices 0.08 -0.12 

Data sources：Yanming Jin，Leiming，Huangtao (2007)―The impacts of environmental tax 

on the regional economic environment‖, Economic Sciences 3, pp. 104-112. 
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Carbon tax also has positive impact certainly. For example, carbon tax will 

lead to energy conservation and emission reduction of enterprises, as carbon 

tax increases the tax burden on enterprises, representing an increase of costs. 

In order to reduce costs and increase profits, companies will invest in technol-

ogy to promote energy conservation and reduce the carbon emission. 

  

From the result of Region Resource-Economics-Environment CGE model 

made by Yanming Jin and other scholars, collecting carbon taxes will bring 

obvious different results in different industries (See table 12.4). Positive im-

pacts of carbon tax on price are coal-fired power industry (1.45%), metal ore 

mining industry (0.33%), petrochemical (0.28%), oil and gas industry 

(0.26%); Negative impacts of carbon tax on price are food production and to-

bacco processing (-0.99%), textiles (-0.99%) and wood processing and furni-

ture manufacturing (-0.08). 

 

Carbon tax will produce negative impact on most industrial production. 

Greater negative impact on several industries: coal mining and washing (-

8.63%), coal-fired power industry (-3.89%), oil and gas industry ((-1.5%), 

metal ore mining industry (-0.97%). 

 

According to research of the ministry of finance in the scientific research 

institute in China (Suming, 2009), using data based on input-output in 2005, 

find that carbon tax has more different impacts on different industries‘ prices 

and has negative impact on most industries‘ yields , imports and exports (See 

table 12.5), compared with added-value tax. The first 5 industries whose prices 

will receive negative impact in the short term are light industry, paper manu-

facturing, petroleum, transportation and construction. The first 5 industries 

whose prices will receive positive impact in the short term are electricity, gas, 

iron and steel industry, coal mining and washing and building materials. 

 

The first 5 industries whose yields will receive negative impact in the short 

term are coal mining and washing, gas, petroleum, electricity and non-ferrous 

metals. The first 5 industries whose imports will receive more negative impact 

in the short term are coal mining and washing, gas, Petroleum, electricity and 

non-ferrous Metals. The first 5 industries whose exports will receive more 

negative impact in the short term are coal mining and washing, gas industry, 

petroleum, electricity and non-ferrous metals industry.  
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From above we can see energy-intensive industries will receive more nega-

tive impact from carbon taxes. In the long term, collecting carbon taxes will 

increase impact on price of products, yields and exports of various industries 

gradually. Moreover, with the increase of carbon tax rate, impact of it will in-

crease on various industries. Industries received more negative impacts are the 

same with the ones in short term. 

 

Table 12.5. Carbon tax impact on industrial prices, yields,  

import and export (%) 

Industry 

Price  

(%) 

Yield 

(%) 

Import 

(%) 

Export 

(%) 

Agriculture -0.41 0.07 -0.6 1.15 

Iron and Steel 

Industry 0.94 -1.73 -0.9 -3.2 

Building materials 0.77 -1.09 -0.37 -2.15 

Chemical  0.48 -0.89 -0.38 -1.61 

Non-ferrous Met-
als  0.51 -1.74 -1.24 -2.52 

Paper  -0.54 -0.12 -0.64 0.77 

Other Heavy In-
dustry 0.75 -1.66 -0.63 -2.75 

Other Light In-

dustry -0.99 0.8 -0.47 2.09 

Construction  -0.06 -0.65 -0.71 -0.53 

Transportation  -0.16 -0.91 -1.08 -0.67 

Service -0.67 0.1 -0.54 1.09 

Coal Mining and 

washing 0.83 -19.5 -18.93 -20.43 

Petroleum  -0.31 -5.04 -5.39 -4.45 

Gas  1.1 -10.53 -8.8 -12.78 

Electricity  4.44 -4.71 -1.25 -10.87 

Sources: Suming Zhihua, Bo Xuwen, W Zhigang and Lixing Liangqiang (2009) ―Effect and 

Impact Carbon Taxes in China‖, Review of Economic Research 72, pp. 24-28. 

 

The results show that industries suffered negative carbon tax impacts are 

those with higher carbon dioxide emission and energy consumption. However, 

the added value of these industries account for a larger proportion of GDP. 
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12.5. RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

12.5.1. Carbon tax incentives 

 

Government could give tax incentives to key industries, Such as electricity, 

heat production and supply, metal smelting and processing. For example, gov-

ernment uses preferential policy of tax concessions, tax relief, and lowing tax 

rate to compensate costs of these industries. Qiao-Mei Liang（2009）set up 

econometric models to simulate different carbon tax design and got the result 

that negative impact of carbon tax will be decreased on energy-intensive in-

dustries with tax incentives. 

 

Countries that have already collected carbon tax, such as Finland and Hol-

land have had some tax incentives. There is tax exemption on the electricity 

industry in Finland, and carbon tax free for energy-intensive companies in 

Holland. 

 

However, we don‘t think it is reasonable to not collect carbon tax on ener-

gy-intensive industries and high-carbon emission industries. Without carbon 

tax government can not encourage energy conservation and emission reduc-

tion. If these large energy users and carbon emitters get tax incentives they 

will not want to save energy, this will reduce economic effects. 

 

The best way is that government impose carbon tax on industries with pref-

erential policy, at the same time draw relevant laws, or sign contracts with 

those enterprises, require those who apply to enjoy tax preferential policy to 

meet energy conservation and emission reduction target.  

 

12.5.2 Adjust other taxes to maintain a fair tax burden 

 

In order to maintain tax fairness and tax-neutral, and reduce distortion of 

carbon tax, government could adjust other taxes to compensate costs of non-

energy intensive industries that paid carbon tax without getting carbon tax in-

cidences.  

 

The experience from OECD countries shows that government should adjust 

other taxes when it collects a carbon tax to keep fairness and neutrality. For 

example, German government decreased income and social security tax rates, 
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invested revenue of carbon tax into pension fund to reduce personal and cor-

porate contributions, played a leading role in employment. 

  

12.5.3. Using carbon tax to support technology innovation 

 

In order to reduce investment of enterprises on technology, Carbon tax rev-

enue can be used to technology innovation of energy conservation and emis-

sion reduction. 

 

First, invest on research for energy saving and carbon emission reduction, 

improving the technical level of energy-intensive enterprises. Second, invest 

on research for new energy technology, to encourage enterprises to use new 

energy and to promote economic restructuring. 

 

Carbon tax is a stable and considerable resource for revenue. But it will be 

dedicated to energy conservation and carbon emission reduction, so as to bet-

ter promote economic development in the long run. 

 

12.6. CONCLUSION 

 

In the paper, we analyze fossil fuel consumption and carbon dioxide emis-

sion in various industries in China, discover that traditional energy-intensive 

industries that will be impacted considerably by carbon tax, such as electricity 

and heat, oil and gas industry, coal mining and washing, Melting, nuclear fuel 

processing and metal Smelting. Because energy-intensive industries have 

higher energy consumption and carbon emissions, and carbon tax will have 

much more negative impact on prices, yields, and exports of these industries 

than others. According to the analysis, to decrease negative impact of carbon 

tax, we suggest that government gives tax incentives to energy-intensive in-

dustries, adjust other indirect taxes to compensate these industries without get-

ting preferential policy and use revenue of carbon taxes on research for tech-

nology of energy conservation and emission reduction. 

 

However, there are some limitations that we did not discuss impact of car-

bon tax on consumptions of various industrial products. We will go on re-

search on this aspect in the future. 
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